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ABSTRACT 

The March-April 2007 Piton de la Fournaise (PdF) eruption was the most significant eruption on La 

Réunion island in historical times. The eruption was characterised by different styles of volcanic 

activity on different parts of the volcano. In particular, during the April eruptive phase, fluctuating 

high fountains occurred at a vent on the southeastern flank of the volcano at about 590 m a.s.l. 

(Piton Tremblet), and rootless littoral hydro-volcanic explosive activity occurred at the coast, 

whereas the volcano summit experienced caldera collapse. On the 5th - 6th April, the major caldera 

collapse occurred affecting the plateau and wall of the Dolomieu crater. Subsequent to caldera 

collapse events on the 6th and 12th April, an increase in the flank fountain activity was recorded. 

High discharge, 300-350 m fountain height, and textural change in the products were produced at 

Piton Tremblet. Lavas fed by the Piton Tremblet activity reached the coast and interacted with 

seawater generating hydro-volcanic explosive activity, which rapidly built a littoral cone. A link 

among these eruptive events and their chronology was suggested syn-eruptively due to change in 

the eruptive intensity and discharge, which showed significant increase, and textural change in the 

magma, passing from basalt to olivine-basalt to oceanite. This study provides the reconstruction of 

the complete chronology of the April 2007 eruptive phase, describes the eruptive dynamics 

involved in the different eruptive events and their peculiar characters, determines the link among 

different eruptive events, and investigates the PdF plumbing system. 

Available syn-eruptive records were analysed to reconstruct the chronology of the eruption. 

Available multidisciplinary monitoring data on the 2007 eruption were used. Deposits of the 

eruptive activity and their stratigraphy were analysed. Products from the lava fountain and the 

littoral cone were analysed in the lab for clast density, and grain size. Products from the entire range 

of eruptive activity were morphologically analysed for componentry. Microtextural observations 

were produced on the caldera collapse and flank fountain products. Quantitative microtextural 

analysis using image analysis method and stereological and volumetric data conversion of 

vesicularity was performed on 16 pyroclasts (16-32 mm diameter) from Piton Tremblet fountaining 

activity, selected among the modal densities within the diverse morphology range. Comparisons 

with other similar eruptive activity and/or eruptions occurred worldwide were investigated.      



xvii

The increase in discharge at 6th April and the reactivation on the 12th April of the fountaining at 

Piton Tremblet flank vent were linked with summit caldera collapse events. The collapses perturbed 

the pressure conditions within the volcano’s plumbing system. At the summit, the caldera collapse 

activity showed the involvement of magma and hydrothermal system which produced phreatic and 

phreatomagmatic explosions and lavas, although gravity driven collapses and numerous landslides 

played the major role in the collapse dynamics. The magma source of the summit activity can be 

related to a pre-2007 intrusion emplaced at shallow depth below the eastern summit area and is not 

related with the Piton Tremblet magma source. Piton Tremblet fountaining dynamics were 

characterised by magma and volatiles coupling during ascent subsequent to volatile exsolution and 

bubble nucleation stage as inferred by quantitative vesicle data interpretation. Variations in 

degassing and eruptive activity were generated by deep magmatic inputs, caldera collapse events, 

and increasing crystal content in the magma.  

The rootless hydro-volcanic explosive activity occurred on the 6th April when channel-fed ‘a‘ā lavas 

produced by Piton Tremblet interacted with seawater, and produced a nested littoral cone structure 

in four stages. The fragmentation was generated by steam explosions which produced three 

different particle components (vesicular, transitional and dense clasts) and three different particle 

transport types (tephra jet, fall and surge).  

Comparisons between the April 2007 PdF eruptive phase and similar events at other basaltic 

volcanoes worldwide showed that: 1) Piton Tremblet fountain activity is comparable with basaltic 

fountains at Kilauea (Hawaii), despite its lower maximum fountain height; however, the crystal 

content had an important role in modifying magma rheology and enhancing viscosity, and trapping 

bubbles leading to largely coupled ascent during fountaining activity; 2) the caldera collapse 

compared with other recent caldera collapses that occurred at different basaltic volcanoes 

(Fernandina, Miyakejima) is very similar in terms of caldera formation processes, eruptive features, 

and products, despite its smaller size; 3) the rootless hydro-volcanic activity was more powerful 

than the recent littoral activity occurred in Hawaii and comparable with the Hawaiian historical 

littoral cones. 

The evolution of the April 2007 eruption and the temporal links among the different volcanic stages 

demonstrate the connection of the magma plumbing system (which includes three main magma 

storage zones) at different levels and that perturbations of pressure within the system can drive 

dramatic increases of eruptive activity. The 2007 PdF eruption also showcased the range of possible 
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volcanic hazards which could occur during a large eruption at a basaltic volcano, and showed how 

these hazards directly impacted the population of La Réunion island. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
CHAPTER 1 

 
 
Introduction to the study: March-April 2007 Piton de la 

Fournaise eruption 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Piton de la Fournaise (PdF) volcano is highly active: 130 eruptions have been recorded in the last 

century (Staudacher et al. 2016). The eruptive activity has been highly diverse, from m3 to km3, ʻaʻā 

to pāhoehoe lavas, to the formation of phreatic and phreatomagmatic ash plumes related to caldera 

collapse events (Morandi et al. 2016; Staudacher et al. 2016). The volcano observatory 

(Observatoire Volcanologique Piton Fournaise OVPF) and associated monitoring networks, permit 

a multidisciplinary approach to the study of PdF volcanism. The March-April 2007 eruption, one of 

largest eruptions in the last century (e.g. Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et 

al. 2016) is the focus of this research. In particular, the April 2007 event involved three different 

locations on the volcano (summit, E-SE flank, and E-SE coastal area) . High lava fountains (150 – 

350 m) from the volcano E-SE flank at about 590 m a.s.l. (location denominated Piton Tremblet) 

produced clastogenic lavas that entered the ocean and formed a littoral cone during the peak phase 

(Staudacher et al. 2009). The lava fountain fluctuations were related to summit caldera collapses 

that produced mild phreatic/phreatomagmatic plumes. The products of April 2007 eruption were 

characterised by a textural change given by the gradual increase in olivine content with time from 

aphyric basalt to oceanite (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). This eruptive event 

therefore provides significant opportunity to study high fountaining processes, lava-water 

interaction, and the relationship between the eruptive activity and the caldera collapses. The unique 

and diverse features of the April 2007 eruption of PdF provide an opportunity to investigate the PdF 

volcano plumbing system. Basaltic eruptions are the most common form of eruption on the planet. I 

compare the April 2007 PdF eruption with other basaltic eruptions worldwide to elucidate the 

diversity and/or similarities between volcanic events. 

 

 



 2 

1.1.1 Aims and significance  

 

This project is focused on the March-April 2007 eruption of Piton de la Fournaise volcano. The 

project attempts to achieve four main aims: 

 

1) Describe the Piton Tremblet (flank-vent) high fountaining eruption and investigate the 

influence of the increase in crystal content and relationship to the summit caldera collapse 

phases. 

 

Understanding lava fountaining and jet dynamics through the analysis of the eruptive 

activity and the emitted products permit to constrain degassing processes, to investigate 

magma conduit dynamics, and to assess the role of external factors in modifying eruptive 

behaviour. The variations in fountaining behaviour are commonly tied up with magma-gas 

segregation processes and their evolution within conduit and/or fountain as observed in 

different basaltic volcanoes worldwide (Wolfe 1988; Parfitt et al. 1995; Andronico et al. 

2005; D’Oriano et al. 2010; Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013). 

The caldera collapse and the change in magma crystal content (aphyric basalt to oceanite) 

that occurred at PdF during the April 2007 eruptive phase influenced fountain dynamics and 

degassing processes. The study also investigates the PdF plumbing system connectivity in 

terms of pressure and how drives variations in eruption dynamics with time.    

 

2) Describe the summit caldera collapse phases and summit eruptive activity, and investigate 

the volcano shallow plumbing system and the link between collapse phases and flank-vent 

eruptive activity.   

 

Caldera collapse episodes at basaltic volcanoes are related to magma withdrawal (Simkin 

and Howard 1970; Munro and Rowland 1996; Geshi et al. 2002). Products of basaltic 

caldera collapse phases have not been widely studied in terms of morphology and 

microtexture. The chronological reconstruction of the caldera collapse phases has allowed 

different types of activity to be defined; links between the collapse phases and the 

contemporaneous eruptive activity at a different site on the volcano (Piton Tremblet) have 

given clues on the plumbing system. The investigation of the deposits at the summit 

provides a basis for assessing the involvement of magma in the explosive activity occurred 

during caldera collapse phases (cf. Michon et al. 2013). 
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3) Document the littoral cone formation and activity. 

 

Data on the chronology of events at the littoral cone and related pyroclastic deposits have 

been used to quantify the volume of deposits, dimensions and morphology of the eruptive 

features and the relationship to the parent lavas. The formation of a littoral cone is related to 

lava-water interaction (Walker 1992; Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and Mangan 

1997). Therefore, a study of the products reveals the dynamics involved and highlights the 

intensity of the explosive events. Few littoral cone deposits have been studied in detail due 

to their uncommon persistence (e.g. Walker 1992; Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and 

Mangan 1997). This study confirms the rootless nature of the coastal explosive activity that 

occurred during the April eruptive phase at PdF, constrains the particle transport and particle 

types generated by the hydro-volcanic explosive activity, and gives insights on the 

fragmentation process. 

 

4) Reconstruct the complete chronology of 2007 eruption of Piton de la Fournaise, using all 

available PdF datasets, in order to investigate the volcano plumbing system. 

       

PdF plumbing system is still debated. Different authors have proposed conflicting models 

for the reservoirs with disparate sizes and depths, and distinct magma ascent paths for the 

generation of the diverse eruptive activity that occurred at various locations on the volcano 

edifice (summit, proximal to summit, distal) (e.g. Peltier et al. 2009a; Michon et al. 2015). 

The March-April 2007 PdF eruption involved a diverse range of volcanic activity at 

different locations on the volcano, allowing investigation of the volcano plumbing system. 

Previous work has attempted to understand the plumbing system through interpretation of 

deformation, seismic and geochemistry datasets (such as: Peltier et al. 2008; Michon et al. 

2009; Peltier et al. 2009a; Massin et al. 2011; Michon et al. 2013; Di Muro et al. 2014; 

Froger et al. 2016; Michon et al. 2016b). This study will add significant information from 

observation of the eruptive activity and quantitative analyses of the products. In addition, it 

will constrain the evolution of the April 2007 eruptive phases, giving clues on the PdF 

plumbing system.        
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1.2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

 

La Réunion island is a volcanic island located in the south-western portion of the Indian Ocean, 

exactly at 21° 10’ S latitude and 55° 40’ E longitude (Fig. 1.1), 800 km East of Madagascar and 200 

km W-SW of the Mauritius Island (Staudacher and Cheminée 2002; Villeneuve and Bachèlery 

2006). The island has an elliptical shape on a NW-SE axis with an area of approximately 2512 km2 

and a perimeter of 207 km (Staudacher and Cheminée 2002). La Réunion island is the emergent 

part (3% of the total volume) (Malengreau et al. 1999) of a significant volcanic edifice of which its 

base, 200x240 km in size, rests on the oceanic plate portion of the African Plate at circa 4000 m 

depth below sea level (Staudacher and Cheminée 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 La Réunion island (red asterisk) is located in the Indian Ocean east of Madagascar; the island and 

its three eruptive centres: 1) NW: Piton des Neiges volcano; 2) SE: Piton de la Fournaise volcano; 3) E- SE: 

still debated Les Alizés volcano location (modified from source OVPF). 
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1.2.1 Geodynamic context 

 

The formation of La Réunion island at around 5 Ma is attributed to the activity of a mantle plume 

(Morgan 1981). The same mantle plume is responsible for the emplacement of the Deccan basaltic 

plateau (Deccan Traps) on the Indian plate (62.5-67.5 Ma), Maldives archipelago and Chagos-

Laccadive ridge (50-60 Ma), and subsequently of Mascarene plateau (30-40 Ma) and Mauritius 

island (8 Ma). The spatial-temporal relationships indicate a northward motion of the Indian plate 

over the mantle plume starting from 105 Ma ago (Duncan 1978; Gillot et al. 1994; Villeneuve and 

Bachèlery 2006; Lénat 2016a). Bathymetric observations of the oceanic floor highlight existing 

structural connections among fracture joint orientation, ridges and valleys of La Réunion, Mauritius 

and Rodrigues archipelago (NE of Mauritius island), confirming a genetic association of the 

Mascarene basin islands (Hantke and Scheidegger 1998; Lénat 2016a). 

 

1.2.2 Volcanological setting 

 

La Réunion island is characterised by two main volcanic edifices: Piton des Neiges and Piton de la 

Fournaise, both with a wide base and gently sloped shield volcano morphology (Figs. 1.1; 1.2; 1.3a, 

c). However, a positive gravity anomaly on the south east coast of the island, near Bois Blanc 

coupled with a drill hole and dating data have shown the presence of another possible extinct 

volcano under the current PdF edifice, named Les Alizés volcano (Fig. 1.1) (Malengreau et al. 

1999; Lénat 2016b). The subaerial part of the island is composed by primary volcanic facies, 

whereas most of the subaqueous flanks of the island are composed of mass wasting deposits and 

sediments (Oehler et al. 2008). 

 

Piton de la Fournaise 

 

Piton de la Fournaise volcano is located in the SE part of the island, reaching 2632 m above sea 

level (a.s.l.) and has an approximately 30 km diameter base a.s.l. (Fig. 1.2a). Its activity started 

more than 530,000 years ago and continues today (Bachèlery and Mairine 1990). This interval of 

eruptive activity is evidence of a long period (more than 500,000 years) where both Piton des 

Neiges and Piton de la Fournaise volcanoes were active simultaneously (Staudacher and Cheminée 

2002; Villeneuve and Bachèlery 2006).  
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Fig. 1.2 Piton de la Fournaise volcano: morphology of the volcanic edifice showing the three significant 

depressions from W to E (bounded in red): Riviere des Remparts, Plaine des Sable-Riviere de l’Est and 

Enclos Fouqué; the Enclos Fouqué caldera is bounded by Rempart du Tremblet (S) and Rempart de Bois 

Blanc (N)  scarps (in orange), defining the eastward-oriented horseshoe depression; Piton Tremblet vent site 

is located at the red ‘x’ in the map  (modified from OVPF source).  
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Fig. 1.3 Aerial views of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano: a The Central Cone located into Enclos Fouqué area, in the foreground the variation of slope of 

Grandes Pentes and Grand Brulé demarked by the Remparts du Tremblet at S and the Remparts de Bois Blanc at N; white asterisk is Piton Tremblet (PT) location 

and white circle is the location of the hydro-volcanic explosive activity. b Central Cone and Enclos Fouqué view from W at Rempart de Bellecombe. c Volcano 

summit with overview of Bory crater and Dolomieu caldera post-2007 activity (on the right a close up view), in the background of Enclos Fouqué, Rempart de la 

Plaine des Sables and Piton des Neiges (PN) volcano (source OVPF). 
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The shift of eruptive activity from Piton des Neiges to Piton de la Fournaise volcano indicates a 

magma source transfer from NW to SE, which defines a clearly visible rift (N120°E) (Fig. 1.4) 

indicated by the numerous monogenetic cones aligned with the rift in the Plaine des Cafres and 

Plaine des Palmistes areas (Fig. 1.2a) (Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981; Duffield et al. 1982; 

Villeneuve and Bachèlery 2006). 

The morphology of Piton de la Fournaise is characterised by three large almost concentric 

horseshoe depressions opened to the East created by three different collapse phases that occurred 

150,000, 65,000 and 4,500 years ago (Bachèlery and Mairine 1990; Merle et al. 2010). These events 

are expressed by Riviere des Remparts, Riviere de Langevin - Plaine de Sables - Riviere de l’Est 

areas enclosed by calderas scarps, and by the youngest Enclos Fouqué caldera (Fig. 1.2a). Inside the 

Enclos Fouqué is the current eruptive edifice of PdF volcano, which has a basal diameter of 

approximately 3 km and is 400 m in height (Figs. 1.2a; 1.3a, b) (Carter et al. 2007; Michon et al. 

2016a). The formation of these great depressions is still debated. In particular, the generation of the 

Enclos Fouqué and the eastward volcano slopes can be ascribed to different possible hypotheses: 

caldera collapse, eastward gravitational landslides of a portion of the edifice, or both (Bachèlery 

1981; Duffield et al. 1982; Gillot et al. 1994; Merle and Lénat 2003; Michon and Saint-Ange 2008) 

(Fig. 1.4). 

 

 

Fig. 1.4 One example of structural hypothesis on Piton de la Fournaise: Enclos Fouqué (EF), Grandes 

Pentes (GP) and Grand Brulé (GB) depressions interpretation in relationship to hydrothermal system and 

sliding on a detachment “gliding horizon”, from Merle and Lénat (2003). Picture modified from Michon et 

al. (2016a). 

 

The current eruptive centre of the PdF volcano is called Central Cone, reaching 2632 m a.s.l., and it 

is positioned inside of the Enclos Fouqué caldera (Michon et al. 2016a) (Figs. 1.3a, b). The Central 
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Cone has slopes higher than 25 degrees. This slope is unusual for basaltic shield volcanoes which 

typically have lower slopes (Michon et al. 2016a). This morphology is due to the occurrence of 

numerous lavas of low volumes on the Central Cone flanks and the eruptive activity (from lava 

effusion to mild phreatic/phreatomagmatic explosive activity) from the two summit craters: Bory 

crater on the western portion of the volcano summit (Michon et al. 2013) (diameter of 300m) and 

Dolomieu crater (pre-2007 activity) on the eastern portion (Michon et al. 2013) (1 km x 0.7 km) 

(Fig. 1.3c). The Dolomieu crater had an inner flat structure called the Dolomieu plateau from the 

end of the 1970’s to April 2007. The Dolomieu plateau was built in historical times by lavas inside 

the crater. Both craters are aligned with the N120°E rift (which relates and defined the shifting of 

the eruptive activity from the Piton des Neiges to PdF) and the eastward PdF edifice major landslide 

(which relates to the Enclos Fouqué caldera-forming event, and produced the eastern Central Cone 

flank stepped morphology characterised by steep and mild slopes decreasing in altitude from the 

summit, respectively denominated: Grandes Pentes and Grand Brulé; Michon et al. 2016a) surface 

axes in direction W-E (Fig. 1.3a). 

 

1.2.3 Current and historical volcanic activity 

 

The entire history of Piton de la Fournaise volcano is mainly effusive (ʻaʻā and pāhoehoe lavas) 

punctuated by Hawaiian/Strombolian activity (Staudacher and Cheminée 2002; Staudacher et al. 

2016). According to Ludden (1977), the activity of Piton de la Fournaise volcano can be divided 

into four different eruptive categories: 1) summit eruption (effusive and explosive); 2) minor flank 

eruption inside of the Enclos Fouqué area (effusive); 3) major flank eruption inside of the Enclos 

Fouqué area (effusive); 4) major flank eruption outside of the Enclos Fouqué area (effusive). 

Summit and minor flank eruptions dominate the recent volcanic history at Piton de la Fournaise 

volcano, producing lava of basaltic composition. Major flank eruptions have produced lavas or 

products of picritic composition, named “Oceanites” from Lacroix (1912) (cited in Ludden 1977). 

Most (97%) of the eruptive activity of Piton de la Fournaise occurs inside of the Enclos Fouqué 

area, and 90% of it occurs in the summit area at altitude higher than 1800m a.s.l. (Villeneuve and 

Bachèlery 2006).  

 

Historical collapse events at the Central Cone of Piton de la Fournaise volcano 

 

In addition to the major collapses observed at PdF volcano and cited above in the text, others 

historical collapses affected recently the Central Cone, and in particular its summit area. Several 
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authors defined the Bory and the Dolomieu summit craters as calderas and/or pit craters (such as 

Carter et al 2007; Michon et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2013). These summit craters, and in particular 

Dolomieu crater, have undergone multiple collapse events during their eruptive activity, such as in 

1927, 1930, 1934, 1936, 1953, 1986, 2002 and in 2007 (Neumann van Padang 1963; Carter et al. 

2007; Peltier et al. 2012; Michon et al. 2013). These collapses were associated with a diverse range 

of factors, such as emptying of reservoirs, approximately vertical (90 5°) annular faults 

concentric to the crater in a piston-like motion and normal faults related to small magma pockets in 

the fractured shallow plumbing system below the summit area (Carter et al. 2007; Michon et al. 

2009; Michon et al. 2013).  

 

Preferential rifts for the eruptive activity 

 

There are two preferential alignments of tectonic and volcanic activity which define arched rifts 

extending NE and SE from the volcano summit to the coast (Bacheléry 1981; Michon et al. 2016b) 

(Fig. 1.5). The rifts represent the weakest areas of the volcanic edifice (Villeneuve and Bachèlery 

2006), and are commonly the pathways for magma ascent and eruption. Many minor and major 

summit and flank eruptions have occurred along the rifts during the last 300 years (Chevallier and 

Bachèlery 1981; Villeneuve and Bachèlery 2006; Peltier et al. 2009a; Michon et al. 2016b). In 

particular, at the volcano’s summit two main rift systems with directions of N10 and N170 (arched 

rifts) and N25-30 (1981-2006 activity; summit/proximal) can be identified in addition to the 

previously cited N120 rift (Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981; Peltier et al. 2009a; Michon et al. 2015) 

(Fig. 1.5). The rifts are associated with the filling of the Enclos Fouqué caldera and the formation of 

the Central Cone (Michon et al. 2016b). The evolution of PdF volcano is complex and still on 

debate, among the hypotheses, the most considered one explains the “u-shaped” Enclos Fouqué 

structure (Fig. 1.2b) and subsiding process to the association of caldera collapse and gravitational 

landslide movements (Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981; Bachèlery 1981; Merle and Lénat 2003; 

Michon and Saint-Ange 2008; Ort et al. 2016) (Fig. 1.4). These rifts are thought to be also 

associated with the historical eastward landslide and its continuous detachment and sliding 

(Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981; Duffield et al. 1982; Merle and Lénat 2003; Carter et al. 2007; 

Michon and Saint-Ange 2008) (Fig. 1.4). In addition, radial rifts (seven different radial rifts) 

occurred on the Central Cone have been observed through scoria cone morphometry (Bonali et al. 

2011 in Michon et al. 2016b), increasing the complexity in the Piton de la Fournaise rifting and 

magma ascent paths interpretation. 
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1.2.4 The Piton de la Fournaise volcano plumbing system 

 

The structure of the plumbing system of Piton de la Fournaise volcano is still debated and the 

current interpretation includes multiple magma reservoirs at different depths. In particular, an 

underplating body which is located at the base of the crust can define the deep reservoir of PdF 

volcano (Driad 1997). Because Piton de la Fournaise volcano is built on a dense intrusive core (the 

possible Les Alizés volcano; Gailler and Lénat 2012) (which lies on the oceanic crust), an eastern 

buttressing effect from the buried volcano influences the PdF volcano-tectonic activity in that area 

(Malengreau et al. 1999). A high velocity body recognised under the Plaine des Sables area and the 

western portion of the Enclos Fouqué is likely evidence of the volcano’s early reservoir and its 

eastward migration (5-6 km shifting) at the current location (Lénat 2016b). A shallow reservoir 

seems to be located at sea level below the Central Cone (Peltier et al. 2008; Peltier et al. 2009a; 

Lénat 2016b) (Fig. 1.6). Above the inferred shallow reservoir and below the Central Cone, a 

summit-collapse-related intensely fractured zone is present, which concentrates most of the seismic 

and intrusive activity and where the volcano hydrothermal system is likely located (Peltier et al. 

2009a; Barde-Cabusson et al. 2012; Lénat et al. 2012a; Lénat et al. 2012b; Lénat 2016b) (Fig. 1.6a). 

The deep reservoir is placed between 7-7.5 km and 4.5-5 km depth from the surface, at the 

boundary of the volcanic edifice and oceanic crust (Battaglia et al. 2005; Peltier et al. 2009a; Lénat 

et al. 2012a). This reservoir is considered to be fed by a compositionally homogeneous mantle 

source (Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981). On the contrary, recent data show chemical and isotopic 

heterogeneities in the deep reservoir and mantle source, explaining the noticed homogeneity as a 

result of mixing between two different isotopic end-members and length/stages of magma residency 

beneath the volcano edifice (Di Muro et al. 2014). 

 

The shallow magma reservoir and feeding system  

 

The Piton de la Fournaise shallow magma reservoir and feeding system are interpreted differently 

by different authors. The shape and distribution of the shallow magma reservoirs are still debated, 

as well as the main magma paths to the surface. A correlation of the records of seismic noise from 

multiple receivers in a 3D tomographic model suggested the presence of an intrusion beneath the 

Central Cone; the intrusion is eleongate in an east to west direction and extends from about 1.6 km 

above sea level depth to a depth of 1 km below sea level (Brenguier et al. 2007). Numerous authors 

agreed on the interpretation that the very shallow plumbing system is an extensively fractured area 

constituted by a dyke and sill complex, located between 0.5 km a.s.l. and the surface beneath the 
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Central Cone summit (Chevallier and Bachèlery 1981; Lénat and Bachèlery 1990; Zlotnicki et al. 

1990; Sapin et  al. 1996; Peltier et al. 2008) (Fig. 1.6a). 

 

 

Fig. 1.5 Main rifts observed at Piton de la Fornaise volcano : N120 rift connecting Piton de la Fournaise 

with Piton des Neiges (red rectangle); NE and SE rifts (small dashed orange lines) with their influenced 

arched areas (in orange) which prolonged from the summit to distal flanks of the volcano and their main 

lineations is N10 and N170 (red dashed lines) in proximity of the summit;  recent summit eruptive 

concentration along N25-30 rift (white rectangle); Piton Tremblet 2007 lava fountain flank vent is located as 

a white ‘x’ and the site of the coastal hydro-volcanic explosive activity is located as a green circle (modified 

from OVPF source). 
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In addition, the authors also agreed that the recorded seismicity distribution below the Central Cone 

from surface to 2 km b.s.l. highlights the dyke and sill complex (Peltier et al. 2009a; Massin et al. 

2011; Michon et al. 2016b).  

 

The authors disagree on the presence of a stable shallow magma reservoir just above sea level 

below the Central Cone. Sea level is well known to be a major geological discontinuity and may 

correspond to a neutral buoyancy level in the volcano where the magma density equals that of the 

surrounding host rock, favouring magma storage (Battaglia et al. 2005). Peltier et al. (2008) and 

Peltier et al. (2009a) used geodetic data to model a reservoir lying at sea level (± 500 m) with a 

simple ellipsoidal shape. They estimated its volume at around 0.3 km3 and its largest diameter at 

approximately 500 m (number 4 in Fig. 1.6a). However, Massin et al. (2011) and Michon et al. 

(2016b) supported the absence of a single, large and long-lived shallow reservoir centred beneath 

the summit of PdF volcano due to high seismicity recorded at the inferred shallow magma reservoir 

location from Peltier et al. (2009a), and proposed a prolonged dyke and sill complex down to sea 

level depth (Fig. 1.6a). Disagreement was also expressed regarding parent magma ascent paths for 

the diverse eruptive activity that has occurred in different areas of the volcanic edifice (summit, 

proximal to the summit and distal activity). Peltier et al. (2009a) suggested two different feeding 

areas above their inferred shallow magma reservoir. The first is located in its western side and the 

second in its eastern side where vertical dykes respectively start from 1700 to 2100 m and from 

2150 to 2450 m depth beneath Dolomieu crater (Peltier et al. 2009a). Following Peltier et al. (2008), 

Peltier et al. (2009a) and Peltier et al. (2009b), these two preferential magma ascent paths are 

respectively responsible for the emplacement of summit or proximal (western portion), and 

proximal or distal eruptive activity and/or in rare summit eruptions (eastern portion). Michon et al. 

(2016b) propose that different magma ascent paths, their relationship with the rift zones, and 

different reservoirs are responsible of the production of summit, proximal and distal eruptive 

activity at PdF. The complex and fractured superficial transient storage zone constituted by small 

magma pockets, sills and dykes (Fig. 1.6b) has been suggested by Michon et al. (2016b) to be the 

feeding system of summit and proximal eruptions, and the latter has also been indicated to be 

responsible of the recent summit collapse events that occurred in 1986 and in 2002 (pit craters) 

subsequently to the draining of part of this shallow magma storage (Peltier et al. 2012). Nercessian 

et al. (1996) and Prôno et al. (2009) discovered two different low velocity magma-rich bodies 

situated between sea level and 2 km below sea level (Fig. 1.6a). Prôno et al. (2009) suggested the 

presence of a large transient magma storage in that region. Michon et al. (2016b) suggested that this 

magma storage zone could feed eruptive activity, especially distal eruptive activity (Fig. 1.6b).  
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Evolution in the eruptive activity and composition associated with shallow feeding system 

  

Inflation and deflation cycles observed on Piton de la Fournaise volcano are considered to be 

related to the filling and draining phases of the shallow plumbing system located between 1 km 

a.s.l. and 1 km b.s.l. beneath the PdF Central Cone. However, researchers do not agree on the size, 

shape and depths of the shallow reservoir as stated above. Inflation phases are explained differently 

by the researchers. Peltier et al. (2008) and Peltier et al. (2009a) explained the volcano inflation 

phases as a result of two different types of pressurisation in the volcanic edifice. The first type is 

due to degassing (volatiles exsolution) from the magma stored in the shallow reservoir in a closed-

system (retention of volatiles) with sporadic and irregular magmatic recharge (observed by Peltier 

et al. 2008 and Peltier et al. 2009a in the eruptive interval 1986-1998). The second type is due to the 

volume of stored magma in the shallow reservoir increasing in a open-system setting (observed by 

Peltier et al. 2008 and Peltier et al. 2009a in the eruptive period 2000-2007). Michon et al. (2016b)  

explained the inflation phases as a result of the emplacement of new batches of magma in a 

fractured and complex shallow magma storage. Uncertainties about the nature of the shallow 

magma reservoir prevent determining the mechanism which produced the inflation phases. 

 

In addition, researchers disagree on the locations of shallow magma ascent paths: a) two main 

magma ascent paths exactly below the western and eastern portions of Dolomieu crater (e.g. Peltier 

et al. 2009a), versus b) two main ascent paths below the Dolomieu crater (W and E), and one 

magma ascent path east of the Dolomieu crater rim (Michon et al. 2015). The main magma ascent 

paths feed eruptive activity at different locations on the volcanic edifice (summit, proximal to the 

summit and distal vents). Disagreement persists among researchers in relation to links between vent 

locations (and evolution during an eruption) and the source magma. Contrasting models are: a) 

magma ascends vertically below the Dolomieu crater (summit) and moves towards distal sites from 

the shallow reservoir following the main rifts (Peltier et al. 2009a); b) magma ascends directly from 

different storage areas, the summit/proximal activity being linked to the shallow fractured transient 

magma storage above sea level, and proximal/distal activity being linked to the magma stored 

below sea level (Michon et al. 2015; Michon et al. 2016b). Furthermore, the change in location of 

eruptive vents is usually associated with variation in the olivine crystal content of the products from 

basalt to oceanite; olivine crystals reach more than 35 vol.% in the oceanite usually emitted in distal 

setting (Ludden 1977; Peltier et al. 2009a). The crystal content variation present in distal eruptions 
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could suggest peculiar characteristics of the magma ascent path and gives clues on the PdF volcano 

plumbing system.   

 

 

Fig. 1.6 Inferred plumbing system of Piton de la Fournaise volcano, from Michon et al. (2016b): a Black 

dots are seismic epicentres recorded in the period 1998-2010. The number 1 is a zone that includes small 

magma pockets interpreted to relate to summit eruptions, from Lénat and Bachèlery (1990); this 

interpretation is still broadly accepted by different authors. The number 2 is a low velocity zone observed in 

Nercessian et al. (1996). The number 3 is a low velocity zone observed by Prôno et al. (2009). The number 4 

is the magma reservoir inferred from geodetic data by Peltier et al. (2009b). Red and grey arrows are the 

locations of pre-eruptive inflation for summit and distal eruptions respectively (Peltier et al. 2009b). b 

Interpretation of the Piton de la Fournaise plumbing system by Michon et al. (2016b) with two different 

zones of magmatic storage, a shallower one constituted by small magma pockets and sills which constitutes 

the superficial transient storage zone, and a deeper one interpreted on the basis of the two low velocity zones 

(number 3 and 2 in figure a) observed by Nercessian et al. (1996) and Prôno et al. (2009) which is inferred to 

be the transient main storage zone of the volcano. Black lines are inferred magmatic ascent paths following 

different rifts which generate eruptive activity at different locations on the PdF. In green the inferred Les 

Alizés volcano intrusive complex. 
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1.3 THE 2007 ERUPTIONS OF PITON DE LA FOURNAISE VOLCANO  

 

The February and March-April 2007 eruptions of Piton de la Fournaise volcano were each preceded 

by a seismic crisis (Staudacher et al. 2009). Periods of activity within each eruption were located in 

different areas of the volcanic edifice. The term “phase” has been used to differentiate eruptive 

events, including all their eruptive manifestations, in a considered timeframe within one eruption.    

 

1.3.1 The February eruption 

 

The first eruption started on the 18th of February 2007 at around 12:35 GMT (Roult et al. 2012), 

when a E-W oriented fissure opened in the Dolomieu crater starting a period of fissure fountaining 

(5 to 20m height) and the emplacement of basaltic lavas on the Dolomieu plateau (Staudacher et al. 

2008; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The eruptive activity 

was characterised by a pre-eruptive increasing of seismicity for a period of 27 minutes in 

correlation with constant inflation indicated by the OVPF monitoring network deformational data 

(Staudacher et al. 2008; Staudacher et al. 2009). The lavas almost completely covered the Dolomieu 

plateau (Fig. 1.7a), and lava overflowed onto the eastern flank of the Central Cone (Fig. 1.7b) 

(Staudacher et al. 2008; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The 

eruption lasted 16 hours and 25 minutes from the opening of the fissure (Staudacher et al. 2009; 

Roult et al. 2012) (Table 1.1). The total volume of basaltic lava and tephra emitted in this event was 

estimated less than 0.001 km3 (Staudacher et al. 2008; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014) 

(Table 1.1). 

 

1.3.2 The March-April eruption 

 

The March eruptive phase 

 

The second eruption started on 30th of March 2007 at 18:50 GMT with Strombolian activity from an 

eruptive fissure at 1900 m a.s.l. on the E-SE flank of the volcano (Figs. 1.7c, d) (Staudacher et al. 

2008; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The OVPF monitoring 

networks registered an increase in seismicity for 144 minutes and a short period of summit inflation 

lasting in 15 minutes, followed by a lateral inflation. These changes were signs of lateral intrusion 

of magma beneath the eastern flank prior to the eruption (Staudacher et al. 2008; Peltier et al. 

2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Staudacher et al. 2016). The short-lived summit inflation was 
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followed by a long period of summit deflation (130 minutes) during the eruption (Staudacher et al. 

2008; Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Staudacher et al. 2016). The Strombolian activity 

reached 10-20 m in height and produced a clastogenic lava flow with approximately 1 km length 

(Staudacher et al. 2008; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The 

total duration of the second eruptive period was of 10 hours and 25 minutes with an estimated total 

volume of basaltic lava and tephra of about 0.001 km3 (Staudacher et al. 2008; Staudacher et al. 

2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016) (Table 1.1). 

 

The April eruptive phase 

 

The second phase of the March-April 2007 eruption was the longest and the most voluminous 

eruptive phase of the 2007 activity. Here I summarise the evolution of the second phase of the 

March-April 2007 eruption, based on Staudacher et al. (2008), Staudacher et al. (2009), Di Muro et 

al. (2014), and Staudacher et al. (2016). It featured very different eruptive styles at multiple 

locations, and produced different compositional products. The activity started with the opening of a 

fissure and high fountaining activity (100-150 m in height) on the E-SE flank of the volcano edifice 

at an altitude of 570-600 m a.s.l. on 2nd April 2007 at 6:00 GMT (Fig. 1.8a). The activity continued 

on 2nd April with high fountaining (>100 m in height) and the emplacement of clastogenic lavas that 

in a few hours reached the sea at about 3 km from the source vent. Throughout the eruptive period, 

well defined seismic tremor was measured on the OVPF monitoring network. The eruption steadily 

continued in the next days with minor fluctuations in high lava fountaining activity and outgassing 

until a 4.8 Md earthquake was recorded on 5th April at 20:48 GMT (Fontaine et al. 2014). 

Subsequently, in the following 15 hours, an overall increase in the fountaining activity was 

observed, involving fountain heights >200 m, a significant increase in SO2 emission and increase in 

the magma flux (Fig. 1.8c). Staudacher et al. (2009) estimated a volumetric magma discharge rate 

of more than 200 cubic-meters per second on the 6th April. Subsequent to the 4.8 Md earthquake, an 

increase in summit seismicity and deflation-inflation cycles started. At this time, a major portion of 

the Dolomieu plateau started to collapse, and in particular the NW sector of the plateau (Michon et 

al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009). 
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Fig. 1.7 The 2007 eruptive activity pre-April:  a E-W fissure activity crossing Dolomieu plateau on 18th 

February 2007. b Eastern overflow lava during 18th February eruptive activity, dashed red line is the 

Dolomieu plateau eastern border. c Strombolian activity on the E-SE volcano flank on 30th March 2007. d 

Lavas (y-shaped red boundary) emplaced during the 30th March eruptive activity, light blue circle is the 

location of fissure (source OVPF database).  

 

Table 1.1 

Summary of durations and volumes of the 2007 PdF eruptive phases 

Activity PdF 2007 Total duration (hrs) Volume erupted/collapsed (km3) 
February 16.42 <0.001 
March 10.42 0.001 
April 714 0.24 
Caldera collapse 160 0.09 - 0.12 
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The collapse phase occurred in an incremental manner (Michon et al. 2007), and the first collapse 

increments were followed by an increase in the eruption rate. The collapse phase continued until the 

next day. Significant hydro-volcanic explosive activity occurred on the eastern coast, as a result of 

lava and sea water interaction when the high-flux fountain-fed lavas reached the sea (Fig. 1.8d). The 

fountaning activity at the flank-vent continued with an intermittent style involving fluctuations of 

lava fountain height and emplacement of lavas. The total duration of April activity was about 714 

hours (2nd April -1st May) and the estimated total volume of products is 240 Mm3 (Staudacher et al. 

2016) (Table 1.1). It is worth noting that a narrow lava flow reached 850 m b.s.l. (Saint-Ange 

2009), suggesting emission rates high enough to feed a very dynamic submarine lava flow.  

 

1.3.3 The Dolomieu caldera collapse phases (timing) 

 

Subsequent to the significant earthquake on the 5th April at 20:48 GMT and the following 15-

minute deflation phase, a decrease in summit seismicity and further 3 minutes of deflation were 

recorded by the OVPF monitoring networks, followed by another rapid inflation phase. Staudacher 

et al. (2009) explained this succession of events as the onset of the collapse. Subsequently, at 20:51 

GMT on the 5th April, seismicity and deformation began to show a cyclicity between deflation with 

an increase in the seismicity, and inflation with a decrease in the seismicity (Staudacher et al. 2009). 

During the 6th of April 2007, OVPF monitored continued seismicity and deflation/inflation cycles 

interpreted to be due to further collapses of the N-NW portion of the Dolomieu caldera, and several 

summit explosive events in the interval between 12:38 and 15:00 GMT (Staudacher et al. 2009; 

Staudacher et al 2016). More than 40 caldera collapse increments were inferred through geodetic 

and seismic data by Michon et al. (2011) and Fontaine et al. (2014) in the period 5th – 14th April. 

The collapse event left a funnel shaped caldera with a maximum depth at about 340 m, an average 

diameter of 1 km and an estimated volume of circa 90-120 Mm3 (Table 1.1; Fig. 1.8b) (Michon et 

al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009).  

 

1.3.4 The 2007 eruptive period: change in petrography and geochemical compositions of the 

erupted products  

 

During the 2007 eruptive activity, a change in the geochemical composition of the erupted products 

was observed. The February eruption and the first eruptive phase of the March-April eruption (30th–

31st March) produced basaltic aphyric lava (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). The April 

eruptive period, almost entirely from Piton Tremblet vent at 570-600 m a.s.l. produced tephras and 
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clastogenic lavas, which showed a clear temporal variation in composition from aphyric basalt to 

olivine-phyric basalt to picrite (oceanite) (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). This 

variation was defined by the gradual entrance and increasing abundance of centimetre-sized olivine 

crystals which at the final stage of the eruption reached abundances of >40 wt% (Villemant et al. 

2009; Vlastélic et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). Therefore, the compositional change observed 

could be defined as textural change given by the gradual entrance of olivine phenocrysts. There is a 

correlation between the textural change and changes of magma flux throughout the 2nd to 6th April 

period. Basaltic aphyric to sparsely olivine-phyric tephra was erupted until the 4th-5th April. 

Subsequently, olivine-phyric basalt was erupted and on the 6th April the tephra texture changed to 

oceanite (Villemant et al. 2009; Vlastélic et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014).  

 

Differences in major, trace elements and Sr-Nd isotope data were observed in bulk-rocks, 

groundmasses, olivine macrocrysts and melt inclusions in samples belonging to the whole 2007 

eruptions (February, March-April) by Di Muro et al. (2014). Specifically, the products of February 

have higher Sr isotope ratio than the products emitted in March and post-6th April eruptive phases. 

Products of eruptions that predated caldera collapse have the lowest Sr isotope ratio suggesting, in 

correlation with the large sulphur outgassing recorded in the same period, entry of new magma from 

the deep plumbing system (Fontaine et al. 2014; Di Muro et al. 2014).  The latter magma batch has 

been interpreted to have rose in the main magma reservoir and ponded (Di Muro et al. 2014). The 

increase in the olivine crystal content observed after the 5th April is suggested by Di Muro et al. 

(2014) from the rise of the deep magma batch which pressurised and flushed the shallow plumbing 

system, dislodging earlier olivine-rich magma located below the eastern flank of the volcano.   

 

1.4 METHODS  

 

This project has used syn-eruptive observations and multidisciplinary monitoring data, the available 

data from the OVPF monitoring networks obtained syn-eruptively, field geological observations 

and sampling of pyroclasts at the eruption sites, laboratory analyses of the erupted products 

including density, grain size and componentry analyses, and qualitative and quantitative macro- and 

micro-textural analyses. Syn-eruptive records (pictures, videos, monitoring data) were collected in 

the OVPF database, and the OVPF fully authorised their use for the fulfillment of this project. Field 

campaign at PdF has been held at the end of 2013; the total duration of the campaign was two 

months. A detailed explanation on the methods chosen is presented in each chapter of this thesis. 
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Fig. 1.8 April 2007 eruptive activity: a Lava fountain activity (>100 m in height) at the Piton Tremblet flank 

fissure at 570-600 m a.s.l. E-SE volcano flank on 2nd April. b Overview of the first summit collapse phase 

which affected the NW sector of the Dolomieu plateau on 5th April, and subsequent increments (picture taken 

on 6th April early afternoon). c High lava fountain (>200 m in height) on 6th April at the flank vent 

subsequent to caldera collapse. d Hydro-volcanic explosive activity subsequent to lava-water interaction at 

the coast during 6th April (Photo courtesy De la Jarte, Gendarmerie Nationale,  OVPF database). 

 

1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 

 

The aim of this study is to better understand the dynamics involved during the second eruptive 

phase of the 2007 March-April eruption. In addition, this study investigates and interprets the 

distinctive eruptive events of the April eruptive phase, in particular, the significant caldera collapse 

at the summit, the high lava fountain at Piton Tremblet and the hydro-volcanic explosive activity at 

the coast. In the following chapters these topics will be covered: 1) the reconstruction and evolution 

of the 2007 flank-vent (Piton Tremblet) high lava fountain activity (Chapter 2). The interpretation 

of variation in the eruptive behaviour associated with changes in the magma conduit dynamics and 

degassing processes related to caldera collapses and the role of increasing olivine crystal content in 

the magma will be presented. Furthermore, a comparison with other Kilauean basaltic lava 
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fountains will be shown. 2) The timely reconstruction of the volcano summit caldera collapse 

phases in relation with the intracaldera sliding and/or the explosive activity (Chapter 3). 

Interpretations on the source of the explosive activity through multiple available 

dataset/observations and the analysis of the products will be discussed. 3) The reconstruction of the 

coastal explosive phase which formed a rootless littoral cone (Chapter 4). Constraints on the source, 

littoral cone formation and evolution, main particle transport styles, and insights on fragmentation 

and particle production, through deposits and tephra analyses, will be displayed. In addition, a 

comparison with historic and recent hydro-volcanic/phreatomagmatic events at other basaltic 

volcanoes will be shown. 4) Clues on PdF volcano plumbing system by the evolution and linking of 

the dynamics of the whole 2007 eruptions (Chapter 5). The connection of the magma storage zones 

will be demonstrated by the temporal link between caldera collapse phases and fluctuations in Piton 

Tremblet fountains, associated to pressure perturbations that will drive variations in the dynamics. 

Subsequently, 2007 PdF eruption will be compared with similar basaltic eruptions worldwide, 

volcanic hazard implications will be described, and the conclusions and findings of the project to 

date will be presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
 
Conduit and eruption dynamics during the 2007 Piton 

Tremblet lava fountain activity (distal eruptive activity) 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Lava fountains are a spectacular manifestation of explosive activity at basaltic volcanoes, such as 

Kilauea, Etna and Piton de la Fournaise (e.g. Swanson et al. 1979; Wolfe 1988; Andronico et al. 

2005; Staudacher et al. 2009). Fountains can display fluctuations in eruptive behaviour and height 

(Taddeucci et al. 2015). These fluctuations can be controlled by variations in primary properties of 

magma conduit dynamics associated with magma-gas segregation processes, and/or by external 

factors, such as vent and conduit geometries or the presence of a lava pond in the eruptive vent 

(Taddeucci et al. 2015).    

 

The April 2007 Piton Tremblet eruption was one of the largest phases of eruptive activity in terms 

of total erupted volume and fountain height in the last two centuries at Piton de la Fournaise 

(Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). The Piton Tremblet eruption was observed, including 

recording the eruptive location, fluctuation in the fountain height and discharge rate, but a detailed 

account of the chronology of events was absent until this study (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et 

al. 2014). A careful examination of the available pictures and videos recorded syn-eruptively 

permitted an invaluable and highly detailed reconstruction of events. However, the chronology is 

not free of time gaps.  

 

Two features of this eruption provide a unique case study of value to understand conduit dynamics 

and magma plumbing systems of basaltic volcanoes. First, at Piton Tremblet, a gradual increase in 

olivine crystal content occurred between 2nd-6th April, and this variation was coincident with the 

increase in fountain height and activity (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). Second, the 

syn-eruptively observed increase in fountain height at Piton Tremblet coincided with caldera 

collapse phases that occurred at the volcano summit (Staudacher et al. 2009).  
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The drivers of changes in fountaining behaviour are investigated here using detailed 

multidisciplinary datasets from this eruptive phase that include: stratigraphic observations, juvenile 

clast densities, componentry, and micro-textural clast and vesicle data, in addition to the available 

seismic (Massin et al. 2011), deformation (Peltier et al. 2009-a,b; Fontaine et al. 2014; Froger et al. 

2016) and geochemical datasets (e.g. Di Muro et al. 2014). Here I analyse photo observational 

datasets to describe fountaining behaviour with time. These observational datasets together with the 

published timing of changes in magma crystal contents (Villemant et al 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014), 

have allowed me to identify stratigraphic layers related to different eruptive periods throughout 

April 2nd-12th. Quantitative vesicularity and microtextural studies of lapilli erupted during different 

phases provide information on the degassing dynamics during each of the phases. Together, these 

data are compared with published geochemical information and magma storage interpretations (Di 

Muro et al. 2014), and observations of caldera collapse (Michon et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2009;  

Staudacher et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2011; this work Chapter 3), to further understand the influence 

of caldera collapse on fountain behaviour, and the triggering of hydro-volcanic activity at the coast 

(this work in Chapter 4).  

 

The April 2007 Piton Tremblet eruption can be compared with similar volcanism at Kilauea and 

Etna. The study also provides a well-constrained example of how pressure perturbations of the 

magma plumbing system invoked by external factors can drive changes in eruptive behaviour. 

 

2.1.1 Piton de la Fournaise volcano and the 2007 eruptions 

 

Piton de la Fournaise volcano is located in the SE portion of La Réunion island. The current activity 

of PdF volcano is mostly located on the central cone area and inside an eastward-opening horse-

shoe depression called Enclos Fouqué caldera, and Grandes Pentes and Grand Brulé slopes on the 

eastern side (Bachélery 1981) (Fig. 2.1a). In 2007, the first eruption occurred in February, and the 

second eruption occurred in the period March-April (e.g. Staudacher et al. 2009). The March-April 

eruption involved eruptive phases at different locations (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 

2014). On the 2nd April on the lower E-SE flank of the volcano, a fissure opened and produced 

fountaining activity that built a tephra cone called Piton Tremblet by the Volcanological 

Observatory of Piton de la Fournaise (OVPF) staff (Staudacher et al. 2009) (Figs. 2.1a, b). The 

eruption occurred 7.5 km from the summit, at 590 m a.s.l. altitude, and 100 m from the southern 

scarp called Rempart du Tremblet, inside the Enclos Fouqué caldera (Fig. 2.1a). The eruption was 

mainly characterised by fluctuating lava fountain activity with lava flows. The eruption continued 
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between 2nd and 5th April with similar fountaining and lava emplacement downslope toward east 

(Fig. 2.2a). During the activity on the 5th April, a caldera collapse phase occurred at the volcano 

summit (Staudacher et al. 2009). On the 6th April, increases in fountain height and discharge rate 

were observed (Fig. 2.2b), and lava flows fed by the lava fountain activity triggered hydro-volcanic 

explosive activity in coastal settings due to lava-water interaction (Staudacher et al. 2009; Chapter 

4). On the 12th April, a significant increase in the Piton Tremblet fountaining was observed after a 

phase of unsteadiness and weak explosive activity (Fig. 2.2e). The Piton Tremblet eruptive period 

ended on the 1st May, giving a total duration of 30 days (Staudacher et al. 2009).  

 

 

  

Fig. 2.1 Piton Tremblet location: a Satellite images (modified from Google Earth 2008) of Piton de la 

Fournaise volcano. The inset shows the location of the Piton Tremblet (PT) April 2007 activity (in red) on 

the SE flank of the volcano close to the southern cliff of the horseshoe-shaped depression Enclos Fouqué. 

White square in the inset represents the Piton Tremblet vent area shown in a, white scale bar is 4 km in the 

inset; Piton Tremblet vent area in which the majority of tephra were dispersed; asterisks define the locations 

where a stratigraphic analysis was made and names of the sequences are shown; Piton Tremblet vents 

location and their denomination are shown in red; white scale bar is 300 m. b Panoramic view of the Piton 

Tremblet vent area; photo taken west of the highest altitude small vent (0) in line with the eruptive fissure 
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direction. c Deposit stratigraphy in PT_01, characterised by a lower massive sequence overlain by a stratified 

sequence with higher ash abundance; on top is a spatter layer and a bed of reworked material; stratigraphic 

height is 135 cm to surface.  

 

2.1.2 Aims  

 

Aims of this study on Piton Tremblet eruption are:  

1) to reconstruct the eruptive dynamics of the 2007 Piton Tremblet activity;  

2) to investigate magma degassing processes and further understand the relationship with fountain 

height;  

3) to examine the role of the increasing crystal content affecting magma rheology, degassing and 

magma ascent dynamics;  

4) to elucidate the relationship between Piton Tremblet eruptive activity and the PdF volcano 

plumbing system;  

5) to compare the Piton Tremblet lava fountain activity with that of other lava fountains worldwide, 

highlighting differences and similarities for the better understanding of these basaltic explosive 

eruptive styles.           

 

2.2 OVERVIEW OF THE ERUPTION 

 

2.2.1 The observational and geochemical record 

 

The observational record has been linked to the proximal Piton Tremblet deposits (about 300 m 

radius from the vents) on the basis of the fountain direction recorded in the available pictures and 

wind direction estimates, change in olivine crystal content during the eruption as constrained by Di 

Muro et al. (2014), and field observation of the pyroclastic deposits. Four vents were active during 

the eruptive phases (Fig. 2.1a) which had phases of contemporaneous activity, thus contributions of 

clasts from different vents in the deposits are possible. Based on observations at five locations, a 1.2 

m thick deposit (PT_01) was chosen (Figs. 2.1a, c). This stratigraphic sequence overwhelmingly 

comprises of eruptive products from vent 2 (Fig. 2.1a). However, contributions from other vents 

cannot be discounted.  
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2nd April eruptive activity 

 

The eruptive activity at the Piton Tremblet area started on 2nd April with the opening of an eruptive 

fissure at low altitude (590 m a.s.l.,) on ESE flank of the PdF volcano (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di 

Muro et al. 2014) (Fig. 2.2a). The initial eruptive activity was characterised by lava fountaining up 

to 150 m in height mainly from vent 2 and produced a locally-dispersed pyroclastic cone and tephra 

blanket, and clastogenic channel-fed ‘a‘ā lavas (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). 

During the same day, the lava fountaining became focused at two separate vents: (1) the northern 

vent and (2) the southern vent, both aligned on a NW to SE axis (former fissure) (Table 2.1; Figs. 

2.1a; 2.2a). On the same NW-SE alignment, north of that the previous cited vents, a vent at 600 m 

a.s.l. (vent 0; Fig. 2.1a) was producing weak explosive activity (Fig. 2.2a). Vent 2 showed more 

intense activity manifested by higher fountains that were inclined towards SE (Table 2.1). The 

fountaining deposited tephras SW of the fissure (Fig. 2.2a). During the 2nd April, significant 

outgassing was noted from the eruptive site (vents 0, 1 and 2) with the formation of a large, white-

bluish plume (Fig. 2.2a). Throughout April 2, aphyric/very poorly olivine-phyric basalt was erupted 

(Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). 

 

3rd April eruptive activity 

 

On the 3rd April, vertical pulsating lava fountaining occurred from vents 1 and 2 (Fig. 2.1a). A 

fourth vent was formed south of the others on the same NW-SE alignment. Vent 3 showed an 

increase in fountain height (from 30 to 150 m) (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2b). Vent 3 increased its activity 

and gradually became the most active vent on the 3rd April; it was the source of a SE-inclined 

fountain (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2b). At this time aphyric/very poorly olivine-phyric basalt was erupted 

(Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). 

 

4th – 5th April eruptive activity 

 

The 4th and 5th of April were characterised by a more sustained height of lava fountaining from vent 

2 (100-150 m height), variable inclinations of the fountains from three different vents (vent 1, 2, 3), 

continued lava ponding in the vents and the presence of few large olivine crystals in the products 

(Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014) (Table 2.1; Figs. 2.2c, d). On 5th April, the lava 

ponding above the three vents separated in two different ponds above vent 1 and 2, and a significant 

white outgassing plume was noted exclusively above vent 2 (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2d). 
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Fig. 2.2 Syn-eruptive images of the Piton Tremblet April activity; the date of the caption is included and in 

black vent numbers. (Photo courtesy of De la Jartre, Caillé, and OVPF database). a Lava fountain on 2nd 

April observed from the NE. b Lava fountain on 3rd April observed from NW. c Lava fountain on 4th 

observed from NE. d Lava fountain on 5th April observed from E.  e Lava fountain at the peak of activity on 

6th April observed from the N. f Lava fountain on the 7th April observed from NE. g Vertical lava fountain on 

the 8th April observed from NE. h Pulsating fountain activity on the 9th April observed from N. i Weak 

explosive activity on the 10th April observed from NE. j Weak Strombolian activity on the 11th April 

observed from NW. k Lava fountain on the 12th April observed from NW. l Weak explosive activity on the 

14th April observed from NE. m Piton Tremblet on the 19th April observed from N.  
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Table 2.1: Piton Tremblet eruptive events chronology    

Date Time frame 
(GMT) 

Lava 
fountain 

height Min 
(m) 

Lava Fountain 
height Max (m)

Eruptive 
vent 

Fountain 
direction 1 

Fountain 
direction 2 

Fountain 
direction 3 

Wind 
direction

Deposis 
in PT_01 

Observations 

02-apr-07 8:59 – 19:08 50 150 1, 2(Max) vertical inclined 60° SE na S yes (1-2) - Fissural eruption (NW-SE axis) at early 
stages shifted to separate vents (1, 2) 
during the day.  
- On the same axis northern of vents 1 and 
2, a small vent (vent 0) was active with 
weak activity.  
- Outgassing was present above all vents. 
No vent 3. 

03-apr-07 na 30 150 1, 2, 
3(Max) 

vertical vertical inclined 60° SE SW yes (2-3) - Vertical pulsating fountaining from vents 1 
and 2.  
- Vent 3 increases activity from weak 
fountain to the highest fountaning event 
recorded on the day (main vent) with an 
inclined lava fountain. 

04-apr-07 3:49 – 7:35   
– ???? 

100 150 1, 2(Max), 
3 

inclined 60° N inclined 80°  S vertical S-SE yes (2) - Vent 2 showed sustained high lava 
fountain (main) and vent 1 fountain was 
active. Vent 3 showed weak activity.  
- Lava ponding was present above vents 
(vent 1, 2, 3).  
- A change in main wind direction from S to 
SE was noted. 

05-apr-07 2:32 – 6:16   
– ????  

100 150 1, 2(Max), 
3 

inclined 80°N, 
vertical 

inclined 80°S, 
vertical 

inclined 45°E-
SE, vertical 

SW yes (2) - Vent 2 showed sustained high fountain 
with the presence of a white outgassing 
plume above vent.  
- Vents 1 and 3 showed pulsating activity.  
- A separation of the lava ponding in two 
separate ponds above vent 1 and vent 2 
was noted.  

06-apr-07 6:34 – 11:49 180 300/350 1, 2(Max), 
3(?) 

vertical inclined 80° SE na SW yes (2) 
(1?) 

- Volcano summit caldera collapse 
occurred.  
- Increase in activity and discharge rate 
were noted.  
- High sustained fountains rose from vent 2 
with an inclined jet and from vent 1 with a 
vertical jet.  
- No visual activity of vent 3. 

07-apr-07 5:00 – 7:00 160 220 1(Max), 2 inclined 70°SE, 
vertical 

inclined 45°SE, 
vertical 

na SW yes (1-2) - Continuous fountaning activity from vent 
1 and vent 2.  
- A shifting of the main active vent passed 
from vent 2 to vent 1.  
- Variation from two inclined fountain jets 
from vents 1 and 2 to single vertical jet 
from vent 1 (mainly) and vent 2.  
- No outgassing plume or lava ponds 
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above vents. 

08-apr-07 4:39 – 7:52 15 180 1 (Max) vertical na na SE yes (few) - Only vent 1 was active with pulsating and 
intermittent activity.  
- The eruptive activity progressively passed 
from vertical lava fountain to weak 
explosive activity over hours.  
- Outgassing above vent 1 showed puffing. 

09-apr-07 3:49 – 7:38 70 150 1, 2(Max) vertical inclined 45°SE  na S no - Vent 1 and vent 2 were active. Eruptive 
activity passed from steady fountaining to 
pulsating inclined fountain from vent 2, 
which returned to be the main active vent.  
- Vent 1 was characterised by vertical 
pulsating activity.  
- Outgassing was characterised by puffing 
with longer intervals among pulses than 
the previous activity.   

10-apr-07 na 5 30 1 (Max) inclined 80°SE na na W -SW no - Limited and weak pulsating explosive 
activity from vent 1 

11-apr-07 7:00 – 8:00 5 20 2 (Max) na vertical na S no - Weak explosive activity and spattering 
from vent 2.  
- Vent 1 showed only outgassing above 
vent. 

12-apr-07 4:03 – 4:41 
13:50 – 14:17 

90 150 1, 2(Max), 
3 

vertical, inclined 
80°W-SW 

inclined 50° E-
SE 

inclined 30° E-
SE 

SW yes(2) 
(1?) 

- Summit collapse of NE portion of the 
former crater floor occurred.  
- Increase in the activity and discharge rate 
were noted.  
- Three vents were active (vent 1, 2, 3) and 
the most active was vent 2.  
- Vent 2 was characterised by steady 
inclined fountaining.  
- Vent 3 was characterised by pulsating 
inclined fountain.  
- Vent 1 was characterised by limited 
vertical activity.  
- A sustained outgassing plume was 
present above vents 2 and 3. 

14-apr-07 ???? – 11:51 0 100 1 (Max) vertical na na NW yes (1) - Only Vent 1 was active and the activity 
was characterised by waning and 
unsteadiness.  
- From strong vertical fountaining to weak 
explosions to paused periods cycle in 
several hours.  
- Mild outgassing was present above vent 
1. 

19-apr-07 na 0 0 na na na na   - End of the explosive eruptive activity at 
Piton Tremblet vents.  
- Continuing of lava effusion towards the 
sea until 30th April. 

Eruptive vent section shows the active vents on each specific eruptive date.  (Max) : in eruptive vent section indicates maximum fountain height achieved. 
na: data not available.  
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Caldera collapse event 

 

At 20:48 GMT on the 5th April, caldera collapse started at the summit of the volcano, and 

subsequently continued in multiple stages as determined by the collapse of perched terraces inside 

the summit caldera in the following days (Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 

2014). About 80% of the whole rock volume involved in the caldera event collapsed between 20:48 

GMT on the 5th and 12:48 GMT on the 6th April, and the caldera depth of approximately 300 m was 

reached (Michon et al. 2007). Subsequent enlargement of the caldera continued during the 6th and 

7th April with other significant collapses that involved far less rock volume than the 5th April event. 

Collapses were also recorded by deformation and displacement variation of the volcanic edifice 

(GPS and tilt data) during the April eruptive phase (Michon et al. 2011). Further collapses between 

8th and 11th April were related only to intracaldera landslides and talus mobilisation as observed 

from recordings. On the 12th April, the last significant collapse was recorded which involved the 

collapse of remnants of the former crater floor. However, it is possible that rare collapse events 

occurred out of sight of the OVPF webcam network in the same period, as could be suggested by 

tilt data in Fontaine et al. (2014). The caldera dimensions at that time were 1065 (35) m  835 

(35) m and 330 (10) m depth (Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009). The total duration of 

the caldera collapse event was 6 days. 

 

6th April eruptive activity 

 

On the morning of 6th April (6:59 GMT), about 10 hours after the summit caldera collapse started, 

an increase in the eruptive activity at Piton Tremblet vents 1 and 2 was observed for the first time. 

Lava fountains from vent 2 went from 150 m and reached maximum of 300-350 m height, while 

vent 1 fountaining went from 100 m and attained 180 m in height (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2e). On the 6th 

April vent 2 had a slightly SE-inclined fountain, while vent 1 showed vertical jet (Table 2.1; Fig. 

2.2e). The increase in olivine crystal abundance (>20 vol.%) was noted in the erupted products from 

6th April onwards. Tephras and lavas produced from the 6th April were defined as oceanites (Di 

Muro et al. 2014). Bad weather conditions on the 6th April precluded the close observation of the 

eruptive area and the related plumes (Fig. 2.2e). 
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7th  April eruptive activity 

 

The Piton Tremblet fountaining continued on the 7th April and both vent 1 and vent 2 were still 

active. April 7th was characterised by the shifting of the main active vent from vent 2 (on the 6th 

April) to vent 1 (on the 7th April), while both were still active. On the 7th April, vent 1 produced 

fountains of 220 m maximum height (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2f). During the 7th April, a variation in the 

fountain manifestation was observed, passing from two inclined jets from vent 1 and 2 (Fig. 2.2f) to 

a vertical jet from both vents (mainly from vent 1) which generated a single fountain (Table 2.1). 

No outgassing plumes and lava ponds were observed. Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 

vol.% olivine crystals.   

 

8th April eruptive activity 

 

On the 8th April, vent 1 was the only active vent with very pulsating and intermittent activity 

passing from vertical lava fountain (180 m max height) (Fig. 2.2g) to weak explosive activity (15 m 

height) over several hours (Table 2.1). The light outgassing plume above vent 1 showed evidence of 

puffing, with intermittent gas release (Fig. 2.2g). Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 vol.% 

olivine crystals.  

 

9th April eruptive activity 

 

On the 9th April, a reactivation of vent 2 occurred in addition to the continuous activity of vent 1. 

The 9th April activity was characterised by steady fountaining which changed to pulsating 

fountaining (Fig. 2.2h). The pulsating activity, evidenced by the observation of blueish outgassing 

puffs, showed an increase of the interval of time between pulses. Shifting of the main active vent 

from vent 1 to vent 2 occurred. Vent 2 featured 150 m maximum fountain heights on this day 

(Table 2.1). The fountain activity showed inclined (vent 2) and vertical (vent 1) pulsating jets 

(Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2h). Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 vol.% olivine crystals.  

 

10th – 11th April eruptive activity 

 

On the 10th and 11th April, the activity changed drastically from high fountaining (150 m height) at 

vents 1 and 2 to very weak explosive pulses (30 m maximum height) solely from vent 1 (10th April) 
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or vent 2 (11th April) with paused periods characterised by outgassing (Table 2.1; Figs. 2.2i, j). 

Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 vol.% olivine crystals. 

 

12th April collapse phase and eruptive activity  

 

On the 12th April, the last major summit collapse event occurred (11:05 GMT from OVPF database 

recordings) and a significant reactivation of the eruptive activity was noted at Piton Tremblet (13:54 

GMT from syn-eruptive images). The activity at all three different vents restarted and a maximum 

fountain height of 150 m was reached at vent 2 (Fig. 2.2k). Prior to the initiation of this phase, the 

activity had been dominated by very weak low fountaining/explosive pulses at vent 1 and 2, and 

pauses in the activity of all three vents. In particular, vent 2 was the most active vent and 

characterised by an almost steady fountain (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2k). Vent 3 was characterised by 

pulsating activity and significant fountain heights above 100 m (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2k). Vent 2 and 

vent 3 showed very inclined fountain jets, while vent 1 showed limited vertical activity which 

attained about 90 m height (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2k). The outgassing plume above vent 2 and 3 was 

more sustained during all the activity on the 12th April than in the immediately previous days of 

activity. Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 vol.% olivine crystals.  

 

14th April eruptive activity 

 

On the 14th of April the eruptive activity was only at vent 1, and involved waning and unsteady 

fountains (<100 m high), explosions and short pauses of unknown duration but likely from few 

minutes to tens of minutes (Table 2.1). Unsteadiness was documented by phases of eruptive 

inactivity to progressively strong vertical lava fountain pulses (maximum peak) to weak explosive 

activity with mild outgassing in several hours (Fig. 2.2l). The tephra fell exclusively back on the 

vent and/or blanketed the cone rim with incandescent spatter lava, and were not transported >100 m 

from the source (Fig. 2.2l). Eruptive products were oceanites with >20 vol.% olivine crystals. 

 

Eruptive activity after 14th April 

 

On the 19th April, the explosive activity at Piton Tremblet ceased (Fig. 2.2m). However, only 

effusive activity continued until the 30th April 2007, generating lavas on the SE Grand Brulé that 

overlie the lava flow field formed earlier in 2007. The last effusive phases produced oceanitic lavas. 
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2.2.2 Summary of compositional changes recorded during the eruption, after Di Muro et al. 

(2014)  

 

The products of the April 2007 eruptive activity of PdF show a distinctive textural and geochemical 

trend (Villemant et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). During the period 2nd and the 4th April, 

aphyric/very poorly phyric products were erupted by all Piton Tremblet vents (mainly vent 2 and 3) 

and fountain heights reached 150 m. The magmatic source of this activity was inferred as the result 

of multi-stage mixing during ascent of magma from the deep reservoir to different shallow 

magmatic pockets/sills located in the shallow portion (above sea level) of the PdF plumbing system, 

which differentiated independently (variable degree of degassing, cooling and crystallisation) (Di 

Muro et al. 2014). During 2007, a significant eastern volcano flank slip was recorded and 

interpreted by Froger et al. (2007) as a result of a sill emplacement and subsequent discharge during 

the April eruptive phase. The shallow stored magma was forced from its shallow ponding zone due 

to a new deep input at about 3 km b.s.l., that pressurised the PdF plumbing system as evidenced by 

geophysical data (Fontaine et al. 2014) and from deep seismicity (Massin et al. 2011). This input 

was inferred to have taken place in the period between January 2007 and 7th March, from volcano 

inflation data showed in Peltier et al. (2009b) and in Fontaine et al. (2014). The deep input was also 

inferred by the large amount of SO2 emitted during the April phase (about 230 kt for April activity) 

detected by satellites measurements (Tulet and Villeneuve 2011; Gouhier and Coppola 2011) that 

showed 3 times the value which corresponds to the total emitted volume of products during 2007 

eruption. 

   

The olivine-phyric tephra erupted on the 4th - 5th  April from all vents (1, 2 and 3) and dominantly 

from vent 2, has been interpreted to be related to the new deep magmatic input, due to its low 

isotopic 87Sr/86Sr value for PdF (Di Muro et al. 2014). Melt inclusion and volatile analyses suggests 

that this deep-derived magma underwent significant fractionation before its ascent (Di Muro et al. 

2014). Subsequently, magma was ponded for a brief time at a shallow level where degassing and 

crystallisation occurred and possibly produced harrisitic crystal mushes that were flushed during the 

period 4th to 5th April (Di Muro et al. 2014).  

           

The syn- and post-summit caldera collapse oceanitic products emitted by Piton Tremblet lava 

fountain (vents 1, 2 and 3) have a different history. These products are interpreted to be associated 

with the flushing and disaggregation of shallowly emplaced olivine-rich crystal mushes (Di Muro et 

al. 2014). The olivine-rich mushes formed from crystallisation of magma through degassing and 
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cooling. Thus, these mushes were stored in the shallow edifice below eastern flank (sill 

complex/magma pockets) (Di Muro et al. 2014). This interpretation is consistent with the low 

trapping pressure in oceanite olivine melt inclusions (low pressure magma storage and 

crystallisation) which indicate a shallow storage, and by the steady isotopic values which correlate 

with pre-2007 eruptions values (Di Muro et al. 2014). Therefore, olivine phenocrysts are 

xenocrysts, mechanically remobilised by CO2-rich fluids and interstitial melt during perturbation 

(Di Muro et al. 2014) related to the caldera collapse process.  

 
2.3 ERUPTION, DEPOSITS AND STRATIGRAPHY 

 

The area covered by visible Piton Tremblet tephra deposits was estimated at 0.2 km2 using Google 

Earth Pro software. At the end of the eruption, the Piton Tremblet pyroclastic cone was about 40 m 

above the pre-existing level of the surface (Staudacher et al. 2009). Staudacher et al. (2016) 

presented an estimated erupted volume of 240 Mm3 for the entire eruptive period of April from all 

vents, obtaining a mean output rate of 94 m3/s. The best preserved and accessible deposits of the 

2007 activity are located above the Piton Tremblet cone along scarps which expose cross sections 

through the deposits. Five locations were investigated through digging and/or observing already 

exposed deposits (Fig. 2.1a). Grain size terms noted in the field and presented in this chapter 

followed the terminology in White and Houghton (2006). Analytical methods used in the analysis 

of Piton Tremblet products are present in detail in Appendix I.  

 

2.3.1 Southwestern stratigraphic sections 

 

Southwestern stratigraphic sections PT_01 (55°46'24.13"E 21°17'2.08"S) and PT_02 

(55°46'21.86"E 21°16'59.23"S) were investigated (Fig. 2.1a). These sequences are located W-SW 

of the Piton Tremblet vents (vent 1, 2, 3); the vents are aligned NW-SE. PT_01 and PT_02 are 

located at about 180-220 m from vent 1, 200 m from vent 2, and about 200-240 m from vent 3 (Fig. 

2.1a). PT_01 and PT_02 have a total thickness of 120 cm and 87 cm respectively (Figs. 2.1a; 2.3a, 

b). These sequences consist of well to moderately sorted lapilli and some uppermost beds 

dominated by bombs and fluidal lapilli (spatter) (Figs. 2.3a, b). Stratigraphic correlations are 

possible between PT_01 and PT_02. Planar beds (14-26 cm thick) comprise ash, and fluidal and 

fragmented microvesicular lapilli (2-40 mm) with olivine phenocrysts, and Pele’s hair, in both 

sections (Figs. 2.3a, b). However, in these beds in PT_02 there are free olivine crystals that are not 

present in PT_01; this difference could be associated with different depositional timing. Tephra 

accumulation for these beds is dominated by products from vent 1 and 2 because PT_01 and PT_02 
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are more proximal in the downwind direction for most phases. The location of vent 3 and the 

direction of its eruptive jets and subsequent dispersal directions prevented tephra deposition in 

PT_01 and PT_02 locations. The spatter level is constituted by greyish shiny bombs and fluidal 

lapilli (2 mm to >10 cm diameter clasts) with high olivine crystal content in their groundmass 

(oceanite) (Figs. 2.3a, b). Another stratigraphic correlation between PT_01 and PT_02 is the 

presence of a reworked bed (5-15 cm thick) of golden-brown lapilli and bombs at the top (Figs. 

2.3a, b).   

 

2.3.2 Northwestern stratigraphic sections  

 

Three locations N-NW of the Piton Tremblet vent 1 (160-200 m from the vent) were investigated 

(T600; S_1; S_2) (Fig. 2.1a). The northern sequences S_1 (55°46'27.19"E 21°16'50.02"S) and T600 

(55°46'21.25"E 21°16'51.17"S) have total thicknesses of 27 cm and 20 cm respectively (Figs. 2.3c, 

d). The northwestern S_2 (55°46'21.06"E 21°16'54.96"S) sequence has total thickness of 42 cm. 

The three sequences have very similar stratigraphy, from bottom to top:  

 

1) a basal well to moderately sorted bed of dominantly fluidal olivine-phyric lapilli (2-20 mm 

diameter; bed thicknesses of 8 to ~20 cm). The proximity of vent 1, and the observation of tephra 

dispersal at this location suggest that this bed is ascribed to vent 1 activity (Figs. 2.3c, d);  

 

2) a greyish shiny spatter layer (4 to 18 cm thick with particles 2 to 6 cm in diameter); >30 vol.% 

olivine is present in the groundmass (oceanite). This spatter layer is ascribed to vent 2 due to the 

observation of spattering activity from vent 2 into this sector (Figs. 2.3c, d);  

 

3) a moderately sorted golden-brown bed of mostly microvesicular olivine-rich lapilli (6 to 9 cm 

thick) (Figs. 2.3c, d). Linking this deposit to a particular vent was not possible from syn-eruptive 

recordings. The top of this bed has been reworked (Figs. 2.3c, d). 

 

Stratigraphic correlations are possible between the different stratigraphic sections, and in particular, 

are based on the olivine crystal-rich greyish shiny spatter layer which is present in all the sections 

and was emplaced during 12th April eruptive activity of vent 2, and the top golden-brown bed (Fig. 

2.3). However, PT_02 includes multiple spatter layers that do not permit a clear correlation with 

PT_01 and northwestern stratigraphic sections (T_600, S_1, and S_2) (Fig. 2.3b). 
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Fig. 2.3 Piton Tremblet stratigraphic sequences: a PT_01. b PT_02. c T600. d S_1. In red, samples for grain 

size analysis; in blue, samples for density analysis. In PT_01, on the left hand side, different units and sub-

units are shown; on the right hand side, in bold black, textural changes in the products, and in bold green, 

a 

b 

c d 

? 

? 

? 

? 
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chronological interpretation are shown. Confirmed and inferred stratigraphic correlations are shown by green 

lines.   

 

2.3.3 The ‘type’ section: PT_01 

 

PT_01 contains the most complete stratigraphic sequence (Figs. 2.1b; 2.3a), and increasing olivine 

crystal content that can be linked to the temporal record documented by Di Muro et al. (2014). The 

stratigraphy and the interpretation of depositional timing presented in this work differ from Di Muro 

et al. (2014) because observations of thickness, components and their mineralogy in this study are 

more detailed than those of Di Muro et al. (2014). As a result, more finely resolved correlations are 

possible between the deposits and the observations of the eruptive activity. The total stratigraphic 

sequence has a thickness of 120 cm (Fig. 2.3a).  

 

Components 

 

PT_01 comprise of juvenile pyroclasts with fluidal and vesicular character (Fig 2.4b), Pele’s hair, 

free olivine crystals, and ash. Fluidal glassy clasts with fusiform to elongated to tear drop shape 

morphology and absence of vesicles are present (Fig. 2.4b). The majority of the juvenile pyroclasts 

in PT_01 are vesicular. Within the vesicular juvenile lapilli, three different types can be recognised 

in the 16-32 mm size range, defined by external morphologies and vesicularity: 1) externally fluidal 

vesicular clasts (‘fluidal lapilli’): poorly to moderately vesicular clasts with external smooth fluidal 

quenched surfaces (Fig. 2.4b); 2) pumiceous microvesicular clasts with irregular ragged outer 

surfaces (‘pumiceous lapilli’) (Fig. 2.4b); 3) transitional poorly to highly vesicular clasts with a 

mixture of both fluidal and ragged surfaces (‘transitional lapilli’) (Fig. 2.4b). The majority of the 

vesicular clasts in PT_01 belong to the vesicular transitional type (3). 

 

Correlation of stratigraphy with date and erupted products 

 

2nd and 3rd April (aphyric; vents 1, 2 and 3)  

 

The lowermost unit A in PT_01 is 20 cm thick, massive and ungraded, and contains aphyric 

pyroclasts (Figs. 2.1c; 2.3a). This unit is distinguished from unit B by the lack of olivine 

phenocrysts in the products. Unit A is related to the lava fountain phases on 2nd and 3rd April (Fig. 

2.3a), based on the aphyric to very poorly olivine-phyric compositions of the pyroclasts. The unit is 
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non-graded, moderately sorted, and consist of about 20 vol.% of fluidal glassy non-vesicular (2-10 

mm) lapilli, centimetre length Pele’s hair (10 vol.%), and 70 vol.% of vesicular lapilli (6-30 mm). 

Ash content is about 1 vol.%. The vesicular lapilli (16-32 mm) are three distinct types: 1) 

pumiceous (25-35 modal%), 2) fluidal (15-20 modal%), and 3) transitional (50-55 modal%) (Fig. 

2.4a). Unit A has a higher abundance of pumiceous lapilli (16-32 mm) than any other unit in PT_01 

(Figs. 2.3a; 2.4a).  

 

4th and 5th April (bedded olivine-phyric; vent 2) 

 

Unit B is 56 cm thick and contains 3 sub-units which are distinguished from one another based on 

diverse grading, grain size and diverse component contents (Figs. 2.1c; 2.3a). Sub-unit B1 can be 

characterised by the presence of few olivine phenocrysts (1-2.5 mm; up to 5 vol.%) in the juvenile 

lapilli. Crystallinity values of sub-units B2 and B3 lapilli are higher from 5 to 10 vol.% in >>1 mm 

olivine phenocrysts. Unit B was deposited in the time window of 4th to 5th April by lava fountain 

activity, based on the olivine crystal content of pyroclasts as was observed syn-eruptively 

(Staudacher et al. 2009). The B1 sub-unit (Fig. 2.3a) is normally graded, well sorted, and consists of 

(2-35 mm) fluidal glassy non-vesicular (45 vol.%) and vesicular (45 vol.%) lapilli, Pele’s hair (10 

vol.%) and low ash contents (1 vol.%). Vesicular lapilli (16-32 mm) have the same component 

types as in Unit A, with the presence of pumiceous lapilli (2 modal%), fluidal lapilli (25 modal%), 

and transitional lapilli (70 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). Sub-unit B2 consists of massive, moderately sorted 

olivine-phyric bed with 14 cm thickness (Fig. 2.3a). The B2 sub-unit (Fig. 2.3a) consists of 20 

vol.% of fluidal glassy non-vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm), scarce Pele’s hair (5 vol.%), about 75 vol.% 

of vesicular lapilli (2-25 mm), and almost no ash. Vesicular lapilli (16-32 mm) have same 

component types as in unit A and same abundances as in B1: pumiceous lapilli (2 modal%); fluidal 

lapilli (25 modal%), and transitional lapilli (70 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). Sub-unit B3 (Fig. 2.3a) 

consists of ~40 vol.% of fluidal glassy non-vesicular lapilli (2-60 mm), very few Pele’s hair (1 

vol.%), close to 60 vol.% in vesicular lapilli (2-60 mm) and low ash content (1 vol.%). Vesicular 

lapilli (16-32 mm) are of two different types: fluidal lapilli (25 modal%), and transitional lapilli (75 

modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). It is important to highlight the complete disappearance of pumiceous lapilli 

that were present in the earlier emplaced deposits.  
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Fig. 2.4 Componentry distribution diagrams: a PT_01 quantitative componentry distributions (modal%) 

performed on vesicular clasts in the 16-32 mm size range which showed three different components. b 

Lapilli types observed in PT_01: fluidal, pumice, vesicular transitional, and fluidal vesicular.  

 

6th and 7th April (bedded oceanite; vents 1 and 2) 

 

Unit C is the middle 24 cm thick portion of the stratigraphy, and comprises six brown to grey 

moderately to well sorted planar beds that contain olivine-rich vesicular lapilli, together with ash, 

Pele’s hair and free olivine crystals (Figs. 2.1c; 2.3a). Unit C is characterised by the abundant (25-

>30 vol.%) presence of olivine phenocrysts in the juvenile pyroclasts. 

Unit C (Fig. 2.3a) is associated with the eruptive time frame between 6th and 7th April due to the 

oceanitic composition of the products. Therefore, unit C stratigraphy is associated with the syn- and 

post-caldera collapse phase of Piton Tremblet activity. Unit C is constituted by the alternation of 

non-graded or normal graded, moderately to poorly sorted lapilli-rich beds, and non-graded, poorly 

sorted ash-rich beds (Fig. 2.3a). The clear statigraphic discontinuity present on top of each ash-rich 

bed can be interpreted as pauses in deposition at this location (Fig. 2.3a). Three different sub-units 

(each comprising a lapilli-rich bed associated with ash-rich bed) (C1, C2 and C3) are present. Sub-

unit C1 is 7.5 cm thick with a 5 cm lapilli-rich basal bed and upper 2.5 cm ash-rich bed (Fig. 2.3a). 

The lower bed consists of ~5 vol.% of fluidal glassy non-vesicular lapilli (1-15 mm), Pele’s hair (1 

vol.%), ~80 vol.% in vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm), ~10 vol.% in ash, and ~5 vol.% in free olivine 

crystals (1-4 mm). The 2.5 cm thick ash-rich top in C1 consists of very similar component 

distributions as in the lower lapilli-rich C1 bed, except is ash-rich (10 vol.%) with the absence of 

Pele’s hair and an increase in free olivine content (10 vol.%). The sub-unit C2 is 7 cm thick with a 4 

cm lapilli-rich basal bed and 3 cm ash-rich bed. The lapilli-rich bed consists of scarce Pele’s hair 

(~2 vol.%), about 80 vol.% of vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm), 5 vol.% in ash, 10 vol.% in free olivine 

crystals (1-4 mm) and the almost complete absence of fluidal lapilli. Vesicular lapilli (16-32 mm) 

are two characteristic types: fluidal lapilli (25 modal%) and transitional lapilli (75 modal%) (Fig. 

2.4a). The 3 cm thick ash-rich top is characterised by similar content of vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm) 

and free olivine crystals, but lacks in Pele’s hair, ~10 vol.% in ash, and ~5 vol.% in fluidal glassy 

non-vesicular lapilli (1-15 mm). The sub-unit C3 is 9 cm thick with a 6 cm lapilli-rich basal bed and 

3 cm ash-rich bed (Fig. 2.3a). The 6 cm thick lapilli-rich bed comprises very few Pele’s hair (1 

vol.%), 75 vol.% in vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm), 20 vol.% in free olivine crystals (1-4 mm), 5 vol.% 

in ash, and the almost complete absence of fluidal glassy non-vesicular lapilli. Vesicular lapilli (16-

32 mm) types are scarce. Fluidal lapilli are minor (5 modal%), and transitional lapilli are dominant 
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(95 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). The 3 cm thick ash-rich top bed is characterised by the presence of ash (5 

vol.%), 75 vol.% of vesicular lapilli (2-20 mm), and abundant free olivine crystals (1-4 mm; 20 

vol.%).  

 

12th April (spatter oceanite; vent 2) 

 

The 20 cm thick spatter layer of unit D (Figs. 2.1c, 2.3a) is associated with the reactivation phase of 

the 12th April due to oceanitic composition of the products and direct observation of spattering 

activity from syn-eruptive recordings which emplaced spatter in the exact location of PT_01. This 

interpretation defines the timing of emplacement of the spatter layer as 12th April; in contrast Di 

Muro et al. (2014) interpreted the spatter layer to have been deposited during the eruptive period 

7th-9th April. Unit D is mainly constituted by large olivine-rich grey shiny fluidal bombs (10 to 20 

cm in length) and interstitial fluidal to vesicular lapilli (2-32 mm) (Fig. 2.3a). Vesicular lapilli (16-

32 mm) among unit D are present with two different morphologies: fluidal lapilli (35 modal%) and 

transitional lapilli (65 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). Unit D spatter is characterised by the large abundance in 

olivine phenocrysts (>30 vol.%), which are 1 to >10 mm.  

 

Post-12th April deposit 

 

On top of unit D is a 15 cm thick stratified cap of reworked golden-brownish tephra and bombs 

(Figs. 2.1c; 2.3a). This deposit cannot be correlated with eruptive activity.   

 

2.4 LABORATORY AND MICROTEXTURAL ANALYSES 

 

2.4.1 Grain size analysis 

 

Ten grain size samples were collected from the PT_01 location, ensuring random sampling and that 

the largest clast of the sample was less than 5 wt% of the total sample mass (Fig. 2.3a). Unit A to 

unit B deposits constitute the bottom 76 cm of PT_01 stratigraphy, and 4 samples were taken (Fig. 

2.5c). Unit A and B modal grain sizes are very uniform: all with modes of -2.5  (5.6-8 mm) (Fig. 

2.5c). At 76 cm in PT_01, within unit C, 6 samples show that there is a significant upward shift to 

finer grain sizes with modes of -1  (2 mm) and an increase in ash abundance to 20-30 wt% (Fig. 

2.5c). The shift is better visible from lower C1 (lapilli-rich bed) to upper C2 (ash-rich bed) (Fig. 

2.5c). Grainsize data of the C2 lapilli-rich bed has a slightly larger abundance of larger clasts in 
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comparison with the other unit C beds, and a lower ash abundance of 10%. In addition, C2 lapilli-

rich bed is the only bed with normal grading and slightly better sorting among the entire unit C (Fig. 

2.5c). Grain size data of C3 beds show a shift to coarser grain sizes with modes of -1.5  (2.8-4 

mm) (Fig. 2.5c), associated with a decrease in ash abundance to 8 to 10% (Fig. 2.5c).  

 

Maximum clast measurement in PT_01    

 

Maximum juvenile clast measurements were carried out throughout PT_01 deposits, ensuring a 

statistical count of three measures for each bed. Maximum clast values result from the averaged 

values of vertically and longitudinally measured clasts obtained within each bed (Fig. 2.5a). Unit A 

and sub-units B1 and B2 (unit B) have similar values for maximum clast range from 20 (B2) to 25 

mm (unit A) in diameter (Fig. 2.5a). B3 (unit B) have the largest maximum diameter clasts of 

PT_01 that reached 60 mm diameter (Fig. 2.5a). Within unit C, a general shift to finer grain sizes 

was observed from unit A and B deposits, and maximum clast diameters slightly decrease with 

stratigraphic height from C1 to C3 from 15 mm to 8 mm (Fig. 2.5a).    

 

2.4.2 Juvenile clast density analysis 

 

Juvenile clast density analysis was conducted on PT_01 juvenile clasts to investigate magma ascent 

processes during the Piton Tremblet lava fountain activity. Samples of 100 clasts >16 mm in 

diameter were collected from beds that were defined by changes of grain size, ash abundance and 

juvenile clast types. Piton Tremblet pyroclasts have a density range between 150 (94.5% density-

derived vesicularity V%) and 2,920 kg/m3 (2.7% V%) using dense rock equivalent (DRE) values of 

2,700, 2,820 and 3,000 kg/m3 (Fig. 2.5b). Different DRE values were applied to balance the 

increase of large olivine phenocrysts. The chosen DRE values were calculated using the basaltic 

melt DRE value of Piton de la Fournaise volcano (2,700 kg/m3, Di Muro personal communication) 

in relation to the maximum olivine crystal content values in the Piton Tremblet deposits from Di 

Muro et al. (2014). Different DREs were applied in respect to the olivine content (2,700 kg/m3 for 

aphyric basaltic tephra; 2,820 kg/m3 for olivine-phyric tephra and 3,000 kg/m3 for oceanitic tephra). 

The eight samples show a clear increase in the modal peak clast densities with stratigraphic height 

which can be related mainly to vesicularity of the samples and to the gradual entry of large olivine 

crystals in the source which subsequently produced the tephra (Fig. 2.5b). Modal peak clast 

densities vary from 500 (82% V%) to 2,100 kg/m3 (30% V%) with stratigraphic height (Fig. 2.5b). 
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These samples represent the time from April 2nd to the post-caldera collapse Piton Tremblet 

reactivation phase of the 12th April. 

 

Massive lower sequence (Units A and B) 

 

Clast density histograms of the unit A aphyric deposits (April 2nd-3rd: PT_01_07 and PT_01_06) are 

similar with unimodal density distributions and modal densities of 500 kg/m3 (82% V%) (Fig. 2.5b). 

There is a shift to broader and bimodal densities at increasing densities in samples PT_01_05 (B1), 

PT_01_04 (B2) and PT_01_03 (B3) representing 4th-5th April before the initiation of the caldera 

collapse (Fig. 2.5b). This increase is demonstrated by modal peak densities for PT_01_05 at 700 

(74% V%) and 900 kg/m3 (67% V%); PT_01_04 at 1,000 (65% V%) and 1,200 kg/m3 (57% V%); 

PT_01_03 at 900 (67% V%) and 1,300 kg/m3 (54% V%), respectively (Fig. 2.5b).  

 

Stratified upper sequence and spatter layer (Units C and D) 

 

A dramatic shift to increasing juvenile clast density is shown in sample PT_01_02 (C2), with a 

unimodal distribution and modal peak density of 1,700 kg/m3 (43% V%) (Fig. 2.5b). Sample 

PT_01_01 (C3) continues the trend of increasing pyroclast density with modal peak densities of 

1,700 (43% V%) and 1,900 kg/m3 (37% V%) (main peak) respectively (Fig. 2.5b). These samples 

represent the time from 6th to 7th April of the post-caldera collapse and the highest fountains of 

Piton Tremblet. Sample PT_01_00 (unit D) at the top of the sequence has much more uniform 

juvenile clast density distribution, with a modal peak of 2,100 kg/m3 (30% V%) (Fig. 2.5b). This 

sample represents tephra erupted on the 12th April during a caldera collapse phase and reactivation 

of the Piton Tremblet fountaining with 150 m heights. 

 

2.4.3 Microtextural analysis 

 

Three pyroclasts from the modal peak clast densities were chosen from each of the eight different 

PT_01 units for microtextural analysis (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.5b). Care was taken to choose pyroclasts 

for the analysis that represent a dominant textural type (i.e. fluidal, pumiceous, transitional vesicular 

clasts). Two pyroclasts from the modal peak clast densities were quantitatively analysed using a 

combined method for textural analysis based on Shea et al. (2010) and Sahagian and Proussevitch 

(1998). This method is presented in detail in Appendix I. 
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Fig. 2.5 PT_01 samples and related grain size and density data. a Median grain size values in mm (green 

triangle), maximum clast diameter in mm (red square) and percentage of ash content (%) (blue circle) in the 

deposits of PT_01. b Density analysis plots with related vesicular 16-32 mm lapilli proportions (pie charts) 

on the up-right side (components: in red, pumice; in light blue, transitional; in green, fluidal); dashed lines 

are on 1,000 kg/m3 and 2,000 kg/m3. c Grain size distribution plots (red blocks) and related cumulative 

curves (blue line); dashed lines are on -1.5  (2.8 mm) and 0  (1 mm). In each density plot and grain size 

plot, the sample name (in black) and the unit/sub-unit (in red) are shown. On the right hand side of the 

stratigraphy, units are color-coded as follow: in orange, unit A; in yellow, unit B; in green, unit C; in purple, 

unit D; eruptive periods related to units are also presented in bold black.   

 

Qualitative microtextural observations and quantitative data 

 

2nd and 3rd April - aphyric basalt 

 

PT_01_07 pyroclasts (16-32 mm) have pumiceous and transitional morphologies (Fig. 2.6a). 

Pyroclasts from PT_01_07 (bottom of unit A) are mainly aphyric, however very rare small olivine 

crystals (100-150 m) and scarce olivine microlites (from 25 m) are present (Table 2.2). The 

clasts from PT_01_07 show homogenous vesicles textures, and the observed vesicles are 

dominantly in the 100 – 1500 m size range (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6a). Scarce large (>4 mm in 

diameter) vesicles are present in the core of the pumiceous clast (PT_01_07-9) with a decrease in 

vesicle size from core to rim (Figs. 2.6a; 2.7a). In pyroclast PT_01_07-12, a domain of smaller (25 

– 200m diameter) vesicles is observed (Table 2.2). Vesicles have shapes that are dominantly 

round, however there is also a significant amount of polygonal vesicles (Fig. 2.6a). Vesicle volume 

distributions (VVD) show that the vesicle size range in the pyroclast is 30 to 1500 m (excluding 

large >2 mm vesicles) (Fig. 2.6b). Unimodal distributions with a main modal population of vesicles 

~500 m in size are shown by VVDs of PT_01_07 pyroclasts (Fig. 2.6b). VVDs show a further 

mode at 80 m vesicles (Fig. 2.6b). PT_01_07-9 lacks of <50m vesicles, and a depletion in the 

same vesicle sizes was observed in PT_01_07-12 (Fig. 2.6b). Elongated aligned vesicles appear to 

be confined to zones immediately local to larger (100s – 1000s m) vesicles. Pyroclasts from 

PT_01_07 showed mostly thin interbubble glass wall thicknesses starting from 8 – 10 m with rare 

100 m thicknesses. 

 

PT_01_06 pyroclasts (16-32 mm) have pumiceous and transitional morphologies (Fig. 2.6a). 

Pyroclasts from PT_01_06 (top of unit A) are aphyric, and only scarce olivine microlites <30m 
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were observed. The clasts from PT_01_06 have uniform homogeneous vesicle textures which are 

dominantly in the 100 – 1500 m size range (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6a). Pyroclasts PT_01_06-3 and 

PT_01_06-7 show a concentration of larger (~1000 to >1500m) vesicles within the interior that 

produces a pattern of decreasing vesicle size from core to rim (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6a). Pyroclast 

PT_01_06-12 shows a textural domain characterised by the abundance of small (40 – 200 m 

diameter) vesicles (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.7b). Vesicles are dominantly round, however polygonal 

vesicles and elongate vesicles are also present. VVDs show that the vesicle size range in the 

pyroclast is within 30 and 1500 m (excluding large >2 mm vesicles) (Fig. 2.6b). There is a small 

modal population of vesicles of 80 m and clasts VVDs show the main modal vesicle population in 

the 300 – 500 m range (Fig. 2.6b). Pyroclasts from PT_01_06 show a further significant mode at 

~800 m (Fig. 2.6b). There is a depletion in the <50m vesicles in PT_01_06-12, and a depletion 

was also observed in PT_01_06-3 (Fig. 2.6b). Pyroclasts from PT_01_06 have mostly thin 

interbubble walls and scarce 80 m thick walls. 

 

4th and 5th April  - olivine-phyric basalt 

 

Pyroclasts (16-32 mm) with transitional or fluidal morphologies were selected for microtextural 

analysis from the unit B, corresponding to samples PT_01_05, PT_01_04 and PT_01_03 (Fig. 

2.6a). PT_01_05 pyroclasts have transitional morphologies (Fig. 2.4a). PT_01_05-6 has sparse 

olivine phenocrysts (~3% of the clast area), whereas PT_01_05-5 is very poorly phyric (0.04% of 

the clast area) (Table 2.3). Microlites of olivine >25m in size are also present. Pyroclasts from 

PT_01_05 have similar homogeneous populations of vesicle sizes as unit A, with key differences 

being the absence of polygonal-shaped vesicles and slightly thicker interbubble glass walls (Table 

2.2). Vesicles are in the 100 – 1500 m size range (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6b). Pyroclast PT_01_05-5 

shows a concentration in larger (>1500 m) vesicles and the almost complete absence of small (<40 

m) vesicles (Fig. 2.6b). Pyroclast PT_01_05-6 shows a cryptic trend of decreasing vesicles size 

from core to rim (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6a). Vesicles have shapes that are mostly round to amoeboid. 

VVDs are similar to those of unit A, however distributions of small and intermediate vesicle size 

populations are different. PT_01_05 pyroclasts have bimodal character (considering the statistical 

representative data boundary) and there are two modal population of vesicles in the clasts that are 

slightly different: ~500 and ~1000 m in PT_01_05-5, and ~400 and ~800 m in PT_01_05-6 (Fig. 

2.6b). 
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Table 2.2: Microscopic observations of PT_01 samples  
 
Sample Clast texture Rim Crystals + oxides Vesicle distribution Vesicle textural pattern and vesicle features Other textural observations 
PT_01_00_4 Heterogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous Areas with elongated irregular vesicles (0.5-1 mm size). Well defined dark groundmass areas with their own vesicles  

      Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti)   Areas of small round vesicles (62 m size) abundant. distribution. 

      Acicular microlites     Textures with darker glass inclusions ("Leopard fur-like"). 

Crystals as site for bubble growth; fasciculate microlite  

textures in dark areas. 

PT_01_00_7 Heterogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous Amoeboid vesicles (0.5-1 mm size). Well defined dark groundmass areas with their own vesicles  

      Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti)   Areas of small round vesicles (25-150 m size) abundant.  distribution. 

      Acicular microlites   Small round vesicles (20-100 m) in grdm-rich areas. Textures with darker glass inclusions ("Leopard fur-like"). 

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles. Fasciculate microlite textures in dark areas.  

PT_01_00_10 Heterogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous Amoeboid or sub-circular vesicles (0.25-1 mm size). Well defined dark groundmass areas with their own vesicles  

      Plagioclase Phenocx   Areas of small roundish vesicles (30-150 m size) abundant. distribution. 

      Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti)   Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles. Textures with darker glass inclusions ("Leopard fur-like"). 

      Acicular microlites   Vesicle distribution increase near/between crystals. Fasciculate microlite textures in dark areas. 

PT_01_01_4 Heterogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Phenocx Homogeneous Vesicles are mostly circular in 0.01-1.5 mm size range. Acicular microlites abundance in few darker groundmass areas.  

    Minor dark smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  Presence of elongate and deformed vesicles. Fasciculate microlite textures in dark groundmass areas. 

      Acicular microlites vesicle sizes  Vesicle distribution and size increase near/between crystals. Irregular large/medium vesicles in contact with crystals  

        (few clusters)  surface/embayment.   

PT_01_01_10 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Homogeneous Vesicles are mostly circular in 0.01-3.0 mm size range. Glass groundmass shows fluidal patterns not affecting  

      Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many No evidence of bubble stretching or shearing. vesicles. 

        vesicle sizes   Irregular large/medium vesicles in contact with crystals    

        (few clusters)   surface/embayment.   

PT_01_01_13 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Phenocx Homogeneous Large amoeboid vesicles in core (>4 mm). Large vesicles in core have dark fluidal quenched rims. 

    Minor dark smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - vesicles Vesicles are mostly circular in 0.01-5 mm size range. Cluster of olivine crystals (0.2-1 mm size) with clear glass  

      Xenolith (Dunitic)  sizes (few clusters) No evidence of bubble stretching or shearing. groundmass (Dunitic xenolith). 

PT_01_02_7 Heterogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with Small round vesicles (0.02-0.1 mm size) in glass grdm. Glass groundmass with different dendritic double swallowtail  

    Minor dark smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size Association of medium (0.1-0.2 mm size) and large (1 mm   microlites (50m size) abundance, high abundance results in dark 

      Dendritic swallowtail clustering size) amoeboid vesicles in dark microlite-abundant grdm.  grdm colour. 

       microlites   Presence of elongate vesicles.  Glass groundmass shows fluidal patterns (quenching?). 

PT_01_02_9 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with Amoeboid to sub-circular large vesicles (0.3-1 mm size). Glass groundmass show dark fluidal patterns (quenching?). 

    Fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size Vesicles are mostly circular in 0.005-2 mm size range. Irregular/elongate large/medium vesicles in contact with crystals  

        clustering Strongly elongate vesicles. surface/embayments. 

         Presence of irregular/ameboid coalesced vesicles.   
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PT_01_02_18 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with Vesicles are mostly circular in 0.003-4 mm size range. Glass groundmass show dark fluidal patterns (quenching?). 

    Fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size Different equidimensional size vesicles abundance areas. Crystals and large-medium vesicles in contact. 

        clustering Presence of elongate and coalesced vesicles.   

PT_01_03_11 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with High vesicle density with majority of large (>1 mm) and Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size medium (0.2-0.5 mm) round vesicles.   

        clustering Sense of large size vesicle in the core, smaller on rim.    

         Presence of elongate and coalesced vesicles.   

PT_01_03_22 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with High vesicle density in the pyroclast with major concentration Rim with more glass groundmass VS vesicles and smaller in size 

    Minor fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size of large (0.6-1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles in the vesicles.  

        clustering clast core. Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

          Small vesicles to rim with minimum size of 3 m.   

PT_01_03_31 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with High mostly-circular vesicle density with majority of large  Rim with more glass groundmass VS vesicles and smaller in size 

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size (>1 mm) and medium (0.2-0.5 mm) vesicles. vesicles. Pyroclast very fragmented in thin section. 

      Xenolith (Dunitic) clustering  Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

Cluster of olivine crystals (30-70 m size) with clear glass  

            groundmass (Dunitic xenolith). 

PT_01_04_7 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with High vesicle density in the pyroclast with major concentration Rim with more glass groundmass VS vesicles and smaller in size 

    Minor fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size of large (0.6- >1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles in  vesicles. 

        clustering the clast core. Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

          Presence of elongate vesicles.   

PT_01_04_9 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with High vesicle density (mostly circular to elliptic shape) with  Rim with more glass matrix VS vesicles and smaller in size  

    Minor fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size major concentration of large (0.6- >1 mm) and medium   vesicles. Smallest in size vesicles can show elongation. 

        clustering (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles in the clast core. Partial retraction of films among vesicles (irregular). 

          Presence of elongate vesicles. Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

PT_01_04_41 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Heterogeneous with Vesicles are circular to elliptic in 3 m – 3 mm size range. Vesicle elongation following the clast shape and/or rim. 

    Minor fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) preferential size Strongly sheared pyroclast areas with elongated vesicles. Smallest in size vesicles can show elongation. 

      Plagioclase Phenocx clustering  Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 

PT_01_05_5 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine  Homogeneous High vesicle density (circular to amoeboid shape) in the Smallest size vesicles visible in the glass groundmass. 

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  pyroclast with majority of large (>1 mm) and medium Partial retraction of films among vesicles (irregular).  

        vesicle sizes  (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles. Very few crystals of olivine (0.1-0.4 mm size) present in cluster. 

        (few clusters) Almost visual absence of small vesicles (3-20 m). 

Presence of elongate vesicles. 

 

PT_01_05_6 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Homogeneous High vesicle density (mostly circular/elliptic to amoeboid  Rims with more density of smaller in size vesicles. 

    Minor fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  shape) in the pyroclast with majority of large (>1 mm) Glass grdm abundant zones and ves. films partial retraction are 

        vesicle sizes  vesicles (in core) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles.   present. Few phenocrysts of olivine present. 
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        (few clusters) Presence of elongate vesicles. Crystals of olivine (0.1-0.4 mm size) present in cluster. 

PT_01_05_9 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Phenocx Homogeneous High vesicle density (circular to amoeboid shape)  in the Sense of core-rim decreasing vesicle size distribution. 

    Fragmented rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  pyroclast with majority of large (1.5 mm) vesicles and  High density of small vesicles on rim. 

        vesicle sizes  medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles. Glass grdm abundant zones and ves. films partial retraction are  

        (few clusters) Presence of elongate vesicles distributed along different  

directions. 

present. Few phenocrysts of olivine present.  

Crystals of olivine present in cluster. 

PT_01_06_3 Heterogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine  Homogeneous Large (>4 mm) vesicles in core. Rims (fluidal) with more density of smaller vesicles. 

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  High vesicle density in the pyroclast with majority of large  Glass grdm-rich vesicle-poor area associated with Ol crystal  

        vesicle sizes  (0.6- >1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles  (0.4 mm) bounded by a dark glass rim. 

        (few clusters) with circular to polygonal (rectangular to hexagonal) shape.  Crystals of olivine present in cluster. 

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning  

          or partial retraction.   

PT_01_06_7 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine  Homogeneous Large (>4 mm) vesicles in core. Very high bubble density with very thin interbubble walls. 

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  High vesicle density in the pyroclast with majority of large  Rims (fluidal) with more density of smaller in size vesicles. 

        vesicle sizes  (0.6- >1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles  Very few crystals of olivine present. 

        (few clusters) with elliptic to polygonal (pentagonal to hexagonal) shape.    

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning   

          or partial retraction.   

PT_01_06_12 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine  Homogeneous High vesicle density in the pyroclast with majority of  Very high medium-small size (40-200 m) vesicles density  

    Minor smooth rim Oxides (Cr/Fe-Ti) populations - many  medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles.  in one area of the clast in "domains". 

        vesicle sizes  Large vesicles 0.6- >1 mm in size.   Rim (fluidal) with more density of smaller in size vesicles. 

        (few clusters) Vesicles have circular to polygonal (penta/hexagonal) shape. Very few crystals of olivine present. 

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning   

          or partial retraction.   

PT_01_07_7 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Heterogeneous with Variable high vesicle density areas and size distribution in Few areas of the clast show size increase from rim to core. 

    Fragmented rim   preferential size patches. Association in large-medium (0.4- >1 mm) vesicles  Glass groundmass abundant zones are present. 

        clustering and medium-small (<0.2-0.4 mm) vesicles (Bands). Very few small crystals of olivine present, crystals cluster. 

          Large-medium vesicles have elliptic to polygonal    

          (pentagonal/hexagonal) shape.   

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning   

          or partial retraction.   

PT_01_07_9 Homogeneous Fragmented rim Olivine Homogeneous Large (>4 mm) vesicles in core. Rim (fluidal) with more density of smaller in size vesicles. 

    Minor smooth rim   populations - many  High vesicle density in the pyroclast with majority of large  Very few small crystals of olivine present. 

        vesicle sizes  (0.6- >1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles.     

        (few clusters) Very elongated, circular/elliptic, amoeboidal and polygonal   
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          (trapezoidal/hexagonal) shapes.   

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning   

          or partial retraction.   

PT_01_07_12 Homogeneous Dark smooth rim Olivine Homogeneous Large (>4 mm) vesicle is present. High medium-small (0.025-0.2 mm) vesicles density in  

    Fragmented rim   populations - many  High vesicle density in the pyroclast with majority of large  one area of the clast surrounding and following a large size  

        vesicle sizes  (0.6- >1 mm) and medium (0.1-0.5 mm) vesicles. vesicle (3 mm). 

        (few clusters) Very elongated, circular/elliptic, amoeboidal and  Rims (fluidal) with more density of smaller vesicles. 

          polygonal (trapezoidal/hexagonal) shapes. Very few small crystals (<0.2 mm) of olivine present. 

          Presence of elongate and expanded vesicles, film thinning  

          or partial retraction.   

Underlined in orange pyroclasts from the peak density distribution; “grdm” stands for groundmass; “VS” stands for versus. 
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Fig. 2.6 PT_01 samples vesicle microtextures and data: a Image nests with different magnifications (thin 

section 5x; 60x and 239x) of the analysed pyroclasts belonging to modal peak densities from PT_01 (vesicles 

and background are black; groundmass in white; crystals in grey). Componentry of each pyroclast is shown 

by the white letter on the right of each thin section image: F stands for fluidal; T stands for transitional and P 

stands for pumice. Scale bars are present for each portrayed image. On the right hand side of the image nest, 

b vesicle volume distribution (VVD) plots for each pyroclast are presented; dashed-dotted bold black lines 

demark where data are statistically representative (left hand side of the plots) following Shea et al. (2010); 

dashed black lines in VVD plots are marker of  0.1971 and 0.6232mm size bins respectively; Nm
Vtot values 

are also presented in the left top corner of the plot below sample name. 

 

VVDs also show a small mode at 80 m as in the 2nd-3rd April clasts (Fig. 2.6b). VVDs of 

pyroclasts from PT_01_05 showed a depletion in 30 and 50m vesicles (Fig. 2.6b). Pyroclasts 

from PT_01_05 have interbubble wall thicknesses between 10 to 150 m (10 to 70 m for 

PT_01_05-9). 

 

PT_01_04 pyroclasts have fluidal rather than transitional morphologies (Fig. 2.6a). PT_01_04 

pyroclasts are olivine-phyric (~7 to ~10% of clast area) (Table 2.3). Microlites of olivine are present 

in the pyroclasts starting from 10 m in size, and in PT_01_04-41 plagioclase phenocrysts were 

also observed. Pyroclasts from PT_01_04 have heterogeneous vesicle textures (Table 2.2). 

Pyroclasts show vesicles distribution with abundant small vesicles near clast rims, where also 

thicker glass groundmass is present in respect to clast core. Vesicles have shapes that are mostly 

round to elliptic (Table 2.2). A key difference from PT_01_05 pyroclasts is the significant presence 

of small <50 m vesicles distributed across single clasts in distinct zones (unrelated to phenocrysts) 

(Figs. 2.6a, b). VVDs show bimodal distribution with main modes at 300 and 600 m in PT_01_04-

9, and at 400 and 800m in PT_01_04-7 (Fig. 2.6b). A distinct population of vesicles at 80m 

sizes, as per all the other clasts in the sequence, is present in VVD plots (Fig. 2.6b). Elongate 

vesicles are present in the clasts following concentric distributions and/or their elongation axis 

follows clast morphology (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.7c). Vesicle wall thickness varies from 10 to >200 m, 

showing an increase from core to rim.  

 

PT_01_03 pyroclasts have transitional and external fluidal morphologies (Fig. 2.6a). Pyroclasts 

from PT_01_03 are olivine-phyric (~4% of area) (Table 2.3), with also the presence of olivine 

microlites (>10m). PT_01_03 pyroclasts have heterogeneous vesicle textures (Table 2.2), and 

vesicles are in the >50 – 1500 m size range and dominantly round. 
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Fig. 2.7 Microtextural analysis of PT_01 samples: a Large vesicle surrounded by elongate vesicles in red 

dashed oval area in PT_01_07-9 pyroclast. b In the dashed blue area is highlighted the domain of small-to-

medium-sized vesicle density-rich area in PT_01_06-12 pyroclast. c Elongate vesicles with a concentric 

distribution (in the blue dashed area) in PT_01_04-9 pyroclast; partial retraction of interbubble films and 

irregular coalesced vesicles. d Dunitic xenolith present in PT_01_01-13 pyroclast. e Blue contoured areas 

show higher density of small vesicles and vesicles with amoeboid to irregular shapes; these areas are also 

characterised by the presence of a crystal-rich groundmass (dark zones) of dendritic double-swallowtail 

microlites in PT_01_02-7 pyroclast. f Close up of dendritic double-swallowtail microlites-rich groundmass 
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zone in PT_01_02-7 pyroclast. g Heterogeneity in the PT_01_01-4 pyroclast characterised by the presence of 

high microlite abundance with acicular/fasciculate morphology that surround large olivine crystals and have 

diverse vesicularity distribution in comparison to the rest of the pyroclast. h Heterogeneous clast with well 

defined inclusions of other particles with their own vesicularity (20 to 50 vol.%), crystallinity (olivine 

crystals and high microlites abundance) and dark smooth glassy quenched rims amidst the groundmass in 

PT_01_00-4 pyroclast. i Heterogeneous clast in terms of groundmass and vesicularity with well defined and 

visible fluidal bands and spheroidal blobs of brown glass distributed in a “leopard fur-like” texture in 

PT_01_00-4 pyroclast. j Large olivine crystal in PT_01_05-9 pyroclast highlighted in the red ellipse; 

vesicles close or in contact with the crystal surface have irregular to elongate shapes, partially mimicking the 

crystal surface; crystal morphologic embayments show higher vesicle density, irregular vesicles, and and 

very thin interbubble films. k Olivine crystal (red arrow) in the PT_01_02-9 pyroclast and nearby elongate 

vesicles (white arrow), and glass groundmass dark bands. Scale bar on the lower right of each image: red 

scale bar is 1 mm long, yellow scale bar in f is 20 m, and green scale bar in g, i and k is 100m; “ol” in the 

images stands for olivine crystal. 

 

A key difference from PT_01_04 clasts is the dramatic size reduction of the majority of vesicles and 

increase in small (>50 m) round vesicles. Vesicles textures in the PT_01_03 clasts showed a 

decrease in vesicle size abundance from core to rim with on-rim thick glass groundmass areas, 

which ranges from 6 to 150m (Table 2.2), and 15 to 200 m in PT_01_03-22. A dunitic xenolith 

constituted by aggregated-olivine crystals is present in clast PT_01_03-31 (Table 2.2). VVDs show 

a flat bimodality with a large abundance of vesicles in the 200 – 800 m size range (Fig. 2.6b). A 

mode at 80m can be observed in VVDs as well (Fig. 2.6b). VVDs show a significant increase in 

small vesicle (<50m) populations, as well as a slight widening of the vesicle size populations 

(Fig. 2.6b).  

 

6th and 7th April  - picritic basalt (oceanite) 

  

PT_01_02 pyroclasts (16-32 mm) have transitional and fluidal morphologies (Fig. 2.6a). Pyroclasts 

from PT_01_02 have high olivine phenocrysts abundance (~33% of the clast area) which show their 

oceanitic nature (Table 2.3). PT_01_02-7 is characterised by the presence of dendritic swallowtail 

microlites (50m in size) (Table 2.2; Figs. 2.7e, f). PT_01_02 pyroclasts have heterogeneous 

vesicle textures (Table 2.2). Vesicles are in the 25 – 1250 m size range. These clasts show a 

further significant decrease in vesicle sizes and increase in the abundance of small round vesicles as 

compared to PT_01_03 clasts (4th-5th April). Vesicles have shapes that are mainly round to 

amoeboid (Table 2.2). In particular, pyroclast PT_01_02-7 shows domains of different groundmass 
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texture associated with diverse vesicle morphology and microlite contents (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.7e). 

Vesicles volume distributions show vesicles in the ~5 – 1000 m size range, showing a clear shift 

of the modal population of vesicles in smaller in size (modal peaks at ~80 and 250m) from earlier 

erupted pyroclasts (Fig. 2.6b). Vesicle wall thickness ranges between 6 to >200m depending on 

the clast area considered.  

 

PT_01_01 pyroclasts (16-32 mm) have transitional morphology (Fig. 2.6a). Pyroclasts from 

PT_01_01 and PT_01_02 are very similar in texture, and an almost identical oceanitic nature with 

high olivine phenocryst abundance (28-33% in clast area) (Table 2.3) and vesicle sizes and shapes 

(Table 2.2). Within the PT_01_01-4 pyroclast there are areas of microlite concentration, and the 

pyroclasts groundmass is divided in microlite-rich (acicular to fasciculate microlites, >30m) 

groundmass and microlite-poor (olivine microlites, >10m) glassy groundmass (Table 2.2; Fig. 

2.7g). PT_01_01 pyroclasts show homogeneous populations of vesicle sizes (Table 2.2). Vesicles 

are in the 25 – 1000 m size range (Fig. 2.6b). Few large irregular (>4 mm) size vesicles are present 

in the clasts as well, and in PT_01_01-13 are in core of the clast (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6b). Vesicles 

have mostly round shapes and vesicle wall thickness varies between 10 and 200m. Microlite-rich 

groundmass areas (>20% microlites in area) in PT_01_01-4 in several cases have a well defined 

clast-like morphology and high vesicle abundance in the 50-300m size range (Table 2.2; Fig. 

2.7g). A dunitic xenolith is also present in PT_01_01-13 (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.7d). There are two 

modal population of vesicles in the clasts at 80 and 200m as seen in VVDs (Fig. 2.6b). 

Distributions of VVDs highlighted modal small size (<50m) and intermediate size (100 – 400 

m) vesicles abundances similar to PT_01_02 clasts (Fig. 2.6b). The abundance of small vesicles 

(≤80m) is similar to PT_01_02 clasts (Fig. 2.6b).      

 

12h April  - picritic basalt (oceanite) 

 

Pyroclasts (16-32 mm) with transitional or fluidal morphologies were selected for microtextural 

analysis from the unit D, corresponding to samples PT_01_00 (Fig. 2.6a). PT_01_00 pyroclasts 

have oceanitic nature with a higher abundance of large olivine phenocrysts (33 to 41% in clast area) 

compared with PT_01_01 clasts (6th-7th April) (Table 2.3). Areas with high abundance of acicular 

and fasciculate microlites (20m in size in average) are present in PT_01_00 pyroclasts (Table 2.2; 

Fig. 2.7h). Microlites of plagioclase (>50m) are present in PT_01_00-10. Pyroclasts from 

PT_01_00 have heterogeneous vesicle textures which spread in the 25 – 1500 m size range with a 
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high abundance in small-sized vesicle (25-80 m) (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6b). Heterogeneous vesicles 

distribution is present in glass groundmass, and it is also related to the presence of dark groundmass 

areas with distinct vesicle size distribution. Areas with high small vesicle abundances can be found 

in the PT_01_00 pyroclasts with vesicle size from 25 to 150m (Fig. 2.6b). Large irregular vesicles 

(1 mm) are also present in the clasts (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.6b). Vesicles are mostly round in all clasts. 

Vesicle modal populations are diverse in PT_01_00 pyroclasts showing VVDs with flatter data 

distributions and wide size spectrum, however the modal peak at 80m, present in PT_01_02 and 

PT_01_01 clasts (6th-7th April), is visible (Fig. 2.6b). PT_01_00 VVDs show multiple modes in the 

range from 200 to 1000m, and in particular modes at 200, 300 and 800m in PT_01_00-4 and at 

200, 500 and 1000m in PT_01_00-7 (Fig. 2.6b). A key difference from PT_01_01 clasts erupted 

on the 6th-7th April is the high abundance of small (<50m) vesicles (Fig. 2.6b). Interbubble glass 

walls thicknesses are very diverse: thicknesses range from 6 to >>200 m. In addition, a ‘leopard-

fur-like’ texture is present affecting the groundmass (Table 2.2; Fig. 2.7i). Dark areas within the 

groundmass have sharp outer boundaries, high microlite abundance and different vesicle textures to 

the surrounding brown groundmass (Fig. 2.7h).              

 

Vesicle number density       

 

Vesicle number densities together with careful qualitative observations of pyroclasts can be used as 

a proxy for magma decompression rate (Klug et al. 2002). Vesicle number densities (NVi) were 

calculated for each sample analysed (NVtot in Table 2.3), and data distributions were visualised in a 

plot (Fig. 2.8). Bulk vesicle number densities (NVtot) obtained from PT_01 pyroclasts were also melt 

corrected as number of vesicles per melt unit volume (Nm
Vtot) following Klug et al. (2002) 

calculation (Table 2.3). NVtot values range from 1.9 x 105 to 4.1 x 106 cm-3 (Table 2.3). An almost 

constant increase in NVtot value can be noted from the bottom to upper sequence, excluding the 

pyroclasts collected from spatter layer (PT_01_00) (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.8). The increase in the vesicle 

number densities is manifested by an increase in smaller size (<100 m) vesicle number densities 

(excluding PT_01_05-5) as seen in VVDs (Figs. 2.6b; 2.8). This increase also correlated with a 

decrease in the number/abundance of medium-large (200 – 700 m) vesicles from PT_01_07-12 to 

PT_01_01-4 (Fig. 2.8). Comparison among vesicle number density distributions for larger vesicles 

(>0.7 mm) is more difficult, due to the very different distribution and data affected by low statistical 

counts (<5 vesicles data are not statistically representative following Shea et al. 2010).  
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Table 2.3 
 
Vesicularity data from density and image analyses: 
 
Sample  Composition Density x1,000 (kg/m3) Density-derived ves%a Crystal modal fraction % Crystal-corrected ves%b NAtot (cm-2)c NVtot (cm-3)d Nm

Vtot (cm-3)e  VG/VL
f 

PT_01_00-4 Oceanite 1.88 37.2 41.5 63.2 6.3E+03 2.2E+06 6.0E+06 1.01 

PT_01_00-7 Oceanite 2.04 32.0 33.7 54.9 6.1E+03 2.1E+06 4.7E+06 0.71 

PT_01_01-4 Oceanite 1.70 43.2 33.6 62.3 6.2E+03 1.3E+06 3.6E+06 1.15 

PT_01_01-13 Oceanite 1.85 38.2 28.8 56.0 1.2E+04 3.7E+06 8.4E+06 0.87 

PT_01_02-9 Oceanite 1.61 46.3 33.2 64.2 8.9E+03 2.4E+06 6.7E+06 1.29 

PT_01_02-18 Oceanite 1.57 47.5 33.7 65.2 1.4E+04 4.1E+06 1.2E+07 1.37 

PT_01_03-11 Olivine-basalt 0.93 66.9 4.5 68.4 4.8E+03 1.3E+06 4.2E+06 2.11 

PT_01_03-22 Olivine-basalt 1.24 56.0 3.9 57.7 5.5E+03 1.5E+06 3.5E+06 1.32 

PT_01_04-7 Olivine-basalt 0.92 67.4 10.2 70.8 3.8E+03 8.9E+05 3.0E+06 2.31 

PT_01_04-9 Olivine-basalt 1.16 58.8 7.3 61.8 5.0E+03 1.2E+06 3.1E+06 1.54 

PT_01_05-5 Aphyric basalt 0.63 76.7 0.0 76.8 1.4E+03 1.9E+05 8.2E+05 3.30 

PT_01_05-6 Olivine-basalt 0.84 68.9 3.4 71.2 2.8E+03 4.8E+05 1.7E+06 2.29 

PT_01_06-3 Aphyric basalt 0.36 86.6 0.1 86.6 2.2E+03 2.6E+05 1.9E+06 6.47 

PT_01_06-12 Aphyric basalt 0.43 84.2 0.0 88.6 3.4E+03 4.7E+05 4.1E+06 5.33 

PT_01_07-9 Aphyric basalt 0.34 87.3 0.1 87.3 1.7E+03 1.9E+05 1.5E+06 6.86 

PT_01_07-12 Aphyric basalt 0.46 82.9 0.1 87.4 3.2E+03 4.9E+05 3.9E+06 4.88 

          
a Vesicularity calculated from density and DRE of 2,700, 2,820 and 3,000 kg/m3 based on crystal content using maximum crystal content values 
from Di Muro et al. (2014) and PdF DRE value (Di Muro personal communication) 
b Vesicularity calculated from density of clast minus percent density of crystals   
c NAtot is the total number density of vesicle per unit area (size range 0.0248-4.95 mm); (Sahagian and Proussevitch 1998)   
d NVtot is the total number of vesicles per unit volume of clast groundmass with crystals subtracted; (Sahagian and Proussevitch 1998)  
e Nm

Vtot is referred to melt only (crystal and vesicle-corrected), following Klug et al. (2002) formula  
f VG/VL ratio following Gardner et al. (1996) formula    
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Fig. 2.8 Vesicle number density distributions for the analysed pyroclasts of PT_01. An evolution during the 

eruptive activity can be noted by distributions, earlier deposits (from PT_01_07-12 to PT_01_05-6) show 

higher density in medium-large size vesicles and depletion in small vesicle sizes in respect to pyroclasts at 

the top sequence (from PT_01_02-18 to PT_01_00-4) which have higher small vesicle density. 

 

Nm
Vtot values show a similar variation across samples with time but with calculated higher values 

from 8.2 x 105 to 1.2 x 107 cm-3 due to correction for vesicles and crystals (Table 2.3). There is a 

significant jump in vesicle number density within pyroclasts from PT_01_03 (4th-5th April) to 

PT_01_02 (6th-7th April: caldera collapse phase). This jump is at least a doubling of vesicle number 

density and driven by the increase in small (≤80 m) round vesicles.  

 

Pyroclasts PT_01_00-4 and PT_01_00-7 from the spatter layer (PT_01_00) show different 

distributions. Vesicle number densities for small vesicle sizes are lower than values obtained from 

other upper sequence pyroclasts (PT_01_01; PT_01_02), yet higher than all other pyroclasts (Fig. 

2.8). PT_01_00 pyroclasts shows the lowest vesicle number density of the entire sequence for 

intermediate vesicle sizes (100 – 600 m) (Fig. 2.8). Nm
Vtot values from pyroclast of PT_01_00 are 

4.7 x 106 (PT_01_00-7) and 6.0 x 106 cm-3 (PT_01_00-4) (Table 2.3) and are intermediate within 

the range of pyroclasts throughout the stratigraphy. 
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VG/VL data 

 

The ratio of volume of vesicles (gas) to glass (melt) (VG/VL after Gardner et al. 1996) was 

determined for all the pyroclasts in order to investigate degassing, post-fragmentation processes and 

any possible correlation with crystal content. VG/VL ratio data were calculated from the obtained 

density data of PT_01 pyroclasts applying a correction to their density for crystal content as in 

Stovall et al. (2011) (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.9d). Obtained VG/VL ratios show a range between 0.71 and 

6.87 (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.9d) and show a broad trend of decreasing VG/VL with stratigraphic height 

and increasing crystal content (Fig. 2.9d). Despite a broadening of clast density with stratigraphic 

height, VG/VL between clasts at a single stratigraphic level have a reduced range (Fig. 2.9d).  

 

2.5 MAGMA VISCOSITY  

 

2.5.1 Viscosity estimate  

 

Viscosity of the magma which produced the early aphyric basaltic, the olivine-phyric and the 

oceanitic products of Piton Tremblet fountaining activity were calculated using the viscosity 

method of Shaw (1972) with corrections for crystal content from Roscoe (1953).  

 

-  Viscosities for the aphyric magma (2nd April) were calculated using the syn-eruptive-sampled 

lava (REU0704_021) bulk-rock geochemical data and water content from glass groundmass data 

from an early activity sample (CM13 Mtx) presented in Di Muro et al. (2014), 1200°C temperature, 

and applying crystal content correction of 2 vol.%. The obtained viscosity (log ) is 1.3 Pa s 

independently if the crystal content correction is used, without considering the role of bubbles.  

 
- Viscosities for the olivine-aphyric magma (4th-5th April) were calculated using 2007 glass 

groundmass geochemical data for syn-eruptively sampled scoria samples on the 5th April (052Mtx, 

053Mtx, 054Mtx in Villemant et al. 2009) and water content from glass groundmass geochemical 

data of an oceanite sample (L251 Mtx; Di Muro et al. 2014), 1200°C temperature, and applying 

crystal content correction of 10 vol.% (as measured in the PT_01_04-7). The obtained viscosities 

(log ) are 1.4 Pa s for the crystal-free magma, and 1.6 Pa s for the magma with crystals, without 

considering the role of bubbles. 
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Fig. 2.9 Data summary of the Piton Tremblet lava fountain eruption: starting from the left hand side to the right hand side are presented the following: PT_01 

stratigraphy with sample location. a Percentage volume fraction vesicles (in red), crystals (in green) and glass groundmass (in blue) calculated with image 

analysis method;  there is an increase in crystal content associated with a decrease in vesicularity with time (bottom to top sequence). b Variabilities in the clast 

vesicularity (blue), crystal-corrected vesicularity (purple) and crystallinity (light green) fractions through time in the sequence. c Nm
Vtot data ranges calculated 

from 2 samples for each deposit considered. d VG/VL ratios from 2 samples for each deposit (following Gardner et al. 1996). e Lava fountain height 
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variation in relation to the deposits; red stars are maximum fountain height in metres and blue stars and blue 

star ranges are minimum fountain height in metres. On the right hand side of the figure, the inferred 

chronology of the eruptive phases associated with the production of  PT_01 deposits is presented.   

 

- Viscosities for the oceanitic magma (post-6th April) were calculated using the 2007 glass 

groundmass geochemical data and its water content from an oceanite sample (L251 Mtx) from Di 

Muro et al. (2014), 1200°C temperature, and applying crystal content correction of 30 vol.%. The 

obtained viscosities (log ) are 1.4 Pa s for the crystal-free magma, and 2.1 Pa s for the magma with 

crystals, without considering the role of bubbles.  

 

2.6 DISCUSSION 

 

Observations of the eruptive activity through time coupled to quantitative investigations of 

morphology, texture and vesicularity of the products and/or using multidisciplinary datasets have 

proven invaluable in the understanding of eruptions (e.g. Andronico et al. 2005; Stovall et al. 2011; 

Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013).  

 

The Piton Tremblet activity in the period between 2nd and 14th April has shown significant 

variations in magma discharge rates and fountain heights (5-350 m), fountain manifestations 

(inclined to vertical jets), change in eruptive vents (1, 2 and 3), and unsteadiness and pauses. 

Additionally, syn-eruptive relationships between summit caldera collapse activity and Piton 

Tremblet activity were observed. In particular, the 6th April and the 12th April eruptive activities 

were subsequent to summit major collapses and were both characterised by the increase in 

discharge rate and fountain height (150 to 350 m on 6th April; 20 to 150 m on the 12th April). Such 

relationships between summit activity and flank eruptions have been observed in other basaltic 

volcanoes worldwide (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002; Poland et al. 2014) and reflect 

the link between pressurisation of the magma storage system and eruptive dynamics (Montagna and 

Gonnermann 2013). Below we describe the temporal evolution of the eruption coupled with the 

observational dataset to provide an understanding of variations in conduit and eruption processes 

with time. 
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2.6.1 Eruption dynamics with time 

 

2nd-3rd April 

 

During this phase of the eruption, 150 m-high, mostly vertical fountaining occurred from an early 

NW-SE-directed fissure and then focused on four different vents which produced 30-150 m high 

fountains (Table 2.1; Figs. 2.2a, b). Significant pumice clasts (35 modal%) with high vesicularity 

(83-87 vol.%) are present in the deposits (Fig. 2.4a). These clasts have homogeneous vesicle size 

distributions, mainly unimodal VVDs, and high abundances of round intermediate-large size 

vesicles which are evidence of advanced growth and coalescence of bubbles during magma ascent 

(Table 2.2; Figs. 2.6a, b). Vesicle number densities (Nm
Vtot) are 1.5 x 106 – 4.1 x 106 cm-3 and 

dominated by high number of vesicles with sizes <0.8 mm (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.8). The round 

morphology of vesicles of <0.8 mm suggests nucleation and growth in the conduit within hundreds 

of metres from the fragmentation surface. 

 

VG/VL values are high (4.9-6.9) (Table 2.3), which is either a product of the accumulation and 

packing of bubbles during ascent to eventually form a magmatic foam in the shallow portion of the 

conduit (Parfitt and Wilson 1995), or post-fragmentation growth in the fountain (Cashman and 

Mangan 1994; Stovall et al. 2011). Two clasts show core-rim gradients of vesicle size, which is 

evidence of post-fragmentation bubble expansion in the interior of the fountain as has been 

observed for other Hawaiian fountains (Stovall et al. 2011).  

 

4th-5th April 

 

During 4th-5th April, vents 1, 2 and 3 showed an increase in average minimum fountain height from 

30 to 100 m, more sustained activity, and an increase in outgassing above active vents, correlated 

with an overall surge in the intensity and magma supply to the Piton Tremblet conduits and vents 

(Table 2.1; Figs. 2.2c, d). Maximum fountain height was sustained at 150 m above vent 2 (Table 

2.1; Fig. 2.2c, d). The erupted products remained dominantly transitional (Fig. 2.4a). Pumice was 

less abundant than the 2nd-3rd April phase (Fig. 2.4a). Fluidal clasts (25 modal%) were erupted in 

higher abundance during this phase (Fig. 2.4a).  

 

The vesicle number densities are similar to slightly higher (8.2 x 105 – 4.2 x 106 cm-3) from April 

2nd-3rd (Table 2.3), driven by an increase in abundance of round vesicles with sizes <0.1 mm and a 
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decrease in abundance of vesicles with size between 0.2-1.0 mm (Fig. 2.8). The higher fountains 

produced in this phase likely represent higher magma ascent rates as vents did not show an obvious 

change of morphology or configuration. This interpretation is supported by the higher abundances 

of small round bubbles that represent high nucleation rates after magma volatile supersaturation 

(Mangan and Cashman 1996).   

 

A deep input isotopic signature was found in the products of this activity without any change in 

composition of the glass groundmass (Di Muro et al. 2014). Therefore, it is possible that a new gas-

rich deep-derived magma batch was a contributor to the higher fountaining activity during this time 

(a deep input was interpreted by Fontaine et al. 2014 before the April 2007 eruption and the largely 

significant amount of SO2 emitted during April 2007 described by Tulet and Villeneuve 2011 and 

Gouhier and Coppola 2011 suggests that this input was rich in volatiles). A further contribution to 

greater fountain heights may have included higher effective magma viscosities as a result of 3-10 

vol.% phenocrysts in the magma erupted during this phase, as observed in other basaltic explosive 

events worldwide (e.g. Sable et al. 2006; Gurioli et al. 2008; Pompilio et al. 2017).  

 

6th-7th April  

 

The 6th-7th April eruptive activity from Piton Tremblet at vent 1 and vent 2 represents the highest 

intensity phase of this explosive eruption. This phase was subsequent to the collapse of the summit 

caldera at 20:48 GMT on the 5th April, which displaced the former crater floor  >300 m below its 

former altitude (Michon et al. 2007). At the onset of this phase, a significant increase in fountain 

height (from 150 to 350 m), magma discharge rate (>200 m3/s; Staudacher et al. 2009), and 

outgassing above active vents occurred and was relatively sustained throughout 6th -7th April (Table 

2.1; Figs. 2.2e, f). On the 7th April, a slight decrease in maximum fountain height (220 m) and 

magma discharge were noted (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2f). The heightened activity was temporally post-

caldera collapse, suggesting a role of pressure in boosting the mass flux, similar to that interpreted 

at Kilauea (Montagna and Gonnermann 2013).   

 

The 6th-7th April pyroclasts are dominantly of transitional type (75-95 modal%), with minor fluidal 

vesicular component (5-25 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). In comparison to pyroclasts erupted during the 4th-

5th April, these pyroclasts have much lower vesicularities (from 77-56 vol.% to 38-47 vol.%) and 

higher crystallinities (from 0-10 vol.% to 29-34 vol.%) (Table 2.3) reflecting the onset of oceanite 

magma composition. The eruption of oceanite represents a major change in the source magma; the 
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new magma is thought to be from a shallowly intruded magma body/sill below the eastern volcano 

flank which was flushed by the April 2007 post-caldera collapse activity, as inferred by 

geochemical and isotopic data (Di Muro et al. 2014) and by satellite displacement data (Froger et al. 

2007; Froger et al. 2016). Magma viscosity was likely higher (from log 1.3 to log 2.1 Pa s) during 

this phase, possibly enhancing the degree of coupling of bubbles and melt (e.g. Sable et al. 2006; 

Gonnermann and Manga 2007; Belien et al. 2010).    

 

Vesicle number densities (Nm
Vtot) are higher than previous eruptive phases (from 8.2 x 105 – 4.2 x 

106 cm-3 to 3.6 x 106 – 1.2 x 107 cm-3) (Table 2.3), driven by an increase of small (<0.1 mm) round 

bubbles (Fig. 2.6b). The higher vesicle number densities of small round vesicles infer higher 

magma ascent velocities and greater volatile supersaturations in rising magma (Polacci et al. 2006; 

Sable et al. 2006; Stovall et al. 2012) which are consistent with the observed higher fountains (160-

350 m) during this time.  

 

12th April 

 

The 12th April fountaining event began after a four-day period of waning and weak explosive 

activity at the Piton Tremblet site. One hundred and sixty-six minutes after a significant collapse 

event at the summit, the Piton Tremblet vent produced a 150 m inclined fountain from vent 2 and an 

outgassing plume above all vents (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.2k). The magmatic source during this activity is 

inferred to be the same as the 6th-7th April phase, as geochemical analyses conducted on post-6th 

April oceanitic lavas groundmass (25th April) are similar (Di Muro et al. 2014). The pyroclasts 

produced during this fountaining phase are mostly transitional type (65 modal%), with fluidal 

vesicular clasts (35 modal%) (Fig. 2.4a). These clasts have low vesicularities (32-37 vol.%) and the 

highest crystallinities (34-42 vol.%) of all erupted products from the Piton Tremblet site (Table 

2.3).  

 

Clasts dominated by microlite-poor groundmass are the dominant texture. Microlite-rich 

groundmass domains have well-defined boundaries (Fig. 2.7h) and are likely fragments recycled 

from earlier fountaining phases and pre-12th April stalled magma which had a longer cooling time 

or slower ascent rate than the magma erupted during the 12th April.  

 

The clasts examined have polymodal vesicle volume distributions with multiple modes between 80 

and 1000 m. Small vesicles ≤200 m are round, with no evidence of formation through collapse 
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processes. The small vesicle modes (<100 m) and high vesicle number densities are likely 

demonstrating multiple stages of bubble nucleation, perhaps up to hundreds of metres below the 

level of magma fragmentation in the shallow conduit, followed by growth. The larger vesicles >500 

m are both round and irregular in shape and are commonly between large (>1 mm) olivine 

phenocrysts (e.g. PT_01_00-7 in Fig. 2.6a). These large vesicles were either resident in the melt at 

the time of bubble nucleation in the shallow conduit, or are the result of coalescence of small 

bubbles trapped between closely packed phenocrysts.   

 

The observational evidence and timing linking the summit collapse event and the renewed high 

(150 m high) fountaining suggest that perturbations of pressure within the magma plumbing system 

drove the reactivation. Caldera collapse may have increased the pressure on the reservoir-dyke/sill 

system, analogous to a piston (e.g. Peltier et al. 2009b), and led to the decompression of magma and 

its explosive eruption at Piton Tremblet. The exact conditions are not known, but possibilities 

include the movement of magma upwards in the conduit, combined with volatile supersaturation 

and subsequent vesiculation (e.g. Wilson and Head 1981; Parfitt et al. 1995; Parfitt 2004), or 

pressure perturbation on magma in the plumbing system driving decompression, bubble exsolution 

and coupled gas-magma ascent (e.g. Montagna and Gonnermann 2013).                 

                      

2.6.2 Comparison with Kilauean fountaining events 

 

The Piton Tremblet products are almost identical to those of Hawaiian products (Stovall et al. 2011; 

Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013), although reticulite is not observed at Piton Tremblet. 

Microvesicular pumice is generally erupted from high lava fountains (≥300 m; Mangan and 

Cashman 1996) on Kilauea, as a result of post-fragmentation expansion of clasts in the thermally 

insulated fountain (e.g. Stovall et al. 2011); at Piton Tremblet, microvesicular pumice was recorded 

for fountains from 150 m height during 2nd-3rd April. During 2nd-3rd April, the magma had 

undergone significant degassing and vesiculation, and was likely a foam. 

 

At Piton Tremblet, the dominant component type regardless of fountain height is transitional clasts. 

The highest fountains (350 m: 6th-7th April) erupted predominantly transitional clasts and no 

pumiceous component type. High fountains (>300 m) at Kilauea typically produce microvesicular 

pumice, thought to result principally from gas expansion in clasts within the fountain (e.g. Stovall et 

al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012). I suggest that the high crystallinity of the magma coupled with 

comparatively low fountain heights (<350 m) led to the eruption of dominantly transitional clasts. 
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The high crystallinity and effective viscosities could have limited bubble expansion and the 

development of pumice during ascent both in the conduit and in the fountain.                 

 

NVtot values of Piton Tremblet fit within the range of values published for Hawaiian fountaining 

eruptions (Table 2.3; Fig. 2.10a), and show that the high values of vesicle number density 

correspond commonly to higher fountaining. Piton Tremblet data show that some of the highest 

fountain phases on 6th-7th April erupted pyroclasts of higher density than other previous phases of 

low fountain heights on 2nd-5th April (Fig. 2.5b). In contrast, quantitative analysis of the Kilauea Iki 

1959 and Mauna Ulu 1969 products showed that high fountain heights were associated with the 

eruption of low density clasts (Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013). These 

trends can be explained to some degree by the gradual increase in olivine phenocryst content (Table 

2.3; Fig. 2.9b). However, I suggest that this trend is also influenced by stalled or slowly ascending 

dense magma in the conduit that was rapidly erupted without significant time for vesiculation due to 

caldera collapse and the associated magma pressure perturbations. 

 

VG/VL values range from 6.9 to 0.7 and fit within the range published for Kilauea fountaining 

eruptions (Table 2.3; Figs. 2.9d; 2.10b). Lava fountain VG/VL values are shown to commonly 

increase with increasing height of the fountain due to greater time for vesiculation post-

fragmentation (Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013) (Fig. 2.10b). This trend 

is not the case for Piton Tremblet pyroclasts that show an opposite trend of lower VG/VL values 

with higher fountain heights (Figs. 2.9d, e; 2.10b). One possibility to explain this observation is that 

the enhanced crystal contents in the ductile pyroclasts within the fountains inhibited the rapid 

decompression and thermal expansion of bubbles prior to quenching. If correct, VG/VL is therefore 

not a useful measure of post-fragmentation vesiculation processes within fountains for magmas of 

high crystal content. 

 

2.6.3 Effect of increasing crystal content on vesiculation and magma ascent dynamics 

 

The role of crystals in magma viscosity and degassing dynamics has been investigated though 

studies of natural samples and experiments (e.g. Gurioli et al. 2008; Belien et al. 2010; 

Oppenheimer et al. 2015; Pompilio et al. 2017). Crystals increase effective magma viscosity when 

coupled to the melt phase during magma ascent (e.g. Pinkerton and Stevenson 1992; Costa 2005; 
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Fig. 2.10 Comparison between 2007 Piton Tremblet lava fountaining data from the analysed products and 

Kilauea lava fountain events: a Maximum lava fountain height reached in each phase related to NVtot data 

calculated from the products of Piton Tremblet, Kilauea Iki 1959 (data from Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 

2012), and Mauna Ulu 1969 (data from Parcheta et al. 2013); Piton Tremblet activity can be distinguished by 

different markers: diamonds are 2nd-3rd April products; squares are 4th-5th April products; circles are 6th-7th 

April products; triangles are 12th April products. b VG/VL versus maximum lava fountain height of Piton 

Tremblet, Kilauea Iki 1959 (data from Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012), and Mauna Ulu 1969 (data 

from Parcheta et al. 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

a 
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Gonnermann and Manga 2007; Pompilio et al. 2017), and when suspended in magma provide 

nucleation sites and modify bubble transport in the magma (Gonnermann and Manga 2007; Belien 

et al. 2010; Oppenheimer et al. 2015; Pompilio et al. 2017). An interesting effect of high volumes of 

suspended crystals in the magma is providing physical obstacles to bubble ascent, limiting 

interactions between bubbles and coalescence, and promoting bubble break-up during ascent 

(Belien et al. 2010). Large crystal content in viscous fluids produce bubble deformation and bubble 

trapping even at intermediate crystal contents (as seen in the experiments described by Belien et al. 

2010). The consequences of facilitating coalescence within a crystal-rich suspension, is that it 

promotes the establishment of efficient permeable pathways at low porosities, facilitating 

outgassing (Oppenheimer et al. 2015). Bubble trapping instead could promote volatile retention and 

increase the viscosity of the suspension (Belien et al. 2010).  

 

Given the up to 30 vol.% of olivine (from 2 mm to >1 cm) crystals in the magmas erupted at Piton 

Tremblet during and after the 6th April, the crystal content is an important factor to consider in the 

interpretation of degassing and eruptive dynamics.     

 

Magma viscosity  

 

Previous studies on PdF olivine crystals have highlighted how these phenocrysts crystallised from 

magma in reservoirs within the volcano edifice and formed an harrisitic mush with a molten phase 

(Welsch et al. 2013). Crystal size distribution, and geochemical and isotopic analyses highlighted 

how 2007 olivine phenocrysts (from 2 mm up to 1 cm size) in olivine-phyric basalts (pre-caldera 

collapse) and oceanites (post-caldera collapse) were plucked from crystal-rich mushes by ascending 

magma (Di Muro et al. 2014). These olivine-rich mushes have different histories. Olivine crystals 

from the 2007 olivine-phyric basalts have a complex crystallisation history, whereas olivine crystals 

from 2007 oceanites record steady crystallisation (Di Muro et al. 2014).  

 
The analysis of melt inclusions within olivine infers that the source of these magma ponds/sills, rich 

in olivine crystals was located between about 1800 and 500 m below surface (average 1350 m 

below surface; 27 MPa) in the PdF shallow portion of the volcanic edifice (Di Muro et al. 2014). 

The PdF eastern flank is inferred to be the April 2007 magma ascent path (Froger et al. 2016) and 

the source path location could be between sea level and 1300 m a.s.l.. Considering water contents of 

pre-eruptive magma around 1 wt% as measured in melt inclusions of April 2nd-3rd products (Di 

Muro et al. 2014), water exsolution level would have been around 500 m below surface (13 MPa) 

for basaltic melts (MORB) at 1200° C (Moore et al. 1998), not considering the early exsolution of 
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water as a function of CO2 release. The incorporation of olivine crystals into the magma was likely 

earlier and deeper than the onset of significant water exsolution, but shallower than significant CO2 

exsolution. Considering the density difference between olivine and the melt phase and even slow 

rates (0.1 m/s) of ascent, the plucked phenocrysts were likely coupled to the melt even at low 

magma ascent rate. The magma thus had a high effective viscosity at the instant it acquired the high 

crystal contents and at the time of bubble nucleation and growth during ascent.  

 

Viscosity estimates were produced using geochemical data (bulk-rock, glass groundmass 

composition, water content) from Villemant et al. (2009) and Di Muro et al. (2014) and the model 

of Shaw-Roscoe (Roscoe 1953; Shaw 1972), which includes corrections for crystallinity, but not 

including vesicularity. These calculations show that viscosities (log ) of early April magma (2nd-

3rd April; 2 vol.% crystals), the pre-caldera collapse magma (4th-5th April; 10 vol.% crystals), and 

post-caldera collapse magma (post-6th April; 30 vol.% crystals) are similar neglecting crystals and 

bubbles (1.3-1.4 Pa s; 1200° C). Viscosity values considering crystal content showed an 

approximate order of magnitude increase (from log 1.3 Pa s (2nd-3rd April) to log 2.1 Pa s (post-6th 

April); 1200° C) between the eruptive periods considered. Further increases of viscosity can be 

expected for microlite growth in the groundmass at shallow level by cooling or degassing but are 

not considered here. The increase of bubbles in the magma are expected to increase the viscosity up 

to two orders of magnitude as discussed in Mader et al. (2013) (cited in Pompilio et al. 2017). Early 

phase Piton Tremblet magma viscosity has more in common with viscosities of Hawaiian magmas 

(100-1400 Pa s Hawaii; Moore 1987; Crisp et al. 1994; Harris and Allen 2008 in Gurioli et al. 

2008); yet late stage magma viscosity was more equivalent to that of Etna (1000-1780 Pa s Etna; 

Pompilio et al. 2017) and basaltic andesite eruptions at Villaricca (210-4410 Pa s Villaricca; Gurioli 

et al. 2008). The crystal content therefore increased effective magma viscosity and the degree to 

which bubbles were coupled with the magma at early stages in magma degassing. Crystals probably 

also had another role in aiding the coupling of the exsolving gas phase to the magma.  

 

Interactions between crystals and vesicles 

 

Piton Tremblet pyroclasts from the 4th-5th April onwards show how the crystals affected vesicle 

distribution and vesicle morphology. The influence is evident in olivine-basalt and oceanite 

pyroclasts, as observed by the presence of domains of irregular vesicles and/or vesicle abundances 

amid large phenocrysts (heterogeneous vesicle distribution) (Figs. 2.7e, j), trapping of bubbles 

within embayments/cavities generated by the crystal morphology (Fig. 2.7j), and deformed vesicles 
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produced by nearby rigid motions of phenocrysts in the magma (Figs. 2.7j, k). Thus, it is possible to 

speculate that the crystal content in the Piton Tremblet magma had a role in affecting degassing 

during the eruptive activity after April 4th. The trapping of bubbles and subsequent coupled ascent 

of magma could drive a change towards higher explosion intensity, however the deep gas-rich 

magma (and volatile) input and, in particular, the perturbations generated by the caldera collapse on 

the plumbing system are more likely associated with the increase in the fountaining heights.   

 

2.6.4 Relationship between Piton Tremblet eruptive activity and the PdF volcano plumbing 

system 

 

The PdF magma plumbing system is characterised by: i) an inferred deep magma path starting from 

6 to 4 km b.s.l., below the western portion of the summit crater and rising eastward; ii) a main 

magma storage zone below the central cone between 0 and 2 km b.s.l., evident in the seismic 

record; iii) a shallow transient storage zone comprising multiple magma pockets and sills in a 

deeply fractured domain located below the summit from sea level to about 1.5 km a.s.l. as proposed 

by Di Muro et al. (2014) and Michon et al. (2016b); iv) a series of sills and dykes below the eastern 

portion of the volcano edifice, at depth between sea level and 2 km a.s.l. (Michon et al. 2016b). 

 
As observed during the April 2007 eruptive period, the summit caldera collapse events are 

inextricably tied to major increases in lava fountain height firstly on 6th April, and subsequently on 

the 12th April during the reactivation phase of the lava fountaining at Piton Tremblet after a brief 

period of weak eruptive activity. The variation of the eruptive activity on the lower flank of the 

volcano was driven by a pressure variation in the volcano plumbing system and especially affecting 

the April magma-dyke system. The connectivity and/or permeability of the magma plumbing 

system, which can extend farther than 10 km from the central reservoir at basaltic volcanoes, has 

also been recognised at Kilauea (Montagna and Gonnermann 2013) and Krafla (Tryggvason 1986, 

in Montagna and Gonnermann 2013) volcanoes. Variations in pressure can drive changes of 

eruptive activity in terms of variations of dyke dimensions, wall-rock elasticity, magma viscosity, 

and the magnitude and duration of the changes in pressure (Montagna and Gonnermann 2013). At 

PdF the pressure perturbation related to caldera collapse drove the eruption of oceanitic magma 

which in turn (Section 2.6.2) may have played a role in driving increases of fountain height on the 

6th April.     
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2.7 CONCLUSION 

 

The Piton Tremblet April 2007 eruptive phases were characterised by significant variations in lava 

fountain height, weak explosive activity and fountain reactivation episodes that correlate with 

caldera collapse phases and increasing in olivine crystal content. The analyses of the eruptive 

phases and the products suggest that fountaining stages were produced by volatile nucleation, and 

coupling of magma and volatiles during ascent. Variations in degassing and eruption behaviour 

were influenced by (a) deep magmatic inputs, (b) caldera collapse phases driving pressure 

perturbations and rapid magma ascent, and (c) changes in the crystal content within the magma. 

Fountain heights do not scale with vesicularity or vesicle number density, contrasting with 

observations of products from Hawaiian fountaining eruptions. Instead, caldera collapse events 

drove rapid magma ascent through stalled or slowly ascending relatively dense magma, and the 

rising magma had high crystal contents which played a complex role in trapping and limiting the 

expansion of bubbles in the conduit and fountain.         
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CHAPTER 3 

 
 
The 2007 summit caldera collapse event at Piton de la 

Fournaise volcano 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The 2007 Dolomieu caldera collapse event is the most significant collapse to occur at the volcano 

summit in the last 300 years (Michon et al. 2013). This caldera collapse was associated with 

explosive activity at the summit (Michon et al. 2013). Investigations of the 2007 caldera collapse 

dynamics, as well as seismic and deformation studies have been carried out, for example, by 

Michon et al. (2007) and Michon et al. (2009). Other authors associated deformational data 

acquired during the caldera collapse activity with the response of the hydrothermal system at the 

summit to pressure (Froger et al. 2016). The chronology of the caldera collapse was inferred mainly 

by seismic and deformational data acquired during the activity (Michon et al. 2009; Peltier et al. 

2009b), and explosive activity was interpreted to be phreatic based on a brief analysis of the 

stratigraphy of the products and observation of the main ash clouds produced (Michon et al. 2013). 

 

3.1.1 Aims and significance 

 

Significance of the analytical work 

 

Reconstruction of the sequence of events of the 2007 caldera collapse from available photo and 

video datasets has not been presented in previously published work. Such a chronology is very 

significant in terms of assessing and locating each collapse event and possible explosive activity, 

and provides a foundation for investigating the evolution of collapse phases and the triggering 

mechanisms. Furthermore, a visual chronology of the collapse permits an association among the 

types of activity that occurred (explosive or not), location of emission, emitted products and their 

deposition. This information is essential for the assessment of the stratigraphy of the caldera 

collapse deposits. Reconstruction of the events can be used to assess the relationship between the 
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eruptive activity at the 2007 flank vent and caldera collapse events. An association between summit 

collapse and increases in the eruptive activity at a flank vent was observed during 2007 and 

previous historical eruptions (Carter et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009; Michon 

et al. 2011; Michon et al. 2013; Di Muro et al. 2014), but a detailed, carefully timed sequence of 

events was not produced. Detailed observations and microscopic analyses of the 2007 caldera 

collapse products are not yet available in the literature. The latter can highlight significant 

information in regard to triggering mechanisms of the explosive activity and possible magma 

involvement, and give clues on the volcano shallow plumbing system and hydrothermal system. 

Data obtained from the previously cited analyses can be used for the possible reassessment of 2007 

summit activity, comparing them with Piton de la Fournaise historical summit collapses and 

explosive activity available in the literature (Michon et al. 2013). Furthermore, few caldera collapse 

events have been documented and analysed in comparable volcanoes worldwide.  

 

Principal aims 

 

The aims of this work are to: 1) reconstruct the chronology of the 2007 summit caldera collapse; 2) 

assess the relationship among collapse events, ash/dust emissions, and the involvement of magma; 

3) investigate explosive activity triggering mechanisms (magma/lava–groundwater/hydrothermal 

system interaction) and constrain this activity using componentry and stratigraphy of the products; 

4) compare the collapse process/mechanism that occurred in 2007 at the Piton de la Fournaise 

volcano with other caldera collapses that have occurred on basaltic volcanoes worldwide. 

 

3.1.2 Terms used for structures generated by collapse 

 

Collapse events are the result of multiple single collapse phases rather than single all-encompassing 

collapse events; thus, for collapse phase is intended a single episode of collapse involving a portion 

of the summit/plateau area with its related and/or produced peculiar features, such as explosive 

activity, generation of plume, etc. The morphology generated by collapse phases has been referred 

to as pit crater or caldera on the basis of their size, features (fractures and structural morphology) 

and relationship to explosive activity, but in a few cases the literature on the PdF volcano is 

conflicting in regard to nomenclature (as in Carter et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2009; Michon et al. 

2013). To address this terminology issue, in this chapter, pit crater and caldera are defined on the 

basis of size (e.g. Poppe et al. 2015; pit crater, <1 km diameter; caldera, >1 km diameter). Both 

structures are formed by the collapse of the surface that lay above an empty space or empty 
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chamber. In this manuscript, the term crater is used for the pre-2007 PdF summit morphology, the 

Dolomieu crater. The pre-2007 Dolomieu crater was a bowl-shaped depression enclosing a flat 

floor. In this thesis, the flat floor of the Dolomieu crater is referred to as Dolomieu plateau. 

 

3.1.3 Historical caldera collapses at the Piton de la Fournaise volcano 

 

The PdF volcano has experienced several caldera collapse episodes with very diverse sizes since its 

formation (Michon et al. 2013; Michon et al. 2016). The largest episode to affect the entire volcano 

edifice was the formation of the Enclos Fouqué caldera (5465 calendar years BP; Ort et al. 2016), 

the origin of which is still debated (Michon et al. 2016). Several collapses involved the summit of 

the Central Cone (the currently active edifice inside Enclos Fouqué caldera) in historical times (last 

350 years), not always related to explosive activity and most commonly associated with effusive 

activity (Neumann Van Padang 1963; Carter et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2009; 

Michon et al. 2013). Some of the depressions generated by these collapses have been named after 

their formation by scientists, however the Dolomieu crater name has been used since 1791 (Michon 

et al. 2013). In particular, at the Central Cone, six collapses with related explosive activity (phreatic 

to phreatomagmatic) occurred in the 19th century (1801, 1812, 1821, 1844, 1860, 1874) (Carter et 

al. 2007; Michon et al. 2013), and eight collapses occurred in the period 1900–2002 (1927–1935 

period; 1953, 1961, 1964, 1986, 2002) (Neumann Van Padang 1963; Carter et al. 2007; Michon et 

al. 2009; Michon et al. 2013). Most of these collapses formed pit craters and were not associated 

with explosive activity, except for the 1961 and 1986 collapses (phreatomagmatic and phreatic, 

respectively) (Michon et al. 2013). All these collapse-generated structures at the summit of the 

Central Cone existed for 2 to >250 years (Michon et al. 2013). The pre-2007 Dolomieu crater 

morphology was generated after the 1931–1935 collapses and subsequently filled by intracrater 

lavas (Michon et al. 2013). The pre-2007 Dolomieu crater inherited a ring fault systems close to the 

inner scarps of the structure that was generated by previous summit collapses (Michon et al. 2009). 

Successive collapse episodes (pit craters, mainly in the W and SW sector of the Dolomieu crater) 

did not change the former crater morphology (due to their limited sizes: 80–250 m) that was 

conserved until 2007, affecting only the Dolomieu crater floor (Bachèlery 1981; Carter et al. 2007; 

Michon et al. 2009; Peltier et al. 2009b; Michon et al. 2013). In addition, most of the significant 

collapse episodes occurred in association with flank eruptive phases, such as in the significant 1931 

eruption when 130  106 m3 of lava were discharged and the eastern portion of the volcano summit 

area collapsed (Lacroix 1936 in Carter et al. 2007; and in Michon et al. 2007).  
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3.1.4 The 2007 caldera collapse at Piton de la Fournaise 

 

Before discussing the 2007 Dolomieu caldera collapse in depth, an overview of the 2007 eruptions 

is presented. In 2007, two eruptions occurred, the first in February and the second in March-April. 

The first eruption and the first eruptive phase of the second eruption were characterised by short-

lived (<1 day) eruptive episodes at the summit (February eruption) and on the proximal flank of the 

volcano (March phase) (Staudacher et al. 2009). In particular, the 18th February eruption involved 

an E–W fissure that opened inside the Dolomieu plateau and spread lava over almost all the 

Dolomieu crater area (Staudacher et al. 2009). During this eruption, GPS data obtained by the 

OVPF monitoring network showed early continuous inflation of the summit area (1 km radius from 

centre Dolomieu crater), then strong inflation linked to dyke emplacement. Renewal of the inflation 

followed immediately after the end of the February eruption (Peltier et al. 2009a; Peltier et al. 

2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009). The total filling of the Dolomieu crater by lavas was achieved 

during the August – December 2006 eruption (Staudacher et al. 2016) when a 20–30 m thick pile of 

lava was emplaced (Michon et al. 2007) (Fig. 3.1). The first eruptive phase of the second eruption 

started on 30th March when a fissure opened on the E–SE flank of the volcano at 1900 m a.s.l., 

subsequent to an increase in seismicity in the summit area (Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 

2009). This pre-eruptive seismic crisis started below the Dolomieu crater, and contemporaneously, 

an intrusion of magma was detected under the eastern volcano flank (extending N to S) by the GPS 

network. A sudden large deflation recorded by the RER broadband seismic station probably also 

marked the intrusion under the eastern flank before the eruption started (Michon et al. 2007; Peltier 

et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Fontaine et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The eruptive 

activity began on the 30th March was characterised by mild strombolian activity and effusion of 

lavas (Staudacher et al. 2009). After the eruptive phase ceased on March 31st, significant summit 

seismicity continued, together with ongoing  edifice deflation (Michon et al. 2007; Michon et al. 

2009; Staudacher et al. 2009; Fontaine et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). 

 

April 2007 caldera collapse 

 

On the 2nd April, a fissure opened on the SE flank of the volcano at about 600 m a.s.l.; lava 

fountains fed voluminous lava flows (Staudacher et al. 2009). An increase of volcano-tectonic 

seismicity was recorded from 3rd April below the volcano until the 5th April when low-frequency 

seismicity and tremor increased (Michon et al. 2007). On the same day, deflation of the summit area 
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and an increase in seismicity at the eruption site were recorded, followed by a 4.8 magnitude 

earthquake (20:48 GMT) that had a hypocenter below the Dolomieu crater (Fontaine et al. 2014). 

The earthquake was contemporaneous with a sudden inflation (about 15 cm recorded by GPS 

network) and further significant increase in seismicity (Michon et al. 2007; Peltier et al. 2009b; 

Staudacher et al. 2009). This displacement and seismicity were associated with the first collapse 

phase of the N sector of the Dolomieu crater (Michon et al. 2007). Subsequently, the seismic signal 

became cyclic: the increases and decreases in seismicity (cycle period from 2 hours to 30 minutes 

per cycle; see Michon et al. 2011 for detailed time intervals) were coeval with phases of deflation 

and inflation respectively. This pattern continued during the 6th April (Michon et al. 2007; 

Staudacher et al. 2009). An increase in the eruptive activity (lava fountain height >200 m)  was 

observed at the flank vent after the collapse (Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009). Thirty-

eight collapses were distinguished from available data in the period between the 5th (20:48 GMT) 

and 7th (00:40 GMT) April; the first 16 collapses followed pre-existing summit ring faults and 

produced most of the final caldera shape (Michon et al. 2009). Caldera collapse increments 

continued until 14th April (Fontaine et al. 2014). Caldera collapse phases affected first the northern 

sector of the Dolomieu plateau, followed by collapses of the eastern and southern portions of the 

Dolomieu crater; the resulting caldera had a slightly larger size than the Dolomieu crater (which 

was circa 1000 m long and 800 m wide), and a maximum depth of circa 330 m (Michon et al. 2007) 

(Fig. 3.1). Subsequently to the end of the cyclic seismic phase, fluctuating tremor signals and 

continued deflation of the summit were recorded by the OVPF monitoring networks (Michon et al. 

2007; Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Staudacher et al. 2016). The eruptive activity 

continued at the low altitude SE flank site until 1st May (Staudacher et al. 2009). 

 

The 2007 caldera collapse dimensions and volume 

 

Data on the size and volume of the 2007 caldera collapse are available in the literature. The plateau 

present in the Dolomieu crater, was formed by two eruptions in the period August 2006 – February 

2007, and was elliptical in shape. The plateau covered an area of 74  104 m2 (around 1100 m  800 

m size; 2500 m a.s.l.) (Michon et al. 2007) (Fig. 3.1). Subsequent to the caldera collapse event, the 

former Dolomieu plateau was destroyed, and the size of the new elliptical funnel-shaped caldera 

was estimated to 1065 (35) m  835 (35) m, which equals a total area of about 82  104 m2 

(Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009) (Fig. 3.1). The maximum depth was estimated at about 

330 (10) m below the pre-collapse Dolomieu plateau surface in the central area of the newly 

formed caldera (thus caldera floor at about 2170 m a.s.l.), and the volume of the total collapse was 
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estimated between 78  106 m3 and 120  106 m3, depending on the method used (Michon et al. 

2007; Urai et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009). 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Aerial view of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano summit area pre- (left hand side) and post-caldera 

(right-hand side) collapse indicating main summit features. Photos were taken in December 2006 (left) and 

in July 2007 (right) (photos from the OVPF database). 

 

3.2 METHODS 

 

3.2.1 Methods and rationale 

 

The 2007 Piton de la Fournaise caldera collapse was investigated following three analytical steps: 

1) reconstructing the chronology of the events, observing and collecting data through the OVPF 

webcam monitoring network and available pictures from the OVPF database; 2) documenting the 

stratigraphy of the deposits at the summit produced during caldera collapse (extra-caldera only; 

intracaldera deposits are inaccessible and the terrain is unstable) and 3) performing preliminary 

analyses of the caldera collapse products at macro- and microscopic scales. 

Data were also reviewed on the pre-caldera collapse activity at the summit in the February and 

March eruptive activity from the available literature (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; 
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Froger et al. 2016; Staudacher et al. 2016), and other sources to better understand the pre-caldera 

collapse setting and April 2007 activity. 

 

Observation and data collection from visual recordings 

 

Data collected during the period 5th–23rd April 2007 from the OVPF webcam monitoring network 

were observed, using three different webcam locations (Bory, Piton Basalte, Piton Partage; Figs. 

3.2a, d) to obtain the best coverage of Piton de la Fournaise summit activity and considering the 

possible camera time drift (always <<30 s). Observations and data acquired from each analysed day 

were compared, using time, locations, type of activity, colour and maximum ash-cloud column 

height for each summit event that occurred. This analytical approach was used to reconstruct the 

chronology of the summit activity, permitting the definition of the evolution of the caldera collapse 

process, and giving clues on the triggering mechanisms involved. Further available pictures of the 

2007 summit activity from the OVPF database were also observed and compared with the acquired 

data and observations from the OVPF webcam monitoring network. 

 

Stratigraphic observations, measurements and sampling 

 

Fieldwork on the PdF summit area (Bory crater) involved the observation and measurement of the 

stratigraphy of the deposits and their distributions, including the production of a stratigraphic log, 

measuring thickness, deposit distributions, depositional features and characteristics of each level. 

 

Microscopic observations and analytical work in the laboratory 

 

Samples collected during fieldwork were analysed using a microscope to highlight different particle 

components among the deposits and their distribution. Microscopic analyses of thin sections of 

portions of the stratigraphy of caldera collapse deposits were performed, investigating the nature of 

components, depositional distributions and deposit features. Components abundances were 

performed using visual estimation diagrams of Shvetsov (1954), whereas fragments size was 

measured through microscope. Differences in components and their distributions among caldera 

collapse deposits are strictly related to the processes involved in the collapse. 
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3.2.2 Location 

 

Remnants of the 2007 caldera collapse deposits (extra-caldera) are accessible only on the surface of 

Bory crater, the platform of which is 200 m  350 m in size and at about 2580 m a.s.l. altitude (Fig. 

3.2b, c). Bory crater is located west of the Dolomieu caldera, and deposits on its surface are the 

most proximal products of the caldera collapse activity. Bory crater deposits accumulated during the 

activity have been preserved in lava cavities, while the rest of the summit caldera collapse deposits 

have been swept away by weathering and wind action. Remnants of intracaldera deposits related to 

the caldera collapse activity, such as landslide deposits, pyroclastic deposits and lavas, were 

inaccessible due to multiple landslides that have occurred after 2007 and the instability and danger 

of the terrain. Four outcrops were investigated (B1, B2, CB_1, CB_2) (Fig. 3.2c) and sampling was 

performed at the CB_1 outcrop located at GPS point 55° 42 31.52 E 21° 14 45.68 S, Altitude: 

2584 m a.s.l. Other outcrops were located at the following GPS points: B1: 55° 42 29.84 E 21° 14 

46.37 S, Altitude: 2583 m a.s.l.; B2: 55° 42 31.29 E 21° 14 43.01 S, Altitude: 2585 m a.s.l.; 

CB_2: 55° 42 31.86 E 21° 14 45.60 S, Altitude: 2584 m a.s.l. 

 

3.3 CALDERA COLLAPSE CHRONOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 

 

3.3.1 Pre-2007 caldera collapse eruptive activity observations 

 

Two short-lived eruptive episodes occurred in 2007 on the Central Cone of PdF volcano prior to the 

April caldera collapse. These two eruptive episodes, on the 18th February and the 30th March, were 

mainly effusive but associated with mild explosive and spatter activity (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di 

Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). The first eruption was characterised by an increase in 

summit seismicity and inflation, and opening of a fissure in the eastern portion of the Dolomieu 

crater; lavas reached and overflowed at the NE Dolomieu crater rim (Staudacher et al. 2016). This 

activity produced aphyric basalt (Di Muro et al. 2014). The 30th March episode occurred after 

continued volcano inflation and increase in seismicity (Peltier et al. 2009b; Fontaine et al. 2014; 

Froger et al. 2016), which were ascribed to both deep and shallow magmatic recharge. A fissure 

opened on the SE flank of the volcano starting a small lava of aphyric basalt (Staudacher et al. 

2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016). 
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Fig. 3.2 Locations: a Piton de la Fournaise volcano, the red square is the Dolomieu crater area; the blue dots 

are the location of the three webcams from the OVPF monitoring network used in this work analysis: Bory 

(B); Piton Partage (PP); Piton Basalte (PB). b Satellite view of the Dolomieu crater post-caldera collapse and 

Bory crater (source Google Earth 2016). c Close up of the caldera collapse deposits sampling areas (modified 

from Google Earth 2016). d Clear view pre-April 2007 activity from the OVPF webcam network showed in 

a using the same abbreviations for the webcam location (photos from OVPF database). 

 

Displacement data from Froger et al. (2016) indicated a large inflation area trending N–S, which 

affected the entire eastern summit area (4 km in length) and ended at its southern tip at the 30th 

March eruptive site, where a N150°E directed small inflation area was also present. The authors 

related these displacement data to a deep dyke intrusion and a shallow dyke, which sourced the 

activity. 
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3.3.2 2007 caldera collapse analysis 

 

The 2007 Piton de la Fournaise funnel-shaped caldera resulted from a series of collapses that 

occurred in different stages and in different sectors of the Dolomieu plateau during the period 5th–

17th April (Figs. 3.2b; 3.3). 

Reconstruction of the chronology of the Dolomieu caldera collapse was performed using available 

OVPF webcam monitoring network recordings (webcam locations in Fig. 3.2a) and OVPF database 

images. Time gaps are present due to malfunctions/interruptions in the webcam monitoring system, 

adverse weather conditions (mostly cloud cover and rain) and/or low visibility during night hours. 

However, the reconstruction is detailed during the main phases of the caldera collapse, except for 

the first major collapse that occurred on 5th April at night and was not observed due to low 

visibility. Data and observations are presented in Appendix II. 

 

3.3.2.1 Chronological reconstruction of the 2007 caldera collapse 

 

The collapse activities are divided into two different types based on their size and duration: 1) 

event, which stands for activity involving a large portion of the summit area with major particle 

ejection/dispersal and long duration (>10 s); 2) pulse, which stands for activity involving a specific 

area of the summit and related particle ejection/dispersal patterns and short duration (<10 s) 

following an event. The detailed chronology of the caldera collapse activities is present in Appendix 

II. The total number of events and related pulses per day and for the entire analysed period observed 

in the analysis are presented in Table 3.1. A decrease in the daily and total frequency of summit 

events and pulses can be noted through time with sporadic collapse phases after 10th April (in 

particular, 12th April). The reconstruction of the collapse of the Dolomieu plateau presented here 

(Table 3.1; Fig. 3.3) partially agrees with the caldera collapse reconstruction proposed in Michon et 

al. (2007), and more precisely presents locations of the Dolomieu plateau affected by collapse 

events that occurred each day (Table 3.1; Fig. 3.3). The latter are fundamental in the reconstruction 

of the caldera collapse history. In detail, the Dolomieu plateau experienced nine collapse phases that 

affected the pre-existing plateau and crater rims. 

 

Collapse phases of the Dolomieu plateau 

 

The first collapse phase started on the 5th April with the collapse of the N–NW portion of the 

Dolomieu plateau and was the largest collapse in terms of area and volume (area: range about 55–
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65  104 m2 out of total measured 70  104 m2 for the entire collapsed caldera; volume: range 72–96 

 106 m3), and amounted to ~80% of the total collapsed volume in the first 52 hours after the 

starting of the activity on the 5th April (Michon et al. 2007; Urai et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009; 

Michon et al. 2011). On the 6th April two different collapse phases occurred, affecting the N–NE 

and eastern portions of the remnant Dolomieu plateau (Fig. 3.3). The subsequent day, 7th April, 

another four different collapse phases occurred affecting N–NE, E, SE remnants of the former 

Dolomieu plateau, and SW sector of the crater (Fig. 3.3). The next major collapse phase observed in 

the syn-eruptive visual recordings occurred on the 12th April and affected N–NE Dolomieu crater 

sector where a few remnants of the former Dolomieu plateau collapsed (Fig. 3.3). The last collapse 

phase occurred on 17th April affecting the northern portion of the Dolomieu crater rim (Fig. 3.3). 

Collapse phases involving remnants of the former Dolomieu plateau occurred in association with 

near vertical faults located near the crater rim, as observed during the analysis and mentioned in the 

literature by Michon et al. (2007). The maximum depth of the new caldera was calculated at about 

330 m below the former Dolomieu plateau surface (Michon et al. 2007; Urai et al. 2007; Staudacher 

et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2011). This work, in addition to the already published literature, has 

shown that caldera collapse phases continued after the 8th April. The areas affected by each collapse 

phase and the eruptive features associated with the collapse increments have been identified.   

 

3.3.2.2 Activity types related to caldera collapse phases 

 

The Dolomieu caldera collapse phases were associated with three different types of activity: 1) 

landslide events involving crater rims and remnants of the Dolomieu plateau, 2) intracaldera lava 

emissions and 3) ash/dust cloud formation from explosive and landslide activity. Two different 

types of explosive activity were observed during caldera collapse phases. 

 

Landslides 

 

Landslides were clearly observed affecting crater rims, remnants of the Dolomieu plateau and the 

intracaldera unconsolidated talus deposits (Fig. 3.5c). These landslides were observed for the entire 

caldera collapse period of activity and continued subsequent to the end of the April eruptive activity 

but decreased in frequency (several episodes in one minute to very few episodes in 10 minutes). 

Rockfalls and landslides are continuing nowadays in the Dolomieu caldera; however, before the 

2007 caldera collapse, rockfalls and landslides were not common in the former Dolomieu crater.
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Fig. 3.3: Reconstruction of the main caldera collapse phases during the 2007 activity (morphology of the caldera and contours from pre-2007 to 17th April 2007) 

(image modified from Michon et al. 2009, background is the DEM with altitude profiles of the PdF volcano summit area pre-April 2007 activity): 1) pre-2007 

caldera and pit craters, 1933–36 caldera collapse and 1986 and 2002 pit crater locations (from Michon et al. 2013) and contoured in red the area covered by the 

2007 Dolomieu plateau before the collapse and subsequent to February summit eruptive activity; 2) dashed blue lines show the first 2007 caldera collapse phase 

that occurred on 5th April affecting the majority of the former Dolomieu plateau, building north-eastern (NEP), eastern (EP) and southern (SP) plateaux; 3) 

dashed orange line shows the second caldera collapse phase that occurred on the 6th April affecting NEP and EP and the orange asterisk indicates the location of 

the observed intra-caldera effusive activity site; 4) dashed fuchsia lines show the third caldera collapse phase that occurred on the 7th April affecting NEP, EP and 

different zones of the SP and the fuchsia asterisk indicates the location of the observed S–SE caldera wall deep (about 250 m below the former plateau) effusive 
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activity site; 5) dashed light blue line shows the fourth caldera collapse phase constituted by the enlargement of N–NE portion of the Dolomieu rim and plateau 

remnants that occurred on the 12th April; 6) dashed red line shows the fifth major collapse phase of the northern portion of the Dolomieu rim, exactly affecting the 

location of the Soufriere pit crater on the 17th April; 7) dashed purple contour shows the 2007 caldera collapse size and shape after the 17th April. 

 

Table 3.1: Chronological reconstruction of the activity from the analysis of different visual recordings 

 
In bold main collapse crater portions 
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Fig. 3.4 Dolomieu crater on the 6th April: outlined in blue are the remnants of the former plateau after 

collapse phases; red arrows indicate lava outpouring sites (photo Gendarmerie Nationale in OVPF database). 

 

Lava emissions 

 

Intracaldera lava emissions were observed during the 6th and 7th April from different outpouring 

sites positioned on the northeastern to the southeastern portion of the caldera walls (locations: N 

and NE inner caldera wall 30-40 m below former Dolomieu plateau surface, 2470-2460 m a.s.l.; E 

inner caldera wall 10-20 m below former Dolomieu plateau surface, 2490-2480 m a.s.l.; SE inner 

caldera 80-100 m below former Dolomieu plateau surface, 2420-2400 m a.s.l.; W? inner caldera 

below Bory crater). This activity was characterised by separate contemporaneous events in different 

locations (for example during 6th April at N–NE, SE caldera rims and caldera floor) (Figs. 3.4; 3.5a, 

b). The subsequent starting and stopping of lava emission at different sites was observed during the 

caldera collapse (Figs. 3.4; 3.5a, b). The duration of the lava emission activity was diverse among 

different outpouring sites (from 15 minutes to >1 hour). Lava outpouring was also characterised by 

visible fluctuations in the lava discharge rate (e.g. large continuous to intermittent pulsating 

discharge with increasing of 2 to 4 times or decreasing of half to 2 times in lava discharge in a 10 

sec time frame) (Fig. 3.5a, b).  

250m 
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Fig. 3.5 Numbered sequence taken from the ‘camera Bory’ OVPF monitoring network during 6th and 7th April: a Explosive pulse related to lava emission site on 

6th April. b Explosive activity and collapse related to new lava emission on 7th April, bright spots are emission sites and lava/incandescent blocks intracaldera fall. 

c Typical not-sustained landslide-triggered pulse on 7th April. d Increased gaseous/steam emissions from fumaroles before a phreatic explosion, which is defined 

by mixed steam–particles-rich ash cloud and fast flashing jet on the SE inner-caldera wall on the 7th April (photos OVPF database). Timeline in seconds in the 

upper left corner of each image and white scale bar is 100 m in length. 

a 

b 

c 

d 
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Fig. 3.6 Two different explosive activity types related to caldera collapse phases (phreatomagmatic, 

phreatic), examples from 6th April activity captured from the ‘camera Basalte’ OVPF monitoring network: a 

Phreatomagmatic ash-cloud which is related to a collapse phase; total ash-cloud duration (20:38:59–20:45:09 

GMT) in seconds is given, and red dashed line is the ash-cloud outline. b Phreatic rapid directed jet-driven 

(gas flash) explosive activity, total pulse duration (20:23:39–20:24:09 GMT) in seconds is present and red 

arrows highlight finger-like jets (Photos OVPF database). Interpretation of the explosive activity was made 

on the basis of the features identified from the recordings, such as relative jet speed and ash cloud rise 

velocity, ash cloud morphology, evolution and estimated particle concentration, and setting. The white bar at 

the bottom right of the pictures equals 200 m in length. 

 

Lava emissions generated tens-of-metres long and a couple-of-metres wide lava flows, which were 

shaped by gravity in their vertical fall inside the caldera and casual fall of lava/incandescent blocks 

intracaldera (Figs. 3.5a, b). Lava emission was also observed in the central zone of the newly 

formed caldera floor at 2250 m a.s.l., where lava covered a small area (about 20 m2). Furthermore, 

during the 6th April at 15:39:06 GMT, lava spattering activity from the same central eastern caldera 

floor site was recorded by the OVPF webcam network (Bory webcam). On the 7th April, lava 

emission was observed on the inner S–SE caldera wall at approximately 250 m below the former 

Dolomieu plateau (2250 m a.s.l.). In addition, steaming fumaroles appeared along weakness zones 

(faults and/or fracture lines); increases in steam output in some cases occurred before an explosive 

event (Fig. 3.5d). Intra-caldera wet rock talus was observed immediately after several collapse 

phases, as was noted in Lénat et al. (2012a). 
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Ash/dust cloud types 

 

Non-sustained dust clouds 

 

Non-sustained clouds of fine particles were triggered by intracaldera sliding/sinking of rock or talus 

and rose very slowly (>2 minutes) without the presence of any driving force (Fig. 3.5c). After 

formation, this type of dust cloud was immediately redirected or dissolved by wind in a short time 

(about 10 s to 1 min depending on its size). The cloud produced by this type is strictly related to the 

rock volume involved in the sliding and/or collapse; particle concentration is low in the cloud as 

shown by its visible transparency (Fig. 3.5c). 

 

Sustained explosive ash clouds 

 

Ash clouds generated by explosive activity were sustained for a short time (30 seconds to 5 

minutes), rapid (<<5 s in rise) and directed; jet-driven ash clouds carried variable concentration of 

particles (Fig. 3.6). Three different types of sustained ash-cloud were observed. The first type 

presented dark/black short-lived ash clouds rising from new lava outpouring sites (Fig. 3.5b). The 

same ash cloud type is also produced subsequently to a sudden increase in the lava discharge rate at 

the outpouring site associated with a collapsing small rock volume. The second type is characterised 

by dark short-lived jet-driven ash clouds associated with fumarolic/steam emission activity and 

small collapses near crater rim or inner wall faults (Figs. 3.5d; 3.6b). The third type is characterised 

by much larger volume (involving most of the Dolomieu crater or >100 m in length portions of the 

inner caldera), sustained dark/black jet-driven ash clouds with high particle concentration; this type 

was observed from events or pulses involving major or significant collapses of the Dolomieu 

plateau and/or rims (Fig. 3.6a). These different types of ash clouds reflect the different triggering 

processes and whether magma and/or the groundwater/hydrothermal system were involved. 

 

Explosive activity types 

 

From the observation of syn-eruptive recordings of the explosive activity, it is possible to 

discriminate between phreatomagmatic and phreatic explosions on the basis of morphology and 

character of the ash-cloud (such as estimated particle concentration, relative jet speed, ash-cloud 

rise velocity and setting of the explosion site). The observed ash-clouds have been compared with 

other phreatomagmatic and phreatic ash-clouds recorded worldwide and constrained in the 
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literature. Phreatic explosions were characterised by grey coloured ash-cloud with low particle 

concentration and the abundant presence of white steam. The observed phreatic ash-clouds are 

constituted by fast spreading of finger-like jets in different directions and the presence of white 

steam cloud near the explosive site (Figs. 3.5d; 3.6b). The latter features were also observed during 

phreatic explosions during 8th July 2000 at Miyakejima (Nakada et al. 2005) and on 1976 Soufrière 

eruption (Heiken et al. 1980). In addition, the observed phreatic explosion involved rapid gas thrust 

that lasted <2 minutes. In several cases, the location of the explosion site corresponded to active 

fumarolic areas which had increased in emission before the explosive activity (Fig. 3.5d). A 

correlation between increases in fumarole emission and phreatic explosions was also observed 

during the 1976 Soufrière phreatic activity (Heiken et al. 1980). Phreatomagmatic explosions were 

characterised by black coloured ash-cloud with high particle concentration that reached >1000m 

height (Fig. 3.6a). Inferred phreatomagmatic ash-clouds are constituted by a vertical gas thrust area 

at the base near the explosive site that drive the explosions upward due to fast jetting which 

commonly has duration equal to >3 minutes. The gas thrust region evolve in vertical convective 

region due to turbulent buoyancy and entrainment of air into the ash-cloud in about 800 m height 

from the explosive site as seen in the recordings with slight deceleration of the uprising cloud in the 

convective region. Subsequently the phreatomagmatic ash-cloud evolved laterally directed by 

crosswind action. These observations are very similar with the plinian ash-cloud model explained in 

Freundt and Rosi (1998), however the observed phreatomagmatic ash-cloud are scaled in 

comparison with the plinian activity and were more affected by crosswind action which prevented 

ash-cloud rise and promoted a lateral dispersal. The phreatomagmatic ash-clouds (and in particular 

the convective region) are normally fed and sustained by subsequent closely spaced explosive 

pulses as observed in the recordings. These ash-clouds and observed features are comparable with 

others phreatomagmatic explosions observed during April 1977 Ukinrek Maar explosive activity 

(Kienle et al. 1980), and on 2000 Miyakejima eruption (Nakada et al. 2005) which the latter was 

related to a caldera collapse.     

 

Frequency of different collapse-related activity types 

 

Explosive ash-cloud activity showed different frequency during the caldera collapse phases. Large 

volume explosive ash-clouds involving a large part of the volcano summit (major collapse related) 

were rarer than small volume area-focussed explosive ash-clouds, which were frequent during the 

entire 2007 caldera collapse phases (Fig. 3.6). During the period 5th – 23rd April, most of the 

collapse events and pulses were landslides, but ash-clouds formed by explosive events were related 
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to major collapses during 6th and 7th April. During these days more (on 6th) or less (on 7th) than half 

of the events that occurred were associated with explosive activity. In addition, during 6th and 7th 

April there was an increase in frequency of opening of intra-caldera lava outpouring sites at 

different locations and heights, and fluctuating lava discharge. On the 6th April, an increase in the 

opening of emissions sites was observed mostly between 13:20 and 14:40 GMT and further 

openings were noted around 15:05 and 15:38 GMT (Appendix II). On the same day which was 

characterised by continuous intra-caldera effusive activity, sudden increases in lava discharge were 

noted at 16:09 (main), 16:16, 16:36 and 16:38 GMT (Appendix II). On the 7th April, lava emission 

activity was not continuous, involving pauses up to 2 hours long (e.g. 02:49 to 04:51 GMT), and 

was characterised by fluctuations starting from 00:07 to 05:04 GMT (Appendix II). The frequency 

of the opening of lava emission sites inside the Dolomieu caldera was lower and emissions phases 

were shorter (from 2 to 20 minutes long) on the 7th April than the previous day. Sudden increase in 

the lava discharge was observed independently at different sites at 00:31 (SE), 00:51 (SE), 01:31 

(N-NE) and 01:52 GMT (N-NE). The observed intra-caldera lava emissions and their fluctuations 

during 6th and 7th April were in many cases related to collapse phases, explosive activity and the 

production of ash-clouds (e.g. on the 6th April at 16:38 GMT: outpouring site at NE active and new 

outpouring site at NE-E (16:35 GMT), increase in discharge rate at the site (16:36 GMT) and 

subsequent production of black sustained wide ash-cloud related to explosive activity and major 

collapse of N-NE Dolomieu plateau (16:38 GMT)).   

 

3.3.2.3 Correlation between seismic signals and observations during caldera collapse phases 

 

Events and pulses identified from visual analysis during the period 5th – 7th April were compared 

with seismic signals recorded by the OVPF seismic network (Fig. 3.7). Spectrograms of the seismic 

signal show the evolution from tremor to cyclic volcano-tectonic seismic events and subsequent 

seismic activity (Staudacher et al. 2009). Seismic cyclicity was interpreted by Michon et al. (2007) 

and Staudacher et al. (2009) as caldera collapse stages and correlated with deformation data. Data 

acquired from OVPF webcam video recordings fit with the peaks of the cyclic portion of the 

spectrogram during 6th and 7th April (until 00:48 GMT, the end of cyclicity) and also with the peaks 

recorded on the 7th April subsequent to the end of the cyclicity3 (Fig. 3.7). Interestingly, the main 

seismic spectrogram peaks during 6th and 7th April, belonging to the cyclic portion, were associated 

with major collapse events, which showed explosive activity (Fig. 3.7). Spectrogram peaks 

successive to the end of the cyclicity on the 7th April were mainly associated with mild collapse-

related explosive activity and intracaldera landsliding (Fig. 3.7). Also, higher frequency peaks are 
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mostly associated with explosive activity whereas lower frequency peaks are related to landslides 

(Fig. 3.7). There is no correlation between intra-caldera lava emission openings and fluctuations in 

the lava discharge (increase) and seismic signals during 6th and 7th April.   

 

3.3.2.4 Further observations from the OVPF webcam network and image database analysis 

 

White steam fumaroles were noted prior to, during and after caldera collapse phases. The location 

of these fumaroles was variable; they were present in the former Dolomieu plateau, on the crater 

rim along fractured zone (faults) subsequent to collapse and aligned on collapsed portions of the 

Dolomieu caldera (weakness areas and/or fractures) (Fig. 3.4). During the activity, fumaroles 

showed fluctuations in the amount of steam emitted. In addition, the unconsolidated scree 

subsequent to a collapse phase inside the Dolomieu caldera showed a wetter appearance than 

surrounding rock. These characteristics could be evidence for the presence of a very shallow water 

table and/or surfacing of the volcano shallow hydrothermal system (e.g. Lénat et al. 2012a; Lénat et 

al. 2012b; Join et al. 2016). Furthermore, the presence of a very shallow water table and/or the 

observation the shallow hydrothermal system could also be promoted by the adverse weather 

conditions with dense cloud cover and rain that were common during caldera collapse phases. The 

severe weather conditions (very cloudy and rainy) on the volcano were highlighted by an excursion 

on the 8th April to the summit by OVPF staff members: the presence of a pink muddy deposit 

covering the summit area of the volcano and Pele’s hair on the surface of the pink muddy deposit 

were also noted (Fig. 3.8). 

 

3.4 STRATIGRAPHY 

 

Four pits were investigated (B1, B2, CB_1, CB_2) (Fig. 3.2c) on the lava floor of the Bory crater. 

All the investigated pits show identical stratigraphy comprising five beds with only slight variations 

in bed thicknesses. Grain size terms used are those of White and Houghton (2006). Starting from 

the bottom of the stratigraphy, the first lies on pre-2007 lava and/or lapilli deposits. This bed (5 mm 

thick) is constituted by brown medium to extremely fine ash (63 m–0.5 mm), and it is very wet, 

featuring Pele’s hair (Fig. 3.9). Above the latter sits a laminated bed (1.5 mm thick) of black fine to 

extremely fine ash (63 m–0.25 mm), which presents vesicularity among laminae, featuring Pele’s 

hair (Fig. 3.9). A pinkish slightly laminated bed (1.5 mm thick) of medium to extremely fine ash 

(63 m–0.5 mm) is sitting above the black bed, and has high Pele’s hair abundance (Fig. 3.9). A 

very thin (<<1 mm) black lamina of fine to extremely fine ash lies on the top of the pinkish bed.  
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Fig. 3.7 Seismic spectrograms recorded from the OVPF monitoring network during the period late 4th to 7th 

April modified from Michon et al. (2007) (on the left). Red colour between 0 and 5 Hz corresponds to the 

volcanic tremor; red colour between 5 and 15 Hz is interpreted as the vibration of the edifice during the 

stress accumulation; the short-time signals between 0 and 20 Hz indicate volcano-tectonic events (following 

Michon et al. 2007) and relate to the explosive activity as well. The cyclicity related to caldera collapse 

phases is highlighted on the right-hand side of the same diagram starting on the 5th April at 20:00 GMT and 

ending on 7th April at 00:48 GMT. The red asterisk is the first major collapse that occurred on the 5th April at 
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20:48 GMT. Section A (6th April: 15:30–22:30 GMT) and B (7th April: 5:30–10:30 GMT) of the spectrogram 

have been enlarged on the right hand side of the figure. In the middle diagram, seismic spectrograms peaks 

were divided on the basis of simultaneous summit activity: explosive (in purple) or landslide (in orange) 

activities related or not with major collapses. Blue coloured peaks are not related with any kind of observed 

summit activity. Grey coloured areas were not possible to assess due to poor visibility or lack in the 

recordings. Change in length of the bars is related to the different frequencies of recorded single volcano 

tectonic events, as shown in the original seismic spectrogram from Michon et al. (2007). Each peak of the 

seismic cyclicity perfectly fits with explosive activity and collapses observed from visual recordings 

analysis. The histogram at the base of the figure shows the number of events through time for explosive (in 

purple) and landslide (in orange) events. Yellow dashed rectangles represent the A and B time sections 

considered in all diagrams. The histogram shows variation in the dominant activity from explosive to 

landsliding through time. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.8 Photos from the summit excursion at the Piton de la Fournaise summit by OVPF staff on the 8th 

April: a Pinkish muddy deposit on the Bory crater plateau. b Close up showing the large amount of Pele’s 

hair on the pinkish ash deposit in the summit area (photos OVPF database). 

 

 

 

 

a 

b
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At the top of the latter lies a greyish to light brown vesicular and laminated bed (5 mm thick) of 

very coarse ash to extremely fine ash (63 m–2.0 mm), which shows laminae defined by particle 

size and Pele’s hair (Fig. 3.9). At the top of the stratigraphic sequence, there is a brownish bed 

(about 10 mm thick) of medium to extremely fine ash (63 m–0.5 mm), which includes lapilli from 

post-2007 activity. Therefore, due to its components, the latter bed is considered as reworked and/or 

post-2007 caldera collapse activity. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.9 2007 caldera collapse deposits: a Stratigraphy sampled at CB_1 site. b Deposits at the B2 site on 

the Bory crater floor. 

 

a 

b 
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3.4.1 Bed characteristics 

 

Four unconsolidated samples were analysed from the caldera collapse stratigraphy (B1 section) and 

two thin sections were prepared from semi-consolidated portions of two different beds: the black 

laminated bed and the top sequence grey-brown laminated bed. Microscopic observation of 2007 

caldera collapse deposits highlighted the presence of four different components (Fig. 3.10). 

Although these components have diverse abundances among stratigraphic levels, they are all 

present in every bed analysed. The main components are: 1) crystals (Fig. 3.10e); 2) basalt clasts, 

with equant shape, more or less crystalline black groundmass with white elongate plagioclase 

crystals (Fig. 3.10f); 3) glass shards with different colours (dark brown to translucent), sizes, 

morphologies (fluidal to blocky and cuspate particles) and vesicularity (moderately vesicular to 

non-vesicular: 40% to 0%) (Figs. 3.10a, b); 4) red coloured clasts (mostly glass fragments but also 

crystals and lithic clasts) in a large variety of morphologies and with homogeneous to 

heterogeneous (spotted) clast colour (Figs. 3.10c, d). Pele’s hair fragments are also present (Fig. 

3.10g). 

 

Bottom brown bed 

 

Basalt clasts and crystal fragments are the major components of the bottom of the sequence bed 

(CB_LL_01) compared to glass fragments, which are relatively scarce. The sample CB_LL_01 

contains ~15 modal% glass shards from 500 to >35 m in size and from dark brown colour to 

translucent (Table 3.2). Small glass shards have polyhedral shapes with breakage surfaces; large 

glass shards have cuspate (remnants of interbubble walls) and blocky-vesicular shapes (Fig. 3.10a). 

Rare dense glass shards with a corrugated surface and tiny irregular vesicles were also observed. 

Fluidal glass particles were not observed, whereas crystal fragments (olivine in majority, and 

pyroxene, plagioclase) from 300 to >35 m in size are abundant, reaching about 35 modal% (Table 

3.2; Fig. 3.10e). Basalt clasts have sub-angular to sub-rounded equant shape, dark to black 

groundmass and are more or less crystal-rich (Fig. 3.10f). Basalt clast size range is 500 to 30 m, 

and they are the major component present with an abundance of about 45 modal% (Table 3.2). Red 

clasts are present, although they are not as abundant as dark and clear glass shards and crystals 

(about 5 modal%; Table 3.2). Their size range is between 250 and 40 m, and their morphology is 

very diverse: from sub-angular to sub-rounded equant shape, to angular cuspate (interbubble walls) 

and blocky vesicular (Fig. 3.10d). Their morphology is mostly associated with the diverse nature of 

the clast (red coloured crystals or glass shards) (Fig. 3.10d).  
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Fig. 3.10 Components in the caldera collapse deposits: a Clear glass particles (sideromelane) with teardrop, 

fluidal and angular morphologies (from CB_BL_01 deposit). b Dark glass particle with dimpled surface 

inside the blue circle (from CB_UL_01 deposit). c Clasts with spotted red oxidised coating (from CB_BL_01 

deposit). d Glass particles with red oxidation with cuspate and blocky-vesicular morphologies (from 

CB_PL_01 deposit). e Crystal fragment of olivine (from CB_BL_01 deposit). f Rounded to sub-rounded 

basalt clasts (non-juvenile) (from CB_BL_01 deposit). g Pele’s hair fragment (from CB_UL_01 deposit). 

Abbreviations in the images are: GS = glass shard; Rox = red oxidised clast; CX = crystal; L = basalt clast; 

PH = Pele’s hair. 

 

Table 3.2: Component modal fractions in the caldera collapse deposits 

Name 
bed Sample Crystals% 

Lithic 
clasts%

Red col. 
clasts% 

Glass 
particles% Dark glass% Clear glass%

Grey-
brown CB_UL_01 25 15 25 35 21 14 
Pink CB_PL_01 25 5 50 20 10 10 
Black CB_BL_01 20 45 5 30 15 15 

Brown CB_LL_01 35 45 5 15 9 6 
In grey modal fractions for glass particle type in the deposits 
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Black bed 

 

The black bed thin section (sample B2C5) shows a particular vesicular area at the centre of the bed 

where medium size fragments (0.5-1 mm) are abundant, maintaining a thin border of fine particles 

around them as a film (Fig. 3.11b). Below this zone, fragment size distribution is finer, but the 

largest fragments are also observed (Fig 3.11b). Fragment distribution at the top of the thin section 

shows higher concentration of same-sized fragments (0.2-0.4 mm size range) with finer character 

than the rest of the thin section, crystal fragment rich and the colour is slightly paler than the rest of 

the thin section, suggesting the presence of a contact area (Fig. 3.11b). Fragment size range is from 

2 mm to <0.1 mm. Sample CB_BL_01 (black laminated bed) contains a large variety of the main 

components that are presented in detail below. 

 

Glass particles 

 

The black bed contains glass particles from dark brown to translucent and which show very 

different morphologies. Dark brown opaque and clear glass fragments are equally abundant (Table 

3.2). Glass particle morphologies include fluidal fragments with elongate fusiform and teardrop 

shapes (clear glass), glass shards with typical blocky (dark brown, clear glass) to cuspate 

(interbubble walls), and sub-angular to sub-rounded vesicular shapes with smooth breakage surfaces 

(dark brown, clear glass) (Figs. 3.10a; 3.12-1a; 3.12-2a, d). The latter vesicular particles have 

circular to slightly irregular vesicles (max vesicularity 30%) and in a few cases (dark brown glass) 

the presence of plagioclase microlites. In addition, altered dark brown vesicular particles contain 

fibrous crystalline structures and tiny black oxides (Fig. 3.12-1c), or they show spherical 

microcrystalline texture. Glass particle size distribution is between 400 and >35 m and their 

abundance reaches about 30 modal% of the deposit (Table 3.2). 

 

Crystals 

 

Crystals are present as free whole crystals and fragments of crystals. Their particle size range is 

from 250 to >35 m (Fig. 3.10e) whereas their abundance is about 20 modal% (Table 3.2). Crystals 

in the deposit are olivine (in the majority), plagioclase and pyroxene (rare). 
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Fig. 3.11 Thin sections made from caldera collapse deposits, thin sections are placed following stratigraphy: 

a Grey-brown bed thin section (B1C2), which shows normal grading and laminae, right-hand side a close up 

of the deposit texture. b Black bed thin section (B2C5), which shows higher vesicularity and particle size 

distribution in the centre of the deposit, and a fine-rich zone at the top of the bed, highlighted by the blue 

line, which has paler colour than the rest of the deposit. At the right-hand side of the thin section image there 

is a close up of the deposit texture, and below the latter a further close up showing the thin fine particles film 

contour (in orange) on the deposit fragments related to vesicles border. Red ‘V’ are vesicles in both close-up 

images, and brown ‘V’ are voids in the greyish bed thin section (B1C2). 
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Fig. 3.12 Microscopic analysis of caldera collapse deposit components from thin sections: 1 Black bed 

(B2C5): a Components’ overview with glass particles (GS), crystals (CX), red oxidised particles (Rox) and 

basalt clasts (L). b Crystal with oxidised surface and (Rox) and fractured crystal with red veins (CX). c 

Vesicular clast with glassy rim and fibrous crystalline core (V are vesicles). d Reddish basalt clast (L) with 

red rim and crystals of plagioclase and red oxides in its core with dendritic growth (highlighted in the green 

circle). e Red oxidised glass shard (Rox) with plagioclase and olivine crystals. f Vesicular basalt clast (L) 

with plagioclase and red oxides-rich (V are vesicles). 2 Grey-brown bed (B1C2): a Overview with glass 

particles (GS), crystals and lithic clasts types. b Different types of dark and pale glass particles (GS), basalt 

clasts (L) and crystal (CX) (V are vesicles in the deposit). c Basalt clast (L) with plagioclase crystals in bow-

tie and echelon distribution and black oxides clusters. d Fluidal and cuspate vesicular clear glass shards (GS) 
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(V is a vesicle in the deposit). e Basalt clasts with different abundance in plagioclase crystals and oxides and 

a dark devitrified glass particle (GS), CX is a crystal, Rox is a red oxidised fragment and V are vesicles in 

the deposit. 

 

Basalt clasts 

 

Basalt clasts comprise about 45 modal% (Table 3.2). It is possible to distinguish two different types 

of basalt clasts in this bed: 1) sub-rounded blocky basalt fragments, with opaque microcrystalline 

groundmass and phenocrysts of olivine and plagioclase (Figs. 3.10f; 3.12-1a); 2) sub-angular to 

sub-rounded clasts with plagioclase, pyroxene and olivine crystals, opaque oxides and possible 

glass remnants (Figs. 3.12-1d, f). The latter clast type shows slight variations in colour, crystal size 

and textural distribution within the clast. Different abundances in crystallinity, oxides and glass 

groundmass (if present) produce slightly different basalt clasts. Darker clasts have major abundance 

in black or red opaque oxides (Figs. 3.12-1d, f). Quasi-translucent fragments have major abundance 

in crystals (Fig. 3.12-1a). Moreover, colour variations reflect the crystal size involved. In addition, a 

few clasts belonging to the second type have red rims (Fig. 3.12-1d). Lithic particle size range is 

between 250 and >35 m. 

 

Red particles 

 

Less abundant are red particles, about 5 modal% (Table 3.2), of which the vast majority are glass 

fragments (vesicular or not) or crystal fragments. Red glass fragments in some cases show evidence 

of abundant microcrystalline red opaque oxides in their groundmass, which gives the red colour 

(Fig. 3.12-1e). Microlites of plagioclase are also common. Red coloured crystal fragments show 

heterogeneous spotted reddish colour surface and red veins filling cracks (Fig. 3.12-1b). Red 

colouration present in most of the particles is not completely homogeneous and it creates a spotted 

texture on the particle surface (Fig. 3.10c) due to variable microlite abundance. Red particles are 

between 500 and 15 m in size. 

 

Pink bed 

 

Sample CB_PL_01 (pink bed) contains abundant of red fragments (about 50 modal% abundant; 

Table 3.2) and crystals (free and fragments) (about 25 modal% abundant; Table 3.2) with respect to 

other particle components. Red fragments show homogeneous colouration and very different 
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morphologies: from sub-angular to sub-rounded equant to cuspate (interbubble walls), with few 

vesicular glassy clasts (Fig. 3.10d). Particle size range spans from 250 to >15 m. Crystal fragment 

size range spans from 40 to >10 m (Fig. 3.10e). Glass particles are slightly less abundant in the 

deposit than crystals, about 20 modal% (Table 3.2). Glass shards have smooth to corrugated 

breakage surfaces (Fig. 3.10a). Clear glass particles have fluidal to irregular shape (elongate to 

cuspate to blocky), and few tiny vesicles are also present in the glass groundmass (Fig. 3.10a). 

Glass particle size range is between 450 and >35 m. Basalt clasts are rare in the deposits (about 5 

modal%; Table 3.2), and consist of equant black dense particles, which have variable crystal 

content (Fig. 3.10f). Basalt clast size range is between 600 and >35 m. Moreover, it is possible to 

observe Pele’s hair fragments (<1 modal%) (Fig. 3.10g). 

 

Top grey-brown bed 

 

Sample CB_UL_01 (grey-brown bed) shows high abundance in fine particles compared with the 

underlying layers. In this bed, glass particles (about 35 modal%), crystals (about 25 modal%) and 

red particles (about 25 modal%) have similar abundances (Table 3.2). The grey-brown bed (sample 

B1C2) thin section shows normally graded to massive laminae, which have diverse fragment size 

distributions (Fig. 3.11a). Laminae of normally graded fine fragments have thicknesses from 500 to 

300 m. In addition, elongate to irregularly shaped voids are present throughout the thin section, 

mostly among fine-rich laminae (Fig. 3.11a). In the majority, these voids do not have fine-rich 

borders (Fig. 3.11a), therefore they cannot be named as vesicles. However, a few examples of 

genuine vesicles are present in the top portion of the sample (Fig. 3.11a). Fragments are finer than 

those in the black bed and the largest fragments are less than 2 mm in diameter, with a very large 

abundance of fine particles (<<0.1 mm) (Fig. 3.11a). In particular, coarse fragments are distributed 

in lenticular laminae or in domains of high abundance of the thin section (Fig. 3.11a), and coarse 

laminae show all the main component types. 

 

Glass particles 

 

Glass particles are mostly dark brown (major abundance at about 20 modal%; Table 3.2) to pale 

green/yellow clear glass (Figs. 3.12-2a, b, d), and they have blocky-vesicular (very poorly vesicular: 

<20%) to cuspate (interbubble walls) morphology. Glass fragment surfaces are in the majority 

angular, but rarely smooth dimpled and pore-rich external surface is observed on darker coloured 

fragments (Fig. 3.10b). Glass particle size range is 500 to >10 m. In particular, greenish to pale 
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yellowish poorly vesicular (<10%) clear glass shards (>60 m) can be aphyric or contain 

plagioclase microlites (Fig. 3.12-2d). Moreover, a dark semi-opaque glass fragment has been altered 

to spherical to irregular microcrystalline-rich and opaque oxide-rich zones (Fig. 3.12-2e). 

Furthermore, Pele’s hair fragments are present (<1 modal%) (Fig. 3.10f). 

 

Crystals 

 

Crystals of olivine, plagioclase, pyroxene (and possible quartz ??), as free whole crystals and crystal 

fragments, span from 400 to >35 m in size (Fig. 3.10e). They can be found in coarse and in fine 

laminae and their abundance reaches 25 modal% (Table 3.2). 

 

Basalt clasts 

 

Basalt clasts are the least abundant component (about 15 modal%; Table 3.2), and have sub-angular 

to sub-rounded equant shapes, and black groundmass with variable crystal content (Fig. 3.10f), as 

seen in the black bed. However, in the greyish bed, sub-angular to sub-rounded crystalline 

fragments with variations in colour, texture and crystals size are more abundant than opaque 

microcrystalline groundmass fragments (Figs. 3.12-2a, b, c). Furthermore, crystalline fragments 

have red rims. In addition, a sub-rounded basalt clast shows bow-tie and echelon plagioclase crystal 

distributions and clustered black oxides in dark brown semi-opaque glass groundmass (Fig. 3.12-

2c). Basalt clasts in the majority are fine, between 1 mm and >10 m. 

 

Red particles 

 

Red particles show different morphology in relation to the parent clast (glass fragments, crystals), 

from sub-angular to sub-rounded, equant to angular, cuspate/vesicular particles (Fig. 3.10d). 

Reddish clear to semi-opaque glass shards are more common than red crystals, and also than 

greenish glass shards. Red colour distribution is mostly homogeneous to slightly banded and the 

particle size distribution range spans from 500 to >20 m. Their abundance is about 25 modal% 

(Table 3.2). 
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3.4.2 Interpretation of pyroclast types 

 

Three different fragment components, free crystals and Pele’s hair were observed in the 2007 

caldera collapse deposits and their characters and abundances suggest their origin.  

 

Glass fragments 

 

Clear glass fragments 

 

Clear glass shards have fluidal (elongate, teardrop) to angular polyhedral shapes (blocky, cuspate), 

breakage surfaces, aphyric to very low microlite content (mostly plagioclase) and the variable 

presence of vesicles (from non-vesicular to poorly vesicular glass). These characteristics are 

interpreted to indicate the glass particles are juvenile (sideromelane, e.g. White and Houghton 2000) 

formed directly from the magma and fragmented during the explosive activity. The limited presence 

of microlites could testify to very short magma residence times or fast rise before being erupted. 

Although clear glass shards are not the most abundant components in the deposits (<15 modal% in 

all deposits, excluding the black bed; Table 3.2), their presence is important. Considering this 

interpretation, in addition to observed syn-caldera collapse lava emissions, it is likely that magma 

was involved during the 2007 caldera collapse phases. On the other hand, juvenile clear glass shards 

have low abundance, so magma probably did not drive the caldera collapse activity. 

 

Dark glass fragments 

 

The dark brown opaque glass shards, which have fluidal to vesicular shapes with high microlite 

content, could be juvenile tachylite (e.g. White and Houghton 2000), or they could be non-juvenile 

clasts and have a possible pre-April 2007 origin. These fragments have cryptocrystalline and 

opaque groundmass. Their smooth sub-rounded to angular external surfaces testify to different 

degrees of physical abrasion, which are more likely associated with pre-caldera collapse formation 

and subsequent re-fragmentation/re-expulsion. 

 

Red fragments 

 

The red colour of the red fragments is the result of the iron oxidation process of the glass 

(superficial or as a whole) and the formation of microcrystalline iron oxides (opaque). Crystal 
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fragments with reddish heterogeneous spotted surface colour could have experienced a 

microcrystalline iron oxide coating and/or superficial iron oxidation of glass which partially coated 

crystal fragments. In addition, red veins filling crystal cracks suggests interaction with oxidising 

fluids, which can be related to the hydrothermal system. The red glass fragments could be derived 

from pre-2007 thermally oxidised pyroclastic deposits or lavas that are part of the old volcano 

summit stratigraphy. This process seems to affect only a minor portion of the red fragments in 

which an inner-clast pervasive oxidation was observed. Therefore, homogeneous to heterogeneous 

red sub-angular to sub-rounded fragments (glass and/or crystals) observed in the microscopic 

analysis are interpreted to be associated mostly with the hydrothermal system rather than thermal 

oxidation, defining the red fragments as non-juvenile particles. 

 

Basalt clasts 

 

Two different types of basalt clasts are present in the deposits: opaque microcrystalline groundmass 

clasts and highly crystalline/oxide-rich clasts. The opaque microcrystalline groundmass clast 

formation is associated with breakage and expulsion of fragments of previous emplaced lavas 

and/or portions of the Dolomieu plateau, whereas highly crystalline/oxide-rich lithic clasts could 

belong to different summit crater basaltic rocks that have different generation (emplacement, 

residence times, etc.) and that have been affected by the hydrothermal system. Therefore the 

observed variation of texture in the basalt clasts reflects differences in the extent of hydrothermal 

alteration of pre-2007 lavas. 

 

Free Crystals 

 

Free crystal fragments in the caldera collapse deposits are mainly olivine, plagioclase and pyroxene. 

These crystal fragments presented in several cases evidence of being coated and immersed in 

oxidising hydrothermal fluids. The crystals types and their variable alteration, exclude the 

possibility that these crystals fragments come from Piton Tremblet eruptive activity, as in the latter 

flank vent, olivine crystals were largely dominant, large in size (millimetric to centrimetric) and not 

affected by any type of surface coating/filling. The observations and characteristics of the crystal 

fragments and their abundance suggest their origin from the volcano summit area (2007 summit 

activity and from pre-emplaced summit deposits).     
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Pele’s hair 

 

Pele’s hair fragments in the caldera collapse deposits could have been blown from 

contemporaneous high fountain eruptive activity rather than being produced by summit activity. 

The Piton Tremblet vent is only 7.5 km from the summit and its elevation is 590 m a.s.l.; during the 

period between the 5th and 7th April fountains reached >300 m in height and related plumes reached 

always between >900 and >2000 m in height (PdF maximum height is 2632 m a.s.l.). During that 

period (5th–7th April 2007), the main wind directions were variable from west (5th April), to north-

east and west (6th April), to north (7th April) covering the majority of central and eastern portion of 

La Réunion island from satellite images (available SO2 dispersal satellite images from the OVPF 

database; Support Aviation Control Service–SACS satellite measurements from SCIAMACHY, 

GOME-2 and OMI: http://sacs.aeronomie.be/cases/reunion.php). Therefore, the dispersal included 

the volcano summit. Pele’s hair was also deposited in other portions of the island (Staudacher et al. 

2009). 

 

Origin of clear glass fragments and crystals in relation to Piton Tremblet 

 

Subsequent to the interpretation of the origin of Pele’s hair in the summit deposit coming from the 

flank eruptive activity at Piton Tremblet, whether or not other particles came from the flank vent as 

well has to be considered. Ash deposits on the summit area were deposited only subsequently to the 

collapse activity and no previous deposition of particles and Pele’s hair was witnessed by syn-

eruptive visual recordings and field analysis. The latter observation implies that deposition of fine 

particles at the summit from Piton Tremblet occurred only during and immediately after the 

climactic phase on the 6th April (an increase of Piton Tremblet activity) thanks to favourable wind 

actions. In addition, clear glass fragments (sideromelane) found in the summit deposits are not 

associated with olivine crystals (very abundant in the climactic Piton Tremblet products), and they 

contain plagioclase crystals in their groundmass, which are absent in Piton Tremblet products (see 

Chapter 2). Olivine crystals in the summit deposits are present as free crystals and in many cases 

have been hydrothermally altered, which is not observed in Piton Tremblet products. Furthermore, 

abundances of olivine crystals are very different between the summit and Piton Tremblet deposits. 

The latter evidence supports the summit origin of the particles (glass fragments juvenile and non-

juvenile, crystals) found in the summit deposits, excluding only Pele’s hair, which came from the 

Piton Tremblet activity. 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

 

3.5.1 Caldera collapse activity and deposits constraints  

 

It is possible to match the different deposits on the Bory crater floor with particular activity.  

 

Bottom brown bed 

 

The brown bed is associated with the starting phases of the caldera collapse on the 5th April (Fig 

3.9a, b). Unfortunately, the activity on the 5th April was not visible from the OVPF webcam 

monitoring network and it was not possible to characterise the collapse-related activity. The deposit 

contains abundant basalt clasts and crystals (about 80% considering both; Table 3.2) and glass 

(about 15%; Table 3.2) in the medium to extremely fine ash. The absence of fluidal juvenile 

fragments and the rare presence of red clasts suggest that this deposit was produced mainly by 

collapse accompanied by mild phreatic explosions at multiple sites. 

 

Black bed 

 

The black bed is composed of basalt and tachylite particles (about 60% considering both in the 

deposit; Table 3.2), and was deposited during the period 6th to early 7th April. During this period, 

black ash-clouds were formed from collapses that occurred in E, SE, S and W sectors or collapses 

involving large portions of the Dolomieu area and showing relationships with the lava emission 

sites. In particular, the black bed was produced by phreatic and phreatomagmatic activity. Lava 

discharge fluctuations and the opening of lava emission sites were observed. Fluidal and teardrop-

shaped sideromelane juvenile fragments most probably were produced by the mild magmatic 

explosions at the different emission sites on the caldera rim and by the recorded brief mild 

explosive activity that occurred on the caldera floor.  

 

Pink bed 

 

The pink bed is related to the activity starting from 08:18:06 GMT onwards on the 7th of April; the 

episode that occurred at 11:04:18 GMT was the main event. Pink plumes became frequent at this 

time, and the wind directed deposition from the plumes over the inner Bory crater. These collapse 

events led to the enlargement/deepening of the caldera. The colour of the deposit is given by the 
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large concentration of red-coated and/or oxidised particles (about 50% in the deposit; Table 3.2), 

which were affected by alteration from the volcano hydrothermal system. The abundance of this 

component in the deposit suggests that the explosive activity was generated mainly by hot 

rock/water interaction. 

 

Grey-brown bed 

 

The grey-brown bed is associated with landslide-like minor collapse phases that began with the 

main event at 11:05:00 GMT on the 12th of April based on syn-eruptive recordings and the dispersal 

direction. However, two collapse increments before the 12th April recorded by the OVPF seismic 

and deformation network were not observed through visual recordings analysis and could have 

partially contributed to the deposit when the dispersal direction was favourable. The grey-brown 

bed contains multiple laminae, and each lamina can be ascribed to different landslide-like collapse 

episodes. The grey to brown bed is mainly fine grained and consists of particles that show evidence 

of surface rounding. Fine crystal fragments and, in particular, fine glass fragments (<50 m: 

sideromelane, tachylite) and red oxidised fragments are abundant, and have blocky angular to sub-

rounded shapes. The fine glass fragments were probably pre-fragmented juvenile fragments that 

were redispersed by gas suspension/gas jet action and not produced by explosive magmatic 

fragmentation during these caldera collapse phases.  

 

Pele’s hair 

 

Pele’s hair is present throughout the caldera collapse deposits, but came from the volcano flank 

fountain activity of Piton Tremblet, which was contemporaneous with the caldera collapse phases. 

In fact, as was observed syn-eruptively and from satellite images relating to the period between 5th 

and 7th April, Pele’s hair in the high plume that arose from Piton Tremblet was dispersed on the 

entire southern and eastern portion of La Réunion island by wind from the N, NE and W. 

 

Summarizing the association between deposits and caldera collapse activity 

 

The early deposits are mainly related to phreatic and phreatomagmatic activity involving a shallow 

magma source, the surrounding hot rocks, and interaction with groundwater and/or the 

hydrothermal system (brown and black beds) (Fig. 3.13). Subsequently, interaction between 

hydrothermally altered wall rocks and groundwater and/or the shallow hydrothermal system 
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resulted in phreatic explosive activity (pink bed) (Fig. 3.13). After the explosive phases, the caldera 

experienced multiple adjustments and collapses of the floor and walls, producing landslide-related 

dust clouds, before reaching its final dimensions (Fig. 3.13). These landslide dust clouds deposited 

the laminated grey to brown bed. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.13 Cartoons showing the main activities that produced different types of ash clouds and their 

temporal relation with the caldera collapse phases: a Dark particle-rich jet-driven ash cloud, which rose for 

hundreds of metres above the emission site and was generated by phreatomagmatic (or magmatic) activity 

(magma/lava–water interaction due to groundwater/hydrothermal system) in relationship with the collapse of 

a significant portion of the former Dolomieu plateau. Lava emissions are related to this type of activity 

showing their different emission sites and their relationship with the northern emplaced dyke in March 

observed in Peltier et al. (2009a), Staudacher et al. (2009) and Froger et al. (2016) that rose (using areas of 

weakness/fractures) due to the depressurisation consequent to the first collapse phase that occurred on 5th–6th 

April. b Multiple directed jet-driven ash cloud with steam plumes generated by phreatic explosive activity 

(hot wall rocks–water interaction) preceded by an evident increase in gaseous emissions (‘SSSS’ in the 

picture) from fumaroles along fractures. c Non-sustained dust cloud formed by dust elutriation from the 

movement of the sliding rocks (land-slide) into the caldera, which is immediately affected and dissolved by 

wind action. Cartoons are not to scale. 
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3.5.2 Timing, frequency and types of caldera collapse events 

 

Reconstruction of the chronology of events during the Dolomieu caldera collapse indicates that the 

collapse affected different portions of the former Dolomieu crater (plateau and rim) with different 

volumes during the period from 5th April until 17th April (Table 3.1). A major collapse in terms of 

volume occurred on 5th April (main event), and additional increments with significant volumes 

continued until early 8th April (72 – 96  106 m3 from Michon et al. 2007; Urai et al. 2007; 

Staudacher et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2011). Subsequently, a gradual decrease in collapsed volume 

(range 18 – 24  106 m3 according to total volume estimates in Michon et al. 2007, Urai et al. 2007; 

Staudacher et al. 2009) and number of events occurred after the major collapse phase. In this study, 

events are defined as activity recorded by videos and photographs involving a large portion of the 

summit area, major particle ejection/dispersal, and a duration >10 s, as previously defined in 

subsection 3.1.2. In other studies, events have been defined as single collapse increments, and 

hence, these studies have reported fewer events: Michon et al. (2009), 38 collapses from 5th to 7th 

April at 00:40 GMT from seismic data; Michon et al. (2011), 44 collapse increments from 5th to 8th 

April at about 00:00 GMT from seismic and tilt data; and Fontaine et al. (2014), 48 collapse 

increments from 5th to 14th April from seismic RER very-broadband station. A total number of 70 

events were observed in this study for the 6th to the 7th April period alone (Table 3.1). Also, a 

significant number of pulses had different characteristics (explosive eruptions and 

sinking/landsliding) (Fig. 3.7), which were not taken into account in the published literature (such 

as: Michon et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2009; Staudacher et al. 2009). These gravity-driven multistep 

caldera collapses suggest a gradual adjustment of the rock column below the newly formed caldera 

and consequently the adjustment of the summit plumbing system after perturbation.  

 

Landslides were very common and persistent during the entire caldera collapse period 5th – 17th 

April, and mainly due to gravitational collapse of unstable portions of the summit plateau and crater 

rims in relation to fracture zones and/or from terrain destabilisation and remobilisation of 

unconsolidated talus inside the caldera. Explosive activity was mainly focused on the early caldera 

collapse phases (5th – 7th April) and involved phreatic to phreatomagmatic explosive events. The 

observed explosive events and seismic spectrograms of volcano-tectonic events recorded during the 

activity show a perfect fit, demonstrating that these events are an integral part of the caldera 

collapse process. The lower frequency seismic spectrogram peaks associated with landslide activity 

increased after 7th April, showing the progressive gravitational adjustment of the caldera.  
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3.5.3 Magma involvement during collapse-related explosive phases?  
 

The collapse-related explosive activity that occurred during 6th and 7th April showed a range of 

explosiveness, variable volume of rock involved, low frequency and the involvement of gas thrusts. 

Michon et al. (2013) identified only phreatic explosive activity during the 2007 collapse phases. 

However, syn-eruptive recordings and comparative analyses of the produced ash-clouds suggested 

the occurence of phreatomagmatic explosive activity as well during the caldera collapse phases. 

Lava discharge fluctuations and the opening of lava emission sites were also observed intra-caldera 

at different locations and heights (from caldera wall to caldera floor) during the collapse phases, and 

in several cases, the latter occurred immediately before or related to an explosive event. These 

observations suggest a relationship between observed explosive activity and the presence of a 

magma source. Also the caldera collapse deposit stratigraphy and component analysis show the 

significant presence of juvenile fluidal sideromelane fragments (although not as a major 

component) in the black bed deposit. This deposit is associated with collapse-related explosive 

activity that occurred on the 6th April. However, the abundance of juvenile particles and the low 

frequency of the explosive activity suggest that the involvement of magma was minor. This work 

suggests that the sudden interaction between magma and water in relation with the fast 

decompression could have triggered the observed phreatomagmatic explosive activity associated 

with major caldera collapse phases. 

 

3.5.4 Magma source of the effusive and explosive summit activity 

  

The PdF magma plumbing system experienced diverse perturbations during the 2006 and 2007 

activities, which significantly affected the inner structure of the volcano. The lava emission sites 

(Figs. 3.4; 3.5a, b) were interpreted by other authors to be derived from still-molten portions of lava 

emplaced during the 2006 (August-December) and early 2007 (February) eruptive phases (Michon 

et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009). However, it is possible that magma rose from a pre-emplaced 

intrusion located in the perturbed shallow plumbing system after the collapse phases. The latter 

hypothesis is supported by: (a) the observed fluctuation in discharge; (b) lava emission from 

multiple sites on the caldera walls at different heights (from 20 to >100 m below the former 

Dolomieu plateau); (c) the different timing and duration of lava emission events; (d) the association 

of lava emissions with collapse events; (e) the slight summit inflation recorded during the first 

caldera collapse increment on the 5th April (Michon et al. (2011) which could result from upward 

magma migration; (f) the diverse deformational datasets present in the literature (e.g. Peltier et al. 
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2009-a,b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016; Staudacher et al. 2016). The correlation 

supports the interpretation of an intrusive magma source rather than the emptying of pre-emplaced 

lava pockets, which, in any case, cannot be excluded.   

 

The inferred magma source 

 

Different summit deformation data acquired using different networks and systems (OVPF GPS and 

GNSS networks and satellite-based displacement) before and during the pre-caldera eruptive 

activity on the 30th March showed an increase in the displacement (inflation) on the eastern 

proximal summit flank (including NE, E and SE sectors). The displacement was characterised by 

trends northward and southward that were associated with the emplacement of two different dykes 

in the respective directions (Peltier et al. 2009-a,b, Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016; 

Staudacher et al. 2016). The southern dyke reached the surface at 1900 m a.s.l. and fed the eruptive 

activity of the 30th March (Peltier et al. 2009a; Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016), whereas 

the northern dyke was associated with a shallow intrusion (Peltier et al. 2009b). This intrusion 

below the eastern to northern sector of the volcano summit, in proximity of the Dolomieu crater 

rim, could have been the magma source related to the explosive and effusive phases observed 

during the caldera collapse activity in April (Fig. 3.13). In fact, most of the explosive and effusive 

activity occurred from the northern to the eastern intracaldera sectors during the caldera collapse 

phases, showing perfect correspondence with the intrusion location. This consideration implies a 

short residence time (about a week) of the intrusion in the shallow volcano edifice. The reasons why 

this northern-directed dyke did not reach the surface during its emplacement in March 2007 are 

unknown and are beyond the scope of this work. 

 

Hypothesis on the intrusion rise dynamics 

 

It is possible to hypothesise that the significant effusive activity that occurred in the former 

Dolomieu crater in 2006 and early 2007 (which formed the former Dolomieu plateau; Fig. 3.1) 

generated a certain pressure on the summit area of the volcano due to the lithostatic load. The 

Dolomieu caldera collapse was mainly associated with the magma withdrawal (Piton Tremblet 

flank eruptive activity) from the volcano shallow magma reservoir zone below the Central Cone, as 

suggested by many authors (such as Michon et al. 2007, Peltier et al. 2009a, Staudacher et al. 2009). 

The caldera collapse generated a pressure perturbation recorded by the observed seismic and 

deformational cyclicity (deflation and inflation cycles during the 5th – 7th April) (Michon et al. 2007, 
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Peltier et al. 2009a, Staudacher et al. 2009). During caldera floor sinking, the overpressure exerted 

on the plumbing system could have facilitated magma rise. Magma migration in the summit area 

could correlate with recorded edifice inflation during the major collapse phase on the 5th April 

described in Michon et al. (2011). Thus, magma originating in the shallow intrusion may have risen 

through fractured and/or brecciated zones and areas of weakness in the summit area (Fig. 3.13). 

Consequently, the rising magma produced the lava emissions and the phreatomagmatic (and/or 

magmatic) explosive events and pulses during the 2007 caldera collapse. The explosive activity is 

related to caldera collapse portions involved and to fluctuations in the summit lava discharge rates 

(and openings of new outpouring sites) as shown by the observation of the syn-eruptive recordings 

(Figs. 3.5a, b). The central caldera floor and caldera SE wall (at about 150 m below the caldera rim) 

effusions in the available visual recordings are clear evidence of magma being present. The 

fluctuating emissions can also be explained by draining of still-molten lava pockets from earlier 

summit effusive activity (2006 and early 2007), as proposed by Staudacher et al. (2009), provided a 

direct connection was developed between the lava pockets. Although this hypothesis cannot be 

excluded and older lava pockets could have contributed to the intracaldera activity observed, the 

probability that magma rise occurred is supported by observation of the fluctuating emissions 

(fluctuation in lava emissions as well as explosions), timing (multiple openings over almost 48 

hours), occurrence frequency (increase in the overall discharge rate in certain intervals of time) and 

locations (far from the 2006 and February 2007 eruptive sites and at different heights on the caldera 

wall). 

 

3.5.5 Hydrothermal system of the volcano involved in explosive activity during the collapse? 

 

The PdF volcano hydrothermal system was inferred to be a few hundreds of metres below the PdF 

Central Cone surface prior to the 2007 eruption (Lénat et al. 2000; Lénat et al. 2012-a,b). Evidence 

of a post-2007 active hydrothermal system was recorded by Lénat et al. (2012a). The 2007 collapse 

exposed areas of hydrothermal alteration in the newly formed caldera walls; fumarole alignments, 

fumaroles with fluctuating gas discharge pre- and during caldera collapse phases, thermal anomalies 

and post-collapse wet talus from condensation of water were also observed (this study; Urai et al. 

2007; Lénat et al. 2012a). All the previous evidence indicates the presence of high water content in 

the caldera area due to the accumulation of groundwater and/or condensation of hydrothermal 

fluids.  
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Hydrothermal system recharge and explosive activity 

 

The PdF volcano hydrothermal system can be influenced by seasonal precipitation (2–12 m per year 

on the eastern portion of the island) and groundwater table (mean 4.2 m/year water recharge on 

PdF; 1800 – 2000 m a.s.l. water table on the summit area, Join et al. 2016) due to the fractured and 

permeable character on the Central Cone area (Lénat et al. 2012b). Analysis of webcams and 

pictures during the caldera collapse activity showed evidence of rain episodes during and prior to 

the collapse phases (Fig 3.8). Therefore, the permeability of this zone would have favoured 

hydrothermal system recharge and at the same time, steam discharge to the surface (fumaroles). 

High water recharge and content in the summit area played a significant role in the explosive phases 

(magma/hot rocks–water interaction) that occurred during the collapse (Fig. 3.13b, c). However, 

explosive activity observed during the 2007 collapse phases was less powerful than other historical 

PdF collapse-related explosions, such as January-March 1860 and April 1961; in particular, in the 

January-March 1860 event, large amounts of dense blocks were ejected and deposited on the 

volcano summit (Michon et al. 2013). In addition, hydrothermal alteration of the components in the 

summit deposits indicates the presence and involvement of the hydrothermal system in the volcano 

summit area. Thus, the evidence indicates that the hydrothermal system was involved in the 

explosive activity observed during the caldera collapse phases.   

 

3.5.6 Comparing caldera collapses in different basaltic volcanoes 

 

Because of the rarity of opportunities to observe a basaltic caldera collapse and the rarer availability 

of data related to these episodes, a comparison among different basaltic volcanoes caldera collapses 

is presented below. The basaltic volcanoes that experienced caldera collapse in recent times, in 

addition to the 2007 PdF, and were directly observed and analysed are the Fernandina volcano 

(1968) in the Galapagos Archipelago (Ecuador) and the Miyakejima volcano (2000) in Japan. A 

correlation between these basaltic caldera collapse events has been already presented in Michon et 

al. (2011). Here, the comparison focuses on the eruptive activity observed during collapse phases 

rather than a comparison on the collapse dynamics involved and related deformation of the volcanic 

edifice recorded and presented in Michon et al. (2011).     
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Caldera collapse comparison 

 

Flank eruptions (PdF, Fernandina, Miyakejima) and/or a large intrusion (Miyakejima) were 

observed before and during these recent caldera collapse events (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et 

al. 2002; Staudacher et al. 2009). The eruptive and/or intrusive events are considered to be a critical 

factor in the triggering of caldera collapses, due to the withdrawal of magma from shallow magma 

reservoirs. In addition, these recent caldera collapses shared further similarities in their step-like 

sinking process affecting different blocks and in the use of pre-existing intracaldera circular faults 

(Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002; Michon et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2011; Michon et al. 

2013). Furthermore, caldera collapses among these basaltic volcanoes showed cyclic deformation 

(inflation/deflation) and seismic (increase/decrease in seismicity) activity associated with the 

collapse process, as shown in Michon et al. (2011). 

 

Caldera collapse eruptive activity and related products 

 

In terms of eruptive activity during the caldera collapse phases, Fernandina and Miyakejima 

experienced intermittent more or less intense phreatic and phreatomagmatic activity (Simkin and 

Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002), as seen at PdF. Furthermore, phreatic explosive activity at these 

volcanoes produced ash deposits with high lithic clast content, crystal fragments, hydrothermally 

altered lithic clasts and a small proportion of basaltic glass fragments (Simkin and Howard 1970; 

Geshi et al. 2002; Geshi and Oikawa 2008). This activity at PdF was characterised by pink-red ash 

clouds observed from the recordings, however this characteristic has not been reported during 

collapse phases at the other volcanoes. The ash-rich pink bed deposited during the 2007 PdF caldera 

collapse can be compared with phreatic deposits of Fernandina (11th July) and Miyakejima (Unit 3) 

in terms of the high content in hydrothermally altered fragments and lithic fragments, and low 

content in juvenile clasts. Moreover, phreatomagmatic activity recorded at Fernandina and 

Miyakejima produced dark ash-clouds: juvenile particles (maximum around 60 wt% in the 

Miyakejima deposits; Geshi and Oikawa 2008) were observed in the deposits, suggesting the 

involvement of magma in the explosive activity (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002; 

Geshi and Oikawa 2008), as observed and argued for PdF in this chapter. Both Fernandina and 

Miyakejima showed phases in which magma was inferred to be present at the summit during the 

collapse stages. At Fernandina, Simkin and Howard (1970) described a pink-red underside of the 

ash cloud on 11th June 1968 during the afternoon and red flashes and vertical streaks were observed 

through the ash cloud during the night. At Miyakejima, Geshi et al. (2002) and Geshi and Oikawa 
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(2008) described newly formed cinder cones and tephra deposits with significant juvenile clast 

contents inside the caldera related to the 18th August 2000 activity. Multiple intracaldera landslides 

and the production of brown dust clouds during the caldera collapse phases (in particular during the 

concluding phase) were observed at the Fernandina and Miyakejima volcanoes (Simkin and 

Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002), as well as at PdF. At PdF in 2007, major caldera collapse events 

were related to magma withdrawal and pre-existing circular faults (Michon et al. 2011); similar 

relationships exist at Fernandina and Miyakejima. The involvement of a magmatic component in 

the eruptive activity during collapse phases at PdF has to be considered, and has also been observed 

at Fernandina and at Miyakejima. 

 

Differences 

 

Differences among these caldera collapses included the total caldera dimensions, explosivity, hot 

rock/magma–water interactions, total dispersal and volume of products and the total collapse 

process duration, which are larger (and significantly larger sometimes) for Fernandina and 

Miyakejima than occurred at PdF. Intra-caldera emission of lavas has not been reported during 

Fernandina and Miyakejima caldera collapses; however, in both cases, no detailed chronology of 

caldera collapse stages and eruptive activity is available. (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 

2002). A further difference relates to the presence of a lake inside Fernandina caldera during the 

1968 caldera collapse (Simkin and Howard 1970). No lake was present at any stage of the 2000 

Miyakejima (Geshi et al. 2002) and the 2007 PdF caldera collapses (this work; e.g. Michon et al. 

2007). Differences among caldera collapses at these basaltic volcanoes are, thus, not related to 

collapse mechanisms (Michon et al. 2011).    

 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

 

The 2007 caldera collapse chronology established in this work highlighted a high number of 

successive collapse events and identified two different types of activity associated with each 

collapse. In particular, landslide-related and explosive types of activity were observed. Two 

different explosive types of activity were identified: a collapse-related phreatomagmatic explosive 

activity and a phreatic explosive activity. These explosive activities are interpreted to be related to 

(1) a collapse-triggered magma rise from a pre-emplaced intrusion (below the Eastern flank) 

through the fractured zone present in the very shallow plumbing system, and (2) contact between 

groundwater/hydrothermal system and hot rock or magma. Lava emissions observed in the visual 
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recordings were most likely sourced from the recently emplaced intrusion because discharge 

fluctuations were marked and directly associated with subsequent explosive pulses, and because 

there were many emission sites at different elevations; a source involving still-molten lava pockets 

belonging to the former plateau cannot be completely excluded. In addition, caldera collapse 

products sampled in the Bory crater contain juvenile sideromelane particles which were produced 

during the explosive eruptions in the period between 5th and 17th April. Compared with recent 

caldera collapses at other basaltic volcanoes, 2007 PdF caldera collapse involved very similar 

processes, explosive activity and products, despite its smaller size. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
 
2007 Piton de la Fournaise rootless littoral eruption 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

During the April 2007 Piton de la Fournaise eruption, significant explosions were observed on the 

6th April near the coastline on the south-eastern flank of the volcano when lavas produced by the 

Piton Tremblet fountain activity reached the sea (Staudacher et al. 2009). This explosive activity 

was characterised by a large steam plume and ballistic launch of tephra which built a littoral cone. 

The explosive activity was recorded syn-eruptively and video and photographic record were 

produced. Several littoral cone deposits were preserved beneath subsequent lavas emplacement 

during the continuation of the April eruption. The remnants of the littoral cone deposits were 

recently exposed mostly due to the erosive action of waves; thus, littoral cone deposits were 

available for study.        

 

4.1.1 Aims and significance 

 

The tephra deposits associated with hydro-volcanic explosive activity in coastal settings produced 

by different lava sources and types (e.g. lava tube, pahoehoe, transitional-‘a‘ā and ‘a‘ā lava flows) 

and interactional environments (e.g. wet sediments, lava bench collapse, direct flow) have been 

studied exclusively in Hawaii (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Walker 1992; Jurado-Chichay et 

al. 1996; Mattox and Mangan 1997). Those previous studies were focused on historical and fairly 

recent littoral cones. The eruptive settings and areas were diverse. For instance, Fisher (1968) 

studied the Puu Hou littoral cone formed during the interaction of water and pāhoehoe, transitional-

‘a‘ā and ‘a‘ā lava flows from the 1868 Mauna Loa eruption; this activity was also witnessed 

(Brigham 1869, in Fisher 1968). Fisher (1968) linked the fragmentation triggering mechanisms with 

the different types of tephra components and interpreted the different parent lava-water interaction 

scenarios. Although this event was observed syn-eruptively, significant data were lacking, 

precluding detailed characterisation of the activity.  
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Hydro-volcanic explosive activity in the littoral setting of La Réunion during the January 2002 and 

August-October 2004 eruptions showed that this activity is not exclusive to Hawaii (Marie 2002; 

Staudacher et al. 2016). The 6th April 2007 PdF littoral cone was produced by the strongest 

explosive rootless hydro-volcanic activity recorded in historical times at La Réunion (Fig. 4.1), and 

probably one of the most significant rootless littoral hydro-volcanic explosive events in recent times 

worldwide. This activity was recorded visually (photographs, videos) and there is a relatively 

complete stratigraphic section, which persisted during the April eruption and subsequently. Thus, 

there is a significant opportunity to link observational data with the deposits and to conduct a 

detailed study on these unusual explosive phenomena.   

This study aims to: 

1) confirm the rootless nature of the observed littoral explosive activity on 6th April 2007  

2) characterise the deposits in terms of grain size, fragment types, facies and stratigraphy 

3) constrain particle transport mechanisms that took place in the explosive hydro-volcanic activity 

and their chronology 

4) compare obtained data with the Hawaiian historical and recent littoral cones. 

 

4.1.2 Rootless littoral hydro-volcanic eruptions 

 

Rootless explosive volcanic eruptions are triggered by the contact of a water body or groundwater 

with hot flowing lava (Thorarinsson 1953). These explosive eruptions form tephra cones. The 

absence of any relationship with the primary magmatic feeding system, such as a conduit, dyke, or 

sill, gives them their “rootless” attribute. Rootless explosive eruptions can occur in different 

settings, and may involve groundwater or a glacier, a river, a lake, or the sea. In the latter case, the 

eruptive activity can be named a rootless littoral eruption because of its coastal setting. In that 

setting, the eruption produces a littoral cone through the accumulation of the tephra produced 

during the explosive interaction between the lava and the sea (Walker 1992; Mattox and Mangan 

1997). In general, littoral cones are circular, elliptical or half-circular/half-elliptical structures 

(Fisher 1968; Walker 1992, Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and Mangan 1997) in proximity to 

the coast or exactly on the coastline. The contact between lava and water will not always lead to 

explosive activity. This interaction can sometimes produce only steam, derived from the 

instantaneous vaporisation of water at the contact, or simply cause enhanced lava cooling (e.g. 

Gosline et al. 1954; Hamilton 2015).  
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When lava is the energy source driving the explosive activity, the term hydro-volcanic rather than 

phreatomagmatic is used to describe the interaction (Mattox and Mangan 1997). The mechanism of 

hydro-volcanic explosive activity involves an enhanced thermal energy flux from the lava to the 

water and the release of a significant amount of kinetic energy, also known as fuel-coolant 

interactions (Kokelaar 1986; Zimanowski 1998). The creation of a film of steam permits partial 

insulation between lava and water, and the bulk pre-mixing of lava and the entrapped water is 

possible (hydrodynamic stable premix) (Wohletz 1983; Wohletz 1986; Zimanowski 1998). The 

explosive interaction is related to the instabilities of the vapour film that cause direct contact 

between the lava and the water which result in the fragmentation. The instabilities can be created by 

different triggering processes such as seismic shocks and/or local spontaneous film collapses, as 

stated in Zimanowski (1998). Another possible generator of instabilities can be an external factor, 

such as the action of ocean waves (Mattox and Mangan 1997). The amount of heat transfer from 

lava to water rapidly increases during direct contact and fragmentation occurs simultaneously with 

the vaporisation of superheated water that drives the eruptive activity (Wohletz 1983; Wohletz 

1986; Zimanowski 1998). The lava physical properties and emplacement settings control the 

amount of heat transfer and the explosiveness (efficiency) of the fuel-coolant reaction. The 

explosive intensity, which can be defined as maximum force related to the kinetic energy release 

(Zimanowski 1998), is strongly dependant on the water/melt ratio involved, as experimentally 

shown by Zimanowski (1998). Factors such as the surface area of lava-water contact, lava entry site 

and entry type, lava flow morphology, lava temperature and viscosity, lava flow velocity and 

discharge rate combine to produce highly variable types of explosions and deposits (Wohletz 1983; 

Kokelaar 1986; Wohletz 1986; Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and Mangan 1997).  

 

Fragmentation and triggering processes have been observed in the field and examined 

experimentally by many authors (e.g. Wohletz 1983; Mattox and Mangan 1997). However, hydro-

volcanic particle transport types, their evolution during the activity and the characterisation of the 

tephra in natural environments have been interpreted only a posteriori from historical sequences or 

constrained from mild hydro-volcanic explosive events that have occurred in recent times at 

specific locations in Hawaii (Fisher 1968; Walker 1992; Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and 

Mangan 1997). The recent events appear to be much smaller than hydro-volcanic events that have 

occurred in historical times. Thus, the 2007 Piton de la Fournaise littoral cone activity could 

provide a unique opportunity to constrain the hydro-volcanic particle transport types and their 

evolution during the activity, and to characterise littoral cone products. 
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Fig. 4.1 Hydro-volcanic explosive activity during 6th April 2007 on the eastern coast of Piton de la 

Fournaise volcano: a Lava delta, channelled lava flow field and hydro-volcanic explosive activity; an aircraft 

(red ellipse) is indicated for reference; 12:45 GMT (Photo courtesy Caillé, OVPF database). b Hydro-

volcanic explosive activity with black tephra jets and high, steam-rich plume,; 14:30 GMT (Photo courtesy 

De la Jartre, OVPF database). 
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4.2 METHODS 

 

The analytical strategy was structured into three different parts: 1) the reconstruction of the eruptive 

chronology using the collection of information and data from the available syn-eruptive visual 

records (photos, videos) from the Volcanological Observatory of Piton de la Fournaise database, 2) 

on-site observation and data acquisition (including stratigraphy, deposit geometry, and  maximum 

clast size analysis) from the littoral cone deposits, and 3) laboratory analyses of the littoral cone 

products (including particle density analysis, grain size analysis, componentry, and particle 

roundness check). 

 

4.2.1 Syn-eruptive visual records 

 

All visual records available at OVPF, including pictures and videos, were collected. Visual analysis 

of the recordings permitted to highlight the temporal evolution of the activity and its main eruptive 

features, and to measure eruptive features, manifestations and deposits. The approach was to collect 

images (satellite, and aerial from different heights and locations) with a wide angle of view in order 

to measure the entire geometry of the littoral cone and calculate the approximate volume of the 

deposits; in addition, visual records were used to reconstruct the chronology of the events, to 

measure plume heights and ballistic-related data. Syn-eruptive visual records with appropriate 

angles of view and with physical references are the best source of information on the total geometry 

of the deposits, type, and features that emerged during the eruptive activity, and the geometry of the 

eruptive cloud.  

 

4.2.2 Stratigraphy 

 

The stratigraphy of the main deposits was logged, including field outcrop characteristics, such as 

bedding, grain size, componentry and fine ash content. The log shows vertical variations in deposit 

competency rather than grain size. Bed thicknesses were divided following the classification in 

Ingram (1954). Each layer of the littoral cone deposit has also been stratigraphically analysed with 

regard to grading and sorting.  
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4.2.3 Grain size and componentry 

 

The grain size distribution of single samples (99 samples) from a single stratigraphic section 

(Outcrop 1) were analysed in the laboratory using 17 sieves ranging from –4  to 4  (where  = –

log2 (diameter in mm)) and 0.5  steps separation for a total size range of > 64 mm to < 0.063 mm. 

All samples were dried at > 100°C for 24 hours before the analysis to eliminate the residual water 

and were then weighed. Subsequently to the analysis, the content of each sieve of each sample was 

weighed and data were elaborated to create size distribution diagrams. Moreover, pyroclast 

componentry analysis was performed in the laboratory for 100 clasts between 16 – 32 mm in 

diameter that were collected from 14 selected levels of the main stratigraphic section. These 

samples were also analysed for clast density. Grain size terms used are following the definitions 

from White and Houghton (2006).  

 

4.2.4 Clast morphology 

 

Selected and representative samples (5 samples: >30 clasts each, 2 mm in size) collected throughout 

the main stratigraphic section were morphologically analysed for circularity values using image 

analysis with ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012). The results were compared with the standard 

circularity value for a perfect circle in order to observe variation in the degree of roundness. 

   

4.2.5 Clast density 

 

Fourteen samples of 100 clasts (16 – 32 mm) were collected throughout the main stratigraphic 

section for analysis of clast density. The method employed is described in Houghton and Wilson 

(1989). Each pyroclast was weighed in air and water (using a ballast to prevent clast floatation) 

ensuring pyroclast impermeability through parafilm-wax wrapping. This method permits also the 

calculation of the vesicularity values for each pyroclast analysed using the dense rock equivalent 

(DRE) density of the magma from which they formed. For the littoral cone deposits, a DRE of 

3,000 kg/m3 has been used. This value was calculated from the basaltic melt DRE value of Piton de 

la Fournaise lavas (2,700 kg/m3, Di Muro personal communication) and the maximum olivine 

crystal content (45 vol%) in the Piton Tremblet fountain products (source of the littoral cone) from 

Di Muro et al. (2014), that share same composition as the littoral cone products. 
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 4.2.6 Modelling ballistics maximum expulsion velocity             

   

Maximum tephra plume height and maximum ballistic ejection heights were measured from visual 

records and also calculated using EJECT! Model (Mastin 2001). This model was chosen in order to 

estimate the explosive intensity (Zimanowski 1998) of the hydro-volcanic activity that produced the 

littoral cone, permitting comparisons with other littoral cones occurred worldwide. Also, the 

ejection velocities could not be constrained via successive syn-eruptive images, and therefore, were 

modelled with EJECT! software (Mastin 2001). The EJECT! software works only if a-priori 

parameters and the necessary input data to run the model are inserted and are generally divided into 

three compartments: drag properties, block properties, and input properties. In the drag properties 

section, a constant or variable drag coefficient (Cd) and the particle or block shape must be defined 

to resolve the calculation. In the block properties section, density expressed in kg/m3 and 

particle/block size in diameter or frontal area need to be inserted. The input properties section 

includes the distance of landing point below take-off point, ejection angle, the extent of the zone of 

reduced drag, the speed of tailwind and initial ejection velocity. In addition, in the same section, it 

is possible to define atmospheric parameters, such as temperature at sea level, thermal lapse rate, 

and the elevation of take-off point above sea level.  

Littoral cone ballistic ejection velocities were modelled using the following parameters: 

1) a variable drag coefficient due to the perturbed environment in which multiple hydro-volcanic 

explosions were taking place; 

2) spherical particles/blocks; 

3) density of 3,000 kg/m3 as the DRE value; 

4) particle/block diameter of 10 cm, as the recurrent maximum diameter observed on-site in the 

deposits; 

5) vertical ejection angle (90°), as seen from the visual records of the tephra column; 

6) ambient temperature of 30°C, considering the climate at the time of the eruptive activity; 

7) a thermal lapse rate of 6.5°C/km; 

8) an elevation of take-off point above sea level of 7 m, measured from visual records;  

9) speed of tailwind equal to zero;  

10) extent of reduced drag zone equal to zero;  

11) distance of landing point below take-off point equal to zero.  

Modelling with EJECT! was also performed for the maximum particle diameter observed on-site in 

the deposits, using the above cited parameters, except for a particle/block diameter of 30 cm and 

using an ejection angle of 60°. 
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4.3 THE PDF APRIL 2007 ERUPTIVE ACTIVITY AND LITTORAL CONE 

CHRONOLOGY  

 

4.3.1 Eruption chronology prior to the formation of the littoral cone 

 

On the 2nd April 2007, an eruptive fissure opened at a low altitude (590 m a.s.l.) on the E-SE flank 

of PdF (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014) and produced fountains (> 100 m in height), a 

pyroclastic cone around the vent, tephra blankets, and mostly clastogenic channelised ‘a‘ā lavas 

(Staudacher et al. 2009; Di Muro et al. 2014). The new volcanic structure was later named “Piton 

Tremblet” by the OVPF. The lava reached the sea in a few hours from the beginning of the activity, 

building a lava delta in few days and generating only steam columns (Staudacher et al. 2009; Di 

Muro et al. 2014). On 6th April, after the summit caldera collapse event, a significant increase in the 

fountain height (> 200 m) and magma discharge rate was recorded at Piton Tremblet (Coppola et al. 

2009; Staudacher et al. 2009; Michon et al. 2011; Di Muro et al. 2014). This activity partially 

buried a pre-existing lava flow field and produced a new lava flow field to the East down the slope 

for about 2 km (Fig. 4.1a). The lava flow field rapidly widened towards the sea and a central main 

lava channel was formed, fed by the fountain activity (Fig. 4.1a).  

The main lava channel, from the observational viewpoints of the pictures on the 6th April, was 

characterised by brighter orange colour than other surrounding active lava flows indicating a higher 

temperature (Fig. 4.1a). The temperature of the channelised lava flow was estimated to be 1000° to 

1100°C, and the lava flow velocity was measured to be 1 to 2 m/s (Staudacher et al. 2009) in the 

central lava flow field at approximately 2 kilometres from the emission site, less than 1 kilometre 

from the coast. The main lava channel on the 6th April was also characterised by an abrupt change 

in its path (a northward bend of approximately 60° degrees) due to the change in slope before it 

reached the site of entry into the sea. The entry point into the sea was a small bay in the previously 

emplaced northern lava delta (Fig. 4.1a). The lava that entered the ocean was a channel-fed ‘a‘ā 

lava flow. At the channelled lava flow entry point into the sea and offshore within shallow water 

(offshore maximum 250 m radially from the entry point), hydro-volcanic explosive activity was 

observed.  
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4.3.2 Syn-eruptive observations of the littoral hydro-volcanic activity 

 

Multiple explosions were recorded, through videography and photography on the 6th April during 

the littoral cone building stages. The explosions were noted to have typical hydro-volcanic features: 

high, white steam column rising from close to the lava entry into the sea; black ‘rooster tail-like’ 

jets of pyroclasts; short-lived base surges originating from the lava entry site and moving across the 

water surface and the lavas; and an almost vertical pyroclastic column (about 130 m height) within 

the steam plume (Figs. 4.1a, b). Base surges were seemingly triggered by the vertical collapse of the 

pyroclastic column, as observed in the visual records by time matching among events (i.e. 

collapsing column and then base surge formation). Hydro-volcanic explosive activity lasted for less 

than 24 hours on the 6th April 2007 and rapidly built a littoral cone (Fig. 4.2). Other surrounding 

‘a‘ā lava flows entered the sea producing only small and feeble white steam plumes (Figs. 4.1a; 

4.2). Chronology of the hydro-volcanic explosive site is presented in Figure 4.3. Hydro-volcanic 

activity was fed by Piton Tremblet oceanite lavas characterised by high olivine crystal content (>30 

modal%) throughout the activity. The Piton Tremblet eruptive activity lasted until 1st May 

(Staudacher et al. 2009). During the Piton Tremblet eruptive period, lava production continued and 

multiple ‘a‘ā lava flows reached the sea without causing explosive activity. The latter lava flows 

partially buried the littoral cone (Figs. 4.3; 4.4a). 

  

 

Fig. 4.2 Littoral cone deposits distribution on the 7th April 2007 subsequent to the end of the explosive 

activity. An on-land nested half-cones structure was formed and crosscut by a lava flow, which generated a 

white steam plume at the contact with seawater; in the red ellipse a helicopter is highlighted for reference 

(Photo courtesy OVPF database). 

N
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Fig. 4.3 Chronological evolution of the littoral hydro-volcanic explosive activity: 5th April, the emplacement and expansion of the northern lava 

delta; 6th April, the hydro-volcanic explosive activity; 7th April, a lava flow crossed the littoral cone and a further lava flow partially buried the 

northern sector of the littoral cone; 8th April, lava  continued to flow through the littoral cone; 9th April, no activity at the littoral cone location; 10th 

April, a lava flow covered the northern portion of the littoral cone; 11th April, no activity at the littoral cone location; 12th April, several lava flows 

passed close to the almost-buried littoral cone without covering it; 14th April, lava flows further covered the central littoral cone structure; 19th April, 

only a few remnants of the littoral cone deposits are visible on the lava delta; these remnants are the only preserved deposits. The exact caption time 

of the images has been inserted above each picture if known; if unknown, the pictures have been timed to noon. (Photo courtesy Barrere, Caillé, De 

la Jartre, OVPF database).      
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4.3.3 Parent lava flow characteristics 

 

Lava flows generated by Piton Tremblet fountain activity on 6th April were oceanite with 

centimetre-sized olivine crystal contents exceeding 30 vol.% and with approximate vesicularities of 

40% (Di Muro et al. 2014). Lava viscosity was calculated using the 2007 glass groundmass 

geochemical data and its water content from an oceanite sample from Di Muro et al. (2014). The 

viscosity model of Giordano et al. (2008) and the viscosity methods of Shaw (1972) and Roscoe 

(1953) with corrections for crystal content were used. The result are very similar and the obtained 

viscosities (log ) are from 3.6 to 2.6 Pa s using Giordano et al. (2008) model and from 3.2 to 2.6 

Pa s using Shaw (1972) and Roscoe (1953) methods for 1000°C and 1100°C temperature, 

respectively, considering 30 vol.% crystal content and without considering the role of vesicularity. 

The estimate is only associated with the high temperature of the central inside core of the lava flow. 

The viscoelastic surrounding region is likely to have a higher value of viscosity due to cooling. In 

addition, further increase in viscosity could be given by the vesicularity present in the molten lava.   

 

 

Fig. 4.4 2007 Littoral cone deposits: a In yellow, remnants of April 6th 2007 littoral cone deposits partly 

covered by later lava flows (modified image from Google Earth 2015, Image 2013 IGN-France and Image 

2013 DigitalGlobe): blue asterisk is Outcrop 1, blue circle is Outcrop 2, red ‘X’ is Outcrop 3, green ‘X’ is 

DL1 and green ‘+’ is DL2. b Outcrop 1 located at the blue asterisk in Figure 4.4a. c Outcrop 3 located at the 

red ‘X’ in Figure 4.4a. In Figures 4.4b and 4.4c, a person (height ~ 1.8 m) is visible serving as a scale. 
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4.4 STRATIGRAPHY AND FACIES 

 

4.4.1 Outcrop locations 

 

Remnants of the 2007 PdF littoral cone deposits are visible in the central zone of the 2007 lava flow 

field along the coastline (Fig. 4.4). Currently accessible and exposed, the 2007 hydro-volcanic 

deposits are located on the northern sea margin of the 2007 lava delta, at approximately 600 m from 

the Tremblet scarp and about 3000 m from the Piton Tremblet vent for the lavas. Five different 

outcrops were identified (Fig. 4.4a); the rest of the littoral cone deposits are covered by subsequent 

lavas. The five outcrops are located on the 2007 lava delta near the coast (Fig. 4.4a) and are named: 

Outcrop 1 (55°48’16.99”E 21°16’54.71”S, Altitude: 22 m a.s.l.);  

Outcrop 2 (55°48’14.83”E 21°16’56.60”S, Altitude: 30 m a.s.l.);  

DL1 (55°48’17.66”E 21°16’55.71”S, Altitude: 19 m a.s.l.);   

DL2 (55°48’17.20”E 21°16’55.38”S, Altitude: 22 m a.s.l.);  

Outcrop 3 (55°48’15.44”E 21°16’59.25”S, Altitude: 38 m a.s.l.).   

 

Most sections are <1 m thick or limited, except the northernmost Outcrop 1, which exposes an 

almost complete stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 4.4b). Other outcrops were partially buried under 

subsequent lava flows during the continuation of the eruptive activity or showed only partial and/or 

the upper portion of the sequence (Figs. 4.3; 4.4a, c). Each stratigraphic section has a similar 

diversity of bedding, grain size and components. Outcrop 1 is the northernmost sequence, has a total 

thickness of more than 6 m, and was chosen as the best section for further analyses (Fig. 4.5). 

 

4.4.2 Outcrop 1  

 

Outcrop 1 is composed of planar, lenticular and cross bedded pyroclastic deposits overlain by lavas 

(Fig. 4.5). All beds dip towards the N-NE (average strike 110, dip 08 NE) as measured on site. The 

lenticular beds span from 16.5 m to 0.6 m and have thicknesses that range from 0.36 m to 0.08 m. 

Fines-rich laterally continuous deposits show down-sag features (Fig. 4.5c). Outcrop 1 comprises 

ash, fluidal to blocky lapilli and bombs, and free olivine crystals (with or without rims of glass). 

The Outcrop 1 section was subdivided into four units (A at the top, thickness 181 cm, B, thickness 

159 cm, C, thickness 172 cm, and D at the base, thickness 215 cm) on the basis of accessibility, the 

presence of laterally continuous truncation surfaces, and marked grain size contrasts (Fig. 4.5). 

Within the four units, there are three main facies (facies 1 to facies 3) (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.6).  
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Facies 1 (F1): Very poorly sorted block- to lapilli-rich beds  

 

The main characteristics identified in facies 1 deposits are the very poor sorting and the coarse size 

particle abundance. The very poorly sorted block- to lapilli-rich facies (F1) is dominant in Outcrop 

1, and it can be found in unit A, B and C (Table 4.1; Figs. 4.5; 4.6). However it also occurs as a 

minor component within unit D (Figs. 4.5; 4.6). F1 consists of three different subfacies (F1a, F1b, 

F1c). F1a is the dominant subfacies in F1, and is characterised by in generally poorly to very poorly 

sorted, mostly non-graded, with several normal graded beds in unit B and reverse grading in several 

unit A beds (Table 4.1; Figs. 4.5; 4.6). The majority of 16-32 mm particles in F1 are black, 

moderately to poorly vesicular clasts with irregular morphology (Figs. 4.7; 4.8). Free olivine crystal 

fragments are abundant in F1, up to 30 wt%; however, free olivine crystal fragment content is 

variable in F1. An almost constant value of 20 wt% for the majority of F1 beds has been observed 

(Fig. 4.6), whereas higher variability is present among the F1 deposits in unit A (range from 0 wt% 

to 30 wt%; Fig. 4.6). The other two less common sub-facies in F1, F1b and F1c, have in common the 

poor sorting and the non-grading with F1a. However, F1b is characterised by poor sorting, very thin 

to thin, mostly ash-rich planar beds, whereas F1c is characterised by very poor sorting, and very thin 

to thin, non-graded, ash-rich, mainly lenticular beds which are intercalated with better sorted, 

lenticular laminae and very thin lenses (Table 4.1). Deposits of F1 at the top of Outcrop 1 in contact 

with lavas show a slight colour variation and tack to slight welding (Fig. 4.5d).  

 

Facies 2 (F2): Poorly sorted lapilli to ash-rich laminated beds  

 

Facies 2 is characterised mainly by poor sorting and the presence of lenticular laminae within beds. 

F2 is dominantly within the bottom of unit A of Outcrop 1. However it occurs within all the other 

units, but as a minor component (mostly present in A and D units; Figs. 4.5; 4.6). F2 consists of two 

different subfacies (F2a and F2b). F2a is the dominant subfacies in F2, and it is characterised by 

poorly sorted, lenticular and/or laterally continuous, thin, non-graded lapilli to ash-rich beds with 

the presence of multiple thin, fines-rich, lenticular laminae or very thin beds (Figs. 4.5; 4.6). The 

majority of particles (less than 16 mm) are black, irregular to sub-rounded (Fig. 4.8), and 

moderately to poorly vesicular to vesicular. Free olivine crystal fragments are present in F2 with 

very variable range of abundances from the complete absence to up to 30 wt% (Fig. 4.6). Subfacies 

F2b have in common with the dominant F2a, the poor sorting and the presence of lenticular laminae 

within the bed. F2b is characterised by very poorly sorted, ash-rich planar beds with fine particle 
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sizes (to extremely fine ash) and the presence of better sorted lenticular laminae of coarser ash 

(Table 4.1). 

 

Facies 3 (F3): Poorly sorted cross bedded ash-rich beds  

 

Facies 3 deposits are mainly characterised by poorly sorted ash-rich cross beds. F3 is dominantly 

within the unit D at the bottom of the Outcrop 1. However, F3 is also present at the top of unit C, 

and as a minor component in the others units (Figs. 4.5; 4.6). F3 consist of three different subfacies 

(F3a; F3b; F3c). F3a is the dominant subfacies, and it is characterised by poor to moderate sorting, 

mostly ash-rich, and lenticular to cross beds with dune-like structures (Fig. 4.5c). The majority of 

the 16-32 mm particles are black, mostly rounded (Fig. 4.8), and moderately vesicular to dense (Fig. 

4.7). The dense clasts are the major component in majority of the beds, followed by poorly 

vesicular clasts and moderately vesicular clasts. Free olivine crystal fragments are present in F3 and 

typically comprise 20 wt% (Fig. 4.6) although the free crystal fragment content ranges from 15 wt% 

to 30 wt% (Fig. 4.6). The fluctuations in crystal content are more visible in the F3 located at the top 

of unit C (Fig. 4.6). The two less common different sub-facies, F3b and F3c, comprise poorly sorted, 

ash-rich, mostly thin lenticular beds, as in F3a. F3b is characterised by poorly to moderately sorting, 

and very thin to medium, lapilli to ash-rich, non-graded lenses, intercalated with millimetre-

thickness fines-rich lenses (Table 4.1). F3c is characterised by the same sorting as F3b, but shows 

thin to medium, lapilli to fines-rich, normal to non-graded lenses, intercalated with very thin 

centimetre-long fines-rich lenses (Table 4.1).   

 

Facies 3 cross beds 

 

F3 (dominant sub-facies) cross beds have dune morphologies and internal stoss and lee sides (Fig. 

4.5g). Two different dune types were observed; the first type shows low angle (10 – 15°) bedding, 

steepening dips on the lee side, and depositional build up in the lee direction (progressive) towards 

the north, a truncated stoss side overlain by continuous stoss to lee-side layers (Fig. 4.5g); the 

second type shows regressive build up and steepening on the stoss side (25 – 30° angles) with 

sigmoidal and/or truncated layers that became thinner on the lee side down-current towards the 

north (Fig. 4.5g). The first type of dune present in the lower portion of unit D is characterised by 

normal grading in each lee-side layer, and the second dune type is characterised by reverse grading 

on the stoss side of each layer. 
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Fig. 4.5 On the left hand side, a Density distribution plots (density in kg/m3, dashed lines for reference and 

facies type) for the four different units. In the centre b grain size distribution plots (distribution in red blocks 

and cumulative curve in blue dotted-line) representative of the portion of the unit (including facies types) 

from selected sample are shown. c The entire stratigraphy of Outcrop 1 divided into units (A, B, C, D), 

showing sample locations (blue sample tag for grain size analysis; red sample tag for density analysis); scale 

on the left-hand-side of the stratigraphy is in centimetre with 5 cm increments, and showing the stratigraphic 

height interval for each unit from bottom to top. d Top of the sequence with overlying lava contact (upper 

photo) and close-up of unit A showing bed boundaries (lower photo). e Unit B in context (upper photo), and 

close-up of unit B showing bed boundaries (lower photo). f Unit C in context (upper photo), and close-up of 

unit C showing bed boundaries (lower photo). g Unit D in context at the base of the succession (upper 

photo); close-up of unit D showing cross-bed boundaries (lower photo): 1st type cross-bed is progressive with 

steepening dips on the lee side, depositional build up in the down-current direction, and a truncated stoss side 

overlain by continuous stoss to lee-side layers; 2nd type cross-bed is regressive with steepening on the stoss 

side and sigmoidal and/or truncated layers that became thinner on the lee side down-current. Down current 

direction is indicated by the orange arrows. The pyroclasts are shown as circles to emphasise clast size 

differences. 

 

 

4.5 GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS AND COMPONENTRY 

 

4.5.1 Grain size distributions 

 

Grain size analysis was performed on samples belonging to Outcrop 1 (Fig. 4.9). The analysis of the 

grain size distribution clearly defines three main distributions among samples: a (near) gaussian 

distribution (Fig. 4.9a), a coarse-tail distribution (with the coarser side more or less pronounced) 

(Fig. 4.9b) and a fine-tail distribution (with the finer side more or less pronounced) (Fig. 4.9c). The 

presented grain size distribution plots in Figures 4.9a, 4.9b and 4.9c are from three representative 

samples. Grain size distribution plots for the Outcrop 1 are shown in Appendix III. The coarse-tail 

distribution represents the majority of the samples (43 samples); the gaussian and fine-tail 

distribution are almost equally common (26 and 30 samples respectively). In particular, F1 (very 

poorly sorted block- to lapilli-rich beds) shows a dominant coarse-tail grain size distribution, 

whereas F2 (poorly sorted lapilli to ash-rich laminated beds) shows predominantly gaussian grain 

size distribution.  
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Table 4.1:  

Description and interpretation of facies in Outcrop 1  

Facies Sub-facies Unit Occurrence Description * Interpretation 
F1 F1a A, B, C Dominant Normal/reverse to non-graded thin to 

thick lenses to planar beds, very 
poorly sorted with fine ash and  
blocks/lapilli-rich   

Tephra Jets 

 F1b A, B, C Common Massive very thin to thin ash-rich 
planar bed, poorly sorted with very 
fine ash to medium lapilli 

 

 F1c A, B, C Rare Non-graded very thin to thin ash-rich 
lenses/beds, very poorly sorted with  
extr. fine ash to medium lapilli, 
intercalated with better sorted 
laminae and very thin lenses 

 

F2 F2a A 
(bottom) 

Dominant Non-graded very thin lenses to 
medium planar beds, poorly sorted 
ash to medium lapilli and multiple 
lenticular laminae and very thin 
lenses included 

Fall 

 F2b A 
(bottom) 

Common Massive very thin to medium ash-
rich planar beds, poorly sorted from 
extr. fine to coarse ash with better 
sorted lenticular laminae of coarse 
ash included 

 

F3 F3a C (top), D Dominant Massive very thin to thin ash-rich 
lenses (wavelength: 50cm to 5m), 
poorly sorted extr. fine ash to 
medium lapilli and better sorted cm 
laminae, and thin to medium, poorly 
to well sorted cross beds of extr. fine 
ash to coarse lapilli  

Surge 

 F3b C (top), D Common Non-graded very thin to medium 
lenses, poorly to moderately sorted, 
coarse lapilli to very fine ash,  
intercalated mm lenses of fine ash 

 

 F3c C (top), D  Common Normal to non-graded, thin to 
medium lenses, poorly to moderately 
sorted very fine ash to coarse lapilli, 
intercalated very thin cm lenses of 
fine ash 

 

(*) Terms for bed thickness and granulometry follow Ingram (1954) and White and Houghton (2006). 
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Fig. 4.6 Facies distribution in Outcrop 1: in orange F1, in green F2, and in purple F3; on the left side of each 

stratigraphic column the median grain size values (green triangle), the measured maximum clast diameters 

(red square) and the field estimate of free olivine crystal content (blue circle) of each analysed bed of 

Outcrop 1 are given.  
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Fig. 4.7 Lapilli (16-32 mm) types (modal%) in Outcrop 1: a Componentry diagram vertically from the 

bottom to the top of Outcrop 1 (stratigraphic height on the external left-hand-side of the diagram in cm), 

following the colour coding: vesicular clasts in red, transitional clasts in blue and dense clasts in green. On 

a 
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the left-hand side are the different facies and units, F1 in white and F3 in pale yellow. Dashed black lines 

separate the intervals analysed. b Typical vesicular clast with ragged and spiky morphology and different 

vesicles sizes. c Typical transitional clast with smooth and corrugated surface. d Typical dense clast with 

aphanitic groundmass. e Typical olivine crystal fragment with glassy crust. Scale on the left-hand side of 

each clast is in centimetres. In the lower left window, photomicrographs of each clast are presented. In red is 

the clast rim; ‘Ol’ stands for olivine crystal; scale bar (black and white) on the lower right corner equals 400 

m.   

 

F3 (poorly sorted cross bedded ash-rich beds) shows a dominant fine-tail distribution. Therefore, 

the coarser median grain size values are located in the mid-upper unit A, unit B and mid-lower unit 

C which are composed mainly of F1 (Outcrop 1) (Figs. 4.5b; 4.6). However, almost all facies have 

grain size distributions that belong to the three different identified distributions. Furthermore, grain 

size data of the entire sequence highlight higher extremely fine ash (<63 m) contents in coarse- 

and fine-tail distribution samples (mostly in the fine-tail samples) compared to the gaussian 

distribution deposits. The average extremely fine ash content considering the entire sequence is 1.4 

wt% +/-0.1. 

 

Maximum clast diameters 

 

Maximum clast diameters are the average of five measurements of the largest clast diameters 

present in each considered level. Maximum clast diameter data show how Outcrop 1 deposits are 

characterised by a large variability in maximum particle size. In particular, the largest clasts (above 

60 mm in diameter) are located in the mid-upper unit A, and B and C units (Outcrop 1), and they 

belong to F1 (Figs. 4.5c; 4.6). The largest clast diameter of 180 mm was measured in the upper unit 

C (Fig. 4.6). F2 has in majority smaller maximum clasts (mostly <10 mm) than the F3 (mostly >10 

mm) (Fig. 4.6), even though F3 is characterised by a higher abundance in fine particles. 
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Mean value circularity :      

0 0.667 – 0.678 0.669 0.737 – 0.743 1 

 F1 facies F2 facies F3 facies  

Irregular    Round 

 

Fig. 4.8: Different degree of roundness of particles from different facies in Outcrop 1; only -2.0  (4 mm) 

grain size particles are considered : a Facies 1 (unit A) (LC-13-13). b Facies 2 (LC-13-20). c Facies 1 (unit 

B) (LC-13-46). d and e Facies 3 (LC-13-D8a and LC-13-D8b respectively, from cross beds). Scale on the 

left-hand side is in centimetres. Red circle on the top right of each image and present in each close up image 

equals to -2.0 (4 mm) as the ideal circular particle and it is present for morphological comparison with 

pyroclasts. Red rectangle indicates the close up area selected in each image. The table gives the mean values 

of circularity calculated for the pyroclast samples analysis of the selected beds of the Outcrop 1 using ImageJ 

software (Schneider et al. 2012).   
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Fig. 4.9 Littoral cone grain size data: a Gaussian distribution from F2 (unit A), b Coarse-tail distribution 

from F1 (unit B), and c Fine-tail distribution from F3 (unit C); the presented grain size plots are from single 

sample and they are representative of the sample set as a whole in terms of grain size distribution; see 

Appendix III for the complete grain size plots. d Plot of sorting coefficient versus median grain size Md 

(Inman 1952): 2007 littoral cone samples distribution on the basis of different facies (F1, F2, F3) are shown. 

Fields and other data shown: black line is ‘Fall’ from Walker (1971), while the inner black-lined ellipse is 

the highest concentration of Walker’s samples in the field; black dotted line is Surge from Crowe and Fisher 

(1973); grey dashed-dotted line is phreatomagmatic field from Houghton and Gonnermann (2008); red 

dotted line is the basaltic hydro-volcanic fall beds field from Wohletz (1983); grey-filled fields are Cape 

Wanbrow pyroclastic density currents in Moorhouse and White (2016); black dots are from Pahvant Butte 

tuff deposits (phreatomagmatic pyroclastic flow) in Murtagh (2011); empty circles are from Black Point tuff 

deposits (phreatomagmatic surge, pyroclastic flow, fall) in Murtagh and White (2013). e and f Plots of 

standard deviation  versus median grain size Md showing the distribution of 2007 littoral cone samples 
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compared with data from Surtseyan and Strombolian deposits (data from Walker 1992) (e) and compared 

with other littoral cone products (Sandhills and Puu Hou) and the primary phreatomagmatic vent of Puu 

Mahana in Hawaii (f) (data from Walker 1992).         

 

 

4.5.2 Median diameter and sorting  

 

Median diameter (Md) and sorting coefficient () of every sample were calculated (Fig. 4.9d), 

following Inman’s (1952) calculation. All deposits show moderate sorting (between 0.9 and 2.3 

range). Median grain size data show a large range between –2  and 2  (4.0 – 0.25 mm), with 

most of samples in a narrower range between –0.6  and 0.5  (1.5 – 0.7 mm) (Fig. 4.9d). In 

particular, the plot of Md vs. shows a single main data cluster between -1  and 0.5 (2.0 – 

0.7 mm) surrounded by scattered data points (Fig. 4.9d). This cluster is characterised by inversely 

proportional trend between Md and , in which high sorting values correspond to low median 

grain size values, and thus coarse values (Fig. 4.9d). Littoral cone deposits grain size data fell in 

both the phreatomagmatic field (Houghton and Gonnermann 2008) and the hydro-volcanic fall field 

(Wohletz 1983) in a large overlapping area of the plot (Fig. 4.9d), making impossible the 

assessment of the production type related to the deposits formation from this plot.     

Data distribution in the plot considering the different facies shows a certain scattering of the data 

and an interesting data trend. F3 (poorly sorted cross bedded ash-rich beds) samples Md values are 

in the range between -0.5  and 1 (1.4 – 0.5 mm), while sorting values are between 1.81 and 0.87 

(Fig. 4.9d). F2 (poorly sorted lapilli to ash-rich laminated beds) samples are few and scattered in the 

plot between -1  and 1 mm) (Fig. 4.9d). F3 and F2 samples are moderately to well 

sorted ( under 2). Data points with Md values between -2  and 1 (4.0 – 0.5 mm) (the largest 

values) and  values from 1.0 to 2.3 are dominated by samples attributed to F1 (very poorly sorted 

blocks to lapilli-rich beds) (Fig. 4.9d). F1 samples form a clear trend of increasing Md and poorer 

sorting (Fig. 4.9d). Interestingly, a separation is visible in the plot between F1 and F3 samples by 

sorting values close to 1.5 (Fig. 4.9d), in which F1 samples are less sorted and F3 samples are better 

sorted.  
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4.5.3 Componentry  

 

Observations on Outcrop 1 lapilli and bombs 

 

Outcrop 1 is characterised by the presence of mostly juvenile fluidal to blocky lapilli and juvenile 

and non-juvenile bombs with a diverse range of vesicularity and peculiar characteristics. In 

particular, bombs observed throughout the stratigraphic section have an olivine-rich smooth glassy 

rim (non-juvenile) or a cauliflower-like morphology with large mostly in-core irregular vesicles 

(juvenile). A few bombs show evidence of bread-crust cracks. The core of the bombs is 

heterogeneous and varies in vesicularity (low vesicularity and medium (0.1-0.8 mm) to small size 

(<0.1 mm) vesicles, high vesicularity and centimetric vesicles in core). The heterogeneity of the 

core of the bombs is given by the diverse olivine content from 20 modal% to >30 modal% of 

oceanitic bombs, and by the presence of lithic blocks from the lava delta from aphyric lava to 

oceanite. Glassy bombs, and especially lapilli, are characterised by highly microvesicular zones. 

The distribution of these zones is variable within the clast.   

 

Component types  

 

Three different morphological classes of components were identified among the 16-32 mm clasts 

(red sample tags in Fig. 4.5c). Estimates of free crystal content were performed on-site for all the 

analysed Outcrop 1 beds (blue sample tags in Fig. 4.5c).  

 

(1) Vesicular: glassy microvesicular-vesicular clasts (variable vesicle distribution and content), 

which contain olivine crystals, with ragged to spiky morphologies and possible smooth to 

corrugated glassy small portions of the external surface (Fig. 4.7b); 

(2) Dense: dense, aphanitic to glassy, angular clasts which contain olivine crystals (Fig. 4.7d) 

(3) Transitional: smooth to corrugated surfaces, glassy, microvesicular-vesicular clasts from highly 

to very poorly vesicular, which contain olivine crystals (Fig. 4.7c); transitional clasts embed in 

their morphology features that are present in the previously described glassy components with 

diverse degree of mixing; 

(4) Free olivine crystals and fragments (Fig. 4.7e).  

 

Free olivine crystal contents estimated in the deposits are consistent across the entire sequence at 

around 20 wt% average (Fig. 4.6). Olivine fragments and crystals are excluded from further 
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componentry analysis, due to the clast size chosen for the analysis (16-32 mm). Bulk estimates of 

olivine content in Outcrop 1 beds are presented in Figure 4.6. Vesicular and transitional glassy 

clasts (1 and 3) are interpreted to be ‘juvenile’ clasts as their fluidal morphologies and glassy 

texture reflect the fragmentation of molten lava. Dense glassy clasts are also interpreted as 

‘juvenile’ clasts because of their clear groundmass, and the absence of abundant microlites within 

the groundmass. Dense aphanitic clasts show significant similarities (such as microcrystalline 

opaque groundmass and corrugated portions of their surface as typical outer ‘a‘ā lava surface) to 

already solidified ‘a‘ā lava and are interpreted to be ‘non-juvenile’ clasts. Dense microcrystalline 

clasts have mostly large clast size above 32 mm in diameter in Outcrop 1, and their abundance in 

the clast size range 16-32 mm in the deposits are <5 vol.%. Thus, non-juvenile dense aphanitic 

clasts were not accounted for in the componentry analysis presented here and in Figure 4.7a; only 

dense glassy clasts have been considered.  

 

Componentry within Outcrop 1 

 

Componentry of 16-32 mm clasts at Outcrop 1 is presented in Figure 4.7a. Clasts within F2 (poorly 

sorted lapilli to ash-rich laminated beds) were too small (<16 mm) and not analysed. Considering 

componentry analyses for the entire Outcrop 1, it is possible to note that there is no distinctive 

componentry for any facies analysed. However, variation in component abundances can be traced 

with stratigraphic height. A general increase in transitional clast abundance and a decrease in dense 

clast abundance have been observed from the bottom to the top of Outcrop 1 (Fig. 4.7a). Vesicular 

clast abundances showed a more fluctuating trend. An increase in vesicular clast abundance has 

been observed from unit D to the bottom of unit B (46 sample), although unit C shows slightly 

more variability (Fig. 4.7a). With increasing stratigraphic height, the abundance of vesicular clasts 

decreases to the top of unit B (27 sample, lowest abundance), followed by a sharp increase in 

abundance in unit A at the top of Outcrop 1 (Fig. 4.7a). Considering each unit, an increase in the 

abundance of dense clasts is visible in Fig. 4.7a, and the strongest increases are visible in units D, C 

and B.   

 

In detail, unit D has high concentrations (about 35 modal% to 40 modal%) of dense clasts 

(excluding 79) relative to transitional (about 30 modal% to 40 modal%) and vesicular clasts (about 

20 modal% to 30 modal%) (Fig. 4.7a). Moving up the stratigraphic sequence, samples 57, 67and 

46from the unit C and bottom unit B, show an abundance (about 30 modal% to 40 modal%) of 

vesicular clasts and lower abundance of dense clasts (about 20 modal% to 30 modal%), and same 
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transitional clast abundance (slightly higher than 40 modal%) (Fig. 4.7a). The samples from 

to27from the unit B show a gradual increase in dense clasts associated with a decrease in 

vesicular clasts (Fig. 4.7a). Samples within unit A (04–19 samples) show a trend of increasing 

abundance of dense clasts upwards (from about 5 modal% to 25 modal%) and a slight decrease in 

abundance of transitional (about 55 modal% to 45 modal%) and vesicular (about 40 modal% to 30 

modal%) clasts (Fig. 4.7a).  

 

4.6 CLAST MORPHOLOGY ANALYSIS  

 

The analysis for circularity on (coarse) clasts from selected and representative beds throughout 

Outcrop 1 has highlighted different values of circularity for clasts from different facies (Fig. 4.8). 

The morphological analyses using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012) shows that clasts from 

F3 and F2 have the highest values of roundness in comparison with clasts from F1 (Fig. 4.8). Clasts 

from F1 are the most irregular (Fig. 4.8).  

 

4.7 PYROCLAST DENSITY ANALYSIS 

  

Juvenile clast density analysis was performed on 14 samples of 100 clasts collected from the entire 

Outcrop 1 (Fig. 4.5a). The density of pyroclasts is affected by the volume of the large olivine 

crystals contained in the pyroclasts and by pyroclast vesicularity.  

Pyroclast density graphs show unimodal and bimodal distributions (Fig. 4.5a). Pyroclast density 

distributions correlate better with stratigraphic units than facies. However, different trends can be 

observed within the same stratigraphic unit as well (Fig. 4.5a). Pyroclast density distributions in F1 

have unimodal and bimodal characters, and modal peaks from 1,700 to 2,200 kg/m3 for the bimodal 

distributions, and between 1,800 and 2,000 kg/m3 for the unimodal distributions (Fig. 4.5a). F3 

samples density distributions also show both unimodal and bimodal (main) characters. F3 modal 

peaks are in the same range of F1 for the bimodal distributions, and between 1,800 and 1,900 kg/m3 

for the unimodal distributions (Fig. 4.5a). Samples 1913and 04 from unit A show a shift from 

unimodal to bimodal distribution with stratigraphic height over 102 cm, coupled with a gradual 

increase in density with a peak at 1,800 kg/m3 to 2,000 and 2,200 kg/m3 (Fig. 4.5a). This shift can 

be traced in the unit A samples componentry distribution diagram defined by an increase in dense 

pyroclasts (Fig. 4.7a). Pyroclasts from the units B and C are highly variable in both modal 

distribution and modal density. The sequence 4627(unit B)over 157 cm of stratigraphic 

height shows a systematic increase in pyroclast density, yet highly variable modes and ranges (Fig. 
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4.5a). This trend can be correlated with the componentry data that show a gradual increase in dense 

clasts and an associated decrease in vesicular clasts in the same sequence portion (Fig. 4.7a). An 

increase in modal density with time (bottom unit to top) has been observed in both units A and B 

(Figs. 4.5a, c). Unit D data show mostly bimodal density distributions and a slight increase in the 

modal peaks density has been observed from the bottom to the top of the unit (from 1,700 and 2,000  

kg/m3 to 1,900 and 2,200 kg/m3), excluding sample 79which shows unimodal distribution and 

main mode at 1,800 kg/m3 (Fig. 4.5a). The high density modal peaks measured are associated with 

the large concentration in dense clasts in unit D (Fig. 4.7a).   

 

4.8 LITTORAL CONE RECONSTRUCTION   

  

From the available visual information and open source satellite images (Google Earth 2015, Image 

2013 IGN-France and Image 2013 DigitalGlobe), a temporal reconstruction of the littoral cone 

morphology including estimates of its shape, area and volume was made (Fig. 4.10). The littoral 

cone structure is a nested, half cone built by on-land deposition of tephra (Figs. 4.2; 4.3; 4.10). 

After deposition of the littoral cone products, subsequent lava flows (in detail on 7th , 10th and 14th  

– 19th April; see Fig. 4.3) rapidly covered and partially hid the complete littoral half-cone structure 

(Figs. 4.3; 4.4a). From the visual information available, it seems that the littoral cone was formed 

during four main depositional phases.  

After a major summit caldera collapse event on the 5th April, an increase in the lava output was 

observed at Piton Tremblet. The greater discharge produced lava flows that reached the coast and 

increased the area of the lava delta. One lava flow produced in this period of high discharge reached 

the coast and triggered hydro-volcanic explosive activity. Thus, the first depositional phase is 

associated with the beginning of the littoral explosive activity on the 6th April (morning) and the 

building of the northern-most half-cone structure. This half-cone is characterised by a north-

directed main deposition axis, gently slopes and a significant volume of deposits and stratigraphic 

height (Fig. 4.10). Outcrop 1 is an integral part of the first phase of building of the northernmost 

cone. The second depositional phase on the same day is characterised by the mainly west to north-

northeast emplacement of tephra; the deposits built a second half-cone structure southward of the 

first one, and characterised by northwest-directed main deposition axis, low-angle slopes and 

moderate volume (Fig. 4.10). The third depositional phase during the 6th April is characterised by 

the emplacement of tephra towards the North due to a shift of the explosive site southward, building 

a low-profile half-cone structure that is defined by almost horizontal dips and low volume (Fig. 

4.10). The fourth depositional phase on the 6th April (late afternoon/evening?) is associated with a 
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further change of the explosive site towards the South, and produced the southern-most half-cone 

structure characterised by the radial deposition of tephra, gentle slopes, and moderate volumes (Fig. 

4.10). No available records show how the explosive activity ended. However, stratigraphy and post-

activity records suggest that a sudden event prevented the continuation of the explosive activity. 

The southern-most half-cone was cross-cut by a lava flow that reached the sea, as visible in pictures 

taken on the 7th April, subsequent to the end of the explosive activity (Fig. 4.2).  

The four depositional phases generated a nested cone structure on the lava delta in less than 24 

hours on the 6th April (Fig. 4.10). Due to the morphology of the lava flow at the entry, the northern 

half-cone site seems better developed in terms of tephra accumulation and stratigraphic structures 

than the other half-cones which formed later (Fig. 4.10). The formation of the nested structure of 

the littoral cone is associated with the gradual southward shift of the site of the explosions.  

 

 

Fig. 4.10 Reconstruction of the 2007 PdF littoral cone morphology (cartoon not to scale), explosive activity 

and depositional phases from pictures taken during and immediately after the explosive activity: purple area 

on the right side is the first depositional phase, the deposition timeline advances leftwards. Outcrop 1 is 

located in the northernmost structure (purple) in proximity of the coast and belongs to the first depositional 

phase.  

 

4.8.1 Littoral cone dimensions  

 

The area and volume of the littoral nested half-cone deposits were estimated from pictures taken 

during and immediately after the end of the hydro-volcanic explosive activity. The entire littoral 

nested half-cone had a half-elliptical shape, an area of approximately 0.01 km2 and an estimated 

volume of 134,000 m3 on-land. 
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4.8.2 Modelling ballistic ejection velocities 

 

The physical data constrained from syn-eruptive images and estimated data using the EJECT! 

software (Mastin 2001) show a positive correlation and indicate a maximum ejection height 

(vertical) for 10 cm diameter clasts above the vent of 133 m (+/–1 m) and a maximum ejection 

height of 67 m (+/–3 m) for 30 cm diameter clasts (Table 4.2). Estimates of expulsion velocities 

given by EJECT! are 56.5 m/s (+/–0.5 m/s) for 10 cm diameter clasts and 35 m/s (+/–0.5 m/s) for 

30 cm diameter clasts (Table 4.2). In addition, tephra dispersal reaches 210 m (+/–30 m) from the 

vent and the maximum landing point for the maximum clast size is 122 m (+/–2 m). The 

estimations of ejection velocity and maximum ejection heights show the significant explosiveness 

achieved by the 2007 PdF hydro-volcanic activity.  

 

Table 4.2: 

Comparison of ejection velocities among littoral cones worldwide: 

Main eruptive style & location Ejection velocity (m/s) Plume/Fountain height (m) 

 

Tephra jets (Hawaii) * 1.0 – 15 6 – 40  

Bubble burst (Hawaii) * n/a 15 – >100  

Littoral lava fountains (Hawaii) * 25 – 45 >100 

Tephra jets (PdF 2007) 35 – 56.5 67 - 133 

   

*Data for the period 1992-1994 from Mattox and Mangan (1997) and for the 1919 Mauna Loa littoral cone 

from Moore and Ault (1965). 

 

 

4.9 DISCUSSION 

 

The Discussion is focused on four points: 1) confirming the rootless nature of the coastal explosive 

activity that occurred on 6th April at the PdF volcano, 2) investigating the fragmentation process and 

the hydro-volcanic signature of the deposits; 3) constraining particle transport mechanisms that 

were involved in the hydro-volcanic explosive activity and their temporal evolution; 4) comparing 

the 2007 PdF littoral cone with other littoral cones worldwide. 
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4.9.1 The PdF coastal explosive activity of 6th April 2007 

 

Observations of the coastal explosive activity of 6th April 2007 show white to transparent steam 

columns, tephra fallout from the vertical plumes, ‘rooster-tail’ explosions, and base surges. The 

formation of the four nested half-cones was rapid (< 24 hrs). Such activity had not been observed in 

any previous rootless activities at PdF volcano (Marie 2002; Staudacher et al. 2016), which gave 

rise to the question about whether or not the littoral cone explosive activity was produced by 

primary phreatomagmatic activity. The following observations and data strongly suggest that the 

explosive activity and formation of the littoral cone were associated with lava-water interaction 

(rootless activity):  

1) The site of the explosive activity is exactly located on the axis of the lava flow entry site into the 

sea, and the on-land nested half-cones are strictly associated with the lava flow entry site (Fig. 4.1). 

Depositional reconstruction of the activity which built the nested half-cones structure suggests a 

southward migration with time of the interaction site between lava and water given by change in the 

entry site of the lava (Fig. 4.10), rather than a change in the primary eruptive site. In contrast, 

coastal primary phreatomagmatic deposits would not be associated with lavas and would have a 

ring-like morphology (e.g. Chough and Sohn 1990; Mattson 2010). 

2) The low content of extremely fine ash (<63 m) in the 2007 PdF deposits (1.4 wt% on average 

for the entire analysed sequence), supports the rootless nature of the explosive eruptive activity 

because primary phreatomagmatic deposits have typically high content (>10 wt%) of extremely fine 

ash  (Walker 1992). 

3) Calculated estimates of the ejection velocities of ballistics from the 2007 PdF littoral activity (35 

to 56.5 m/s) are significantly inferior than typical primary phreatomagmatic explosive activity 

which is characterised by ejection velocities above 75 m/s (Zimanowski 1998).   

4) Md versus graphic standard deviation for rootless hydro-volcanic and primary 

phreatomagmatic deposits from different littoral events in Hawaii (Sandhills and Puu Hou; Walker 

1992) suggests similarities between Hawaiian rootless littoral events and PdF littoral activity  

respect to higher graphic standard deviation values and lower Md of phreatomagmatic activity 

(Puu Mahana; Walker 1992) (Fig. 4.9f).  

5) No evidence of seismic, deformation, or magma rise events was recorded by the OVPF 

monitoring system nor by successive investigations at the location of the explosive activity (Peltier 

et al. 2009-a,b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016; Michon et al. 2016b), hence, definitely 

excluding the possibility of primary phreatomagmatic activity at the littoral cone site. 
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4.9.2 Insights about fragmentation and hydro-volcanic signature from deposits investigation   

 

At PdF in 2007, the magma first erupted explosively at Piton Tremblet forming pyroclasts which 

then agglutinated and coalesced to form channel-fed ‘a‘ā. ‘A‘ā lava flowed about 2.5 km downslope 

to the site of lava-water interaction. Hydro-volcanic explosive lava-water interaction ensued, and 

the locally erupted pyroclasts were then transported to the depositional site via lateral or vertical 

transport.  

Lapilli (16-32 mm) pyroclast morphologies demonstrate ductile deformation at the lava-water 

interaction surface and subsequently caused mainly by steam, as suggested by air-drag-shaped clast 

(fluidal) morphology and major or partial smooth clast rims (vesicular and transitional 

components). Post-fragmentation volume expansion in the pyroclasts is evidenced by the 

observation of bread-crust cracks on the clast exteriors. The final pyroclast shapes were also 

influenced by brittle breakage and abrasion related to particle collisions during transport after 

quenching.  

 

Comparing basaltic ‘dry’ explosive, phreatomagmatic and hydro-volcanic products  

 

Deposits and pyroclasts observed in Outcrop 1 have peculiar characters that differentiate them from 

basaltic ‘dry’ explosive products and from phreatomagmatic products. Outcrop 1 lapilli pyroclasts 

(16-32 mm) have particular morphologies from fluidal to irregular to blocky with variable 

vesicularities. In particular, highly microvesicular glassy clasts were observed. Outcrop 1 pyroclast 

morphologies can be associated with ‘juvenile’ (clear glassy components: vesicular, dense and 

transitional) and ‘non-juvenile’ particles (dense basalt fragments) (Fig. 4.7).  

 

Pyroclasts morphologies in Outcrop 1 are almost identical to clasts morphologies found in other 

rootless littoral cones worldwide: angular to scalloped highly vesicular clasts, subangular to fluidal 

transitional clasts with smooth surface and variable vesicularity, dense blocky glassy clasts with low 

or absence of vesicularity (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Kokelaar 1986; Walker 1992; 

Mattox and Mangan 1997; this work). Scarce presence of solidified lava (aphyric and oceanitic) 

particles has been observed in Outcrop 1, as present in other rootless littoral deposits in which lava 

clasts and lithic clasts derived from lava delta/bench contents are in majority scarcely present or 

absent (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Kokelaar 1986; Walker 1992; Mattox and Mangan 

1997). However, other rootless littoral deposits present agglutinated spatter lapilli/bombs-rich levels 
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intercalated to the hydro-volcanic deposits (e.g. Fisher 1968; Mattox and Mangan 1997) that are not 

present in Outcrop 1. Primary phreatomagmatic (and, in particular, surtseyan) clasts are similar to 

the rootless hydro-volcanic clasts, but differentiate from them due to the significant presence of 

plate-like, and bulbous to moss-like clasts in the deposits (Waters and Fisher 1971; Heiken 1974; 

Wohletz 1983; Kokelaar 1986). In addition, large abundance of inclusions of pre-erupted or host-

rock material in lapilli and bombs or as free particles, as well as the presence of accretionary lapilli, 

are found in phreatomagmatic deposits (Kokelaar 1986), in comparison to rootless littoral deposits. 

‘Dry’ explosive products from strombolian activity are different from hydro-volcanic and 

phreatomagmatic products, and are characterised by the presence of fluidal with smooth clear glassy 

surface to irregular glassy to microcrystalline scoria to blocky particles (sideromelane and 

tachylite), and moderate to low vesicularity with millimetre to centimetre-sized vesicles (Polacci et 

al. 2006; Taddeucci et al. 2015). 

 

Grain size data obtained from Outcrop 1 showed an affinity with the very limited available data 

from others rootless hydro-volcanic deposits (Fig. 4.9f) and appear distinct from data that relate to 

primary phreatomagmatic (surtseyan) deposits and strombolian deposits (Fig. 4.9e). 

Phreatomagmatic deposits have higher concentration in ash and in particular in fine ash <63 m 

(>10 wt%; Walker 1992) than rootless hydro-volcanic deposits (1-2 wt%; this work and Walker 

1992). Median clast diameter for Outcrop 1 is less than 3 mm for the large majority of the deposits 

and sorting coefficient is between about 2.5 and 1. Similar values were calculated for the other 

rootless littoral deposits worldwide (Fisher 1968; Walker 1992; Mattox and Mangan 1997). 

Phreatomagmatic deposits commonly have higher variability in mean clast diameter from 10 to >4 

mm (Walker 1992; Murtagh 2011, Murtagh and White 2013; Moorhouse and White 2016) than 

rootless hydro-volcanic products, although sorting values are in the same range as defined by the 

phreatomagmatic field (Houghton and Gonnermann 2008) in Figure 4.9d. ‘Dry’ strombolian 

deposits have their own character and are commonly characterised by gaussian unimodal grain size 

distribution and are relatively coarse (median diameter 16-64 mm), with moderate sorting (between 

1 and 2) and minimal ash abundance (Houghton and Gonnermann 2008). The strombolian deposits 

grain size characteristics clearly differentiate these deposits from rootless hydro-volcanic and 

phreatomagmatic deposits. Therefore, rootless hydro-volcanic deposits and products have peculiar 

characteristics that permit their recognition in comparison to phreatomagmatic and strombolian 

deposits.   
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Fragmentation process 

 

Visual records of the PdF littoral activity confirm that steam explosions were responsible for lava 

fragmentation. The dominant presence of smooth to corrugated external clast surfaces (transitional 

and vesicular components) among the juvenile lapilli, and the observations of bread-crust cracks are 

evidence that most of the lava was above the glass transition temperature at the moment of 

fragmentation, so that the clast shape and textures could be modified post-fragmentation. The 

observations do not show immediate pervasive quenching and solidification of the juvenile lapilli 

pyroclasts by steam at the lava-water interaction surface.  

 

4.9.3 Facies interpretation   

 

Particle transport mechanisms 

 

Facies 3 (Poorly sorted cross bedded ash-rich beds) 

 

Facies 3 is characterised by poorly to moderately sorted fine ash-rich (<0.25 mm) lenses with cross 

bedding structures (dune-like) (Table 4.1; Figs. 4.5c, g). The cross beds show no evidence of lower 

erosive action on the underlying deposits. These deposits are comparable to typical base surge 

deposits observed at Capelinhos and Taal volcanoes by Waters and Fisher (1971) and described by 

Chough and Sohn (1990), Cole (1991) (pyroclastic surge deposits sand-wave stuctures type ‘a’ and 

‘d’), and Moorhouse and White (2016) (phreatomagmatic, ‘dry’ and ‘moist’ surge). Fine-tail grain 

size distribution is very common among dilute pyroclastic density current (PDC) deposits (e.g. 

Dellino and La Volpe 2000, Gurioli et al. 2002, Sulpizio et al. 2007 and Moorhouse and White 

2016). The littoral cone fine-tail distribution graphs show a slightly coarser character than other 

similar dilute PDC deposits found in the above cited literature. This character may be due to the 

relatively short distance of the sampling site from the vent (about 250 m) (Waters and Fisher 1971: 

>500 m; Chough and Sohn 1990: >300 m; Dellino and La Volpe 2000: >1 km; Gurioli et al. 2002: 

>5 km; Sulpizio et al. 2007: >2 km; Moorhouse and White 2016: >300 m). The slightly coarser 

character of the deposits influences also median diameter (Md) and sorting coefficient () data 

for F3, in which only few samples fit the base surge deposits field defined by Crowe and Fisher 

(1973) and most of the facies representative samples are in proximity of the same field (Fig. 4.9d). 

Lapilli (16-32 mm) in F3 have mostly dense and transitional character with a higher degree of 
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roundness of the clast surface in comparison with particles from other facies (Fig. 4.8) that suggests 

a more pervasive abrasive action during their emplacement. Facies 3 depositional and grain size 

characters suggest that the deposition was from hot, low-particle-concentration, turbulent density 

currents, most likely pyroclastic surges. 

  

Facies 2 (Poorly sorted lapilli to ash-rich laminated beds) 

 

Facies 2 shows sorting values less than 1.6, thin, laterally continuous to lenticular beds that decrease 

in thickness with distance from the vent (Table 4.1; Figs. 4.5c; 4.9d). The average clast size is 

around 1 mm (Fig. 4.9d) and the beds are mostly fines-rich. Unimodal (about gaussian) grain size 

distributions (Fig. 4.9a) of beds belonging to the F2 is dominant. A unimodal distribution is 

commonly shown by pyroclastic fall deposits due to efficient particle sorting during the process of 

transport (e.g. Dellino and La Volpe 1995). F2  versus Md data show values in the range of 

other known tephra fall deposits (e.g. Fisher 1964; Walker 1971; Cobenas et al. 2012) and basaltic 

hydro-volcanic fall deposits (Wohletz 1983) (Fig. 4.9d). F2 beds are moderately to well sorted. 

Particles are mostly irregular to sub-rounded (Fig. 4.8), which suggests that abrasive action during 

their emplacement was not dominant, but present. Unimodal distributions, good sorting and 

moderate particle shape modification suggest deposition dominated by pyroclastic fall for F2. The 

lenticular character of some of the F2 beds could be related to erosion by subsequent surges. 

  

 Facies 1 (Very poorly sorted block- to lapilli-rich beds) 

 

Facies 1 is characterised by very poorly to poorly sorted (values in the range 1.5 to 2.3), and mostly 

lenticular to laterally continuous, block- to lapilli-rich beds (Table 4.1; Figs. 4.5c; 4.9d). Median 

grain size data show that F1 particles are between 1 to 3 mm which is coarser than the other facies 

(Fig. 4.8d). F1 also includes the largest maximum diameter clasts (Figs. 4.6). The grain size 

distributions of F1 samples show in majority coarse-tail grain size distributions (Fig. 4.9b). The 

grain size data ( versus Md) of samples within this facies fit with the fall field of Walker 

(1971) and in the basaltic hydro-volcanic fall field of Wohletz (1983), however with a coarser 

population of clasts (Fig. 4.9d). Median grain size and sorting coefficient values confirm that F1 

deposits belong to the fall transport method but indicate a clear difference compared to F2 (Fig. 

4.9d). Lapilli (16-32 mm) in F1 are in majority constituted by transitional clasts with fluctuations in 

the abundances of vesicular and dense clasts (Fig. 4.7). The majority of the components have 

irregular morphology (Figs. 4.8a, c) which indicates that post-fragmentation physical abrasion 
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during transport was minimal. F1 shows in several cases reverse and symmetric grading (reverse to 

normal) (Fig. 4.5c). High coarse particle abundance, very poor sorting and irregular-shaped 

particles and deposition in a lenticular fashion in beds with tens of centimetres in thickness and 

internal grading suggest directed deposition of particles heterogeneous in size. Thus, it is likely that 

F1 deposits were produced by directed tephra jets. The same grain size, particle characteristics and 

depositional features were noted in Hawaiian tephra jet deposits by Mattox and Mangan (1997) and 

inferred for the Hawaiian Sandhills littoral cone deposits by Walker (1992). 

 

4.9.4 Temporal variation in particle transport mechanisms  

 

Three different particle transport mechanisms (surge, fall and tephra jets) have been interpreted for 

the facies present in Outcrop 1. Variation in grain size, clast morphology, component abundances 

and density with stratigraphic height (and therefore time) are present. Facies variations with time 

can be associated with changes in the eruptive activity that could be inferred from visual records 

analysis, showing pyroclastic fall activity triggering base surges and followed by a period of intense 

tephra jet activity. Temporal changes in clast density are observed in the analysed particles from 

Outcrop 1. In particular, a slight increase in density with time can be observed in unit D, and a clear 

increase in density is evident within unit B and unit A (Fig. 4.5a). This temporal variation are 

associated with an increase in dense clast component abundance (unit D, unit B and unit A), which 

can be also associated with a decrease in vesicular clasts abundance (unit B) (Fig. 4.7a). The 

temporal variability in clast density and in the proportions of clast components observed in Outcrop 

1 could be associated with the type of explosive activity and its relation to the source. The increase 

in density associated with increase in dense component abundance could suggest that the lava-water 

interaction and subsequent explosion affected portions of the molten lava flow with scarce presence 

of volatiles (bubble-poor), such as the inner lower portion of the lava (as suggested by ‘a‘ā lava 

flows cross-sectional vesicle distribution study by Polacci and Papale 1997), which underwent 

brittle fragmentation at the contact with seawater, as can be suggested by the increase in juvenile 

dense clasts in the deposits with time. Unit D at the base of the stratigraphy is dominated by ‘dry’ 

and/or ‘moist’ surge deposits (F3) and is overlain by tephra jets deposits (F1) that make up unit C 

(Figs. 4.5c; 4.6).  F3 ‘dry’ surge deposits form the upper part of unit C (Figs. 4.5c; 4.6). With 

stratigraphic height, tephra jet deposits (F1) are more common, forming unit B (Figs. 4.5c; 4.6). Fall 

deposits, F2, in lower unit A overlie the tephra jet deposits of unit B, and are overlain by tephra jet 

deposits (F1), that form mid-upper unit A (Figs. 4.5c; 4.6). Deposition was very rapid considering 
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the entire duration of the activity, <12 hours, and the stratigraphic sequence thickness of >6 m 

during the 2007 PdF littoral hydro-volcanic explosive activity.  

 

4.9.5 Comparison with other rootless littoral cones  

 

Lava-fed rootless littoral cones have been produced at the Piton de la Fournaise volcano before 

2007. The most recent events since the implementation of OVPF took place in January 2002 and 

August-October 2004 when lava reached the ocean and mild explosive activity produced small (few 

tens of metres in diameter) littoral cones (Staudacher et al. 2016). These cones were rapidly eroded 

and no samples or data were collected at the time of formation. Numerous other littoral cones were 

probably formed during the 500,000 years of PdF history, but are not exposed or preserved.    

Rootless littoral cones also occur at other basaltic volcanoes worldwide, such as at Mauna Loa and 

Kilauea (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Walker 1992; Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996; Mattox and 

Mangan 1997).  

 

Rootless littoral cones associated with tube-fed lava 

 

Mattox and Mangan (1997) characterised eruptive styles for lavatube-fed littoral explosive activity 

using observations between 1992 and 1994 in Hawaii. Their measurements in terms of the 

maximum plume height and ejection velocities (between 1.0 and 45 m/s) are significantly lower 

than the 2007 PdF littoral cone activity (35 to 56.5 m/s) (Table 4.2). Mattox and Mangan’s (1997) 

data referred to a different parent lava morphology (tube-fed type) compared to the 2007 PdF event 

(‘a‘ā-fed type). The Hawaiian activity also involved different entry style (due to lava bench 

collapse), very different lava flux rates (> 4 m3/s: Mattox and Mangan 1997; > 200 m3/s for the 6th 

April 2007 PdF lava flow: Staudacher et al. 2009) and contact area section (0.78 m2: Mattox and 

Mangan 1997; ~75 m2 for the 6th April 2007 PdF lava flow). The lower values of maximum plume 

height and ejection velocity measured during 1992-1994 littoral cone explosions in Hawaii reflect 

the different lava morphology and physical parameters involved in interactions between tube-fed 

lava and water. 

 

‘A‘ā-fed rootless littoral cone comparison 

 

Puu Hou, Sandhills and the rootless cone built by the 1919 Mauna Loa lavas are the result of 

channel-fed ‘a‘ā lavas entering the ocean (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Walker 1992). 
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Therefore, these cones are more comparable to the PdF 2007 littoral cone than tube-fed littoral 

cones. The Puu Hou activity that took place in 1868 was the result of a flank eruption of channel-

fed lavas (mainly basaltic to >30% olivine-phyric, transitional-‘a‘ā  to ‘a‘ā ) from Mauna Loa which 

built a nested littoral cone structure (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968). Sandhills activity and 

littoral cone formation resulted from the olivine-phyric ‘a‘ā lavas which reached the ocean during 

the flank eruption of Kilauea in 1840. Unfortunately, there are few data on the physical parameters 

of the lava source (such as temperature, lava flux rate, etc.) and explosiveness (such as plume 

height, ejection velocity, etc.) of the lava-water interaction. Moore and Ault (1965) highlighted that 

the length of the lava contact section was equal to 800 m and estimated a lava flow velocity of ~ 

15.5 m/s down slope before the lava reached the ocean at Puu Hou, and about the same lava-water 

contact length was present at Sandhills. The explosive activity at both Puu Hou and Sandhills 

continued for more than 10 days producing a large volume of tephra (Moore and Ault 1965). The 

length of contact section, the lava flow velocity, the total duration of the activity, and tephra 

volumes are greater than those estimated and measured for 2007 PdF littoral cone in this work, 

which lasted less than 24 hours. The 1919 Mauna Loa lavas produced a littoral cone which may be 

comparable with 2007 PdF in terms of size and deposits (Moore and Ault 1965). However, the 1919 

Mauna Loa littoral cone was built in 10 days of activity and ejection velocities of tephra jets, based 

on Moore and Ault (1965) particle sizes and syn-eruptive observations, are estimated to have been 

10-15 m/s, greatly inferior to those determined for the 2007 PdF littoral activity (Table 4.2).  

 

Comparison of waning phase activity 

 

The Hawaiian examples of ‘a‘ā-fed littoral cones (Moore and Ault 1965; Fisher 1968; Walker 

1992), and the tube-fed littoral cones (Jurado-Chichay et al. 1996) changed from hydro-volcanic 

explosive activity to lava spattering during their waning phases. Waning phases with their peculiar 

activity were also observed in the building of the littoral nested cones structure. The change was 

suggested to be a result of less efficient lava-water interactions. Beds of spatter and welded deposits 

are not observed in the 2007 PdF littoral cone deposits, although four nested half-cones were 

formed. Observation and sampling of the sequence produced by the fourth (and last) half-cone 

forming phase (red in Fig. 4.10) of the 2007 PdF littoral cone was not possible, however visual 

records do not show emplacement of spatter or intercalated lavas. The building of the four nested 

half-cones at 2007 PdF has been interpreted as due to migration of the lava-water interaction site 

given by possible variations in the source path upstream and/or the decrease in the lava discharge 

rate. The observational and deposit data show that lava-water interaction was uniform at the end of 
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the 2007 PdF littoral activity. Observation of the syn-eruptive records showed that a decrease in 

discharge occurred at Piton Tremblet from 6th to 7th April, as also noted in Coppola et al. (2009) and 

in Michon et al. (2011), and the lava flow paths changed with time as well. However, no timely 

coincident records are available to show what happened in the littoral nested half-cones location and 

the ending of the explosive activity. It is possible to suggest that a drastic change in the lava 

discharge and/or the lava flow path upstream prevented the continuation of the explosive activity  

 

Thus, the 2007 littoral cone was a significant event in terms of explosiveness for a rootless littoral 

eruption and these considerations suggest that littoral cone explosive activity was more rapid and 

more energetic, but less voluminous than for olivine-phyric ‘a‘ā-fed Hawaiian rootless littoral 

activity.    

 

4.10 CONCLUSION 

 

Results collected from this work show that the significant coastal explosive activity that took place 

during the 2007 PdF eruption was rootless in nature. A fountain-fed ‘a‘ā lava reached the sea 

triggering significant hydro-volcanic explosive activity. The 2007 PdF littoral eruptive activity 

involved southward-stepped phases (four in total) that built four nested littoral half-ellipsoid cones 

in less than 24 hours. Outcrop 1 comprise three facies produced by different particle transport 

styles. The particle transport styles identified are tephra jets, fall, and surges. Temporal changes in 

transport and deposition where constrained in Outcrop 1, from predominant surges, which emplaced 

and formed cross beds at the beginning of the activity, to mainly tephra jets, which subsequently 

emplaced coarse-particles-rich lenticular beds, intercalated by a brief pyroclastic fall dominant 

phase among the tephra jet activity. Mixing between seawater and the molten lava led to the 

production of three morphologically different particles (vesicular, dense and transitional clasts) that 

depending on their transport style showed diverse degree of roundness. The rootless littoral 

explosions stopped abruptly after <24 hours. The results suggest the 2007 PdF hydro-volcanic 

explosive activity was more powerful than other recent Hawaiian littoral cones and comparable 

with historical Hawaiian littoral cones, however showing more rapid accumulation and less 

voluminous character. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
 
The March-April 2007 eruption at Piton de la Fournaise: 

relationships among events and interpretations of the volcano 

plumbing system 

 

5.1 RELATIONSHIPS AMONG EVENTS OF THE APRIL 2007 ERUPTIVE PHASE 

 

The April 2007 eruptive phase was characterised by diverse events that occurred in different areas 

of the Piton de la Fournaise edifice: fountaining and lava effusion at the flank vent, summit caldera 

collapse associated with explosive eruptions and landslides, and rootless hydro-volcanic explosive 

activity at the coast. In the previous chapters, the different eruptive activities were presented, 

analysed and constrained. In this chapter, relationships among the different eruptive activities are 

highlighted. 

 

5.1.1 Relationships between Piton Tremblet activity and summit caldera collapse phases 

 

During the April 2007 eruptive activity, a sudden increase in the Piton Tremblet eruptive activity 

and lava discharge rate (on 6th April) subsequent to the first phase of the PdF summit caldera 

collapse (between the 5th and 6th April) was noted and relationships were hypothesised (Michon et 

al. 2007; Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009). The caldera collapse phases, the volcano 

plumbing system dynamics, and the variability of the eruptive manifestations at the flank-vent 

constitute the dynamical scenario of April 2007 eruption. The availability of a considerable number 

of syn-eruptive pictures and recordings, in association with recordings from the PdF webcam 

monitoring network, provided the opportunity to constrain the change in the Piton Tremblet 

eruptive activity in relation to the summit collapse phases during the April 2007 eruptive period. 

The constraints and detailed observations can highlight the volcano plumbing system responses to 

the perturbations and clearly define the relationship between Piton Tremblet and summit caldera 

collapse, which was not solved in previous studies. 
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Investigating the relationships through syn-eruptive records 

 

Comparison among all the available recordings (pictures and videos) from the OVPF database was 

performed considering acquisition time for the period between the 5th and 19th April. No recordings 

were available for Piton Tremblet and volcano summit during the first caldera collapse phase, 

which occurred at 20:48 GMT on the 5th April. On the 6th April, Piton Tremblet showed its peak 

activity with fountains 300–350 m in height, as observed between 6:59 and 11:49 GMT (Table 5.1). 

Increases in the eruptive activity (fountain height) and discharge rate were recorded. Hydro-

volcanic explosive activity was observed at the coast, where lavas from Piton Tremblet interacted 

with the sea, building a littoral cone. Several caldera collapse events occurred, affecting different 

portions of the summit crater from 12:38 GMT on the 6th April onwards (Chapter 3). During the 7th 

April, a change in the Piton Tremblet fountain from two inclined jets (two vents) to vertical (two 

vents) was recorded around 7:00 GMT, maintaining the same maximum height of 220 m (Table 

5.1). On the volcano summit, recordings and pictures showed a significant collapse-related 

explosive phase at 5:00 GMT, and subsequent collapse-related explosive phases. During 8th April, 

the Piton Tremblet fountain showed fluctuating behaviour from 180 m height fountain to mild 

spattering, whereas in the Dolomieu caldera, only minor landslide-related collapses occurred. On 

the 9th April in the period from 3:49 to 7:37 GMT, Piton Tremblet activity was steadier and 

fountains fluctuated between 70 and 150 m in height. During this period, the Dolomieu caldera 

experienced landslides. Fontaine et al. (2014) reported two caldera collapse increments on the 9th 

April based on tilt data, but they occurred at about 3:00 and 12:00 GMT, outside the period of 

observation. Piton Tremblet activity waned drastically on the 10th April when only mild spattering 

was observed, which continued on the 11th April, whereas landslides and quiescence characterised 

the summit. The 12th April was characterised by a significant summit collapse event that occurred at 

11:05 GMT (Table 5.1). A reactivation of the Piton Tremblet fountain (maximum fountain height 

150 m) with a consequent increase in discharge rate in the period 13:54–14:10 GMT was observed. 

The next five days were mostly characterised by quiescence or minor landslides at the summit, with 

the exception of a collapse increment on the 14th April recorded by geodetic data (Fontaine et al. 

2014), and the collapse of a portion of the northern caldera rim that occurred on the 17th April 

before 9:35 GMT. Piton Tremblet showed waning activity until 19th April when no activity was 

recorded. During the 19th April, the summit experienced rare minor landslide-related collapses 

(such as 05:25:51 and 09:19:45 GMT). Multiple mild avalanches continued to affect the inner scarp 

of Dolomieu caldera onwards. 
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Table 5.1 

PdF 2007 eruptive events chronology 

Events:
Date Time (GMT) Summit Piton Tremblet Littoral cone

18-Feb-07 14:38 Fissural activity within Dolomieu floor + lavas No activity No activity

30-Mar-07 18:50
Weak explosions from fissure at 1900 m a.s.l. 
SE flank + lavas No activity No activity

02-Apr-07 06:00 No activity
Open of the fissure and lava fountain (150 m height) + lavas;
Lava entered the sea at 17:25 GMT. No activity

05-Apr-07 20:48
4.8 magnitude earthquake; 
First caldera collapse phase (NW sector)

Lava fountain (150 m height) + lavas;
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

06-Apr-07 6:59 - 11:49 na
Lava fountain (300-350 m height), increase lava discharge (lavas); 
Lavas still entering the sea.

Hydro-volcanic explosive 
activity building littoral cone

12:38 - 23:59

Caldera collapse events (NE, E plateaux), 
explosive pulses, effusive activity intra-caldera 
wall and floor, landslides na

Hydro-volcanic explosive activity 
building littoral cone

07-Apr-07 5.00 - 7:38

Explosive collapse-related events 
(NE, E, S plateaux), effusive activity 
intra-caldera wall, landslides

Lava fountain (220 m height) from bidirectional to vertical + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

08-Apr-07 4:47 - 7:52 Landslide-related collapses
Lava fountain (180 m height) to mild spattering (15 m height) to 
increase fountain (100 m height) + lavas No activity

09-Apr-07 3:49 - 8.51 Landslide-related collapses, pause
Lava fountain fluctuating (70 - 150 m height) + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

10-Apr-07 6:48 - 23:56 Landslide-related collapses, pause
Mild spattering (5 - 30 m height) + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

11-Apr-07 1:38 - 9:16 Pause
Mild spattering (5 - 20 m height) + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

12-Apr-07 11:05 - 11:14 Collapse event (N-NE Dolomieu plateau and rim) na No activity

11:15 - 14:48
Few explosive collapse-related pulses; 
landslide-related collapses

Reactivation lava fountain (150 m height; 13:54 GMT), increase 
lava discharge + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

13-Apr-07 08:58 - 23:11 Few mild landslide-related collapses and pause na No activity

14-Apr-07 ???? - 11:51 na
Lava fountain (100 m height) to pause or mild spattering + lavas; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity

15-Apr-07 00:00 - 01:18 Pause na No activity
16-Apr-07 00:00 - 00:48 Pause na No activity
17-Apr-07 09:18 - 10:03 Collapse event N Dolomieu rim and pause na No activity

19-Apr-07 03:25 - 09:20 Few mild landslide-related collapses and pause

No activity, outgassing from vents; 
Lavas still entering the sea. No activity  

 

Interpretation of the observed relationships 

 

The comparison between Piton Tremblet activity and Dolomieu caldera collapse events during the 

period 5th–19th April 2007 showed a clear relationship between these events. In particular, after the 

first major collapse of the Dolomieu plateau on the 5th April, an increase in eruptive activity and 

lava discharge at Piton Tremblet was observed, as also cited in the literature (Michon et al. 2007; 

Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009). Furthermore, variations in the Piton Tremblet activity 

during the analysed period can be associated with summit collapse activity. Indeed, a constant 

waning in Piton Tremblet activity was noted from the 6th to 8th April, represented by lowering of 

maximum fountain heights (Table 2.1 in Chapter 2), and of the volumetric discharge rate (Michon 

et al. 2011). This waning trend occurred at the same time as a decrease in summit caldera collapse 

events and a change from collapse-related explosive phases to landslide-related events only (Fig. 
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3.7 in Chapter 3). In addition, collapse-related explosive activity that occurred at 5:00 GMT and 

three subsequent caldera collapse events (5:15, 6:25 and 6:56 GMT) during the 7th April coincided 

with Piton Tremblet two inclined jets (two vents) fountain activity and its subsequent modification 

to a vertical jet path (two vents). The coincidence could be due to adjustments in the volcano 

plumbing system consequent to summit collapse phases, which affected the magma reservoir, rise 

and discharge. On the other hand, the hypothesis of obstructions in the proximity of the vents that 

could modify the fountain direction without being related to the summit area has to be considered as 

well, but the coincidence of summit and Piton Tremblet events seems to support the first argument. 

 

During 8th April, the summit (and the volcano shallow plumbing system) experienced temporary 

stability; only a few minor landslide-related collapses occurred. At the same time waning and 

fluctuating activity occurred at Piton Tremblet. Fluctuating behaviour of the fountain and further 

waning of Piton Tremblet activity characterised the period 9th–11th April. Only mild landslides and 

relative quiescence of the Dolomieu caldera were observed during the same period; however, two 

collapse increments have been interpreted from seismic and geodetic data on 9th April (Fontaine et 

al. 2014). These observations suggest an increase in stability of the volcano edifice and the shallow 

plumbing system. It is on the 12th April that a relationship between Piton Tremblet eruptive activity 

and Dolomieu caldera collapse phases is evident. Subsequent to a significant collapse event that 

occurred at 11:05 GMT at the summit area, a reactivation of the Piton Tremblet eruptive activity 

and discharge rate occurred around 14:00 GMT with an inclined fountain (three vents), feeding 

several lava flows. The caldera collapse could have significantly influenced the plumbing system, 

varying its pressure, and causing a reactivation of the eruptive activity at Piton Tremblet. The 

activity at Piton Tremblet waned after the 12th April, as observed from available recordings, until 

the end on the 19th April. On the summit, a general stable phase was achieved after the 12th April 

and only several minor landslide-related collapses and the collapse of a northern portion of the 

crater rim (on 17th April) occurred. 

 

5.1.2 Relationships among Piton Tremblet fountain, lavas and coastal rootless hydro-volcanic 

explosive activity  

 

Hydro-volcanic explosive activity on the 6th April at the coast was produced by the rootless 

interaction between a hot ‘a‘ā lava flow and seawater and built a nested littoral cone (Chapter 2). 

The channelled ‘a‘ā lava flow was produced by the peak fountain activity of Piton Tremblet. This 

activity was characterised by high discharge rates, >300 m fountain heights and high olivine crystal 
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content tephra and lavas (oceanite) (Chapter 3). Lavas from Piton Tremblet that reached the coast 

prior to the 6th April and after 6th April did not show explosive activity related to lava–water 

interaction. Thus, lavas fed by the peak activity of Piton Tremblet were able to trigger steam 

explosions, which produced three different particle types in the 16-32 mm size range (Chapter 2). 

The rootless eruptive activity at the coast was characterised by three different particle transport 

types (tephra jet, fall, surge; Chapter 2) which emplaced the nested littoral cone. Chapter 2 also 

suggested that modifications in the source lava path and/or decrease in the lava discharge could be 

involved in the sudden ending of the hydro-volcanic explosive activity. 

 

5.2 THE PLUMBING SYSTEM OF PITON DE LA FOURNAISE: A MODEL 

 

This section presents a model of the PdF plumbing system, partially in agreement with the model 

proposed in Michon et al. (2016b). This model shows the feeding zones of the major 2007 eruptive 

phases and their relationships (Fig. 5.1). In the proposed model, the PdF plumbing system is 

structured in four different magma storage zones at different depths (Fig. 5.1). 1) A possible deep 

reservoir below 6 km b.s.l. is inferred to be in the oceanic crust below PdF volcano (e.g.: Battaglia 

et al. 2005; Peltier et al. 2009a; Massin et al. 2011; Michon et al. 2016b) (Fig. 5.1). The deep 

magma rising towards surface with an eastward directed ascent path located below the Bory crater 

between 5 and 3 km b.s.l. (e.g.: Massin et al. 2011; Michon et al. 2016b) (Fig. 5.1). 2) The main 

magma reservoir of PdF is inferred to be a large transient storage zone below the Central Cone 

between 2.5 km b.s.l. and sea level (Michon et al. 2016b) , as suggested by seismic data (Nercessian 

et al. 1996; Prôno et al. 2009) (Fig. 5.1). The storage was recharged just before the 2007 eruptive 

activity (January – 7th March 2007) as suggested by deformation and seismic records given in 

Peltier et al. (2009b), Massin et al. (2011) and Fontaine et al. (2014) (Fig. 5.1). 3) The shallow 

plumbing system below the Dolomieu caldera between sea level and the surface is characterised by 

small and transient magma intrusions, dykes and sills in an intensely fractured zone (e.g.: Peltier et 

al. 2009a; Lénat et al. 2012-a,b; Lénat 2016b; Michon et al. 2016b) (Fig. 5.1). The transient and 

fractured character of the shallow plumbing system is supported in this work (Chapter 3) by the 

interpretation of an intrusion below the northeastern area of the summit in March, prior to the 

caldera collapse (Fig. 5.1). The fractured shallow magma storage zone is also characterised by 

multiple faults due to historical collapse events (Michon et al. 2013). The shallow magma plumbing 

system contains an active hydrothermal system, as observed in this work during the caldera 

collapse-related explosive activity (phreatomagmatic, phreatic) and outgassing manifestations 

(fumaroles, wet talus) (Chapter 3), and previously highlighted in other studies (Join et al. 1996; 
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Lénat et al. 2000; Lénat et al. 2012-a,b). 4) A transient storage location for magma (dykes, sills, 

other intrusions) is inferred to be located between sea level and 1 km a.s.l. within the eastern flank 

of the volcanic edifice (Di Muro et al. 2014; Froger et al. 2016; Michon et al. 2016b). The eastern 

flank morphology of the volcano has been affected by major slides affecting the Grandes Pentes and 

the Grand Brulé areas, as suggested by Bachèlery (1981) and Merle and Lénat (2003) for instance, 

which produced a detachment surface (Fig. 5.1). The sliding of the eastern flank of the PdF edifice 

during distal eruptions has also been observed before the March-April 2007 activity and such 

sliding could have facilitated sill and dyke injections (Got et al. 2013; Froger et al. 2016). Recent 

evidence of eastward motion of the eastern volcano flank during the 2007 March-April eruption 

suggested that a major slide is present. The detachment associated with such a slide is considered 

capable of facilitating the emplacement of sills along the volcano rifts during flank eruptions (Di 

Muro et al. 2014; Froger et al. 2016) (Fig. 5.1). The slide detachment surface may have played a 

role during the 2007 Piton Tremblet eruptive activity as well, facilitating the emplacement of the sill 

which fed the distal activity, as suggested by deformation data in Froger et al. (2016). 

 

5.3 THE APRIL 2007 ERUPTION IN RELATION TO THE VOLCANO PLUMBING 

SYSTEM 

 

5.3.1 Early stages: storage recharge and February eruption 

 

During the period 2000 to 2007, continuous recharge of the PdF plumbing system has been inferred 

from seismic, geodetic and geochemical data (Peltier et al. 2009a). In January 2007, deep magma 

input, which recharged the volcano plumbing system, was interpreted on the basis of deformation 

data, showing the source of volcano edifice inflation at about 3 km b.s.l. below the volcano summit 

(Fontaine et al. 2014) (Fig. 5.1). The 2007 eruptive activity that started in February was 

characterised by the emplacement of lavas inside the former Dolomieu crater (Staudacher et al. 

2009; Di Muro et al. 2014; Staudacher et al. 2016) adding to the lithostatic load on the fractured and 

complex zone below the summit area where the shallow plumbing system is located. The inflation 

of the volcano edifice probably continued until 7th March; subsequently, the deformation rate was 

constant until about 16:00 GMT on 30th March  (Peltier et al. 2009b; Fontaine et al. 2014). The PdF 

plumbing system underwent phases of pressurisation and decompression during 2007 activity.   
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5.3.2 March eruptive activity and dynamics 

 

Subsequently, on 30th March around 16:30 GMT, two intrusions were detected towards the N and S 

below the eastern portion of the summit, based on deformation data (Peltier et al. 2009-a,b; 

Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016; Staudacher et al. 2016). The south-directed dyke 

emerged at 1900 m a.s.l. on the SE flank of the Central Cone on the 30th March, producing mainly 

effusive activity (Peltier et al. 2009b; Staudacher et al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016) (Fig. 5.1). The 

north-directed dyke was emplaced below the north-eastern portion of the volcano summit area 

(Peltier et al. 2009b) (Fig. 5.1). During 30th March, a further intrusion rose sub-vertically from the 

main magma transient storage zone towards the east below the eastern volcano flank, as suggested 

by volcano deformation data (Got et al. 2013; Froger et al. 2016). This intrusion departed from the 

main magma transient storage zone and intruded as a sill at about sea level below the Grandes 

Pentes (Got et al. 2013; Fontaine et al. 2014; Froger et al. 2016). This interpretation has been 

suggested by the interpretation of seismic hypocenter clusters observed by Massin et al. (2011) 

between 0 and 0.5 km a.s.l. below the central section of the Dolomieu crater from the 2nd to 5th 

April, and by the recorded inflation on the eastern volcano flank (Froger et al. 2016) (Fig. 5.1). Sill 

emplacement may have been facilitated by eastward displacement of the eastern flank that occurred 

during magma injection (Got et al. 2013). Emplacement of the sill may have also been facilitated by 

the inferred detachment surface underlying the major slide of the eastern volcano flank (Bachèlery 

1981; Merle and Lénat 2003; Froger et al. 2016); this slide also showed eastward displacement later 

on during the April eruptive phase (Froger et al. 2016) (Fig. 5.1). General deflation of the volcano 

was observed after 30th March, including a significant and rapid tilt variation which can be 

explained by eastward magma migration towards the Grand Brulé area (Fontaine et al. 2014). 

 

5.3.3 April eruptive activity (pre-caldera collapse) and magma composition 

 

The sill emplaced below Grandes Pentes on the 30th March – 1st April emerged at Piton Tremblet on 

the 2nd April at about 590 m a.s.l. on the SE flank (e.g. Froger et al. 2016) (Fig. 5.1). The lateral 

magma injection into the E flank (sill) continued from 30th March to 8th April, based on the 

observed general deflation trend and the similar tilt rate given in Fontaine et al. (2014). At Piton 

Tremblet, the eruptive activity started with a 150-m-high fountain, which fed lavas downslope on 

the SE volcano flank (Staudacher et al. 2009). The fountain activity continued during the next three 

days without major modification. The products were basalt, as in the February and March eruptive 

activity in which the products were compositionally and isotopically similar; however slight 
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variation in the isotopic (Pb and Sr) and trace element compositions brought Di Muro et al. (2014) 

to the interpretation that these magmas resulted from syn-eruptive mixing of isotopically distinct 

magmas which stagnated in different storage zones of the shallow plumbing system (in fact, 

February products showed slightly longer residence times in the shallow storage zone). Therefore, 

geochemical analyses of February, March and April basaltic products suggested that multistep 

ascent, degassing and crystallisation of the magma occurred in the PdF plumbing system (Di Muro 

et al. 2014). 

 

5.3.4 April eruptive dynamics (pre-caldera collapse): degassing insights 

 

Variations in ascent and degassing of magma were confirmed by the interpreted vesiculation history 

presented in this work (Chapter 2), based on qualitative and quantitative microtextural analyses of 

the Piton Tremblet erupted products. On the 4th-5th April a slight increase in the eruptive activity 

evidenced by an increase in minimum fountain height was observed in comparison to 2nd-3rd April. 

A deep isotopic signature was observed in the products of this period (Di Muro et al. 2014), 

suggesting that the rising of the deep input reached shallower level (most probably the inferred 

main magma storage zone located between 0-2 km b.s.l.). The rising of deep magma within the 

inferred main storage zone could have raised pressure on the system and add a potential input in 

volatiles (mainly CO2, as suggested by Di Muro et al. 2014). Geochemical and isotopic analyses on 

bulk rock samples highlighted how the early Piton Tremblet activity on the 2nd-3rd April emitted 

magma that was stored in the reservoir and did not show a deep signature as the magma emitted 

during the 5th April (Di Muro et al. 2014). This magma may have contributed volatiles to the 

eruption before 5th of April. Quantitative micro-textural analyses of vesicles in tephra highlighted 

how bubble nucleation and growth were also affected by the role of olivine phenocrysts which 

physically influence bubble mobility, and modified magma rheology, despite their low/intermediate 

content (3-10 vol.%; Table 2.3 in Chapter 2). The fountaining at Piton Tremblet pre-caldera 

collapse was related to nucleation and coupling of magma with volatiles during ascent with 

variations in degassing and eruptive manifestations produced by deep magmatic inputs and 

influenced by magma crystal content.  
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Fig. 5.1 Profile E–W section of the PdF volcano showing the proposed model of the PdF plumbing system 

during the 2007 eruptive activity obtained by the combination of results of this study and the available 

datasets and models in the literature. The proposed model is very similar to the PdF volcano plumbing 

system model proposed by Michon et al. (2016b), with three different magma storage zones: a deep source 

(not currently constrained), a main transient magma storage (yellow line contour) and a shallow transient 

magma storage zone (dashed yellow contour). The dashed blue line is the detachment surface related to a 

possible major landslide that affected the eastern flank (Froger et al. 2016) and it also corresponds to the 

inferred horizontal magma transfer path shown in Got et al. (2013); the black lines indicate the proposed 

dykes related to the 30th March eruptive activity (eruptive site highlighted in orange), and the proposed sill 

emplacement below the volcano eastern flank, reaching the surface at the Piton Tremblet site (PT in green); 

red-filled dashed area shows the intrusion emplaced below the north-eastern summit area with its inferred 

subsequent path towards surface after caldera collapse defined by the black arrow; the red line contour is the 

newly formed caldera profile; the purple circle is the littoral cone site (LC) produced by hydro-volcanic 

explosive activity; the pink ellipse indicates the possible location of a perturbed zone between the two 

different magma storage zones, generated subsequent to the caldera collapse phases; grey dots are the 

recorded seismicity at PdF in the period between 1998 and 2010; yellow filled ellipsoids schematically 

represent small magma pockets related to the PdF summit eruptions (Lénat and Bachèlery 1990); dashed 

dark blue contour is a low-velocity zone observed in Prôno et al. (2009); dashed green contour is a low-

velocity zone observed in Nercessian et al. (1996); light blue cross is the source of inflation (tilt) defined by 
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Fontaine et al. (2014) which represents the January 2007 deep magma input that recharged the main transient 

magma storage zone.  

 

5.3.5 Caldera collapse: effects on the plumbing system and eruptive activity 

 

The withdrawal of magma from the main storage zone (located between 2.5 km b.s.l. and sea level) 

due to the flank eruption and the lithostatic load present on the summit are probably the causes of 

the caldera collapse beginning on the 5th April, in association with the pervasively fractured and 

faulted nature of the very shallow plumbing system below the summit area. The shallow plumbing 

system was strongly impacted perturbating the magma plumbing system and magma pockets, 

dykes, sills in the shallow transient storage zone (Di Muro et al. 2014; Michon et al. 2016b). 

Perturbations generated by the collapse may have affected the top portion of the inferred main 

magma storage zone located at about sea level (Fig. 5.1).  

 

A sill is inferred to emplace below the eastern flank of PdF from satellite-based deformation data. 

Its emplacement was inferred to be facilitated by a sliding detachment surface present within the 

eastern volcano flank (Cayol et al. 2014; Froger et al. 2016). Magma storage-dyke/sill systems, 

irrespective to the distance covered between storage zone and eruptive vent (e.g., at Kilauea can be 

>10 km; Montagna and Gonnermann 2013; at PdF is about 8 km), maintain a certain connectivity 

due to permeability (Montagna and Gonnermann 2013). The permeability is related to different 

parameters, such as volume, dyke/sill section area, viscosity, and others, but a significant factor is 

given by pressure gradients within the considered system (Montagna and Gonnermann 2013). 

Consequently, the significant increase in pressure on the magma storage-dyke/sill system occurred 

due to the caldera collapse, produced a significant increase in the Piton Tremblet activity with 

fountains from 150 to 350 m in height and increase in discharge rate (>200 m3/s, Staudacher et al. 

2009) on the 6th April.  

 

At the same time, the caldera collapse may have produced overpressure on the shallow plumbing 

system. Overpressurisation of the shallow plumbing system possibly permitted the rise of the north-

eastern pre-emplaced intrusion towards the surface. The intrusion rise hypothesis has been 

suggested by multiple intra-caldera lava emission sites at different locations and fluctuations in their 

discharge and relationship with explosive events (Chapter 3). Pressure variations within the summit 

area may have been involved in the phreatomagmatic explosive activity observed at the summit 
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(Chapter 3). Contributions to the intra-caldera lava emission from pre-emplaced (2006–early 2007) 

lava pockets (Michon et al. 2007; Staudacher et al. 2009) cannot be excluded.  

 

After April 7th, summit caldera collapses occurred at the same time as decreasing eruptive activity 

at Piton Tremblet. The subsequent eruptive activity at Piton Tremblet was characterised by 

discharge fluctuations, mild to weak explosive activity and pauses (Chapter 2). On the 12th April, a 

significant collapse occurred at 11:05 GMT at the summit, which was followed after about two 

hours by the reactivation of the Piton Tremblet activity (increase in fountain height with an inclined 

150 m high fountain and discharge), clearly indicating the relationship between summit and flank 

activity (Fig. 5.1). The timing relationships strongly suggest that the collapse phase promoted 

perturbations and increase of pressure on the storage zone/sill system and subsequent increasing the 

activity at the flank vent, as occurred for the climactic phase on the 6th April. 

 

5.3.6 Change in magma texture post-caldera collapse: interpretation of the olivine-rich source 

 

The Piton Tremblet fountain increase in activity was also associated with a large increase in olivine 

crystal content, from basalt/olivine-rich basalt to oceanite. The increase in the olivine crystal 

content has been interpreted by other authors as due to: 1) sudden release of a large crystal-rich 

magma (harrisitic mushes) present below the eastern flank of the volcano and flushed by the magma 

rise (Di Muro et al. 2014; Froger et al. 2016); 2) crystallisation subsequent to deep input at the 

colder wall interface of the reservoir forming a crystal mush (harrisitic mush) in a stagnant setting 

and consequent emission of crystal-rich magma during the next new inputs (Welsch et al. 2009; 

Welsch et al. 2013); 3) emission of crystal-rich cumulates consequent to the emptying of a portion 

of the reservoir where these crystals nucleated, accumulated and grew (Peltier et al. 2008; Welsch et 

al. 2009; Froger et al. 2016). The interpretation of flushing of olivine-rich magma (harrisitic 

mushes) located at around sea level by subsequent magma rise is supported by the relationship 

between vesicularity and crystals in the Piton Tremblet products (Chapter 2), and has been adopted 

in the proposed plumbing system model (Fig. 5.1). Following this interpretation, it is interesting to 

understand if the increase in pressure of the shallow magma plumbing system increased the 

efficiency with which olivine phenocrysts could be plucked from the harrisitic mush driven by 

higher velocity magma transport. The data and observations collected in this work do not permit to 

fulfil this topic. However, possible suggestions are here presented in order to test this mechanism, 

such as: i) investigate in detail the rheological properties of the magma passing through the conduit 

and the harrisitic mush in relation with its yield strength variations; ii) investigate possible olivine 
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phenocrysts orientations in their distributions; and  iii) model how variations in pressure on the 

magma in the conduit and variations in magma ascent velocities could affect magma percolation 

through the harrisitic mush. 

 

5.3.7 The rootless hydro-volcanic activity and the littoral cone 

 

The increase of the lava discharge rate at Piton Tremblet on the 6th April fuelled more significant 

lava emplacement on the SE flank, which produced significant hydro-volcanic explosive activity at 

the coast, building a littoral cone in about 24 hours of activity on the volcano’s south-eastern shore 

(Fig. 5.1). 

 

5.3.8 The role of caldera collapse and magma input during the 2007 eruptive activity 

 

The rock volume involved in the caldera collapse has been estimated, and the generally agreed 

volume of the caldera collapse equals 96  106 m3 (Urai et al. 2007; Michon et al. 2011). This 

volume is significantly lower than the DRE volume calculated for the products of the entire 2007 

eruptive activity which is about 150  106 m3 (Roult et al. 2012) (total bulk erupted volume about 

240  106 m3; Staudacher et al. 2016). Volume considerations suggest that the rock volume 

involved in the caldera collapse did not directly displace a corresponding volume of magma present 

in the shallow and the main storage zones, however, collapse had a significant and major role as a 

pressure regulator on the PdF plumbing system. The PdF magma plumbing system was strongly 

connected to the Piton Tremblet vent in terms of pressure. In fact, a deep magma input was also 

involved pre-caldera collapse (Fontaine et al. 2014; Di Muro et al. 2014) which recharged and 

raised pressure in the plumbing system. Therefore, the pressure variations generated by the caldera 

collapse phases and by the recharge of the storage zone due to a deep input, influenced the 

reservoir-sill system far more significantly that primary magma characteristics that drove degassing. 

This mechanism produced significant variations in the fountain height and eruptive manifestations 

with time during the April 2007 PdF eruption. In addition, Piton Tremblet eruptive dynamics were 

also influenced by the increasing magma crystal content which affected degassing and modified 

magma rheology (Chapter 2). Thus, the PdF 2007 eruption, and in particular the fluctuations 

observed in the Piton Tremblet eruptive activity, were generated and influenced by the deep magma 

input, the caldera collapse phases and the magma crystal content. 
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5.3.9 Comparison between the March-April 2007 PdF eruption and similar events at other 

basaltic volcanoes 

 

Comparison with other basaltic volcanoes (Miyakejima and Fernandina volcanoes) highlighted how 

summit caldera collapse may be associated with the volcano flank intrusive activity or eruptive 

activity, as in the case of PdF (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002; Staudacher et al. 2009). 

Flank intrusive and eruptive activity may generate instabilities in the shallow plumbing system 

below the central portion of the volcanic edifice due to magma withdrawal. Flank intrusive and 

eruptive activity were observed before the occurrence of summit caldera collapses at Miyakejima, 

Fernandina and PdF (Simkin and Howard 1970; Geshi et al. 2002; Staudacher et al. 2009). 

Fluctuations of the fountain activity at Piton Tremblet were connected to the caldera collapse 

stages; this relationship was not observed at Fernandina and Miyakejima. Flank intrusion and flank 

eruptive activity preceded caldera collapse phases at Fernandina and Miyakejima, and did not 

continue after caldera collapse. The volume of products erupted at the flank vent is greater than the 

volume created by collapse at the summit only at PdF and not at the other basaltic volcanoes 

considered here. Fountain eruptions at Mauna Ulu, Puu Oo and Kilauea Iki on Hawaii (e.g. Wolfe 

1988; Stovall et al. 2011; Stovall et al. 2012; Parcheta et al. 2013) were very similar to the Piton 

Tremblet fountain eruption in terms of their connection with variations in pressurisation of the 

volcano plumbing system. However, the Hawaiian examples had no connection with caldera 

collapse and involved higher fountains. Tephra produced by Piton Tremblet fountains has more 

diverse textures and more variable density and component distributions in comparison to the 

considered Hawaiian fountain products. The gradual increase in crystal content in the Piton 

Tremblet magma exerted a significant influence on the eruptive dynamics. 

 

5.4 HAZARD IMPLICATIONS 

 

The 2007 PdF eruption was the largest eruption in La Réunion island since 1860, and its eruptive 

activity at multiple locations, which included explosive and effusive manifestations, threatened the 

island inhabitants and tourists, close-to-vents settlements and the farther urban areas. The OVPF 

role was essential in advising the local authorities when signs of unrest were recorded. 

Subsequently, the local authorities changed the alert level and took the decision to prohibit access to 

the volcano. In addition, OVPF constantly monitored the volcano and continuously updated the 

local authorities on the evolution of the eruptive activity. The local authorities (through état-major 

de zone de défense: i.e. EMZ section) coordinated the crisis management to avoid casualties and 
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minimise infrastructure and property damage during the eruptive phases. The role of OVPF was 

essential during the early stages of crisis management. In particular, the 2007 PdF eruptions 

threatened the population, public infrastructures and urban and rural settlements in different ways:  

1) the direct danger produced by the explosive and effusive activity near the Piton Tremblet vents. 

The eruptions caused the complete evacuation of the settlements located close to the Tremblet 

scarp. The excessive heat and contact with the lava/incandescent products triggered numerous 

blazes that destroyed a large vegetated area within the Enclos Fouqué caldera (which is inhabited);  

2) lavas moving towards the sea cut the RN2 road multiple times. This effect interrupted the fastest 

and most direct connection between the south and the east of the island and affected the mobility of 

the southern population towards the north, where the capitol Saint Denis is located;  

3) the threat given by air pollution and population intoxication. This threat was due to concentration 

of ashes (mostly close to the vents area), Pele’s hair and large volume of SO2 and other noxious 

gases released during the Piton Tremblet eruptive phases and dispersed above the island;  

4) the large discharge of lavas from Piton Tremblet entered the sea damaging the marine ecosystem 

close to the coast. This effect produced a significant blight of marine species due to heat and water 

pollution;  

5) the unexpected rootless littoral hydro-volcanic explosive activity triggered by the lava-water 

interaction at the coast. The explosions generated large steam plumes which favoured the 

production of acid rain that fell over the settlements of Le Tremblet damaging roofs and burning 

vegetation in the south-southeastern portion of the island;  

6) the caldera collapse phases at the volcano summit. Terrain instability, explosive activity and ash 

dispersal marginally influenced the population. Casualties were avoided bacause access restrictions 

were promptly put in place by the local authorities.  

No casualties were recorded, and damage to infrastructure and settlements were limited during the 

entire 2007 PdF eruptions due to the successful work of the OVPF and the local authorities. The 

2007 PdF eruption raised the awareness in terms of multiple volcanic hazards among the population 

of La Réunion island due to the uncommon eruptive intensity and erupted volume for PdF volcano 

eruptions. The 2007 eruption presented, as a case study, the range of possible multiple hazards 

which could occur during an eruption at basaltic volcanoes.      
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5.5 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study has reconstructed and defined in detail the major eruptive events that occurred during the 

2007 eruption, proposed their dynamics and gave clues on the evolution of the volcano plumbing 

system during the different eruptive phases. In particular, Piton Tremblet fountain activity has been 

investigated, defining the degassing stages and highlighting the significant role of caldera collapse 

and deep input as pressure regulators within the PdF plumbing system, and the role of crystal 

content in affecting degassing processes. The caldera collapse, deep input and the magma crystal 

content promoted significant variations in the eruptive dynamics. The summit caldera collapse has 

been investigated. Caldera collapse was accompanied by explosions, lava emission and landslides. 

New magma and the hydrothermal system were both involved during collapse. The chronology of 

the 2007 eruptions showed relationships between summit (18th February), proximal (30th March) 

and distal (2nd-19th April) eruptive activity, in association with the 2007 summit caldera collapse 

event. The significant coastal hydro-volcanic activity that built a littoral cone on the 6th April has 

been investigated, confirming its rootless nature, characterising the deposits, and defining the three 

main particle transport types generated by the explosive activity. This study proposed a plumbing 

system model similar to that in Michon et al. (2016b), which includes three major magma storage 

zones: a deep reservoir, a large transient main magma storage zone and a fractured and complex 

shallow storage zone characterised by multiple small magma reservoirs below the summit area. The 

comparison between the PdF 2007 March-April eruption and other basaltic eruptions worldwide 

showed the uniqueness and significance of the activity that occurred during the April eruptive 

phase. 
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APPENDIX I 

 

Methods used in Piton Tremblet products analysis and investigation 

 

Density and micro-textural methods 

 

At PT_01 location, each stratigraphic layer where particle sizes were above 8 mm in diameter, 

juvenile clast density samples of 100 clasts were collected. The Houghton and Wilson (1989) 

methodology for the calculation of clast density was used. DRE values used are 2,700, 2,820 and 

3,000 kg/m3 in relation to products composition. Following Shea et al. (2010) method for the 

microtextural examination and quantification of vesicles and crystals, thin sections of selected 

pyroclasts from the modal peak densities were made. The method included: density analysis, 

microscopic analysis of thin sections, textural analysis, calculations of crystallinity and vesicularity 

through image analysis technique.  

 

Image analysis 

 

Image analysis was performed on selected pyroclasts covering the entire eruptive chronology, in 

order to investigate vesicularity distribution, patterns and vesicle sizes, using a combined 

methodology from Shea et al. (2010) and Sahagian and Proussevitch (1998) (stereological 

methodology). This method permits the analysis of vesicularity, stages of bubble nucleation and 

growth, and bubble volume distribution. Image acquisition on thin sections was performed at 

different magnifications in order to best cover the different vesicle size populations while 

consistently maintaining a statistically significant number of vesicles in each image and considering 

the minimum number of images at different magnification sizes that needed to be counted to fit the 

different vesicle size ranges (Shea et al. 2010). Image acquisition for the entire thin section was 

carried out with a high resolution scanner using transmitted light collecting images of 1200 dpi 

resolution. Subsequently, all the thin sections were carbon coated and observed through a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM: Cameca SX100, University of Tasmania) using a high voltage of 20 kV 

and variable working distance (from 35 mm to 12.5 mm, depending on the magnification used). The 

SEM image collecting procedure focuses on only back-scattered electron images at different 

magnifications (respectively 5x, 60x, 239x) for the creation of nests of images for each sample 

(respectively 5x: 1 image/each; 60x: 4 images/each; 239x: 4 images/each). The number of images 

collected and the magnification choices are related to the accuracy of size data from a statistical 
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number of vesicles within each size range (Shea et al. 2010). Following the scheme in Shea et al. 

(2010), the image collection strategy used ensures that the largest and the smallest vesicles are 

properly imaged while number of images collected is reduced, with a minimum of 10 vesicles per 

image at the largest magnification. Thus, the image magnification ratios (IMR), i.e. the number of 

images taken in each subsequent nest (Shea et al. 2010) used in the analysis at different 

magnifications are 1:1 for 5x, 4:1 for 60x and 4:1 for 239x, for a total of 17 images per nest per 

sample. Every image was meticulously cleaned and prepared for the analysis with the raster 

graphics editor software. The cleaning and preparation work involved the following: (1) the 

transformation of the images from grey-scale to a binary image, (2) elimination of image impurities 

(such as fragments within vesicles), (3) elimination of three-dimensional image effects of vesicles 

related to the width of the thin section in relation to the image collection methodology, (4) 

reconnection/reconstruction of the thin vesicles walls that were damaged in the preparation of the 

thin section and (5) the separation of the components in vesicles, crystals, and in the entire clast 

area per image. This is process ensures higher accuracy of data. Subsequently, entire clasts, vesicles 

and crystals images were analysed with the free ImageJ 1.44 n software (Schneider et al. 2012). 

Each singular particle area (for entire clast, vesicles, and crystals) and the percentage of the total 

areas covered by the particles within the image area (using ImageJ mean grey value tool) were 

measured. 

 

Volumetric data conversion method 

 

Data collected from the previous analyses were elaborated through spreadsheets and bi-dimensional 

data was converted into volumetric (3D) form through the stereological conversion methodology 

explained in Sahagian and Proussevitch (1998). For this work, only the fundamental formulas are 

used and are shown below. Sahagian and Proussevitch (1998) used 12 size classes to process data in 

their work, while in this case 24 size classes were used in order to accurately cover the total range 

of vesicle sizes. In addition, the choice of the minimum vesicle diameter in pixels per magnification 

considered in the calculation of the number density of the particles of i size per unit area (NAi) (bi-

dimensional) is significant because it can affect the final results by increasing the percentage of 

error at > 5% as shown in Shea et al. (2010). Therefore, vesicles with a minimum of 20 pixel 

diameter were used in the calculation that ensured < 1% error in the data (Shea et al. 2010). Final 

number densities in volume (NVi) with the volumes of the equivalent spheres (Vi) (calculated using 

mean project height as diameter in the case of spherical particles) give the volume fraction of each 

class (Vfi ), as expressed in Shea et al. (2010) with the formula: 
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i Vi iVf N V                                                                                                                                     (1) 

 

Volume fraction results for each sample need further adjustment according to the calculated bulk 

vesicularity from the density analysis before they can be analysed since perfect vesicle sphericity is 

required. At this stage, results can be interpreted. 

 

Stereological conversion method 

 

Sahagian and Proussevitch’s (1998) stereological conversion method involves, first, the calculation 

of the number density of particles of i size per unit area (NAi) from the cross-section probability (Pi) 

of spherical particles of given sizes through their maximum area and second, converting NAi , 

previous crystal content adjustments, in number density of particles per unit volume (NVi): 
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(Sahagian and Proussevitch 1998) 

 

Where H 'i is the mean project height (in mm), introduced by Underwood (1970), that implies the 

mean distance between parallel the geometrical surfaces tangential to the particle edge, and i 

represents the conversion coefficients (Sahagian and Proussevitch 1998). In the case of spherical 

particles the mean project height is equal to the diameter of size class (L in mm). 
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Grain size method 

 

Grain size samples were collected from PT_01, ensuring that the largest clast represented <5 wt% 

of the entire sample. These samples were weighed and sieved <-4.5 during the field work. They 

were then dried. In the laboratory, they were weighed and physically sieved from -4 to 4 in 

0.5 steps for a total size range between >64 mm to <0.063 mm. The knowledge of wet weights 

and dried weights permitted the conversion factor to bring together wet field data with dry 

laboratory data.  

 

Componentry method 

 

Pyroclast componentry analysis was performed qualitatively on-field and quantitatively in the 

laboratory. Estimates of components distributions were obtained at PT_01 for each stratigraphic bed 

by the observation and analysis of an equal volume of products (bulk) randomly collected from 

each bed. Quantitative component types distributions were obtained by the analysis of 100 vesicular 

pyroclasts between 16 – 32 mm in diameter for each sample that were collected from 8 selected 

levels within the stratigraphic section. Modes of component types are the total number of clasts 

which belonged to each particular component type that have been counted among the totality of the 

collected clasts of the sample. The eight collected samples were also analysed for clast density. 
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APPENDIX II 

 
Observations from syn-eruptive recordings (OVPF webcams) analysis on the Dolomieu caldera collapse event 
 
Camera Date Hour GMT n. events n. pulses Height plume (m) Notes                                                                          (Wind direction N) 
CmBory 05-apr-07 00:00:08       night 
   21:35:08       night - no activity period 
   21:36:08 1 1 nd Event occurred, dust spray on the camera lens and slight sense of glow behind 
   21:37:08    night 
   21:43:08       night 
   21:45:08 1(?) 1 nd Event occurred, new dust spray on the camera lens  
   21:47:08    night 
   22:58:08       night 
   22:59:08 1 1 nd Event occurred, dust spray on the camera lens and slight sense of glow behind 
   23:00:08    continue slight glowing 
   23:01:08       night 
   23:02:08    No images gap 
   23:03:08       night 
   23:20:08       night 
   23:21:08 1 1  Glow visible down corner camera N direction 
   23:22:08       night 
   23:44:08       night 
   23:45:08    No images gap 
   23:46:08       night 
   23:47:08    No images gap 
   23:48:08       night 
   23:49:08    No images gap 
              
CmPartage 05-apr-07 03:26:00 0  0 pause 
   03:39:00 0  0 pause 
          gap no data 
   04:38:00 0  0 pause 
   05:59:00 0  0 pause 
   06:00:00       clouds 
   08:44:00     clouds 
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   08:45:00     partially cloudy 
   08:46:00     clouds 
   10:04:00     clouds 
   10:05:00     partially cloudy 
   10:31:00       partially cloudy 
   10:32:00 0  0 pause 
   11:13:00 0  0 pause 
   11:14:00       clouds 
   11:37:00       clouds 
   11:38:00 0  0 pause 
   11:42:00 0  0 pause 
       no images gap 
              
CmBasalte 05-apr-07 00:00:30    night 
   01:34:30    night 
   01:35:30       glow S-SE above Bory area, Piton Tremblet? 
   01:36:30       glow S-SE above Bory area, Piton Tremblet? 
   01:37:30       night 
   01:40:30       night 
   01:41:30 0  0 pause, Piton Tremblet plume is visible SE  
   06:10:31 0  0 pause, Piton Tremblet plume is visible SE  
   06:11:31       partially cloudy 
   06:16:31     partially cloudy 
   06:17:31     clouds 
   11:46:31       clouds 
   11:47:31 0  0 pause  
   11:49:31 0  0 pause 
   11:50:31       partially cloudy 
   11:51:31    partially cloudy 
   11:52:31    clouds 
   12:01:31       clouds 
   12:02:31 0  0 pause 
   12:58:31 0  0 pause 
   12:59:31       clouds 
   13:56:31    clouds 
   13:57:31       partially cloudy 
   13:58:31 0  0 pause 
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   14:08:31 0  0 pause 
   14:09:31       partially cloudy 
   14:14:31       partially cloudy 
   14:15:31 0  0 pause 
   14:18:31 0  0 pause 
   14:19:31       partially cloudy 
   14:22:31    partially cloudy 
   14:23:31    clouds 
   14:41:31       clouds 
   14:42:31       night 
   14:54:31       night 
   14:55:31 ?   glow above N sector, Piton Tremblet ? 
   14:57:31    glow above N sector, Piton Tremblet ? 
   14:58:31       night 
   14:59:31    glow above N sector, Piton Tremblet ? 
   15:01:31    glow above N sector, Piton Tremblet ? 
   15:02:31       night 
   15:08:31       night 
   15:09:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   15:35:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   15:36:31       night 
   15:51:31       night 
   15:52:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   16:05:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   16:06:31       night 
   16:22:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   16:50:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   16:51:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   17:15:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   17:16:31       night 
   17:25:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   18:29:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   18:30:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   18:35:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   18:36:31    glow above S sector form Piton tremblet 
   18:38:31    glow above S sector form Piton tremblet 
   18:39:31    glow above N sector from Piton Tremblet 
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   18:44:31    glow above N sector from Piton Tremblet 
   18:45:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   18:46:31       night 
   18:48:31       night 
   18:49:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:14:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:15:31       night 
   19:17:31       night 
   19:18:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:20:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:21:31       night 
   19:26:31       night 
   19:27:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:28:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   19:31:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   19:32:31       night 
   19:33:31    glow NW sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   19:34:31    glow above S sector form Piton tremblet 
   19:35:31    glow above S sector form Piton tremblet 
   19:36:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   19:45:31    glow from Piton Tremblet above volcano 
   19:46:31       night 
   19:47:31       glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 

   19:48:31 ?   
glow above volcano from Piton Tremblet highlight a "cloud" form rising above  
NW sector, clouds? 

   19:49:31    
glow above volcano from Piton Tremblet highlight a "cloud" form rising above  
NW sector, clouds? 

   19:50:31       night 
   19:53:31       night 
   19:54:31    glow above NW sector from Piton Tremblet 
   19:55:31       night 
   20:15:31       night 
   20:16:31    glow N sector volcano from Piton Tremblet 
   20:17:31       night 
   23:17:31       night 
   23:18:31 ?   slight glow N sector volcano, Piton Tremblet ? 
   23:19:31       night 
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    23:59:31       night 
Camera Date Hour GMT n. events n. pulses Height 

plume (m) 
Notes                                                                                                       
(Wind direction N) 

CmBasalte 06-apr-07 00:00:31 0  0 night 
  01:58:31 0  0 night 
  01:59:31 0  0 clouds + rain episodes 
  12:11:31 0  0 clouds + rain episodes 
  12:12:31 0  0 partially cloud 
  12:15:31 0  0 partially cloud 
  12:16:31 1 1 220 N among clouds, color grey, width 180m circa , probably mix vapor/ash 

(height >220m) 
  12:17:31    gap no data 
  12:20:31  1 250 N among clouds, color grey, width 100m circa , probably mix vapor/ash 
  12:22:31 1 1 220 N little plume dark grey sustained, ash 
  12:30:15 1 1 0 only view convective cloud pulse, grey, probably mix vapor/ash, (cloud 

height nd) 
  12:31:45  1 50 little plume at NW, grey, thin 
  12:32:23  1 30 little pulse N-NW, grey, probably mix vapor/ash 
  12:32:33  1 100 pulse N, grey, probably mix/vapor/ash, prolonged activity with continue 

diluite emission until 12:34:53 
  12:32:53  1 25 little pulse NW, grey  
  12:33:53  1 20 little pulse NW, grey  
  12:34:33  1 30 very little plume NW, grey  
  12:34:53  1 50 pulse N, grey, probably mix vapor/ash 
  12:35:13  1 200 pulse N, grey, sustained by jet, probably mix vapor/ash, width 70m 
  12:35:43  1 50 pulse N, pale grey, jet , mostly vapor 
  12:36:33  1 130 pulse N, grey, probably mix vapor/ash, width 70m 
  12:37:05 1 1 440 big event N sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, total width 220m 
  12:37:25  1 440 2nd pulse same event N-NW sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, same 

direction 
  12:37:35  1 350 3rd pulse same event NW sustained, black cloud, ash rich, diffrent 

direction, total width 200m 
     gap no data 
  13:01:29 1 1 200 event started previously, N, grey, probably mix vapor/ash prolonged 

(until 13:02:56) and diluite 
  13:03:56 1 1 250 pulse NW, dark grey, mix >ash + vapor, sustained, width 100m, 

prolonged until 13:08:26 
  13:04:26  1 40 2nd pulse same event N-NW, dark grey, mix >ash + vapor 
  13:05:56  1 100 3rd pulse same event N, grey 
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  13:06:56  1 70 4th pulse same event N + NW, grey 
  13:07:56  1 100 5th pulse same event N, grey 
  13:08:56 1 1 440 big event N sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, total width 220m, 

prolonged until 13:11:59 
  13:09:56  1 250 2nd pulse same event N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 200m 
  13:12:09  2 200 3rd pulse (thin plume) same event N, black, ash rich; 4th pulse NW, 

dark grey , less ash and diluited 
  13:12:19  1 40 5th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich 
  13:12:29  1 60 6th pulse NW, grey, diluited prolonged until 13:12:59 
  13:12:39  1 90 7th pulse same event N, jets , black, ash-rich 
  13:12:49  1 60 8th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m 
  13:12:59  1 90 9th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m, prolonged 

until 13:13:29 
  13:13:29  1 100 10th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:13:59  1 120 11th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:14:39  1 90 12th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:14:59  2 90 13th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 14th pulse N-

NW, dark grey, less ash, diluited width 80m 
  13:15:09  1 50 15th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:15:29  1 80 16th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:15:59  1 110 17th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:16:19  1 110 18th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:16:59  1 100 19th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 80m 
  13:17:19  1 110 20th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 80m diluited 
  13:17:49  1 100 21st pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 80m diluited 
  13:18:19  2 100 22nd pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m;  

23rd pulse thin N-NW, black, ash rich, width 30m:  both slightly diluited 
  13:18:59  2 110 24th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m, prolonged 

activity until 13:20:19;  
25th pulse thin N-NW, black, ash rich, width 30m 

  13:19:39  1 40 26th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m diluited 
  13:20:19  2 80 27th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m; 28th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash , width 50m : 
 both diluited 

  13:20:49  2 90 29th pulse same event N, black, > ash, width 30m; 30th pulse N-NW, 
dark grey, less ash , width 20m diluited 

  13:21:09  2 100 31st pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash rich, width 30m prolonged 
until 13:21:29;  
32nd pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash , width 20m diluited 
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  13:21:19  2 80 33rd pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash rich, width 40m ; 34th 
pulse NW,  grey, width 20m strongly diluited 

  13:21:39  1 90 35th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:21:59  1 80 36th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m (2 pulses are 

visibile in the same cloud) 
  13:22:09  2 110 37th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 70m ; 38th pulse N-

NW,  grey, width 30m diluited 
  13:22:29  1 190 39th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m increase in 

activity and prolonged until 13:23:09 
  13:23:09  1 180 40th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:23:29  1 70 41th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  13:23:39  2 60 42th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m ;  

43th pulse (plume) N-NW,  grey, width 20m strongly diluited prolonged 
until 13:23:59 

  13:23:59  1 140 44th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:24:29  3 220 45th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m prolonged until 

13:24:59 ; 
 46th pulse (plume) N-NW,  grey, width 20m strongly diluited;  
47th pulse (plume) NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m.  

  13:25:09  1 90 48th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:25:29  1 90 49th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:25:49  1 40 50th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:25:59  1 70 51th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m prolonged 

until 13:27:09 
  13:26:09  1 70 52th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60m prolonged until 

13:26:29 
  13:27:09  2 50 53th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m ; 54th pulse N-

NW,  grey, width 40m strongly diluited  
  13:27:19  3 90 55th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m ;  

56th pulse N-NW,  dark grey, less ash, width 40m ;  
57th pulse W, grey, diluited, width 20m.  

  13:27:39  1 50 58th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:27:49  1 30 59th pulse N-NW, grey, diluite, width 20m 
  13:28:09  2 40 60th thin plume same event N, grey, diluite, width 20m ; 61th thin 

plume NW,  grey, diluited, width 10m ;  
  13:28:19  1 20 62th thin plume NW, grey, diluite, width 20m 
  13:28:49  1 20 63th thin plume same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m 
  13:29:09  2 60 64th thin plume same event N, grey, diluite, width 30m ; 65th thin 

plume N-NW,  grey, diluited, width 40m ;  
  13:29:29  1 60 62th pulse same event N, dark grey less ash, width 60m 
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  13:30:09  1 80 63th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  13:30:19  1 60 64th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:30:39  1 60 65th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  13:30:59  2 80 66th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash , width 80m ; 67th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 70m   
  13:31:09  1 60 68th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  13:31:29  2 70 69th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash , width 80m ; 70th pulse 

N-NW, grey, width 30m   
  13:31:39  2 90 71th pulse same event N, grey, width 80m ; 72th pulse N-NW, grey, 

width 70m   
  13:32:09  2 90 73th e 74th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  13:32:19  1 80 75th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  13:32:49  2 50 76th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash width 40m ; 77th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m   
  13:33:09  1 60 78th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  13:33:39  1 60 79th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:33:49  2 60 80th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m ; 81th thin 

plume N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m   
  13:34:09  1 80 82th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  13:34:29  1 50 83th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:35:09  2 70 84th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m ; 85th pulse 

NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m   
  13:35:39  1 60 86th pulse same event N, grey, width 50m ;  
  13:35:49  2 80 87th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 40m ; 88th pulse N-NW, 

dark grey, less ash, width 10m   
  13:36:19  1 80 89th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  13:36:59  1 60 90th pulse same event N, grey, width 50m 
  13:37:09  1 20 91th pulse N-NW, grey, width 20m 
  13:37:49  2 80 92th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash width 20m ; 93th 

pulse N-NW, grey, width 20m   
  13:38:09  1 60 94th pulse N-NW, grey, strongly diluited, width 50m 
  13:38:19  1 80 95th pulse same event N, grey, width 60m, densify with time till dark 

grey 
  13:38:29  1 50 96th pulse NW, grey, width 40m 
  13:38:39 1 1 450 big event N sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, total width 100m, 

prolonged until 13:40:19 
  13:39:09  2 360 2nd bidirectional black ash cloud related N-NW sector, less dense, 

total width 140m , prolonged until 13:40:29 
  13:39:19  1 120 3rd pulse (plume) NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m, prolonged until 

13:40:29 
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  13:39:39  1 330 4th pulse involved all the previous areas (N, N-NW, NW), black cloud 
ash-rich, total width 240m  

  13:39:59  1 60 5th pulse NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  13:40:29  1 240 6th pulse areas N and N-NW (continue ash cloud), black sustained 

cloud, ash-rich, total width 260m 
  13:41:19  2 120 7th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, support to ash cloud, width 

70m;  
8th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 10m  

  13:41:59  2 100 9th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m, support to ash 
cloud;  
10th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m.  

  13:42:29  1 90 11th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:42:49  1 200 12th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  13:43:19  1 80 13th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:43:29  1 100 14th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 

prolonged until 13:44:09 
  13:44:09  1 80 15th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:44:29  2 80 16th thin plume N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 10m; 17th thin plume 

NW, dark grey, less ash, width 10m  
  13:44:39  1 100 18th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  13:44:59  1 80 19th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:45:09  1 40 20th thin plume NW, grey, width 10m diluited 
  13:45:29  2 70 21st pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m ; 22nd pulse N-

NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 
  13:45:49  1 180 23rd pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 50m. 
  13:46:09  1 100 24th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 70m  
  13:46:39  1 200 25th pulse (plume) same event N, jet, black, ash-rich, width 60m.  
  13:47:09  1 60 26th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m  
  13:47:29  2 60 27th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m;  

28th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash , width 20m diluited 
  13:47:49  2 80 29th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m;  

30th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash , width 20m diluited 
  13:48:19  1 60 31st pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  13:48:29  1 90 32nd bidirectional pulse same event N, black and dark grey, ash rich 

and less ash, width 90m. 
  13:48:49  1 60 33rd pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 40m ; 34th pulse N-

NW,  dark grey, width 50m strongly diluited 
  13:49:09  2 70 35th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m; 36th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:49:29  1 80 37th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m  
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  13:49:39  1 80 38th pulses same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  13:50:19  1 90 39th pulse same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m  
  13:50:39  1 70 40th thin plume same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  13:50:49  1 80 41th pulse same event N,dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  13:51:19  2 60 42th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m ; 43th pulse 

N-NW,  grey, width 10m strongly diluited 
  13:51:59  2 50 44th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 30m; 45th pulse N-NW, 

grey, diluited, width 40m. 
  13:52:39  1 80 46th pulse (plume) same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m prolonged 

13:53:19 
  13:53:39  2 40 47th pulse same event N, grey diluited, width 30m; 48th pulse N-NW, 

grey, diluited, width 20m. 
  13:54:09  2 70 49th thin plume same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m; 50th thin 

plume NW, grey diluited, width 20m. 
  13:54:29  1 80 51th thin plume same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m  
  13:54:39  1 40 52th pulse same event N, grey, diluite, width 30m 
  13:55:09  1 70 53th thin plume same event N,  grey, width 10m strongly diluited  
  13:55:19  2 60 54th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m; 55th pulse N-NW, 

grey, diluited, width 30m. 
  13:55:59  1 50 56th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 40m 
  13:56:19  2 60 57th pulse same event N, grey, width 30m; 58th pulse N-NW, grey 

diluited, width 40m 
  13:56:59  1 50 59th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  13:57:39  1 90 60th pulse N-NW, dark grey, diluited, width 60m 
  13:58:19  1 100 61th pulse same event N, dark dense, >ash, width 40m. 
  13:58:59  1 70 62th thin plume same event N, grey, width 20m. 
  13:59:09  1 40 63th pulse N-NW, grey diluited, width 40m. 
  13:59:29  1 60 64th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  13:59:49  1 70 65th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  14:00:09  1 70 66th pulse same event N, grey, diluited , width 40m ; 
  14:00:29  1 60 67th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 50m. 
  14:00:39  1 80 68th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  14:01:39  1 70 69th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash , width 50m ;   
  14:01:59  1 90 70th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m prolonged 

until 14:02:19 
  14:02:29  1 50 71th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m  
  14:02:59  1 60 72th pulse N-NW, grey, diluited, width 50m 
  14:03:09  1 70 73th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, 40m 
  14:03:29  1 80 74th pulse (plume) same event N, grey, width 20m 
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  14:03:39  1 50 75th pulse same event N , grey, width 40m 
  14:03:59  1 110 76th bidirectional pulse N-NW, dark grey,  >ash, width 60m  
  14:04:29  1 80 77th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 
  14:04:49  1 100 78th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m prolonged until 

14:05:29 
  14:05:39  1 80 79th thin plume same event N, grey, width 20m prolonged until 

14:06:39 
  14:06:29  2 70 80th and 81th pulse same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m and 

20m 
  14:06:49 1 3 110 three different jets lead to explosion with increase in ash%, area 

involved N, N-NW, strating with dark grey  
and passing to black cloud, width: 40, 60, 30.  

  14:06:59  3 120 2nd pulse sustained same event N, black cloud, ash rich, width 70m;  
3rd pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60; 4th pulse N-NW, dark 
grey, less ash, width 80. 

  14:07:09  3 150 5th pulse sustained same event N support ash cloud, black cloud, ash 
rich, width 100m;  
6th pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 40;  
7th pulse N-NW support ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 80. 

  14:07:29  2 320 8th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black, ash rich, width 
80m;  
9th pulse NW support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 50m: 
prolonged until 14:08:19 

  14:07:59  1 180 10th pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  14:08:29  1 100 11th pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 80m.  
  14:08:49 1 1 350 cauliflower explosion N-NW sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, width 80, 

prolonged until 14:09:59. 
  14:10:19  1 160 12th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 

100m 
  14:10:29  1 120 13th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 

80. 
  14:10:39  1 100 14th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  14:10:59  1 90 15th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 70m. 
  14:11:19  1 90 16th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 70m. 
  14:11:39  1 60 17th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  14:12:19  1 40 18th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  14:12:29  1 70 19th thin plume same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m. 
  14:13:39  1 90 20th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m  
  14:13:59  1 180 21st pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m.  
  14:14:19  1 80 22nd pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m;  
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  14:14:39  1 80 23rd pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 20m. 
  14:15:09  1 100 24th pulse N-NW, dark grey, diluited, width 60m. 
  14:15:49  1 60 25th thin plume same event N, grey, width 30m prolonged until 

14:16:29 
  14:16:39  1 40 26th thin plume same event N, black, ash-rich, width 10m 
  14:17:09  1 80 27th pulse same event N, from black to dark grey, width 40m. 
  14:17:29  1 100 28th thin plume same event N, black, ash-rich, width 10m, prolonged 

until 14:17:59 
  14:18:09  1 50 29th pulse same event N, dark grey, diluited, width 20m 
  14:18:29  1 80 30th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  14:18:59  1 80 31st pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 60m 
  14:19:19  1 60 32nd pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  14:20:19  1 40 33th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  14:21:19  1 60 34th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 50m 
  14:23:09  1 100 35th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m, 

prolonged until 14:23:39 
  14:23:59  1 70 36th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 40m 
  14:24:59  1 60 37th thin plume same event N, grey diluited, width 20m. 
  14:25:39  0 0 pause 
  14:28:19  0 0 pause 
  14:28:29  1 90 38th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  14:29:19  1 70 39th pulse same event N, grey, diluited , width 40m 
  14:29:29  1 60 40th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m. 
  14:30:49  1 60 41th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  14:31:09  1 100 42th thin plume same event N, grey, width 5m 
  14:31:39  1 60 43th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  14:32:49  1 90 44th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  14:33:49  0 0 pause 
  14:35:39  0 0 pause 
  14:35:49 1 1 450 cauliflower explosion NW sustained, black cloud, ash-rich, width 90m 
  14:36:19  1 60 2nd pulse (plume) jet area , black, ash rich, width 20m 
  14:36:29  1 450 3rd pulse affected ares N, N-NW, NW sustained, left direction jet, black 

cloud, ash rich, width 240m prolonged until 14:37:19 
  14:37:29  1 450 4th pulse supported ash cloud N, N-NW, NW sustained, black, ash-

rich, width 240m. 
  14:37:49  1 450 5th pulse supported ash cloud N, N-NW, NW sustained, black, ash-

rich, width 240m. 
  14:38:09  1 450 6th pulse supported ash cloud N, N-NW, NW sustained, black, ash-

rich, width 240m. 
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  14:38:19  1 450 7th pulse supported ash cloud N, N-NW, NW sustained, black, ash-
rich, width 240m. (pulse N prolonged until 14:40:19 continued) 

  14:38:49  1 100 8th pulse vertical jet sustained same event N, black, ash rich, width 
50m. 

  14:38:59  1 70 9th pulse NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  14:39:29  1 90 10th pulse supported ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  14:39:49  1 80 11th pulse supported ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  14:39:59  1 90 12th pulse same event N, dark grey, diluited ,width 40m 
  14:40:29  2 70 13th pulse same event N, dark grey, diluited, width 60m; 14th thin 

plume N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m. 
  14:40:39  1 60 15th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m. 
  14:40:49  1 80 16th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  14:41:09  2 100 17th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 50m; 18th pulse N-

NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60m. 
  14:41:29  1 50 19th thin plume N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  14:41:39  2 70 20th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 21st thin plume 

N-NW, grey, diluited, width 10m 
  14:41:49  2 60 22nd pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 23rd thin plume 

N-NW, grey diluited, width 10m 
  14:41:59  1 50 24th pulse NW, dark grey, less ash, width, 40m 
  14:42:19  2 60 25th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m; 26th pulse 

NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  14:42:29  2 90 27th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m; 28th 

pulse jets N, N-NW, black ash-rich, width 90m 
  14:43:09  2 70 29th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 30th pulse W 

(above Bory), dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 
  14:43:19  1 80 31st pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  14:43:29  2 70 32nd and 33rd pulses (plume) N-NW, black and dark grey, ash-rich 

and less ah, width: 30m and 40m 
  14:43:39  3 110 34th thin plume same event N, black, ash-rich, width 10m;  

35th pulse N-NW, black ash-rich, width 60m;  
36th pulse W (above Bory), dark grey, diluited, width 30m. 

  14:43:49  2 80 37th pulse and 38th pulse (plume) same event N, black and grey, ash-
rich and diluited, width: 40m and 20m 

  14:44:09  1 60 39th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  14:44:19  2 30 40th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 20m; 41th pulse N-

NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m. 
  14:44:29  1 60 42th pulse jets same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  14:44:39 1 1 190 cauliflower sustained explosion N-NW, black ash cloud, ash-rich, width 

100m, prolonged until 14:44:59 
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  14:45:19  2 110 2nd pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 80m; 3rd 
pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m. 

  14:45:39  1 70 4th pulse NW, black, ash rich, width 40m. 
  14:45:49  1 90 5th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black, ash- rich, width 

70m 
  14:45:59  1 100 6th pulse same event N, dark grey, diluited, width 30m. 
  14:46:19  1 30 7th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  14:46:39  1 80 8th thin plume N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 5m. Prolonged until 

14:46:59. 
  14:46:49  1 40 9th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 10m 
  14:46:59  1 20 10th pulse NW, black, ash rich, width 30m prolonged until 14:47:29 
  14:47:09  1 100 11th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m. 

Prolonged until 14:47:29 
  14:47:49  1 40 12th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  14:47:59  1 30 13th pulse NW, black, ash rich, width 40m 
  14:48:09  1 80 14th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  14:48:29  2 80 15th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m; 16th pulse 

jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  14:49:39  1 30 17th pulses N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  14:50:29  3 20 18th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 10m;  

19th pulse N-NW, black, ash rich, width 10m;  
20th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m. 

  14:50:39  0 0 pause 
  14:52:19  0 0 pause 
  14:52:29  1 20 21st pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  14:52:39  1 40 22nd pulse same event N, grey, width 30m 
  14:52:49  1 150 23rd pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 

prolonged until 14:53:09 
  14:53:19  1 80 24th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  14:53:39  1 80 25th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m. Prolonged 

until 14:54:09 
  14:54:49  1 60 26th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 90m 
  14:55:19  1 80 27th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  14:56:49  1 80 28th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 70m 
  14:58:09  1 130 29th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 

Prolonged until 14:58:59 
  14:59:09  2 50 30th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m; 31st pulse 

same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  14:59:19  1 70 32nd pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  14:59:39  1 60 33rd pulse same event N,dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
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  14:59:49  1 70 34th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  14:59:59  1 130 35th pulse (plume) sustained same event N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  15:01:19  1 30 36th pulse N-NW, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  15:01:39  1 90 37th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m. 
  15:02:39  1 130 38th pulse  N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  15:03:29  1 90 39th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m.  
  15:03:59  1 90 40th thin plume N-NW, grey, diluited, width 10m. 
  15:04:39  2 20 41th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m; 42th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m. 
  15:05:19  2 80 43th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m;  

44th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 

  15:05:39 1 2 90 Two pulses N and N-NW started a sustained explosion with strong jets, 
black ash cloud, ash-rich,  
width 100m and 40m.  

  15:06:09  2 120 2nd pulse same event N support ash cloud, black dense ash cloud, 
ash-rich, width 100m;  
3rd pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 

  15:06:49  2 90 4th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 100m;  
5th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m. 

  15:07:29  2 90 6th pulse same event N support to ash cloud, black, ash-rich, width 
60m;  
7th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m. 

  15:07:49  1 70 8th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  15:08:09  1 220 9th pulse same event N, support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 80m 
  15:08:19  1 100 10th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 70m. 
  15:08:59  1 70 11th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m. 
  15:09:09  1 40 12th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m. 
  15:09:29  2 50 13th and 14th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 50m and 

10m. 
  15:09:39  1 60 15th pulse jets same event N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:09:59  1 90 16th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  15:10:39  0 0 pause 
  15:11:59  0 0 pause 
  15:12:09  1 40 17th pulse N-NW, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  15:12:19  1 50 18th pulse same event N, grey, diluited, width 20m 
  15:12:49  1 50 19th pulse (plume) same event N, from grey to dark grey, from diluite 

to less ash, width 40m. Prolonged until 15:13:09   
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  15:13:19  1 50 20th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  15:13:39  1 50 21st pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  15:13:49  1 50 22nd pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  15:14:09  1 50 23rd pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  15:14:29  1 70 24th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m  
  15:14:49  1 60 25th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, diluited, width 50m 
  15:15:19  1 50 26th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  15:15:39  1 50 27th thin plume same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  15:16:09  1 60 28th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  15:16:29  1 60 29th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  15:16:49  1 60 30th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  15:17:09  1 50 31st pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  15:17:49  1 50 32nd pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  15:19:09  1 50 33rd pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  15:19:19  1 60 34th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  15:20:09  1 50 35th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  15:20:29  0 0 dark cover from plume Piton Tremblet behind 
  15:34:59  0 0 dark cover from plume Piton Tremblet behind 
  15:35:09  1 60 36th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:35:19  1 70 37th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:36:09  1 70 38th pulse jets same event N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  15:36:19  1 100 39th pulse bidirectional jets same event N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m. 
  15:36:59  1 60 40th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  15:37:09  1 60 41th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 
  15:38:59 1 1 90 explosion N jets, black dense ash cloud, ash-rich, width 80m, 

prolonged until 15:39:19 
  15:39:19  2 110 2nd pulse support to ash cloud same event N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 80m;  
3rd pulse N-NW, black, ash rich, width 40m. 

  15:39:39  2 150 4th pulse support to ash cloud same event N, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 80m;  
5th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m. (Increase in 
activity) 

  15:40:29  1 60 6th pulse N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  15:41:29  1 50 7th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  15:41:49 1(?) 1 90 8th pulse jets with sustained cauliflower explosion and balistics (?) N-

NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m, prolonged until  15:42:19 
  15:42:29  1 60 9th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash rich, width 40m. 
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  15:42:39  1 20 10th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  15:42:49  1 110 11th pulse N-NW , black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  15:43:09  1 100 12th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  15:43:29  1 60 13th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  15:44:09  1 50 14th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  15:44:29  1 90 15th pulse same event N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  15:44:49  1 70 16th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  15:44:59  1 70 17th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  15:45:09  2 70 18th pulse jets N-NW with metric ballistic(?), dark grey, less ash, width 

60m;  
19th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 

  15:45:19  2 60 20th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m; 21st pulse same 
event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m. 

  15:45:29  2 60 22nd pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 23rd pulse N-
NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m. 

  15:45:39  1 70 24th pulse same event N, black, ash rich, width 40m. 
  15:45:49  1 50 25th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  15:45:59  1 50 26th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  15:46:29  1 60 27th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  15:46:39  2 50 28th puse same event N, black ash rich, width 70m;  

29th pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  15:46:49  2 60 30th puse same event N, black ash rich, width 70m;  

31st pulse (plume) same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  15:47:09  1 80 32nd pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 80m 
  15:47:39  1 50 33th pulse N-NW, grey, width 50m 
  15:47:59  1 80 34th pulse jets (phreatic ?) same event N, grey, diluited, width 90m 
  15:48:19  1 90 35th pulse jets (phreatic ?) same event N, dark grey, diluited, width 

70m 
  15:48:29  1 100 35th pulse jets (phreatic ?) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  15:48:59  3 60 36th and 37th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width: 30m 

and 20m;  
38th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 

  15:49:19  1 60 39th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash rich, width 40m. 
  15:49:29  2 80 40th pulse same event N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m; 41th pulse 

(plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m.  
  15:49:49  3 100 42th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  

43th pulse same event N, dark grey , >ash, width 50m;  
44th pulse NW (above Bory), dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
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  15:50:09  3 70 45th and 46th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 80m and 60m;  
47th pulse NW (coming from Bory), black, ash-rich, width 70m.  

  15:50:29  1 80 48th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  15:51:39  1 100 49th pulse (plume) same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  15:52:09  1 60 50th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  15:52:19  1 60 51th pulse jets same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:52:39  1 90 52th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:53:09  1 70 53th pulse same event N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  15:53:29 1 1 90 explosion N-NW jet, black dense ash cloud, ash-rich, witdh 40m. 
  15:53:39  1 90 2nd pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m.  
  15:53:49  1 70 3rd pulse N support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m. 
  15:53:59  1 80 4th pulse N-NW support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  15:54:19  1 100 5th pulse N, N-NW support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 

100m 
  15:54:39  2 160 6th pulse N, support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m; 

7th pulse NW, grey, diluited, width 90m 
  15:54:59  1 90 8th pulse N. support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  15:55:19  1 100 9th pulse N, support to ash cloud, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  15:55:39  2 70 10th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 70m;  

11th pulse NW, from dark grey to black, from diluited to ash-rich, width 
80m prolonged until 15:56:49 

  15:56:09  1 70 12th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  15:56:29  1 190 13th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  15:56:59  1 150 14th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  15:57:19  1 110 15th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  15:57:39  2 120 16th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 17th pulse N-NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 30m 
  15:58:19  1 140 18th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  15:58:59  1 110 19th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  15:59:19  1 70 20th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  16:00:09  1 130 21st pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 60m  
  16:00:29  1 100 22nd pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:00:59  1 80 23rd pulse jets N, grey, width 60m  
  16:01:39  1 80 24th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  16:01:59  2 70 25th and 26th pulse N, black and dark grey, ash-rich and less ash, 

width 40m and 40m 
  16:02:19  2 90 27th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 80m; 28th pulse N-NW, black, ash-

rich, width 50m 
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  16:02:39  1 60 29th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:02:59  1 60 30th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width, 40m 
  16:03:19  1 70 31st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:03:29 1(?) 1 60 32nd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:03:59  1 80 33rd pulse bidirectional jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:04:19  1 70 34th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:04:29  2 110 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 36th pulse N-NW, 

black, ash-rich 
  16:04:49  1 80 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:05:09  1 100 38th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:06:09  1 100 39th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:06:29  1 40 40th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:06:39  2 60 41th pulse (plume) and 42th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 

and 20m 
  16:07:09  1 70 43th pulse (plume) N, black, ash rich, width 50m 
  16:07:39  1 40 44th pulse N, dense grey, >ash, width 50m 
  16:07:49  1 50 45th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:08:19  2 80 46th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m;  

47th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m: both 
prolonged until 16:08:49 

  16:08:59 1 1 60 explosion strong jets N, black dense , ash rich, width 110m 
  16:09:29  2 140 2nd pulse violent bidirectional jets (plume) sustained N, black dense, 

ash rich, width 120m;  
3rd pulse violent jet (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 70m 

  16:09:39  1 110 4th pulse support to ash cloud, violent sustained N, N-NW, Black 
dense, ash rich , width 200m 

  16:09:49  1 60 5th pulse N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:09:59  1 300 6th pulse sustained ash cloud N, violent jets, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 80m prolonged until 16:11:19 
  16:10:29  1 130 7th pulse suport to ash cloud N, black dense ,ash rich, width 100m 

prolonged until 16:11:19 
  16:10:59  1 50 8th pulse N-NW, dark grey, diluited, width 40m 
  16:11:29  1 80 9th pulse N-NW, dark grey, diluited, width 40m 
  16:11:49  2 70 10th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 12th pulse N-NW, dark grey, 

diluited, width 50m 
  16:12:19  1 60 13th pulse N, dark grey, diluited, width 40m 
  16:12:29  1 90 14th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:12:39  1 60 15th pulse N, black, sah-rich, width 60m 
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  16:12:49  1 50 16th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  16:12:59  1 80 17th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 90m 
  16:13:09  2 60 18th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m; 19th pulse N-NW, dark grey, 

less ash, width 30m 
  16:13:19  2 60 20th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 80m; 21st pulse N-NW, grey, 

diluited, 50m 
  16:13:39  2 70 22nd pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m; 23rd pulse N-NW, grey, 

diluited, width 40m 
  16:14:09  1 60 24th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 60m 
  16:14:29  1 50 25th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:14:39  1 100 26th pulse (plume)  sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:15:09  1 50 27th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:15:39  1 50 28th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m  
  16:15:59  1 40 29th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:16:19  1 70 30th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:16:39  1 60 31st pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:16:49  1 50 32nd pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:16:59  2 70 33rd and 34th pulses N, black dense and black, ash rich, width: 50m 

and 40m 
  16:17:29  2 90 35th pulse jets N, black , ash-rich, width 60m; 36th pulse N-NW, grey, 

diluited, width 60m 
  16:17:59  1 60 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:18:19  1 50 38th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:18:29  1 90 39th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:18:59  1 70 40th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:19:09  1 70 41th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:19:19  1 30 42th pulse N-NW, grey, diluited, width 20m 
  16:19:29  1 50 43th pulse N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:19:49  1 80 44th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m  
  16:20:19  1 70 45th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:20:29 1 1 180 explosion strong vertical jets N sustained, black dense , ash rich, width 

80m prolonged until 16:20:59 
  16:21:09  1 110 2nd pulse sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90 
  16:21:49  1 110 3rd pulse sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width 90m 
  16:21:59  1 70 4th pulse strong vertical jets N (phreatic?), dark grey, less ash, width 

40m 
  16:22:09  1 250 5th pulse sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 120m prolonged 

until 16:23:19 
  16:22:29  1 80 6th pulse N, from black dense to black, ash-rich , width 60m   
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  16:23:29  1 70 7th pulse support to ash coud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  16:23:59  1 50 8th pulse support to ash coud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:24:09  1 40 9th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  16:24:19  1 60 10th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:24:29  2 40 11th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m; 12th pulse N, black, 

ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:24:49  1 40 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:24:59  1 80 14th pulse N, black dense m ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:25:29  1 90 15th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  16:25:59  1 100 16th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 130m prolonged 16:25:39 
  16:26:49  1 70 17th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:26:59  2 60 18th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m; 19th pulse N, black , 

ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:27:29  1 50 20th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:28:09  1 60 21st pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  16:28:19  1 70 22nd pulse N-NW, grey, diluited, width 20m 
  16:28:29  2 70 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m; 24th pulse jets N-

NW, black, ash-rich width 30m 
  16:28:49  2 90 25th pulse jets N, dark grey, diluited, width 30m;  

26th pulse strong vertical jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:29:09  1 60 27th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:29:19  1 70 28th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:29:49  1 80 29th pulse + vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:29:59  1 70 30th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:30:39  1 70 31st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:30:59  1 70 32nd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:31:29  2 110 33rd and 34th (plume) pulses N, black, ash-rich, width: 40m and 30m 
  16:32:09  1 70 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:32:29  1 40 36th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  16:32:49  1 30 37th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  16:33:19  1 70 38th pulse N, grey, diluited, width 50m 
  16:33:39  1 110 39th pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m, 

prolonged until 16:34:19 
  16:34:19  1 90 40th pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m, 

prolonged until 16:34:39 
  16:34:39  1 110 41th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m  
  16:34:59 1 1 80 weak esplosion with jets N cauliflower modelled by wind, black dense, 

ash rich, width 60m  
  16:35:29  1 100 2nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
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  16:35:49  1 80 3rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  16:36:09  1 80 4th pulse sustain ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:36:29  1 130 5th pulse strong vertical jets sustained ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich width  80m 
  16:36:49  1 200 6th pulse support ash cloud N, black dense,ash-rich, width 90m 
  16:37:49  1 100 7th pulse vertical jet N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  16:38:09  2 180 8th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

9th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  16:38:29  1 130 10th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
>60m 

  16:38:59  1 110 11th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
80m prolonged until 16:39:49 

  16:40:19  1 80 12th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  16:40:49  1 60 13th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:40:59  2 70 14th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 15th pulse N-NW, 

black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  16:41:49  1 60 16th pulse N, blck dense, ash rich, width 80m 
  16:42:19  1 50 17th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:42:49  1 110 18th pulse vertical jet sustained N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  16:43:39  1 60 19th pulse N, black , ash rich , width 60m 
  16:43:59  2 40 20th and 21st pulses N, black, ash rich, width 50m and 30m 
  16:44:09  1 150 22nd pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  16:44:49  1 80 23rd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m  
  16:45:39  2 50 24th (plume) and 25th pulse N, black dense and dark grey, ash rich 

and less ash, width 50m and 30m 
  16:45:49  1 80 26th pulse N, dark grey , >ash , width 60m 
  16:45:59  1 70 27th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m prolonged 16:46:19 
  16:46:19  1 70 28th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  16:46:29  1 60 29th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  16:46:39  2 50 30th and 31st pulse (plume) N, black and dark grey, ash-rich and less 

ash, width 40m and 30m 
  16:46:49  2 40 32nd and 33rd pulse (plume) N, black and dark grey, ash-rich and less 

ash, width 40m and 20m 
  16:46:59  1 90 34th pulse vertical sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 50m 
  16:47:29  1 90 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  16:47:59  2 80 36th and 37th pulses (plume) N, black dense , ash rich, width 40m and 

50m 
  16:48:59  2 70 38th and 39th pulses (plume) N, black dense and dark grey, ash-rich 
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and less ash, width 40m and 20m. 
  16:49:29  1 50 40th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:49:39  1 60 41th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  16:49:49  1 70 42th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  16:50:09  1 60 43th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  16:50:19  1 60 44th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:50:29  1 100 45th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  16:50:59  1 40 46th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:51:29  1 40 47 pulse N, grey, diluited , width 40m 
  16:52:09 1 1 70 bidirectional jets explosion N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  16:52:49  1 50 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70 
  16:53:29  1 40 3rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:53:39  1 60 4th pulse strong jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  16:53:59  1 50 5th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:54:19  1 50 6th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:54:29  1 60 7th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  16:54:49  1 60 8th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:56:29  1 60 9th pulse N, dark grey, diluited, width 60m 
  16:56:39  1 50 10th thin plume, grey, deliuted, 10m 
  16:56:49  1 70 11th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  16:57:09  1 80 12th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  16:57:29  1 60 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  16:58:39  1 70 14th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  16:58:49  1 60 15th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  16:59:09  2 60 16th and 17th pulses (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 20m and 40m 
  16:59:19  2 90 18th and 19th pulses (plume) N, black, ash rich, width 30m and 40m 
  16:59:39  2 40 20th and 21st pulses N, black, ash rich, width 30m and 30m 
  16:59:49  2 50 22nd and 23rd pulses N, black, ash rich, width 30m and 40m 
  17:00:09  2 40 24th and 25th pulses N, dense grey, less ash, width 20m and 30m 
  17:00:19  1 70 26th pulse N, dark grey , less ash , width 60m 
  17:00:39  2 60 27th and 28th pulses N, black, ash rich, width 30m and 40m 
  17:00:49  1 40 29th pulse N, dark grey , >ash , width 20m 
  17:01:19  1 70 30th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  17:01:29  1 50 31st pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:01:49  1 40 32nd pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  17:01:59  1 60 33rd pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:02:19  1 40 34th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:02:39  1 50 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  17:02:49  2 40 36th and 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width: 50m and 40m 
  17:02:59  1 100 38th jet sustained cauliflower pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m, prolonged until 17:03:09  
  17:03:19  1 60 39th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:03:29 1 1 70 explosion with strong jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  17:03:49  1 90 2nd pulse driven by strong vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  17:04:19  2 60 3rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 4th thin plume N-NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  17:04:39  1 40 5th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:04:49  1 90 6th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  17:05:09  2 70 7th and 8th pulse N, black dense and black, ash-rich, width 50m and 

30m 
  17:05:19  1 50 9th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:05:29  1 50 10th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width >50m 
  17:05:39  1 100 11th strong jets pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  17:06:09  1 80 12th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  17:06:29  1 40 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:06:59  1 100 14th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:07:09  1 80 15th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:07:49  1 50 16th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:08:09  1 40 17th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:08:29  1 80 18th vertical jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:08:59 1 1 110 strong jet driven explosion N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 

prolonged until 17:09:29 
  17:09:29 1 1 220 2nd pulse big explosion affected N, N-NW, black dense ash-rich, width 

230m prolonged until 17:10:39 
  17:09:39  1 490 3rd pulse vertical sustained jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

100m prolonged until 17:12:19 
  17:09:49  1 250 4th pulse vertical jet sustained cauliflower N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 70m prolonged until 17:10:29 
  17:10:09  1 330 5th pulse supported ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

>60m prolonged until 17:10:49 
  17:10:39  1 420 6th pulse supported ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

>60m prolonged until 17:11:19 
  17:10:59  1 220 7th pulse supported ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

>60m prolonged until 17:11: 39 
  17:11:49  1 70 8th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:12:09  1 100 9th pulse vertical jets sustained, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  17:12:29  1 70 10th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
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  17:12:39  1 180 11th pulse (plume) sustained jet N, black , ash rich, width 50m 
  17:13:09  1 310 12th pulse (plume) sustained jet cauliflower N, black dense , ash rich, 

width 50m 
  17:13:29  1 110 13th pulse N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 110m 
  17:14:09  1 100 14th pulse N, N-NW, black dense ash rich, width 100m 
  17:14:29  1 100 15th pulse N, N-NW, black dense ash rich, width 100m 
  17:14:59  1 110 16th pulse sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  17:15:19  1 100 17th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:15:49  1 80 18th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:16:09  1 80 19th pulse N, black , ash rich , width 60m 
  17:16:39  1 50 20th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:16:59  1 50 21st pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:17:19  1 50 22nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  17:17:39  1 90 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  17:17:59  1 50 24th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 50m 
  17:18:09  1 70 25th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:18:39  1 50 26th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:18:49  1 80 27th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:18:59  1 50 28th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:19:09  1 40 29th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 20m 
  17:19:19  2 50 30th and 31st pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m and 40m 
  17:19:29  1 40 32nd pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  17:19:39  1 120 33th pulse bidirectional vertical jet sustained N, black dense, ash rich, 

width 50m 
  17:19:59  2 90 34th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 35th pulse jets N, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 40m  
  17:20:09  1 70 36th pulse jet cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:20:29  1 40 37th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  17:20:49  1 50 38th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  17:20:59  1 70 39th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:21:17  2 80 40th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 70m; 41th pulse N-NW, black 

dense, ash rich, width 40m. 
  17:21:49  2 80 42th pulse and 43th pulse vertical sustained jet cauliflower N-NW, 

black and black dense; ash-rich,  
width 50m and 20m 

  17:22:29  1 70 44th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:22:49  1 80 45th pulse strong jets N-NW, black to black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:23:09  1 60 46th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:23:29  1 80 47th pulse N-NW, dense grey, less ash, width 60m 
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  17:24:09  2 50 48th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 49th pulse (plume) N-NW, 
black, ash-rich, width 50m 

  17:24:29  1 70 50th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:24:39  1 50 51th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:24:59  2 60 52th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 53th pulse N-NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:25:29  1 60 54th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:25:49  1 40 55th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:25:59  1 50 56th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:26:59  1 80 57th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:27:29  1 90 58th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:27:49  1 90 59th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:28:29  1 40 60th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:28:39  1 90 61th pulse N-NW, black, ash rich, width 40m 
  17:29:09  2 80 62th and 63th pulse N, black dense and black, ash-rich, width 60m and 

40m 
  17:29:29  2 100 64th pulse and 65th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

and 30m 
  17:29:59  2 120 66th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 67th pulse N-NW, black, 

ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:30:39  2 140 68th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 69th pulse (plume) N-

NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:31:09  1 80 70th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:31:19  1 70 71th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:31:29  1 40 72th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:31:39  2 110 73th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  

74th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 50m 

  17:32:09  2 60 75th pulse N, dense grey, >ash, width 30m; 76th pulse N-NW, black, 
ash-rich, width 30m  

  17:32:39  1 70 77th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:33:09  1 80 78th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:33:19  1 60 79th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:33:29  1 100 80th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:33:39  1 40 81th pulse N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  17:33:49  1 120 82th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  17:34:19  0 0 No images gap 
  17:39:49  0 0 No images gap 
  17:39:49  0 0 previous activity was present, ash dispersal is evident but no record 
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thanks to the gap 
  17:39:59  1 80 83th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:40:19  1 60 84th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:40:59 1 1 120 explosion jets N sustained, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:41:39  1 220 2nd pulse support to ash cloud strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 60m prolonged until 17:42:19 
  17:41:49  2 180 3rd pulse support to ash cloud jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m;  
4th pulse strong jet sustained N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
prolonged until 17:42:19 

  17:42:19  1 80 4th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  17:42:39  1 200 5th pulse support to ash cloud strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 70m prolonged until 17:44:19 
  17:42:49  1 110 6th pulse strong jet N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:43:19  1 60 7th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:43:59  1 90 8th pulse vertical jet sustained cauliflower N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m 
  17:44:29  2 80 9th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width >50m;  

10th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:45:09  1 180 11th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 

prolonged until 17:46:19 
  17:46:09  1 90 12th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:46:39  1 40 13th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:46:49  1 70 14th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:46:59  1 90 15th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:47:29  1 50 16th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:47:49  1 200 17th strong vertical jets N, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  17:48:29  1 60 18th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:48:59  1 70 19th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:49:59  1 120 20th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:50:39  1 80 21st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:50:59  1 80 22nd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:51:19  1 70 23rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:51:49  1 60 24th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:52:49  1 40 25th pulse N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:52:59  1 50 26th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:53:19  1 60 27th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  17:54:19  1 80 28th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  17:54:59  2 180 29th pulse strong vertical jets N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 80m; 30th 
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pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  17:55:29  1 40 31st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:55:49  1 50 32nd pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  17:56:09  1 150 33rd pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:56:29  1 50 34th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:57:09  1 40 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:57:39  1 160 36th pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  17:58:09  1 40 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  17:58:39  1 160 38th pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  17:59:39  1 40 39th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  17:59:59  2 60 40th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m; 41th pulse N-NW, 

dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  18:00:29  1 90 42th thin plume N-NW, grey, diluited, width 10m 
  18:00:49  1 50 43th thin plume N, grey, width 10m 
  18:01:09  2 50 44th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 10m; 45th pulse N-NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:01:19  1 40 46th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  18:01:39  1 90 47th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:01:59  1 70 48th pulse bidirectional jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:02:29  1 80 49th pulse strong jet N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:02:49  2 90 50th pulse N, black , ash-rich, width 40m; 51th pulse N-NW, black, ash 

rich, width  
  18:03:09  1 50 52th pulse N, dark grey,  less ash, width 30m 
  18:03:39  2 70 53th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m; 54th pulse jet N-NW, 

dark grey, less ash, widthb 40m 
  18:03:59  1 50 55th pulse N, dark grey,  less ash, width 30m 
  18:04:19  2 40 56th pulse N, dark grey,  less ash, width 30m; 57th thin plume N-NW; 

dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  18:04:39  1 40 58th pulse N-NW, dark grey,  less ash, width 40m 
  18:04:49  1 40 59th pulse N, dark grey,  less ash, width 30m 
  18:05:19  1 40 60th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:05:39  1 70 61th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  18:06:09  2 140 62th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m; 63th pulse N-NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 40m 
  18:06:39  2 50 64th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m; 65th pulse N-NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 40m 
  18:06:59  1 70 66th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  18:07:09  1 50 67th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  18:07:29  2 50 64th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 65th pulse N-NW, dark grey, 
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>ash, width 30m 
  18:07:39 1 1 170 explosion jets N sustained, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  18:07:59  1 270 2nd pulse strong vertical jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 80m 
  18:08:19  1 180 3rd pulse strong vertical jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 80m (ash cloud reach 370m high) 
  18:08:59  1 70 4th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:09:19  1 180 5th pulse strong vertical jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width >60m (ash cloud reach 410m high) 
  18:09:39  1 180 6th pulse strong vertical jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width >60m (ash cloud reach 540m high) 
  18:09:49  1 50 7th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:10:09  3 200 8th pulse strong vertical jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width >60m;  
9th and 10th pulse strong jest N-NW, black dense and black, ash-rich, 
width >50m and 50m 

  18:10:39  2 50 11th and 12th pulses jets N-NW, black dense and black, ash-rich, 
width >50m and 40m 

  18:10:49  1 50 13th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:10:59  1 90 14th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:11:49  1 70 15th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:12:09  1 70 16th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:12:49  1 70 17th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:13:09  1 70 18th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:13:19  1 90 19th pulse jet N, black , ash rich, width 40m 
  18:14:29 1 1 90 explosion jets N sustained, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:14:49  2 150 2nd pulse support ash cloud strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m;  
3rd pulse strong vertical jets sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
60m prolonged until 18:15:19 

  18:14:59  1 90 4th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:15:29  1 320 5th pulse strong jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

>60m  
(ash cloud high reach 440m) prolonged until 18:16:49 

  18:15:39  1 90 6th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:15:49  1 60 7th pulse support to ash coud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:16:09  1 320 8th pulse support to ash cloud strong jets N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 100m 
  18:16:19  1 90 9th pulse support to ash cloud jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
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>60m 
  18:17:09  1 70 10th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  18:17:39  1 60 11th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:17:49  1 60 12th pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, black, ash rich, width 

80m 
  18:18:39  1 90 13th pulse support to ash cloud jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

90m 
  18:19:09  1 270 14th pulse strong jets (> volatiles involved) vertical sustained N, N-NW, 

from black dense to black in the end, ash-rich, width 220m 
  18:19:59  1 60 15th pulse N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:20:49  1 70 16th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:20:59  1 90 17th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:21:49  1 110 18th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:22:19  1 110 19th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:22:39  1 50 20th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:22:59  1 70 21st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:23:09  1 100 22nd pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:23:29  1 70 23rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:23:59  1 60 24th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:24:29  1 220 25th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:25:09  1 110 26th pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:25:29  2 100 27th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60; 28th pulse N-NW, dark 

grey, less ash, width 40m 
  18:26:09  2 80 29th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 30th pulse 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  18:26:19  1 90 31st pulse vertical strong jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:26:39  1 220 32nd pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:26:59  1 150 33rd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  18:27:49  1 110 34th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  18:28:29  1 80 35th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:28:39  1 90 36th pulse strong jets sustained N, black dense to black, ash-rich, 

width 80m 
  18:29:09  1 190 37th pulse strong jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 130m 
  18:29:49  2 90 38th and 39th pulses N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m and 40m 
  18:29:59  1 70 40th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:30:19  1 90 41th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:30:39  1 110 42th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:30:49  1 50 43th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:31:09  2 90 44th pulse and 45th plume N, black dense and black, ash-rich, width 
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50m and 30m 
  18:31:19  2 90 46th and 47th pulses N, black , ash-rich, width 40m and 40m 
  18:31:29  1 90 48th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  18:31:39  1 110 49th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  18:31:59  1 100 50th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:32:19  1 50 51th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  18:32:39  1 60 52th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 80 
  18:33:09  1 80 53th pulse N, black , ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:33:19  1 70 54th pulse (plume) jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
  18:33:29  1 80 55th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich width 60m 
  18:33:39  1 70 56th pulse strong jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:33:49  2 60 57th and 58th pulses jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m and 

50m 
  18:34:09  1 120 59th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  18:34:19  1 120 60th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:34:49  1 60 61th pulse N, black , ash-rich, width 60m  
  18:35:09  3 70 62th and 63th pulses and 64th thin little plume N, black dense and 

black and dark grey, ash-rich and less ash, width 60m and 40m and 
20m 

  18:35:19  1 60 65th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:35:29  1 50 66th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  18:35:39  1 90 67th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  18:36:19  1 120 68th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 100m 
  18:36:59  1 90 69th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 100m 
  18:37:29  1 100 70th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:37:49  1 40 71th pulse  N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:37:59  1 60 72th pulse  N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  18:38:09  1 80 73th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:38:29  1 90 74th pulse N, from black dense to dark grey, from ash-rich to >ash, 

width 70m 
  18:38:59  1 100 75th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:39:29  1 60 76th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:39:39  0 0 No images gap 
  18:39:59  0 0 No images gap 
  18:40:09  1 70 77th pulse sustained jets N, black dense ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:40:29  2 100 78th and 79th pulses jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m and 40m 
  18:40:39  1 50 80th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:40:49  1 70 81th pulse jet N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
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  18:40:59  1 90 82th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m prolonged until 
18:41:39 

  18:41:19  1 50 83th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:41:29  2 80 84th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m; 85th pulse N-NW, dark grey, 

less ash, width 40m 
  18:41:39  1 50 86th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:41:49  2 60 87th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 88th pulse N-NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:41:59  2 180 89th pulse strong jets N, form black dense to black, ash-rich, width 

100m; 90th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:42:09  1 30 91th pulse N-NW, grey, width 20m 
  18:42:29  1 50 92th pulse NW, black ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:42:39  1 180 93th pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, from black dense to 

black, ash-rich width 100m 
  18:43:09  1 110 94th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width  
  18:43:39  2 80 95th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 96th pulse N-NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 60m 
  18:43:59  1 50 96th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m. 
  18:44:09  2 130 97th pulse jet sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m;  
98th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 

  18:44:19  1 50 99th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:44:29  1 200 100th pulse jet sustained,support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 50m 
  18:44:39  1 60 101th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  18:44:49  1 110 102th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:45:09  2 60 103th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 104th pulse N-

NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  18:45:19  1 170 105th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m. 
  18:45:29  1 40 106th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  18:45:39  1 80 107th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  18:46:09  1 100 108th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:46:19  1 60 109th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:46:29  2 50 110th pulse jets cauliflower and 111th pulse N, black and black dense, 

ash-rich, width 40m and 30m 
  18:46:39  1 20 112th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:46:49  1 50 113th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:46:59  1 40 113th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:47:29  1 50 114th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  18:47:49  2 50 115th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  
116th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 

  18:47:59  2 110 117th pulse jets sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  
118th pulse jets sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 

  18:48:39 1(?) 2 250 119th pulse strong jets sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
>50m;  
120th pulse jets sustained NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 

  18:49:39  1 50 121th pulse jets support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
>30m 

  18:49:49  1 40 122th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  18:50:09  1 190 123th pulse jets sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  18:50:59  1 110 124th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:51:39  1 90 125th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:51:59  1 80 126th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:52:09  1 40 127th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich width 50 
  18:52:19  2 60 128th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 50m; 129th pulse NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  18:52:29  1 110 130th pulse jet sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  18:52:59  1 110 131th pulse strong jet N, N-NW, black, ash-rich width 100m 
  18:53:09  1 80 132th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:53:29  1 90 133th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  18:53:49  1 90 134th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  18:53:59  1 70 135th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  18:54:19  2 110 136th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 137th pulse (plume) 

N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:54:39  1 90 138th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:54:59  1 90 139th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich width 20m 
  18:55:19  1 60 140th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  18:55:29  2 190 141th and 142th  pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m and 

30m 
  18:56:39  1 100 143th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  18:56:59  1 160 144th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  18:57:49  2 110 145th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m; 146th pulse N-NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  18:58:19  2 110 147th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 60m;  

148th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
30m 

  18:58:49  1 170 149th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich width 90m 
  18:59:49  1 90 150th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 60m 
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  19:00:19  1 70 151th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  19:00:29  1 70 152th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  19:00:59  1 70 153th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  19:01:09  1 60 154th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  19:01:59  1 70 155th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m 
  19:02:29  1 50 156th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m 
  19:02:59  1 60 157th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m 
  19:03:29  1 100 158th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m 
  19:04:09  1 70 159th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 60m 
  19:04:29  1 40 160th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  19:05:09  0 0 dark images 
  19:10:59  0 0 dark images 
  19:11:09  1 80 161th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:11:19  0 0 dark images 
  19:12:59  0 0 dark images 
  19:13:09 1 1 110 explosion strong jets cauliflower sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 40m 
  19:13:49  1 200 2nd pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:14:19  1 130 3rd pulse strong jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 140m 
  19:14:49  1 240 4th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:15:09  1 90 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:15:19  1 200 6th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:15:49  1 60 7th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:15:59  1 110 8th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 110m 
  19:16:59  1 110 9th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:17:49  1 110 10th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:17:59  1 110 11th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:18:19  1 90 12th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:18:49  1 90 13th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  19:18:59  1 160 14th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 70m 
  19:19:39  1 320 15th pulse strong jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, 

width >70m 
  19:19:59  1 130 16th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:20:39  1 170 17th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:20:59  1 240 18th pulse strong jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, 

width 60m 
  19:21:09  1 170 19th pulse strong jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, 

width 70m 
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  19:21:19  1 110 18th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:21:49  2 70 19th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

20th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m.  
  19:22:09  2 120 20th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70;  

21st pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 70m;  
  19:22:59  1 80 22nd pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  19:24:29  1 70 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:24:39  1 60 24th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:24:59  2 70 25th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m; 26th pulse (plume) 

N-NW, black, ash rich, width 20m 
  19:25:09  1 60 27th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:25:39  2 80 28th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 29th pulse N-NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:25:49  1 110 30th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:26:09  1 100 31st pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  19:26:39  1 120 32nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:27:09  1 70 33rd pulse jets N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:27:29  1 110 34th pulse jets N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:27:59  2 100 35th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m; 36th pulse N-NW, 

dark grey, >ash, width 70m 
  19:28:19  1 90 37th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:28:39  1 70 38th pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:28:59  1 60 39th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:29:09  1 90 40th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 70m 
  19:29:39  1 80 41th pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:29:59  1 60 42th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:30:09 1 1 280 strong jet driven explosion N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 

prolonged until 19:31:09 
  19:30:19  1 220 2nd pulse strong jets N-NW, NW, black dense ash-rich, width 70m 
  19:30:29  1 240 3rd pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  19:30:59  1 100 4th pulse N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:31:09  1 220 5th pulse jet support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  19:31:59  1 80 6th pulse jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50mù 
  19:32:49  1 360 7th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 110m prolonged until 19:33:49 
  19:33:09  1 50 8th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:33:29  1 230 9th pulse strong jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  19:34:29  1 60 10th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  19:34:59  3 200 11th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >50m;  
12th and 13th pulse N-NW, black and black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
and 40m 

  19:35:19  1 90 14th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:35:49  1 60 15th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:36:09  1 140 16th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:36:19  1 110 17th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:37:09  2 80 18th pulse N, black dense, width 40m; 19th pulse N-NW, black, ash 

rich, width  
  19:37:29  1 110 19th pulse N, N-NW, black dense, width 80m 
  19:37:49  1 50 20th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:38:09 1 1 220 jet driven explosion N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m (max ash 

cloud high 340) 
  19:38:39  1 220 2nd pulse support to ash-cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  19:38:59  1 220 3rd pulse support to ash-cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  19:39:09  1 110 3rd pulse support to ash-cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  19:40:09  1 100 4th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:40:29  1 70 5th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:40:49  1 70 6th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:41:19  1 70 7 pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:41:49  1 120 8th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:42:09  1 110 9th pulse N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 80m 
  19:42:19  1 120 10th pulse jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 100m 
  19:42:29  1 90 11th pulse N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  19:42:49  1 200 12th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  19:43:29  1 80 13th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:43:59  1 70 14th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  19:44:09  1 60 15th  pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  19:44:29  1 80 16th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:44:49  1 70 17th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  19:45:19  2 80 18th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 19th pulse N-NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:45:29  2 70 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 21st pulse N-

NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  19:45:39  2 50 22nd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 23rd pulse N-NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  19:45:49  2 60 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 25th pulse N-

NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  19:46:19  2 60 26th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 27th pulse NW, black 
dense, ash-rich, width 30m 

  19:46:39  1 200 28th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  19:46:59  1 100 29th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  19:47:39  1 110 30th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:47:59  1 110 31st pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m  
  19:48:39  1 110 32nd pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:49:09  1 60 33rd pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  19:49:19  1 120 34th pulse jets (plume), black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:49:59  1 50 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:50:09  1 40 36th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:50:19  1 90 37th pulse jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:51:29  1 90 38th pulse jets N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:51:39  1 80 39th pulse jets N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  19:52:19  1 100 40th pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:52:59  1 80 41th pulse jets N, black  , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:53:29  1 80 42th pulse (plume) jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:53:49  1 100 43th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:53:59  1 90 44th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  19:54:39  1 90 45th pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  19:55:09  1 60 46th pulse jets N, black  , ash-rich, width 30m 
  19:55:29  2 70 47th and 48th pulse N, black  , ash-rich, width 40m and 20m 
  19:55:39  1 90 49th pulse jets N, black,ash rich, width 40m 
  19:55:49  1 40 50th pulse N, black  , ash-rich, width 20m 
  19:55:59  1 90 51th pulse jets N, black,ash rich, width 40m 
  19:56:19  1 110 52th pulse jets N, black dense ,ash rich, width 60m 
  19:57:09  1 60 53th pulse N, black,ash rich, width 50m 
  19:57:29  1 50 54th pulse N, black,ash rich, width 50m 
  19:57:39  2 50 55th and 56th pulse N, black  , ash-rich, width 50m and 20m 
  19:57:49  1 200 57th pulse (pennacchio) jets N, black dense ,ash rich, width 70m 
  19:58:19  1 30 58th pulse NW, black dense ,ash rich, width 20m 
  19:58:29  1 50 59th pulse N, black,ash rich, width 40m 
  19:58:39  1 110 60th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense ,ash rich, width 60m 
  19:59:09  1 110 61th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense ,ash rich, width 60m 
  19:59:39  1 100 62th pulse support ash cloud N, black dense ,ash rich, width 70m 
  19:59:59  1 90 63th pulse N, black dense ,ash rich, width 60m 
  20:00:19  1 110 64th pulse jets N, black dense ,ash rich, width 50m 
  20:00:39  1 90 65th pulse (plume) and pulse N, black dense ,ash rich, width 70m and 
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30m 
  20:00:59  1 50 66th pulse N, black dense ,ash rich, width 40m 
  20:01:29  1 120 67th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense ,ash rich, width 50m 
  20:02:09  1 60 68th pulse N, black dense ,ash rich, width 50m 
  20:02:19  1 110 69th pulse N, grey, diluited, width 50m 
  20:02:39  1 50 70th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:02:49  1 50 71th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:03:09  2 120 72th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense ,ash rich, width 80m;  

73th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:03:29  2 90 74th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense ,ash rich, width 80m;  

75th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:03:49  2 110 76th pulse jets (plume) sustained N, black dense ,ash rich, width 70m;  

77th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:04:09  2 130 78th pulse jets sustained N, black dense ,ash rich, width 100m;  

79th pulse sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 

  20:04:49 1 1 300 jet explosion involved all areas: N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 320m (max ash cloud high 440) 

  20:04:59  1 280 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 300m 

  20:05:19  1 260 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 280m 

  20:05:49  1 220 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
270m 

  20:05:59  1 110 5th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  20:06:09  1 270 6th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:06:19  1 80 7th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:06:29  1 220 8th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:06:39  1 90 9th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  20:06:59  1 60 10th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  20:07:09  2 100 11th pulse support to ash cloud and 12th pulse (plume) N, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 90m and 40m 
  20:07:29  2 120 12th and 13th jets pulses sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m and 40m 
  20:07:39  1 180 14th pulse jet N, black dense , ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:08:09  1 200 15th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  20:08:29  1 180 16th pulse jet N, black dense , ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:08:49  1 160 17th pulse jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:08:59  1 160 18th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:09:19  1 60 19th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
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  20:09:29  1 190 20th jet pulse sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:10:29  1 240 21st jet pulse sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width >50m 
  20:10:49  1 50 22nd pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:11:09 1(?) 1 130 23rd strong jet pulse sustained N, N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 

80m 
  20:11:39  1 290 24th strong jet pulse support ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 110m  
  20:12:39  1 220 25th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  20:13:19  2 220 26th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m;  

27th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  20:13:49  2 200 28th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m;  

29th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  20:14:09  2 70 30th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

31st pulse (pennacchio) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:14:29  1 50 32nd pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:14:39 1 1 240 explosion strong jets cauliflower sustained N, N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 140m 
  20:15:09  1 320 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense ,ash rich ,width 

140m 
  20:15:49  1 240 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense ,ash rich ,width 

140m 
  20:16:09  1 200 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense ,ash rich ,width 

110m 
  20:16:39  1 180 5th pulse support to ash cloud N,  black dense ,ash rich ,width 60m 
  20:16:59  2 140 6th and 7th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m and 40m 
  20:17:29  1 100 8th pulse N, from black dense to black , ash-rich, width 100m 
  20:17:49  1 240 9th pulse (plume) jets sustained N,  black dense , ash-rich, width 100m 
  20:18:19  1 140 10th pulse (plume) strong jets N,  black dense , ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:19:19  2 110 11th pulse N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m; 12th pulse jets NW, 

dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  20:19:29  1 70 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:19:39  1 90 14th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  20:19:49  2 50 15th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m; 16th pulse N-NW, grey, 

diluited, width 20m 
  20:19:59  1 70 17th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:20:19  2 70 18th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m; 19th thin plume N-NW,  grey, 

width 10m 
  20:20:29  1 100 20th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:20:39  1 100 21st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
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  20:20:59  1 110 22nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:21:19  1 50 23rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:21:29  2 60 24th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 25th pulse (plume) N-

NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:21:39  1 80 26th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:21:49  1 100 27th pulse  N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:22:09  2 110 28th and 29th pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 

and 30m 
  20:22:29  2 110 30th and 31st pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich width 20m 

and 40m 
  20:22:59  1 90 32nd pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:23:09  1 60 33rd thin plume N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 20m 
  20:23:19  1 50 34th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 30m 
  20:23:29  1 90 35th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:23:49 1 1 200 explosion strong jets sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  20:23:59  1 60 2nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:24:19  1 150 3rd pulse support to ash cloud jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 50m 
  20:24:49  1 90 4th pulse strong jets sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:25:19  1 110 5th pulse jets cauliflower sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  20:25:59  1 70 6th pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  20:26:09  1 110 7th pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 70m 
  20:26:29  1 90 8th pulse (plume) vertical jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  20:26:39  1 50 9th pulse N, black, ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:26:59  1 100 10th pulse (plume) vertical jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich 

width 50m 
  20:27:29  1 50 11th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:27:39  1 50 12th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash , width 20m 
  20:27:49  1 70 13th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  20:27:59  1 50 14th pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  20:28:09  1 60 15th thin plume N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 20m 
  20:28:19  1 50 16th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:28:39  1 60 17th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:28:49  1 80 18th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:29:09  1 60 19th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  20:29:29  1 60 20th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  20:29:59  1 80 21st pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  20:30:09  1 90 22nd pulse (plume) jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
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  20:30:29  1 90 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:30:49  1 60 24th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:31:09  1 80 25th pulse N, black , ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:31:39  1 70 26th pulse (plume) jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:31:59  1 90 27th pulse jets N, black , ash-rich , width 50m 
  20:32:19  1 110 28th pulse strong jets N, black , ash-rich , width 50m 
  20:32:42  1 120 29th pulse (plume) jets N, black , ash-rich , width 40m 
  20:33:09 1 1 120 explosion vertical jet sustained cauliflower N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 60m 
  20:33:49  1 90 2nd pulse jets support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m 
  20:34:19  1 90 3rd pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:34:49  1 70 4th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 70m 
  20:34:59  1 200 5th pulse strong jets cauliflower support to ash cloud N, black dense, 

ash rich, width 80m 
  20:35:49  1 80 6th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:36:09  1 50 7th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 40m 
  20:36:19  1 110 8th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:36:39  2 80 9th and 10th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  20:36:49  1 70 11th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  20:36:59  2 60 12th and 13th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  20:37:19  1 40 14th pulse (plume) N, black, ash rich, width 20m 
  20:37:29  1 80 15th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:37:49  1 110 16th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:37:59  1 110 17th pulse strong jets NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:38:29  2 90 18th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 19th pulse jets 

NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:38:59  2 60 19th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  

20th pulse strong jets N-NW, NW, black dense, width 70m 

  20:39:09 1 2 220 explosions vertical jet sustained area N and N-NW, black ash-rich, total 
width 220m 

  20:39:39  2 260 2nd pulse strong jet sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, 
ash-rich;  
3rd pulse strong jet sustained support to ash cloud N-NW, black 
dense, ash-rich, total width 220m 

  20:39:59  2 260 4th pulse strong jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black 
dense, ash-rich, width 220m;  
5th pulse strong jets sustained NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
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  20:40:19  2 440 6th pulse strong jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black 
dense, ash-rich;  
7th pulse strong jets sustained NW, black dense, ash-rich, total width 
220m  

  20:40:59  1 660 8th pulse strong jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black 
dense, ash rich, width 110m 

  20:41:19  1 840 9th pulse strong jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black 
dense, ash rich, width 110m 

  20:41:39  2 440 10th pulse jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, 
ash rich, width 90m;  
11th pulse jet N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 

  20:41:59  2 300 12th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 
80m;  
13th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 80m 

  20:43:09  1 230 14th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 
70m 

  20:43:39  1 180 15th pulse support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:44:09  1 180 16th pulse support to ash cloud N, black ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:44:29  1 120 17th pulse support to ash cloud N, black ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:44:59  1 120 18th pulse strong jets N, black ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:45:39  1 80 19th pulse strong jets N, black ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:45:59  1 180 20th pulse strong jets N, black dense,  ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:46:39  1 110 21st pulse very strong jets N, black dense,  ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:47:19  1 70 22nd pulse jets N-NW, black,  ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:47:39  1 70 23rd pulse jets N, black,  ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:47:59  1 70 24th pulse N, black dense,  ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:48:09  1 110 25th pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black dense,  ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:48:19  1 100 26th pulse strong jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  20:48:49  1 220 27th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

70m 
  20:49:29  1 80 28th pulse N, black dense,  ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:49:59  1 80 29th pulse N, black ,  ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:50:09  1 80 30th pulse N, black ,  ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:50:29  1 110 31st pulse N-NW, black ,  ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:50:59  1 90 32nd pulse N-NW, black ,  ash-rich, width 90m 
  20:51:19  1 80 33rd pulse N-NW, black ,  ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:51:49  1 180 34th pulse strong jets N, black dense , ash-rich, width 80m 
  20:52:59  1 100 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:53:39  1 110 36th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
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  20:53:59  1 130 37th pulse (plume) jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:54:19  1 110 38th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  20:54:59  1 90 39th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  20:55:39  1 80 40th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  20:55:59  0 0 dark images 
  21:08:59  0 0 dark images 
  21:09:09  1 80 41th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:09:29  1 100 42th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  21:10:49  0 0 dark images 
  21:16:29  0 0 dark images 
  21:16:39 1 1 220 explosion jet driven N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width >70m 
  21:17:19  1 110 2nd pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  21:17:39  1 100 3rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:17:59  1 60 4th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:18:09  1 40 5th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:18:29  1 60 6th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  21:18:59  1 100 7th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  21:19:39  1 110 8th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:20:09  0 0 dark images 
  21:32:59  0 0 dark images 
  21:33:09  1 50 9th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  21:33:49  1 90 10th pulse (plume) N, blackdense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  21:34:09  0 0 dark images 
  21:35:39  0 0 dark images 
  21:35:49  1 80 11th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:36:39  1 110 12th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  21:37:09  1 40 13th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:37:59  0 0 dark images 
  21:38:49  0 0 dark images 
  21:38:59 1 1 220 explosion jet driven N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 110m (max 

ash cloud high 320m) 
  21:39:39  0 0 dark images 
  21:40:49  0 0 dark images 
  21:40:59  1 260 2nd pulse jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m 
  21:42:09  0 0 dark images 
  21:50:29  0 0 dark images 
  21:50:39 1 1 270 explosion jet driven (pennacchio) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
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60m 
  21:51:09  1 310 2nd pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

100m 
  21:51:29  1 220 3rd pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

80m 
  21:51:49  1 240 4th pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

80m 
  21:52:09  1 160 5th pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m 
  21:52:39  1 220 6th pulse strong jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  21:53:19  1 220 5th pulse jet support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  21:53:39  1 50 7th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  21:54:09  2 110 8th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 9th pulse (plume) jet N, 

black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  21:54:49  1 220 9th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  21:55:29  1 150 10th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:56:29  1 110 11th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  21:56:59  1 90 12th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  21:57:29  0 0 gap 
  22:02:29  0 0 gap 
  22:02:39  0 0 dark images 
  22:02:59  0 0 dark images 
  22:03:09 1 1 120 explosion vertical jet plume N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:03:59  2 230 2nd pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

70m;  
3rd pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 

  22:04:29  2 340 3rd pulse jet support ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
1000m;  
4th pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 150m 

  22:05:39  1 440 5th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  22:05:59  1 400 6th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  22:06:49  2 220 7th and 8th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m and 40m 
  22:06:59  1 260 9th pulse jets vertical sustained N, black dense, ash rich, width 90m 
  22:08:09  1 270 10th pulse jets vertical cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:09:09  1 260 11th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m  
  22:09:39  1 260 12th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m  
  22:10:39  1 220 13th pulse jets support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
  22:11:19  1 130 14th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
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  22:11:59  1 110 15th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:12:39  1 200 16th pulse jets sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  22:14:19  1 180 17th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  22:14:29 1 1 250 explosion jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:14:59  1 280 2nd pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 70m 
  22:15:29  1 180 3rd pulse vertical jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:16:09  1 110 4th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width  
  22:16:29  1 120 5th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:16:59  1 200 6th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width  
  22:17:19  1 120 7th pulse jets N, from black dense to black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:17:29  1 260 8th pulse strong vertical jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  22:17:59  1 270 9th pulse strong vertical jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  22:18:19  1 200 10th pulse strong vertical jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:18:39  1 180 11th pulse vertical jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:18:49  1 50 12th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:19:19  1 80 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:19:49  1 80 14th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:19:59  1 50 15th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  22:20:49  1 110 16th pulse jets N, from black dense to black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:21:09  1 230 17th pulse vertical jet cauliflower NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:21:39  3 130 18th and 19th pulses (plume) N, black and black dense, ash rich, width 

20m and 40m;  
20th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width  

  22:21:59  1 160 21st pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:22:19  1 220 22nd pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:22:29  1 220 23rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:22:39  1 140 24th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:22:59  2 230 25th pulse support ash-cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

26th pulse (plume) jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m  
  22:23:19  1 160 27th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  22:23:49  2 220 28th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 29th pulse 

jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width >60m  
  22:24:09  2 180 30th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  

31st pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
>60m  

  22:24:19  1 200 32th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:24:39  1 320 33th strong jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
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  22:25:09  1 320 34th strong jet pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 80m 

  22:25:59  1 220 35th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:26:19 1(?) 1 440 36th pulse strong jets sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:27:29  1 380 37th pulse jets sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:27:49  1 230 38th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:29:59  1 270 39th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

80m 
  22:30:29  1 350 40th pulse (plume) jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 70m 
  22:30:49 1 1 440 explosion strong vertical jets driven N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 230m 
  22:31:29  1 490 2nd jet pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 230m 
  22:31:49  1 270 3rd vertical jet pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:32:09  1 300 4th jets pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  22:32:49  1 140 5th jets pulse support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 

60m 
  22:33:19  1 220 6th jets pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 80m 
  22:33:59 1(?) 1 440 7th strong jets pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  22:34:29  1 330 8th jets pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

70m 
  22:35:09  1 270 9th strong jets support ash cloud pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, 

width 90m 
  22:35:19  1 190 10th strong jets pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:36:09  1 130 11th strong jets pulse N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:36:39  2 150 12th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 13th jets pulse N-

NW, black , ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:37:19  1 220 14th jet pulse N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:37:49  1 220 15th strong jet pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:38:29  1 200 16th strong jet pulse N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 200m 
  22:38:59  2 180 17th jet pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m; 18th jet pulse N, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:39:29  1 180 18th strong jet pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:39:59  1 220 19th pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:40:29  2 130 20th pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  

21st pulse NW, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  22:40:49  2 180 22nd pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 30m;  
23rd pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  22:40:59  1 110 24th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 
40m 

  22:41:29  1 120 25th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:41:49  1 200 26th pulse (plume) jets cauliflower N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:42:09  1 220 27th vertical jets pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:42:19  1 110 28th pulse jet N,  balck dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:42:29  1 160 29th strong jet pulse N-NW, grey, diluited, 40m 
  22:42:39  1 120 30th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:42:49  1 300 31st strong jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:42:59  1 220 32nd jet pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:43:19  1 110 33rd pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:43:39  1 90 34th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:43:49  1 110 35th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  22:44:09  1 110 36th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:44:19  1 110 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:44:29  2 220 36th pulse jets N, grey, diluited, width 100m; 37th pulse (plume) N-NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:44:39  1 120 38th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:44:49  3 220 39th pulse (plume) and 40th pulse support ash cloud N, dark grey and 

black dense, less ash and ash-rich, width: 30m and 50m;  
41th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 

  22:45:19  1 220 42th pulse support ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:45:39  1 90 43th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:45:49  2 110 44th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 45th pulse N, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:45:59  1 110 46th pulse  N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  22:46:09  1 70 47th pulse  N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:46:19  1 90 48th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m. 
  22:46:29  1 110 49th pulse jets  N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:47:09  1 110 50th pulse jets  N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:47:29  1 110 51th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:47:39  2 110 52th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 53th pulse (plume) N-NW,  

dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  22:47:49  1 70 54th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:48:09  1 90 55th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  22:48:29  1 50 56th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  22:48:39  1 60 57th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:49:09  1 110 58th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

59th pulse N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
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  22:49:29  1 80 59th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:49:59 1 1 100 explosion jet sustained plume with three directions N, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:50:29  2 120 2nd pulse vertical jet sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 70;  
3rd pulse (plume)  NW, grey, width 40m 

  22:50:49  1 110 4th pulse vertical jet sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, 
ash-rich, width 70m 

  22:51:09  1 110 5th pulse jets NW, grey, width 40m 
  22:51:19  1 70 6th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  22:51:39  1 110 7th pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  22:51:49  1 110 8th thin plume N-NW, NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  22:51:59  1 70 9th pulse N, black, ash-rich , width 40m 
  22:52:39  1 50 10th pulse N, dark grey, less ash , width 30m 
  22:54:09  1 120 11th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:54:29  1 150 12th pulse (plume) N, black to dark grey, ash-rich to less ash, width 

50m 
  22:55:09  1 130 13th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  22:55:19  1 150 14th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  22:55:29  1 150 15th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  22:55:49  1 200 16th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m; 17th pulse 

(plume) NW, grey, width 50m 
  22:56:09  1 80 18th pulse (plume) NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  22:56:29  1 180 19th pulse (plume) support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

70m 
  22:56:39  1 130 20th pulse (plume) support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

80m 
  22:56:59  1 80 21st pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash , width 30m;  

22nd thin plume and 23rd pulse NW (above bory), black dense, ash-
rich, width 20m and 40m 

  22:57:19  1 70 24th pulse (plume) support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
50m 

  22:57:29 1 2 200 explosion vertical jet driven cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
50m;  
2nd stong jets pulse (plume) NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m  

  22:58:09  1 300 3rd strong vertical jet pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-
rich, width 100m 

  22:58:29  1 70 4th jet pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash rich, width 70m 
  22:58:39  2 280 5th vertical jet pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 200m;  
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6th jet pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash rich, width 100m 

  22:59:19  2 220 7th vertical jet pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 180m;  
8th jet pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash rich, width 70m 

  22:59:29  1 260 9th strong jets pulse N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 130m 
  22:59:59  1 220 10th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:00:29  1 130 11th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  23:00:39  1 80 12th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:00:59  1 270 13th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:01:39  1 120 14th jet pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:01:59  1 130 15th jet pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  23:02:29  1 200 16th jet pulse support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  23:03:09  1 140 17th jet pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:03:49  1 130 18th jet pulse (plume)  N, black , ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:03:59  1 50 19th pulse N, dark grey , >ash, width 40m 
  23:04:29  1 90 20th jet pulse (plume) cauliflower N, grey , width 30m 
  23:04:49  1 90 21st pulse N, dark grey , >ash, width 50m 
  23:05:19  1 190 22nd pulse (plume)  N, black , ash-rich, width 40m prolonged 23:06:09 
  23:06:19  1 160 23rd jets pulse (plume)  N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:06:49  1 90 24th pulse N-NW, grey , width 50m 
  23:07:49  2 60 25th pulse (plume)  N, black , ash-rich, width 30m ; 26th pulse (plume) 

N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:07:59  1 120 27th jets pulse N-NW, dark grey ,less-ash, width 40m 
  23:08:49  1 160 28th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m  
  23:10:09  1 130 29th jets pulse N-NW, grey , width 60m 
  23:10:19  1 50 30th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  23:10:49  1 80 31st thin plume NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  23:10:59  1 50 32nd pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m  
  23:11:19  1 50 33rd jet pulse NW, grey , diluited , width 40m  
  23:11:29 1 2 160 explosion vertical jet sustained plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m;  
2nd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 

  23:11:39  2 80 3rd and 4th pulse jet sustained (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 30m and 40m 

  23:11:49  2 80 5th pulse sustained support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
70m;  
6th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  23:11:59  3 100 7th pulse jet sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 100m;  
8th pulse sustained and 9th pulse sustained support to ash cloud N-
NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m and 50m 

  23:12:09  1 320 10th pulse strong vertical jets N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich , 
width 290m 

  23:12:59  1 440 11th pulse jets sustained support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black 
dense, ash-rich, width 290m 

  23:13:49  1 240 12th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 
260m 

  23:14:19  1 90 13th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:14:29  1 110 14th pulse support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:14:39  1 70 15th pulse jets (plume), N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  23:14:49  2 60 16th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m;  

17th pulse (plume) NW (above Bory), black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:14:59  1 70 18th pulse support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:15:19  1 40 19th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:15:29  1 50 20th thin plume N-NW, black ash-rich, width 20m 
  23:15:39  2 50 21st pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m; 22nd thin plume N-

NW, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  23:15:49  3 50 23rd and 24th pulse (plume) N, dark grey and black, >ash and ash-

rich, width 30m and 30m;  
25th pulse jets NW, grey, diluited, width 30m 

  23:15:59 1 1 180 explosion vertical jet driven sustained plume N, black dense, ash-rich, 
50m 

  23:16:19  1 70 2nd pulse jets directed N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:16:29  1 60 3rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:16:39  1 50 4th pulse jets (plume) NW, grey, width 40m 
  23:16:49  2 120 5th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50; 6th pulse jets 

N-Nw, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  23:16:59  1 70 7th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:17:09  1 80 8th pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:17:29  1 110 9th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:17:39  3 110 10th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  

11th and 12th pulses (plume) N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 20m and 
40m 

  23:17:49  1 80 13th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  23:18:09  1 60 14th pulse jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:18:19  2 90 15th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m;  

16th pulse (plume) jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  23:18:29  1 90 17th pulse N-NW, from black dense to black, ash-rich width 100m 
  23:18:39  1 60 18th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:18:59  2 50 19th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m; 19th thin plume N-

NW, grey, width 20m 
  23:19:19  3 50 20th thin plume N, grey, width 20m; 21st pulse N-NW, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 40m;  
22nd pulse NW (above Bory), black dense, ash-rich width 30m 

  23:19:29  2 70 23rd pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m; 24th pulse (plume) N, 
black, ash-rich width 30m  

  23:19:49  2 110 25th and 26th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m and 30m 
  23:20:29  1 100 27th jets pulse N-NW, dark grey ,less-ash, width 70m 
  23:20:39  1 130 28th pulse jets (plume) N, grey, width 30m 
  23:21:09  1 50 29th pulse (plume) N, grey, width 30m 
  23:21:19  1 100 30th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:21:59  1 60 31st pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  23:22:19  1 80 32nd pulse N, black ,ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:22:29  2 120 33rd pulse jet N, grey, width 50m; 34th pulse NW, grey, width 40m 
  23:23:19  1 50 35th thin plume N, grey, width 20m 
  23:23:29  1 50 36th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:23:39  1 60 37th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  23:24:29  1 80 38th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:24:49  1 110 39th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:25:39  1 40 40th pulse N, grey, width 30m 
  23:25:59  2 60 41th pulse jet N, grey, width 30m; 42th pulse jet NW, dark grey, less 

ash, width 30m 
  23:26:19  1 70 42th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  23:26:29  1 100 43th pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:26:39  1 70 44th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:27:49  1 60 45th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50 
  23:28:09  1 70 46th pulse (plume) jet directed N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  23:28:29  1 70 47th pulse (plume) jet directed N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  23:28:49  1 70 48th pulse jet N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  23:29:09  1 120 49th pulse strong jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  23:29:49  2 110 50th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 40; 51th pulse NW, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:31:19 1 2 70 explosion jets driven N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m;  

2nd pulse jet sustained (plume) NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:31:39  1 60 3rd pulse jets driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:31:49  1 50 4th pulse jets NW, black dense, ash-rich, width  
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  23:31:59  2 110 5th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  
6th pulse jets (plume) N-NW,  black dense, ash-rich, width 80m  

  23:32:19  1 110 7th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:32:29  1 70 8th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich,  width 40m 
  23:32:49  1 50 9th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:32:59  1 90 10th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, 20m 
  23:33:19  1 50 11th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:33:39  1 120 12th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  23:34:29  1 110 13th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:34:49  1 80 14th pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  23:35:29  1 80 15th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  23:35:49  1 50 16th pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  23:35:59  1 80 17th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  23:36:19  1 50 18th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:36:29  1 130 19th pulse jets driven (plume) N-NW; black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:36:39  2 70 20th pulse (plume) N, balck, ash-rich, width 40m; 21st pulse jets N-

NW, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  23:36:49  1 90 22nd pulse jets N-NW, from black dense to dark grey, from ash-rich to 

less ash, width 120m 
  23:37:09  1 220 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  23:37:29  1 90 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:37:59  1 150 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:38:19  1 100 26th pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  23:39:09  1 160 27th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:39:39  1 60 28th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:40:09  1 50 29th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:40:39  1 40 30th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:41:09  1 100 31st pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  23:41:29  1 50 32nd pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  23:42:59  1 70 33rd pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  23:43:19  1 190 34th strong pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  23:43:59  1 220 35th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  23:44:39  1 50 36th pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  23:45:09  1 50 37th thin plume N, grey, diluited , width 20m 
  23:45:29  1 60 38th pulse jets N, grey, diluited , width 30m 
  23:45:59  1 60 39th pulse jets N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  23:46:29  2 110 40th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 41th pulse 

(plume) NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
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  23:46:59  1 120 42th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:47:09  1 80 43th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:47:19 1 2 180 explosion strong jets driven N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

130m;  
2nd pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

  23:47:49  1 220 3rd strong jets driven vertical pulse N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 100m 

  23:48:19  1 50 4th pulse NW, black, ash rich, width 30m. 
  23:48:29  1 160 5th strong vertical jets pulse N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 100m 
  23:48:49  1 160 6th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:49:09  2 200 7th pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 60m;  
8th pulse support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

  23:49:29  2 220 9th pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 50m;  
10th pulse jets support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
50m 

  23:49:59  1 90 11th pulse jets support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 50m 

  23:50:09  1 60 12th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:50:29  1 180 13th pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:50:39  2 70 14th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m;  

15th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:50:59  1 50 16th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:51:09 1(?) 1 240 17th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:51:19  1 240 18th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:51:39  1 70 19th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:51:49  1 220 20th pulse jets support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 70m 
  23:51:59  1 220 21st pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  23:52:09  1 50 22nd pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:52:39  2 200 23rd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m;  

24th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  23:53:19  1 200 25th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:53:29  1 80 26th pulse jet N, black  ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:53:59  3 70 27th pulse support to ash cloud and 28th pulse (plume) N, black dense 

and black, ash-rich, width 50m and 30m; 
29th pulse jets NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 

  23:54:09  1 50 30th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  23:54:29  2 90 31st pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  
32nd pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 

  23:54:39  1 70 33rd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:54:49  1 50 34th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  23:55:09  2 110 35th and 36th pulse jets N-NW, black dense and black, ash-rich, width 

60m and 50m 
  23:55:19  1 110 37th pulse jets N, black dense, ash.rich, width 50m 
  23:55:29  1 70 38th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:55:49  1 90 39th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:56:19  1 220 40th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:56:29  1 60 41th pulse jets N-NW, black dense , ash-rich, width 50m 
  23:56:39  1 80 42th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  23:56:59 1 1 440 explosion strong jet pulse N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 200m 

prolonged until 23:57:49 
  23:57:09  1 50 2nd pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  23:57:19  2 70 3rd pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m;  

4th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  23:57:29  1 130 5th pulse jet verical sustained N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

80m 
  23:57:49  1 150 6th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash 

rich, width 350m 
  23:57:59  1 220 7th pulse jets support to ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash rich, 

width 220m 
  23:58:19  1 550 8th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 220m prolonged until 23:59:19 
  23:58:59  1 220 9th pulse support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width >40m 
  23:59:19  1 320 10th pulse support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width >50m 
  23:59:39  1 110 11th pulse support ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  23:59:59  1 80 12th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
      

Cm Partage 06-apr-07 03:20:00   0 clouds 
  08:59:00   0 clouds 
  09:00:00   0 pause 
  09:01:00   0 pause 
  09:02:00   0 clouds 
  09:08:00   0 clouds 
  09:09:00   0 pause, partially cloudy 
  09:10:00   0 pause, partially cloudy 
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  09:11:00   0 clouds 
  09:24:00   0 clouds 
  09:25:00   0 pause, partially cloudy 
  09:26:00   0 pause, partially cloudy 
  09:27:00   0 clouds 
  09:41:00   0 clouds 
     no images gap 
 Date 06/04  12:33:00  1 200 1st pulse plume E, brown grey, light ash  
 but not time   1 145 2nd pulse plume NE, brown grey, light ash 
 constrained  1 100 3rd pulse E, brown grey, ash 
 file tells 15:35 1 1 150 explosion strong jet driven ash cloud E and NE sector, thick grey to 

brown-grey ash, width 220m 
 and OVPF   1 520 1st strong jet driven pulse alimenting ash cloud E NE sector, grey to 

brown grey , dense ash-rich, width 220m 
 presentation  1 100 2nd jet driven pulse alimenting ash cloud E, brown-grey, ash-rich, 

width 70m 
 tells 13:35  1 90 3rd jet driven pulse alimenting ash cloud E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 

70m 
 time used  1 120 4th jet plume E, brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 25m 
 from file  1 72 5th jet plume E, brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 25m 
 name  1 85 6th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 25m 
   1 80 7th jet plume E, brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 30m 
  1 1 90 strong jet pulse E, grey - brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 130 2nd strong jet pulse E, grey to brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 50m 
     image gap 
   1 120 3rd jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
   1 130 4th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 15m 
   1 72 5th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 72 6th jet thin plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 15m 
   1 85 7th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 80 8th pulse plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 85 9th pulse plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 25m 
   1 35 10th pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 80 11th pulse plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   2 105 12th pulse thin plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 15m; 13th pulse 

jet NE, brown, dense ash-rich, width 70m 
   2 85 14th pulse jet E, brown-grey, dense ash-rich, width 30m; 15th thin 

plume NE, brown grey, ash, width 15m 
   1 50 16th thin pulse NE, brown, ash, width 15m 
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   1 85 17th pulse plume E, brown, ash, width 35m 
   1 85 18th pulse plume E, brown, thin ash, width 30m 
   2 80 19th pulse plume E, brown, thin ash, width 20m; 20th thin plume NE, 

brown, thin ash, width 15m 
   1 65 21st pulse E, brown, ash, width 20m 
   1 145 22nd jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
   1 75 23rd jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
   1 85 24th jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 60m 
   1 85 25th jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 60m 
   1 75 26th jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 60m 
   1 110 27th jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
   1 80 28th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
   1 120 29th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
   1 75 30th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 60 31st pulse E, brown, ash-rich, width 20m 
   2 145 32nd jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m; 33rd thin plume 

NE, brown, ash, width 15m 
   1 85 34th jet thin plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 15m 
   1 75 35th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 60 36th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 72 37th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 60 38th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 70 39th pulse E, brown, ash, width 20m 
   1 60 40th pulse E, brown, ash, width 20m 
     small image gap 
   2 85 41st jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, 30m; 42nd jet thin plume E, 

brown-grey, ash-rich, width 10m 
   2 90 43rd jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, 30m; 44th jet plume E, brown-

grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
   1 60 45th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 70 46th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
   1 50 47th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 10m 
   1 72 48th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 10m 
   1 72 49th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 30m 
   1 65 50th pulse E, brown, light ash, width 20m 
  12:34 ??    no images gap 
      

CmBory 06-apr-07 00:50:08   0 night 
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  01:00:08   0 night 
  01:01:08 1(?) 1 nd camera with dust and certain glow visible 
  01:08:08  ? nd camera with dust and certain glow visible 
     no image gap 
  01:10:08  ? nd camera with dust  
  01:12:08  ? nd camera with dust  
     no image gap 
  02:14:08  ? nd camera with dust  
  02:35:08   0 camera with dust  
     no image gap 
  03:35:14   0 clouds 
  07:53:14   0 clouds 
     no image gap 
  07:55:14   0 clouds 
  08:36:14   0 clouds 
     no image gap 
  08:38:14   0 clouds 
  08:43:14   0 clouds 
     no image gap 
  08:46:14   0 clouds 
     no image gap 
  08:49:14   0 clouds, one block of basalt on down right sceen fell partially into 

Dolomieu crater 
  08:54:14   0 clouds 
  08:55:14 1(?) ? nd N side Dolomieu seem to recognise ash cloud with dark grey-brown 

color among clouds. 
  08:56:14   0 clouds 
  09:00:14   0 clouds 
     no image gap 
  09:02:14    clouds 
  09:21:14    clouds 
     no image gap 
  09:24:14    clouds 
  09:44:14    clouds 
     no image gap 
  09:47:14    clouds 
  09:56:15    clouds 
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     no image gap 
  10:01:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:03:15    clouds 
  10:05:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:11:15    clouds 
  10:12:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:14:15    clouds 
  10:17:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:19:15    clouds 
  10:25:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:27:15    clouds 
  10:34:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:36:15    clouds 
  10:38:15    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:41:15    clouds 
  11:08:16    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:10:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:14:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:20:17    clouds 
  11:21:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:23:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:29:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:34:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
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  11:43:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:45:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:50:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:52:17    clouds 
     no image gap 
  12:02:17 1(?) ? nd Partial image only, N portion Dolomieu crater with a cloud form with 

brown-pinkish color-->plume?? 
     no image gap 
  12:04:17    pause, entire portion N-NE of Dolomieu results collapsed 
     no image gap 
  12:06:17 1(?) ?  Partial image only, NE portion Dolomieu crater with a cloud form with 

brown-pinkish color-->plume?? 
  12:07:17  1(?)  Partial image only, NE-E portion Dolomieu crater with a cloud form with 

brown-pinkish color-->plume?? 
     no image gap 
  12:13:17 1 1 >100 Explosion strong jet driven ash cloud N-NE Dolomieu, black-grey, 

dense ash-rich, width >20m 
  12:14:17  1(?) >100 1st pulse jet sustaining ash cloud N-NE Dolomieu, black-grey, ash-rich, 

width>20m 
  12:15:17   0 pause from partial image 
  12:16:17   0 pause from partial image 
  12:17:17  1 >100 2nd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud N, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width>20m 
  12:18:17  1(?) nd pulse jet sustaining ash-cloud N, black-grey, ash-rich, from partial 

image 
     no image gap 
  12:20:17  1 >100 4th pulse jet sustaining ash-cloud N, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  12:21:17  1 >100 5th pulse plume N, grey, ash, width>5m 
  12:22:17  1 >100 6th pulse plume N, grey, ash, width>5m 
     no image gap 
  12:24:20    pause 
  12:25:42    pause 
  12:26:12  1 >100 7th pulse N, grey, light ash, width>5m 
  12:26:42  1 >100 8th pulse N, grey, light ash, width>5m 
  12:27:42  1 >100 9th pulse jet N, black-grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  12:28:12    pause 
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  12:29:12  1 >100 10th pulse N, grey, ash, width >5m 
  12:29:42  1(?) nd pulse N, grey, light ash 
  12:30:42  1 >100 12th pulse N, grey, light ash, width>5m 
  12:31:12    pause 
  12:36:01    pause 
  12:37:01 1 1 100 Explosion strong jet driven ash cloud N-NE Dolomieu, black-grey, 

dense ash-rich, width >20m, associated to NE portion Dolomieu 
(collapse?) (possible decompression driven activity) 

  12:38:01  1 >100 2nd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud N-NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 
width>40m 

  12:39:01  1 >100 3rd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud N-NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 
width>20m from partial image 

     no image gap 
  13:01:05  1 >100 4th pulse jet NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:01:49  1 >100 5th pulse jet NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:02:19  1 100 6th pulse plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:03:19    pause 
  13:03:49  1 >100 7th jet sustained plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:04:49  1 >100 8th pulse plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:05:49  1 >100 9th pulse plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m 
  13:06:19  2 >100 10th pulse plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width>10m;  

11th thin plume central N portion Dolomieu, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:06:49  1 100 12th pulse N, grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
  13:07:49  1 100 13th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  13:08:49  2 >100 14th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m; 15th jet pulse E, grey, 

ash-rich, width 100m  
  13:09:19 2 2 >100 Explosion jet driven NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width>40m;  

Strong explosion jet driven E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 100m, 
related to collapse E portion Dolomieu 

  13:09:49  1 >100 3rd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
100m  

  13:11:19  1 >100 4th pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
  13:11:49  1 >100 5th thin plume E, grey, ash, width 20m, due to lansliding material into 

Dolomieu 
  13:13:06  2 >100 6th pulse NE, grey, ash, width >10m; 7th thin plume SE, grey, ash-rich, 

width 20m 
  13:13:16  2 60 8th pulse SE, grey, ash, width 20m; 9th pulse E, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:13:26  1 >100 10th jet pulse NE, grey, ash, width>20m 
  13:13:46  1 >100 11th jet pulse NE, grey, ash, width>20m 
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  13:14:06  1 100 12th jet pulse NE, grey, ash, width 40m 
  13:14:56    pause 
  13:15:35    pause 
  13:15:46  1 100 13th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  13:16:16  1 100 14th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  13:16:36    pause 
  13:16:46  1 80 15th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:17:06    pause 
  13:17:46    pause 
  13:17:56  1 80 16th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:18:16  1 100 17th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:19:06    pause 
  13:19:16    pause 
  13:19:26  1 100 18th plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:19:46  1 70 19th pulse NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:20:06  1 70 20th pulse NE, grey, ash, width 20m from landsliding materials 
  13:20:26    pause 
  13:21:26    pause 
  13:21:36  1 70 21st pulse NE, grey, ash, width 20m from lansliding materials 
  13:21:46    pause 
  13:22:16    pause 
  13:22:26  1 80 22nd thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:23:06  1 80 23rd thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:23:26  1 100 24th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m 
  13:23:36  1 100 25th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m  
  13:23:46  1 >100 26th pulse E, grey, ash, width 40m, 
  13:24:06  1 >100 27th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width>10m 
  13:24:36  1 >100 28th jet thin plume NE, grey, width 15m 
  13:24:56    pause 
  13:25:56    pause 
  13:26:06  1 >100 29th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m 
  13:26:26  1 >100 30th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m 
  13:26:36  1 >100 31st pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m 
  13:26:46  1 >100 32nd pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width>20m 
  13:27:06  1 100 33rd jet thin plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
  13:27:16  1 100 34th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
  13:27:26    partially cloudy 
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  13:27:56    partially cloudy 
  13:28:06  1 >100 35th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
  13:28:16    pause 
  13:28:56    pause 
  13:29:06  1 60 36th thin plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 15m 
  13:29:26  1 60 37th thin plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 15m persistent until 13:30:06 
  13:30:16    pause 
  13:30:36    pause 
  13:30:46  1 80 38th thin plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 15m persistent until 13:31:16 
  13:31:36  1 100 39th jet pennacchio NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  13:31:46    pause 
  13:31:56    pause 
  13:32:06  1 >100 40th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  13:32:26  1 100 41st plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:32:56    pause 
  13:37:56    pause 
  13:38:06  1 120 42nd jet pulse E-SE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  13:38:46    pause 
     no image gap 
  13:39:26 1 2 >100 Explosion jet driven NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width>40m;  

Explosion jet driven E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 80m 
  13:39:36  1 >100 2nd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width>40m 
  13:39:56  1 >100 3rd pulse jet sustaining ash cloud NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width>40m, until 13:40:46 
  13:40:56    pause 
  13:41:16    pause 
  13:41:26  1 100 4th jet plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  13:41:46  1 100 5th jet plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m until 13:42:06 
  13:42:16    pause 
  13:43:26    pause 
  13:43:36  1 100 6th thin plume NE, grey, light ash, width 10m persistent until 13:44:16 
  13:44:26  1 100 7th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 15m 
  13:44:36  1 100 8th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 15m 
  13:44:46  1 140 9th jet plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  13:45:16    pause 
  13:47:36    pause 
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  13:47:56  1 80 10th pulse SE, brown-grey, ash, width 40m related to landsliding 
  13:48:16  1 60 11th pulse SE, brown-grey, ash, width 20m related to landsliding 
  13:48:36    pause at 13:54:46 started a lava flowing from N-NE wall of Dolomieu 
  13:56:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  13:56:46  1 40 12th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 15m + lava flowing N-NE 

Dolomieu 
  13:57:06  1 80 13th thin plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m + lava flowing N-NE 

Dolomieu 
  13:57:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:02:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:03:06  1 80 14th pulse jet NE, grey, ash, width 20m + lava outpouring N-NE 

increase 
  14:03:36  1 60 15th pulse jet NE, grey, ash, width 20m + lava outpouring N-NE 

increase 
  14:03:46  1 >100 16th jet plume N-NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m, + 

continue lava outpouring N-NE 
  14:04:06  1 >100 17th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m + continue lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:04:36  1 >100 18th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m + continue lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:05:06  1 >100 19th jet plume N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m + continue lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:05:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:05:26  1 80 20th jet pulse SE, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m until 14:05:56 + 

continue lava outpouring N-NE 
  14:06:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:06:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:06:26 1 2 >100 Explosion jet driven E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >100m;  

Explosion jet driven SE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m 
(decompressing?) + continuous lava outpouring N-NE  

  14:07:06  2 >100 2nd jet pulse sustaining ash-cloud E, black ash-rich, width >40m;  
3rd jet pulse sustaining ash-cloud SE, black ash-rich, width >40m + 
continuous lava outpouring N-NE 

  14:08:26  1 >100 4th jet plume E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 40m  
  14:08:36 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 150m  
  14:09:06  1 >100 2nd jet pulse sustaining ash-cloud E, black ash-rich, width >100m 
  14:09:16  1 >100 3rd jet pulse sustaining ash-cloud E, black ash-rich, width >100m 
  14:10:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:12:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
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  14:13:06  1 >100 4th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width >10m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 

  14:13:26  1 100 5th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE Dolomieu 

  14:13:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:13:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:13:56  1 >100 6th pulse jet N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous 

outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:14:16  1 >100 7th pulse jet N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m +countinuous 

outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:14:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:15:56  1 80 8th plume NE, grey, light ash, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:16:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu 
  14:32:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE Dolomieu and increase in 

outflow towards NE with second lava spill 
  14:32:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE and NE Dolomieu + new 

lava outpouring SE Dolomieu 
  14:32:26  1 120 9th pulse jet SE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m, above the new SE lava 

outpouring area (depressurisation) 
  14:32:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE and SE Dolomieu  
  14:34:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE and SE Dolomieu  
  14:34:46  1 60 10th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m, above the SE lava 

outpouring area (depressurisation) 
  14:35:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE and SE Dolomieu  

+ new second lava spill SE and new third lava spill NE (general 
increase in outflow) 

  14:35:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven SE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m above 
second SE lava outpouring (decompression) 

  14:35:46  1 70 2nd jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 
width 40m above second SE lava outpouring + increase in outflow at 
SE spills. 

  14:36:06  2 70 3rd jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
above second SE lava outpouring;  
4th jet pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m 

  14:36:16  2 120 5th jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
above second SE lava outpouring;  
6th jet pulse SE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 40m + New lava 
outpouring center of Dolomieu 

  14:36:36  1 60 7th jet pulse SE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + general increase 
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lava outpouring N-NE, NE, SE, Central 
  14:37:16 1(?) 2 >100 8th jet pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m;  

9th strong sustained jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + 
increase in genral lava outpouring 

  14:37:36  1 >100 10th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m 

  14:37:56  1 90 11th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 50m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, Central 

  14:38:16  2 >100 12th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  
13th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 50m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, Central, SE 

  14:38:36  1 80 14th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, Central, SE 

  14:38:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central, SE 
  14:41:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central, SE 
  14:41:56  1 140 15th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, Central, SE 
  14:42:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central, SE 
  14:43:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central (partially cloudy) 
  14:43:26  1 >100 16th pulse NE, black-grey, width >40m + continuous lava outprouring, 

N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:43:36    clouds + NE lava outpouring 
  14:43:46    clouds + NE lava outpouring 
  14:43:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central (partially cloudy) 
  14:44:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, Central (partially cloudy) 
  14:44:26 1 1 >100 explosion jet driven E, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous 

lava outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:44:46  1 >100 2nd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:45:16  1 >100 3rd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m 

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:45:46  1 >100 4th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m 

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:45:56  1 150 5th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:46:36  1 100 6th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:46:46  1 120 7th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, Central 
  14:46:56  1 150 8th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
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outpouring N-NE 
  14:47:36  1 150 9th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:48:06  1 100 10th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:48:26  1 >100 11th strong jet pulse NE-E, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  14:48:46  1 80 12th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:49:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:49:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:49:36  1 90 13th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:49:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:50:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:50:26  2 120 14th jet plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 30m;  

15th jet thin plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous 
lava outpouring N-NE 

  14:50:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:51:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:51:46  1 120 16th jet thin plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous 

lava outpouring N-NE 
  14:52:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:52:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:52:36  1 100 17th jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:52:46  1 100 18th jet pulse SE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:53:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:53:16  1 100 19th jet pulse SE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:53:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:55:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:55:46  1 150 20th jet thin plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:55:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:57:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:57:16  1 120 21st jet thin plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous 

lava outpouring N-NE 
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  14:57:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:57:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:57:56  1 120 22nd jet plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:58:06  1 120 23rd jet plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:58:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:58:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  14:58:46  1 120 24th jet thin plume E, grey, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  14:59:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:01:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:01:16  1 160 25th jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:01:46  1 140 26th jet plume E, grey, ash, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE 
  15:02:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:02:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:02:36  1 >100 27th strong pulse jet driven NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 

continuous lava outpouring  N-NE 
  15:02:56  1 >100 28th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring  N-NE 
  15:03:06    partially cloudy 
  15:03:36    partially cloudy 
  15:03:46  1 80 29th plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 30m + countinuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:03:56  1 100 30th plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + countinuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:04:26  1 80 31st jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + countinuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:04:46  1 80 32nd jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + countinuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:04:56  1 80 33rd jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m + countinuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:05:16  2 100 34th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m;  

35th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m + countinuous 
lava outpouring N-NE 

  15:05:26  2 130 36th jet pulse E, grey, ash, width 30m;  
37th strong jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 
countinuous lava outpouring N-NE 
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  15:05:36 1 2 150 Explosion jet driven pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 80m;  
2nd jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m +continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:05:56  2 130 3rd jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 50m;  
4th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m +continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:06:16  1 60 5th jet pulse NE-E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE  
and reactivation lava outpouring E and SE 

  15:06:26 1 1 150 Explosion jet driven E, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m + 
continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 

  15:06:56  1 100 2nd jet pulse SE , black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + countinuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE 

  15:07:16  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>60m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 

  15:07:56  1 >100 4th pulse E-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width >60m + 
continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE  

  15:08:06  3 60 5th, 6th, 7th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:08:26  1 60 8th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:08:46  1 60 9th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:09:06  1 60 10th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:09:16  1 40 11th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:09:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE 
  15:21:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:21:26  1 60 12th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:21:46  1 60 13th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:21:56  1 150 14th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:22:16  1 120 15th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  15:22:36  1 80 16th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE 
  15:23:06  1 80 17th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
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  15:23:26  2 60 18th, 19th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:23:56  1 60 20th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:24:26  1 80 21st jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE 

  15:24:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:38:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy) 
  15:38:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE (partially cloudy)  
  15:38:56 1 1 180 Explosion jet driven pulse E -SE, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 

+continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  15:39:36  1 180 2nd jet pulse E -SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>100m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE + strombolian 
explosion (?) from outpouring lava below CmBory (W?) at 15:39:06 

  15:39:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>60m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 

  15:40:06  1 100 4th jet pulse SE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring SE 

  15:40:36  2 >100 5th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>60m;  
6th jet pulse SE, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:41:16  1 60 7th pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:41:36  1 >100 8th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous 
lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:41:46  1 60 9th pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:42:36  2 >100 10th pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m;  
11th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:43:16  1 60 12th pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:43:36  1 >100 13th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:43:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:44:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:44:56 1(?) 1 >100 14th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)   
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  15:45:16  1 >100 15th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)   

  15:45:46  1 >100 16th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)   

  15:46:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:46:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:46:36  1 >100 17th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:46:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:48:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:48:26  1 >100 18th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:49:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:49:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:49:36  1 >100 19th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:50:16  1 >100 20th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:50:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:51:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:51:36  1 >100 21st jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:51:56  1 >100 22nd jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:52:36  1 80 23rd jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:52:56  1 >100 24th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)   
  15:53:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m,  

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  15:53:36  1 >100 2nd strong jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, 

width >60m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  15:53:56  1 >100 3rd strong jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, 

width >60m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  15:54:06  1 >100 4th strong jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, 

width >60m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:54:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  15:56:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
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  15:56:46  1 >100 5th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
40m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  15:57:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:04:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:04:26  1 >100 6th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:05:06  1 120 7th jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:05:36  1 120 8th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:06:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:07:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:08:06  1 120 9th jet inclined plume E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:08:16  1 120 10th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 50m + continuous lava 

outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:08:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?)  
  16:09:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?) with 

strong increase in outpouring NE and SE 
  16:09:16 1 3 >100 Explosions strong jet driven pulses affected all areas of Dolomieu (N-

NE-E-SE-S) in majority N-NE above  
lava outpouring sites after sudden increase (magma rise?), black, 
dense ash-rich, width >100m + continuous outpouring N-NE, SE, 
below Bory (W?) 

  16:09:46  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m + continuous outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:10:06  1 120 3rd jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:10:16  2 >100 4th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>60m;  
5th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous outpouring N-
NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:10:36  2 >100 6th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>60m;  
7th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous outpouring N-
NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:10:46  1 120 8th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous outpouring N-
NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in NE 

  16:11:06  1 90 9th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous outpouring N-
NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increse in NE 
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  16:11:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:11:36  1 100 10th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increse in NE 

  16:11:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:12:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:12:26  1 >100 11th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in NE 

  16:13:06  1 >100 12th jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in NE 

  16:13:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:16:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:16:36  1 >100 13th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous outpouring 
N-NE, below Bory (W?)  

  16:17:16  1 >100 14th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous outpouring 
N-NE, below Bory (W?)  

  16:18:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:19:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:19:16  1 >100 15th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width >40m + continuous outpouring 

N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:19:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:20:16  1 >100 16th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m + continuous 

outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:20:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:21:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 

increase in NE 
  16:21:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 

increase in NE 
  16:21:56 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m,  

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:22:06  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:22:26  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:23:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
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  16:26:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:26:56  1 130 4th jet thin plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 15m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:27:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?)  
  16:28:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 

increase in NE 
  16:28:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 
  16:28:46 1 1 160 Explosion jet driven pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m 

(decompression after outpouring increase?) +continuous lava 
outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with increase in NE 

  16:29:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:33:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N 

  16:33:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m + continuous lava 
outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with increase in N 

  16:34:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N 

  16:36:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:36:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in NE 

  16:36:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense, ash-rich, width >40m  
+ continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:36:46  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous 
lava outpouring, N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:37:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N 

  16:37:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N, E-SE 

  16:37:36 1 2 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense, ash-rich, width >40m;  
2nd strong pulse E-SE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous 
lava outpouring, N-NE, SE below Bory (W?) 

  16:37:56  2 >100 3rd jet pulse sustaining ash-cloud N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m;  
4th jet pulse E-SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
100m + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?)  

  16:38:16  1 >100 5th strong jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, width >80m  
+ continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
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  16:38:26  1 >100 6th strong jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, width >80m  
+ continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  16:38:56  1 >100 7th strong jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, width >80m  
+ continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in outpouring below Bory (W?) 

  16:39:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N, below Bory (W?) 

  16:40:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N 

  16:40:36  1 120 8th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in N 

  16:40:56  1 120 9th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in N 

  16:41:06  1 100 10th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with increase in N 

  16:41:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N 

  16:42:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N and NE 

  16:43:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring, N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 
increase in N and NE 

     no image gap 
      

Camera Date Hour GMT n. events n. pulses Height plume 
(m) 

Notes          (Main wind direction N; Change to NW starting from 07:00:00) 

CmBasalte 07-apr-07 00:00:09  1 70 13th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:00:29  1 280 14th pulse jet support ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 

prolonged until 00:01:09 
  00:00:39  1 250 15th pulse support to ash cloud N,N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

160m 
  00:00:49  1 100 16th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:01:29  2 100 17th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 18th 

pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:01:59  3 220 19th and 20th pulses strong jets N, black dense to black, ash-rich, width 

80m and 50m;  
21st pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 

  00:02:29  1 70 22nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:02:39  1 70 23rd pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:02:49  2 80 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 25th pulse jets 

NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  00:02:59  2 160 26th and 27th pulse jets N-NW, NW, black and dark grey, ash-rich and 
>ash, width 60m and 40m 

  00:03:19  1 70 28th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:03:29  2 70 29th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 100m; 30th pulse jets N-NW, dark 

grey, less ash, width 50m 
  00:03:49  1 100 31st pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:04:09  1 120 32nd pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  00:04:39  1 50 33rd pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:04:49  1 80 34th pulse jets N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:04:59  1 70 35th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:05:09  1 60 36th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  00:05:49  1 100 37th thin plume N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  00:06:19  1 80 38th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:06:39  1 90 39th pulse jets (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  00:06:59  1 110 40th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:07:19  1 130 41th pulse jets (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:07:29  1 80 42th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  00:07:39  1 40 43th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  00:07:49  1 90 44th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:07:59  1 50 45th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:08:09  1 70 46th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:08:19  1 50 47th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:08:29  1 160 48th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m prolonged until 

00:09:19 
  00:09:29  1 110 49th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m prolonged until 

00:09:59 
  00:09:59 1 2 220 explosion with separated vertical jets (plume) cauliflower N, N-NW, black 

dense, ash-rich, width plumes: 50m and 40m 
  00:10:39  1 60 2nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:10:59  1 90 3rd pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:11:09  1 50 4th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:11:19  1 100 5th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:11:29  1 190 6th pulse strong jets N, N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 70m 
  00:11:49  1 90 7th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:12:09  1 70 8th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:12:29 1 1 170 explosion jet sustained N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 270m 
  00:13:09  1 240 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

220m 
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  00:13:29  1 130 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
220m 

  00:13:49  2 90 4th pulse N-NW, NW, black, ash-rich, width 110m;  
5th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
100m 

  00:14:19  1 110 6th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 50m  
  00:14:39  1 120 7th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  00:15:09  2 100 8th pulse strong jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 80m; 9th pulse (plume) 

N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:15:29  2 70 10th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 11th pulse N-NW, black, 

ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:15:49  1 110 12th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m; 13th 

pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:15:59  1 40 14th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  00:16:09  1 80 15th pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  00:16:19  1 110 16th pulse strong jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  00:16:39  2 110 17th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40;  

18th pulse (plume) jet sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:16:49  1 80 19th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:17:09  1 120 20th pulse strong jets support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-

rich, width 120m 
  00:17:29  1 80 21st pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 110m 
  00:17:39  1 50 22nd pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:17:59  2 90 23rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m; 24th pulse 

(plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:18:19  2 90 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 26th pulse jet N-

NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:18:49  2 110 27th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m; 28th thin plume N, 

dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  00:19:09  2 80 29th pulse (plume) and 30th thin plume N, black dense and dark grey, 

ash-rich and less ash, width 50m and 10m 
  00:19:19  1 60 31st pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:19:29  1 110 32nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:20:09  1 70 33rd pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:20:29  1 130 34th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:20:49  1 70 35th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:21:09  1 50 36th pulse N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  00:21:29  1 80 37th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:21:49  1 80 38th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:21:59  1 80 39th thin plume N-NW, grey, width 10m 
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  00:22:09  1 40 40th pulse jet N-NW, grey, width 30m 
  00:22:19  1 80 41th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  00:22:39  1 50 42th pulse N-NW, grey, width 30m 
  00:22:59  2 90 43th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m; 44th pulse (plume) 

N-NW, grey, width 40m 
  00:23:49  2 220 45th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m;  

46th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  00:24:09  2 50 47th pulse N, grey,  width 30m; 48th pulse (plume) N-NW, grey, width 30m 
  00:24:29  1 60 49th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  00:25:09  1 70 50th pulse (plume) sustained N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:25:29  1 50 51th pulse N-NW, grey, width 40m 
  00:25:39  1 40 52th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  00:25:49  1 50 53th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  00:25:59  1 70 54th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:26:19  1 50 55th pulse N, black, ash rich, width 30m 
  00:26:39  1 90 56th pulse N-NW, black, ash rich, width 50m 
  00:26:49  1 70 57th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 70m 
  00:27:09  1 90 58th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 100m 
  00:27:29  1 140 59th pulse N-NW, grey, width 60m 
  00:27:49  1 70 60th pulse NW, grey, width 40m 
  00:28:09  1 60 61th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich width 40m  
  00:28:29  1 80 62th pulse NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  00:28:39  1 70 63th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:28:59  1 70 64th pulse (plume) jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:29:19  1 120 65th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:29:39 1(?) 1 220 66th pulse strong vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  00:30:19  1 70 67th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:30:39  1 110 68th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:30:49  1 80 69th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  00:31:09  1 70 70th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:31:39  1 40 71th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:31:49 1 1 120 explosion large jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 230m 
  00:31:59  1 60 2nd pulse (plume) NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:32:19  1 110 3rd pulse jets N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width  
  00:32:49  1 110 4th pulse support ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  00:33:29  1 120 5th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  00:33:59  1 90 6th pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  00:34:19  1 330 7th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width >70m 
  00:34:49  1 80 8th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:35:29  1 80 9th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:35:59  1 60 10th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:36:09  1 60 11th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  00:36:19  1 50 12th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:36:39  1 80 13th pulse (plume) jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:37:09  1 50 14th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  00:37:29  1 130 15th pulse jets sustained cauliflower NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:37:39  1 50 16th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:37:59  1 80 17th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:38:29  1 80 18th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:38:49  1 120 19th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:39:09  2 120 20th pulse (plume) and 21st pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

and 70m 
  00:39:19  1 50 22nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:39:29  1 70 23rd pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:40:09  1 70 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:40:29  1 50 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:40:39  1 130 26th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m 
  00:41:29  1 120 27th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:42:29  1 60 28th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:42:49  1 90 29th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:43:19  1 60 30th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:43:39  1 70 31st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:43:59  1 110 32nd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:44:09  1 70 33rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:44:39  1 60 34th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:44:49  1 70 35th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:45:09  1 70 36th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:45:19  2 90 37th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 38th pulse NW, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:45:39  2 110 39th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 40th pulse vertical jets NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  00:45:59  2 90 41th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 42th pulse jets NW, dark grey, 

>ash, width 40m 
  00:46:29  2 40 43th and 44th pulses N-NW, dark grey and grey, less ash and diluited, 

width 30m and 40m 
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  00:47:09  1 60 46th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:47:29  1 90 47th pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:48:29  1 110 48th pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:49:09  1 110 49th pulse (plume) jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:49:29  1 120 50th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:49:49  1 50 51th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:50:09  1 90 52nd pulse jets sustained N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  00:50:19  1 70 53th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:50:29  1 70 54th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:50:39  1 70 55th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  00:50:49  1 60 56th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:51:19  1 50 57th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  00:51:39  1 80 58th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:52:09 1 2 190 explosion in two sectors: N directional jet; N-NW, NW jet sustained; both 

black dense, ash-rich, width 70m and 60m 
  00:52:39  1 290 2nd large pulse jet driven support to both ash clouds N and N-NW, NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 330m  
(total ash cloud high 480m) 

  00:53:19  1 290 3rd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, 
width 330m (total ash cloud high 530m) 

  00:54:09  1 220 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
290m 

  00:54:19  1 130 5th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, black dense (N) and 
black (N-NW, N), ash-rich, width 280m  

  00:54:49  2 240 6th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m; 7th 
pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 

  00:55:39  1 60 8th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  00:56:09  2 250 9th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m;  

10th pulse (plume) NW, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:56:19  1 90 11th pulse (plume) NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:56:49  2 200 12th pulse jets (plume) cauliflower N, balck dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

13th pulse jet (plume) cauliflower NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:57:29  1 150 14th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:57:39  1 120 15th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:58:09  1 50 16th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  00:58:19  2 80 17th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m, 18th pulse jet (plume) NW, 

dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  00:58:39  1 110 19th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:58:59  2 90 20th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 21st pulse NW, black dense, 
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ash-rich, width 30m 
  00:59:09  1 90 22nd pulse (plume) N, black ash rich, width 40m 
  00:59:29  1 120 23rd pulse jets (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  00:59:39  1 90 24th thin plume NW, black ,ash rich, width  20m 
  00:59:59  1 110 25th pulse jets (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:00:09  1 70 26th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich , width 60m  
  01:00:19  2 50 27th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 28th pulse (plume) N-

NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:00:39  1 60 29th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:00:59  1 70 30th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:01:19  1 90 31st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:01:59  1 110 32nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:02:39  1 50 33rd pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:02:59  2 70 34th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 35th thin plume N-NW, dark 

grey, less ash, width 20m 
  01:03:19  1 70 36th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  01:03:29  1 60 37th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:03:39  2 130 38th thin plume NW, grey, width 20m; 39th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less 

ash, width 40m 
  01:03:49  1 50 40th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  01:03:59  2 90 41th pulse jets N-NW, grey, width 50m; 42th pulse NW, dark grey, less 

ash, 20m 
  01:04:09  1 60 43th pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:04:29  1 80 44th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  01:04:39  2 130 45th pulse jet (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 46th pulse jet 

N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:04:49  1 60 47th pulse N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  01:04:59  1 70 48th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  01:05:09  2 90 49th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 50th pulse jet N-NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 50m 
  01:05:49  2 70 51th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m; 52th pulse N-NW, grey, width 

40m 
  01:06:09  1 50 53th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:06:29  1 80 54th pulse jets N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:06:39  1 140 55th pulse jets (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:06:49  1 120 56th pulse jets (plume) NW, grey, width 40m 
  01:07:09  1 60 57th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:07:19  1 110 58th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 80m 
  01:07:29  1 70 59th pulse N-NW, darek grey, less ash, width 60m 
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  01:07:49  1 60 60th pulse jets N, black dense, ah-rich, width 50m 
  01:08:09  2 110 61th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich width 40m ; 62th pulse (plume) jets N-

NW, width 40m 
  01:08:29  1 50 63th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:08:49  1 40 64th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:08:59  1 80 65th pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:09:19  1 120 66th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:09:39  1 80 67th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 90m 
  01:09:49  1 60 68th pulse strong jets N-NW, grey, width 70m 
  01:09:59  1 60 69th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:10:39  1 70 70th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:11:19  1 130 71th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:11:39  1 50 72th thin plume NW, black, ash rich, width 20m 
  01:11:59  1 110 73th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:12:09  1 110 74th pulse jets (plume) NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m  
  01:12:29  1 70 75th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:12:49  1 110 76th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:13:29  1 60 77th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:13:39  1 60 78th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:14:19  1 110 79th pulse (plume) jet cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:14:59  1 50 80th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:16:29  1 110 81th pulse (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m prolonged until 

01:17:29 
  01:17:49  1 50 82th pulse N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  01:18:09  1 180 83th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:18:29  1 110 84th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:18:39  1 110 85th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:19:19  1 50 86th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:19:39  2 70 87th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 88th pulse jet N-NW, black, 

ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:20:09  1 110 88th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:20:49  1 70 89th pulse (plume) cauliflower N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  01:21:29  1 70 90th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:21:49  1 70 91th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:22:09  1 70 92th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:22:19  1 80 93th pulse jet N-NW, grey, width 40m 
  01:22:39  2 100 94th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 95th pulse jets 

(plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:23:09  1 160 96th pulse (plume) jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  01:23:19  2 110 97th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 98th pulse N-NW, 
black, ash-rich, width 30m 

  01:23:49  1 130 99th thin plume sustained jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 10m 
  01:23:59  1 70 100th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:24:09  1 90 101th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:24:19 1 1 120 explosion jet sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 120m 
  01:24:49  1 140 2nd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

220m 
  01:24:59  1 50 3rd pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:25:59  1 80 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:26:29  1 80 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:26:59  1 50 6th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich , width 50m 
  01:27:19  1 90 7th pulse (plume) N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  01:27:29  1 20 8th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:28:19  2 60 9th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash , width 50m; 10th pulse jet N-NW, dark 

grey, less ash, width 40m 
  01:29:09  1 50 11th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:29:29  1 110 12th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:30:09  1 180 13th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:31:09  1 110 14th pulse (plume) N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:31:29  1 130 15th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:32:19  1 80 16th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:33:19  1 70 17th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:33:29  1 110 18th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:34:39  1 70 19th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:35:09  1 100 20th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:35:29  1 40 21st pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:35:39  0 0 pause 
  01:38:49  0 0 pause 
  01:38:59  1 130 22nd pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:39:19  1 160 23rd pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:39:29  1 110 24th pulse jet (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:40:29  1 120 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:40:59  1 50 26th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:41:19  1 130 27th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  01:41:49  1 90 28th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:42:29  1 90 29th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
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  01:42:59  1 100 30th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:43:19  1 140 31st pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:43:39  1 100 32nd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:43:49  1 120 33rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:44:29  1 50 34th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:44:39  1 50 35th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:45:19  1 50 36th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:45:29  1 90 37th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m prolonged until 01:46:19 
  01:46:39  1 100 38th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  01:46:59  1 70 39th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:47:39  1 110 40th pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:48:39  1 50 41th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  01:49:29  1 120 42th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:49:59  1 50 43th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  01:50:39  1 150 44th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:51:29  1 70 45th pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:52:09  1 130 46th pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:52:49  1 70 47th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  01:53:19  1 40 48th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  01:53:29  1 70 49th pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:53:49  1 80 50th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:54:19  1 100 51th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  01:54:59  1 50 52th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  01:55:09  1 70 53th pulse jet N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  01:55:19  1 110 54th pulse (plume) jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:55:39  1 70 55th pulse jet N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:55:49  1 80 56th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  01:56:19  1 160 57th pulse jets N, black , ash-rich, width 50m 
  01:56:59  1 90 58th pulse (plume) jet driven cauliflower N, black dense , ash-rich, width 

30m 
  01:58:29  1 90 59th thin plume sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  01:58:49  1 40 60th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:58:59  1 50 61th pulse jet N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  01:59:29  1 60 62th pulse jet N, dark grey , less ash, width 50m 
  02:00:09  1 80 63th pulse (plume) sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:00:39  2 50 64th pulse jet N, dark grey , >ash, width 40m; 65th pulse jet N-NW, dark 

grey, less ash, width 50m 
  02:00:59  1 50 65th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  02:01:29  2 110 66th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 67th pulse strong jets 
N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 

  02:02:19  1 90 68th pulse jets N, dark grey,  >ash, width 40m 
  02:03:19  1 50 69th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  02:03:49  1 50 70th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:03:59 1 1 100 explosion jets driven N-NW, from balck dense to black, ash-rich, width 

80m  
  02:04:09  1 50 2nd pulse (plume) jet driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:04:29  1 50 3rd pulse (plume) jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:04:39  1 50 4th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:04:49  1 50 5th pulse jet support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:04:59  1 50 6th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:05:09  1 50 7th pulse (plume) N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:05:59  1 40 8th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:06:09  1 100 9th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:06:59  1 60 10th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:07:29  1 50 11th pulse jet N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  02:08:09  1 30 12th pulse jet N-NW, grey, diluited, width 30m 
  02:08:39  1 30 13th pulse jet NW, dark grey, less ash,  width 20m 
  02:09:49  1 70 14th pulse jet (plume) sustained N, grey, diluited, width 40m 
  02:10:19  1 110 15th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  02:10:49  1 50 16th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:10:59  1 90 17th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:11:39  1 130 18th pulse (plume) sustained N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m  
  02:12:19  1 50 19th pulse jet N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:12:29  0 0 pause 
  02:14:59  0 0 pause 
  02:15:09  1 60 20th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  02:15:29  1 70 21st pulse jet sustained cauliflower NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:16:29  1 50 22nd pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:16:59  1 40 23rd pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:17:19  1 110 24th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:18:09  0 0 pause 
  02:19:29  0 0 pause 
  02:19:39  1 50 25th pulse jet NW, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  02:19:59  1 60 26th pulse (plume) NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:20:19  1 50 27th pulse jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:20:39  1 50 28th pulse jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  02:20:49  1 30 29th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:20:59 1 2 80 explosion jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 2nd pulse (plume) 

sustained N, black ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:21:29  2 120 3rd pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 4th pulse jet N, 

black ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:21:49  1 110 5th pulse jet support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:22:09  1 180 6th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black ash-rich, width 70m 
  02:23:29  1 70 7th pulse NW, black , ash-rich, width 60m 
  02:24:59  1 110 8th pulse (plume) sustained NW, black dense, ash-rich width 40m 
  02:25:19  1 50 9th pulse jet NW, black dense, ash-rich , width 30m 
  02:26:39  1 50 10th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:26:59  1 50 11th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:27:19  1 60 12th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:27:39  1 50 13th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:27:59  1 50 14th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 30m 
  02:28:19  1 50 15th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 30m 
  02:28:29  1 70 16th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  02:28:59  1 40 17th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 30m 
  02:29:29  1 100 18th pulse vertical jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 40m 
  02:29:39  1 70 19th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  02:30:09  1 50 20th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  02:30:29  1 70 21st pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich , width 50m 
  02:30:59  1 100 22nd pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:31:09  1 90 23rd pulse strong jets NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:31:29  1 70 24th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:31:59  0 0 pause 
  02:32:59  0 0 pause 
  02:33:09  1 60 25th thin plume sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:33:39  1 50 26th thin plume sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:33:49  2 80 27th thin plume sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 20m;  

28th pulse (plume) vertical sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 
40m  

  02:34:19  1 40 29th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:34:39  1 50 30th pulse vertical jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:35:09  1 60 31st pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:35:29  2 60 32nd pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m; 33rd pulse N, black, ash-rich, 

width 30m  
  02:36:09  0 0 pause 
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  02:37:59  0 0 pause 
  02:38:09  1 50 34th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  02:38:29 1(?) 1 50 35th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:38:49  1 130 36th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:39:49  1 50 37th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:40:09  1 60 38th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 60m 
  02:40:39  1 50 39th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  02:40:59  1 50 40th thin plume jet N, grey, width 20m 
  02:41:09  1 70 41th pulse jet NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  02:41:29  1 60 42th thin plume jet N, black, ash-rich width 20m 
  02:41:59  1 50 43th pulse (plume) N, black , ash rich, width 30m 
  02:42:19  3 60 44th pulse (plume) N, black , ash rich, width 30m;  

45th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m;  
46th pulse strong jets N-NW, NW, grey, width 50m 

  02:42:29  2 110 47th pulse (plume) N, black , ash rich, width 30m; 48th pulse jet N-NW, 
NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

  02:43:09  2 70 49th and 50th pulses (plume) sustained jet N, black dense and black, ash-
rich, width 30m and 30m 

  02:43:39  2 120 51th pulse (plume) jet N, black , ash-rich, width 30m; 52th pulse strong jet 
N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 

  02:43:49  1 70 53th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:44:09  1 70 54th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:44:59  1 100 55th pulse (plume) N-NW, grey, diluited, 30m 
  02:45:29  1 60 56th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:46:49  1 40 57th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  02:46:59  1 50 58th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 40m 
  02:47:29  1 50 59th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  02:47:49  1 40 60th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:48:09  1 30 61th pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:48:19  0 0 pause 
  02:49:29  0 0 pause 
  02:49:39  1 50 62th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:50:09  2 50 63th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m; 64th thin plume NW, dark 

grey, >ash, width 20m 
  02:50:39  1 80 65th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:51:09  1 50 66th thin plume N, black , ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:51:19  1 60 67th thin plume N, black , ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:51:29  1 50 68th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  02:51:59  1 60 69th pulse strong jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  02:52:09  1 60 70th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:52:29  1 40 71th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:52:49  1 50 72th thin plume N, black, ash rich, width 20m 
  02:53:39  1 90 73th pulse (plume) sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:53:59  1 70 74th pulse jets NW, dark grey, less ash, width 60m 
  02:54:09  1 80 75th pulse jet (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:54:39 1(?) 1 80 76th pulse jet driven (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m, 
  02:54:59  1 220 77th pulse jet driven (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 

prolonged until 02:55:59 
  02:55:19  1 70 78th pulse jets NW, grey, diluited, width 50m 
  02:56:09  1 60 79th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  02:56:19  1 50 80th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  02:56:49  1 60 81th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  02:56:59  1 60 82th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  02:57:59  1 60 83th pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  02:58:59  1 70 84th pulse jets N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  02:59:09  1 50 85th thin plume jet driven N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  02:59:19  2 110 86th pulse jet N-NW, black , ash-rich, width 40m; 87th pulse (plume) N, 

black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:00:19  1 70 87th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:00:49  1 60 88th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:00:59 1 1 100 explosion jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 80m 
  03:01:19  1 30 2nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:01:29  1 60 3rd pulse strong vertical jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:01:39  1 200 4th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

60m 
  03:02:19  1 50 5th pulse NW, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  03:03:09  1 90 6th pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:03:49  1 110 7th thin plume sustained N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  03:04:09  1 60 8th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:04:29  1 40 9th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:04:49  1 70 10th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  03:05:19  1 70 11th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:05:49  1 70 12th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:06:09  1 50 13th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:06:19  1 50 14th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  03:06:29  1 30 15th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  03:06:39  1 100 16th pulse (plume) sustained cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
30m 

  03:07:09  1 60 17th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:07:29  1 70 18th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m  
  03:07:49  1 50 19th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:07:59  1 90 20th pulse (plume) cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:08:29  1 70 21st pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:09:19  1 50 22nd pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:09:59  1 30 23rd pulse N, grey, diluited , width 10m 
  03:11:09  1 100 24th thin plume N, black ,ash rich, width  20m 
  03:11:39  1 50 25th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:11:59  1 60 26th pulse jet N, grey, diluited, width 40m 
  03:12:59  1 50 27th pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:13:19 1 1 200 big explosion strong jets affected all N and N-NW area and a part of NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 270m 
  03:13:29  1 130 2nd pulse strong vertical jet NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:13:49  1 230 3rd pulse strong jet support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black ash-rich, width 

300m 
  03:14:19  1 220 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

250m (total ash cloud height reach 490m)  
  03:15:19  1 120 5th pulse vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:15:29  1 50 6th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

170m 
  03:15:39  1 260 7th pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

230m 
  03:16:39  1 70 8th pulse NW, black, ash rich, width 120m 
  03:16:59  1 90 9th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m prolonged until 

03:18:49 
  03:17:39  1 80 10th pulse support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 50m  
  03:17:59  1 60 11th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  03:18:19  1 50 12th pulse NW, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  03:18:39  1 50 13th pulse NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:18:59  2 80 14th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 15th pulse 

(plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:19:09 1 1 220 explosion vertical sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  03:19:49  1 220 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 250m 

(total ash cloud height reach 310m) 
  03:20:19  2 90 3rd pulse (plume) and 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 30m and 70m 
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  03:20:49  1 110 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  03:21:09 1(?) 2 130 6th pulse strong vertical jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

7th pulse strong vertical jet N-NW, NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
prolonged until 03:22:59 

  03:21:39  1 260 8th pulse vertical jet support to ash cloud N, black ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:22:19  1 90 9th pulse vertical jet (plume) N-NW, NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:22:39  1 90 10th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m prolonged until 

03:23:49 
  03:23:59  1 80 11th pulse (plume) cauliflower N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:24:19  2 100 12th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 13th thin plume N, black, 

ash-rich, width 20m 
  03:24:29  1 60 14th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:24:39  1 50 15th pulse strong jets in three different directions N, black dense, ash-rich, 

width 60m 
  03:24:49 1(?) 1 250 16th pulse vertical jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:24:59  1 50 17th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:25:09  1 160 18th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

110m 
  03:25:39  1 100 19th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:26:19  2 110 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m;  

21st pulse jets N-NW, from black dense to black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:26:39  1 110 22nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:26:59  1 70 23rd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:27:09  1 130 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:27:49  1 70 25th pulse bidirectional jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:27:59  1 110 26th pulse jet N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:28:09 1(?) 1 190 27th pulse strong jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:28:39  1 110 28th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:28:49  1 110 29th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:29:09  1 60 30th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:29:29  1 50 31st pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  03:29:39  1 120 32nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:30:19  1 60 33rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:30:29  1 80 34th pulse (plume) N, >black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:30:49  1 90 35th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:31:09  1 110 36th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:31:29  1 50 37th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:31:49  1 40 38th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:31:59  1 70 39th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  03:32:19  1 50 40th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:32:39  1 60 41th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:32:59  1 50 42th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:33:19  1 70 43th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 10m 
  03:33:39  1 80 44th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:33:49  1 200 45th pulse (plume) sustained  N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:34:29  1 140 46th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:34:39  1 110 47th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:34:49  1 50 48th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:35:19  1 110 49th pulse jets N, black dense to black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:35:29  1 70 50th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:35:49  1 80 51th pulse (plume) jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:36:09  1 80 52th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:36:19  1 70 53th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:36:39  1 110 54th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:37:09  1 90 55th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:37:29  1 210 56th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  03:37:59  1 220 57th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  03:38:49  1 110 58th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  03:39:09  1 70 59th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

30m 
  03:39:29  1 70 60th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:39:39  1 160 61th pulse (plume) jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

prolonged until 03:40:19 
  03:40:19  1 110 62th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  03:40:39  2 60 63th and 64th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m and 30m 
  03:40:59  1 120 65th pulse strong jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 120m 
  03:41:19  1 200 66th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:41:49  2 220 67th pulse (plume) cauliflower and 68th thin plume N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 30m and 20m prolonged until 03:42:39 
  03:42:39  1 100 69th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:42:59  1 80 70th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:43:19  1 110 71th pulse strong jets N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 110m 
  03:43:39  1 50 72th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:43:59  1 80 73th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  03:44:19  1 110 74th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
50m 

  03:44:39  1 130 75th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 
50m 

  03:45:19  1 160 76th pulse (plume) vertical N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:45:59  1 200 77th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:46:59  1 140 78th pulse jet (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:47:19  1 120 79th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:47:49  1 110 80th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:48:19  1 110 81th pulse (plume) N, black dense , ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:48:39 1 1 220 explosion jets driven N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  03:49:39  1 110 2nd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
  03:50:19  1 80 3rd pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:50:59  1 140 4th pulse jet N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  03:51:39  1 70 5th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  03:51:49  1 90 6th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  03:52:19  2 130 7th pulse jet N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m; 8th pulse (plume) 

sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:52:59  1 120 9th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  03:53:19  1 90 10th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m  
  03:53:39  1 150 11th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:54:09  1 60 12th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:54:19  1 210 13th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:54:49  1 130 14th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  03:55:09  1 150 15th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:55:49  1 130 16th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  03:56:39  1 80 17th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  03:57:19  1 60 18th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  03:57:39  1 150 19th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:57:49  1 80 20th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:58:19  2 200 21st and 22nd pulse (plume) jets N, black , ash-rich, width 50m and 40m 
  03:59:39  1 70 23rd pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  03:59:49  1 60 24th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:00:29  1 150 25th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  04:01:39  1 60 26th thin plume N, grey, width 10m 
  04:02:19  2 60 27th and 28th thin plume N, dark grey and grey, width 10m and 10m 
  04:02:29  1 40 29th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  04:02:39 1 1 80 explosion jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
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  04:03:09  1 110 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:03:49  1 130 3rd pulse support to ash cloud vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  04:04:19  1 90 4th pulse support to ash cloud vertical jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  04:04:29  1 210 5th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 110m 
  04:05:29  1 50 6th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:05:39  1 60 7th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:05:59  1 70 8th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:06:19  1 180 9th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:06:49  1 60 10th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:06:59  1 50 11th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:07:09  1 70 12th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:07:39  1 70 13th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:07:49  1 60 14th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  04:08:09  1 90 15th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  04:08:29  1 100 16th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:08:49  1 70 17th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  04:08:59  1 40 18th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  04:09:29 1 1 270 explosion strong jets cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 

prolonged until 04:10:29 
  04:10:09  1 60 2nd pulse jets N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  04:10:29  2 60 3rd pulse jets N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m; 4th pulse jets N, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:10:39  1 70 5th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  04:10:59  1 90 6th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:11:09  1 70 7th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:11:19  1 70 8th pulse jets support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:11:59  1 60 10th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:12:29  1 60 11th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:12:59  1 80 12th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 50m 
  04:13:29  1 60 13th pulse (plume) N, black,  ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:13:39  1 70 14th pulse (plume) sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:13:59  1 70 15th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 60m 
  04:14:09 1(?) 1 60 16th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:14:29  1 230 17th pulse (plume) sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m 
  04:14:49  1 70 18th pulse (plume) sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m 
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  04:15:19  1 50 19th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  04:15:29  1 100 20th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:15:59  1 70 21st pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  04:16:29  1 60 22nd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:16:39  1 50 23rd pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:16:49  1 60 24th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 30m 
  04:17:29  1 70 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:17:49  1 50 26th pulse jets N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:17:59  1 70 27th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:18:19  1 80 28th pulse jets N, black, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:18:39  1 70 29th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:18:49  1 70 30th pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:19:09  1 120 31st pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense , ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:19:29  1 80 32nd pulse (plume) sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense , ash-

rich, width 40m 
  04:19:39  1 130 33rd pulse (plume) sustained support to ash cloud N, black dense , ash-

rich, width 40m 
  04:20:09  1 120 34th pulse (plume) sustained  N, black dense , ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:21:29  0 0 pause 
  04:24:59  0 0 pause 
  04:25:09 1 1 240 explosion jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width >40m 
  04:26:09  1 280 2nd pulse jet  support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width >40m 
  04:26:49  1 220 3rd pulse strong jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:27:19  1 130 4th pulse (plume) sustained N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:27:39  1 80 5th pulse jets N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:27:59  1 70 6th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:28:19  1 100 7th pulse jets N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:28:49  1 80 8th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:29:19  1 50 9th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:29:39  1 60 10th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:29:59  1 110 11th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:30:41  1 50 12th thin plume NW, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  04:31:11  1 70 13th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:31:21  1 50 14th pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:31:31  2 90 15th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m; 16th pulse jet NW, 

black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:32:01  1 70 17th pulse (plume) N, balck, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:32:21  1 140 18th pulse jet NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  04:32:41  1 70 19th thin plume cauliflower N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:33:11  1 70 20th thin plume cauliflower N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:33:31  1 60 21st pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:33:41 1 1 90 explosion vertical jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:34:11  1 190 2nd pulse vertical sustained (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, 

ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:34:21  1 70 3rd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:35:01  1 140 4th pulse jet sustained (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-

rich, width 50m 
  04:35:41  1 140 5th pulse (plume) sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:36:31  1 50 6th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich , width 20m 
  04:36:51  1 70 7th thin plume sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:37:11  1 60 8th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:37:31  1 50 9th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:37:51  1 80 10th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:38:41  1 60 11th pulse (plume) N, dark grey , >ash, width 30m 
  04:39:01  1 90 12th thin plume sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:39:31  1 50 13th pulse (plume) N, dark grey , >ash, width 30m 
  04:39:41  1 50 14th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:39:51  1 70 15th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  04:40:21  1 70 16th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  04:40:41  1 50 17th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  04:41:21  1 50 18th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:41:41  1 80 19th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:42:11  1 50 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:42:21  1 50 21st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:42:41  1 70 22nd pulse (plume) N, black , ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:42:51  1 100 23rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:43:31  1 50 24th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:43:51  1 60 25th thin plume N, black , ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:44:01  1 50 26th thin plume jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:44:21  1 60 27th thin plume N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:44:31  1 80 28th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:44:51  1 50 29th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:45:01 1 1 200 explosion directional jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:46:01  1 110 2nd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width  40m 
  04:46:41  1 70 3rd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width  30m 
  04:46:51  1 40 4th pulse jet N-NW, dark grey, less ash, width 10m 
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  04:47:01  1 50 5th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-tich, width 30m 
  04:47:11  1 60 6th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:47:31  1 70 7th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:47:51  1 50 8th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:48:11  1 60 9th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  04:48:31  1 70 10th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  04:49:01  1 70 11th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m 
  04:49:31  1 70 12th thin plume N, grey, width 20m 
  04:49:51  1 70 13th thin plume N, grey, width 20m 
  04:50:11  1 70 14th thin plume N, dark grey, less ash, width 20m; 15th pulse jet N-NW, 

dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  04:50:21  1 50 15th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-tich, width 30m 
  04:50:31  1 30 16th pulse NW, grey, width 10m 
  04:50:41  1 50 17th pulse N, dark grey, less ash, width 50m 
  04:50:51  2 70 18th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m; 19th pulse N-NW, NW, dark 

grey, form >ash to less ash, width 170m 
  04:51:01  1 120 19th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:51:11  1 70 20th pulse N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 90m 
  04:51:21  1 90 21st pulse N, N-NW, black ash-rich, width 70m 
  04:51:51  1 90 22nd pulse (plume) N, black ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:52:21  1 80 23rd pulse (plume) N, black ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:52:41  1 70 24th pulse (plume) sustained N, black ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:53:01 1 1 120 explosion directional jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:53:31  1 90 2nd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:53:51  1 90 3rd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

4th pulse (plume) verical sustained N, black dense, ash rich, width 40m 
  04:54:01  1 100 5th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:54:31  1 60 6th pulse (plume) N. black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:54:51  1 50 7th pulse (plume) N. black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:55:01  2 60 8th pulse (plume) N. black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 9th pulse jet N-NW, 

dark grey, less ash, width 70m 
  04:55:11  2 50 10th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 11th pulse N-NW, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:55:21  2 70 12th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 13th pulse N-NW, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:55:41  3 80 14th pulse (plume) N, black dense,ash-rich, width 40m;  

15th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m;  
16th pulse jet sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 

  04:55:51  1 100 17th pulse N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  04:56:01  1 60 18th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:56:21  1 110 19th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:56:41  1 120 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:57:01  1 90 21st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:57:21  1 70 22nd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:57:41  1 80 23rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:58:01  1 70 24th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:58:11  1 70 25th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  04:58:21  1 90 26th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  04:58:41  1 30 27th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  04:58:51 1 2 90 explosion in two sectors both with strong sustained jets : N and N-NW, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 80m and 120m 
  04:59:11  1 340 2nd pulse strong jets sustained support to ash column N, N-NW, black 

dense, ash-rich, width 280m 
  05:00:01  1 490 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

270m 
  05:00:21  1 590 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

240m 
  05:00:51  1 710 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

220m 
  05:01:31  2 810 6th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 

170m;  
7th pulse jet (plume) N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 50m 

  05:02:11  0 0 clouds 
  05:10:21  0 0 clouds 
  05:10:31  1 80 8th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:10:51  1 200 9th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:11:01  1 190 10th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width 50m 
  05:11:11  2 140 11th pulse sustained (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m;  

12pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:11:41  1 220 13th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m 
  05:12:41  1 100 14th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:13:11  1 190 15th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash rich, width  
  05:13:31  1 110 16th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:13:51  1 150 17th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:14:11  1 130 18th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:14:31  1 90 19th pulse jet N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:14:41  1 90 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:14:51  2 110 21st pulse sustained (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 22nd 
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pulse jet N-NW, grey, width 60m 
  05:15:11 1 1 280 explosion vertical jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:15:41  2 400 2nd pulse jet support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width >50m;  

3rd pulse jet N-NW, black dense ash-rich, width 20m 
  05:15:51  1 220 4th pulse strong sustained jet N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich width 130m 
  05:16:11  1 490 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

220m 
  05:16:31  1 70 6th pulse jet N-NW, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  05:17:41  1 220 7th pulse sustained (plume) N, black dense ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:18:11 1 1 270 explosion jet driven N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 160m 
  05:18:51  1 290 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

200m 
  05:19:41  0 0 clouds 
  05:24:21  0 0 clouds 
  05:25:11  1 70 3rd pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  05:25:31  1 220 4th pulse (plume) sustained N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  05:26:21  1 90 5th pulse (plume) sustained N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  05:26:51  1 110 6th thin plume N, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  05:27:11  1 110 7th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 30m 
  05:28:31  1 160 8th pulse jet (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  05:29:41  1 110 9th pulse jet (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  05:31:01  1 140 10th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, less ash, width 40m 
  05:31:31  1 50 11th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  05:31:51  1 100 12th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  05:32:31  0 0 clouds 
  05:52:21  0 0 clouds 
  05:52:31  1 50 13th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:52:41  1 50 14th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:52:51  1 50 15th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:53:01  1 110 16th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:53:31  1 80 17th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:53:51  1 100 18th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:54:21  1 80 19th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:54:41  1 90 20th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:55:01  2 100 21st pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m; 22nd thin plume 

N-NW, black, ash-rich, width 20m 
  05:55:21  1 150 23rd pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:55:41  2 90 24th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 25th pulse N-NW, 
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black, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:55:51  1 80 26th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:56:01  1 50 27th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:56:11  1 90 28th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:56:31  2 70 29th and 30th pulses (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m and 

40m 
  05:56:41  1 70 31st pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:56:51  2 70 32nd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m; 33rd pulse (plume) N, 

black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:57:11  2 80 34th pulse (plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 40m; 35th pulse 

(plume) N, black dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:57:21 1 1 70 explosion jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich width 50m 
  05:57:31  1 90 2nd pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m  
  05:57:41  1 150 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  05:58:01  1 220 4th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  05:58:21  1 300 5th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash-rich, width 

40m 
  05:59:11  1 70 6th pulse N, black dense, ash-rich, width 20m 
  05:59:41  0 0 clouds 
  06:02:51  0 0 clouds 
  06:03:11  1 310 7th pulse support to ash cloud N, black dense, ash rich, width 60m 
  06:03:31  0 0 clouds 
  06:04:01  0 0 clouds 
  06:04:11  1 50 8th pulse support to ash cloud N, black, ash-rich, width 40m (ash cloud 

reach total height 440m) 
  06:04:21  1 70 9th pulse support to ashc cloud N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  06:04:41  2 140 10th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m; 11th pulse N, dark grey, 

>ash, width 50m 
  06:05:11  2 60 12th pulse and 13th pulses N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m and 40m; 
  06:05:21  1 70 14th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  06:05:51  1 180 15th pulse N, black, ash-rich, width 50m 
  06:06:01  1 110 16th pulse (plume) N, black ash-rich, width 30m 
  06:06:41  1 70 17th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 40m 
  06:07:11  1 110 18th pulse jet N, dark grey, less ash, width 80m 
  06:07:51  2 110 19th pulse jet N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m; 20th thin plume N, dark grey, 

>ash, width 20m 
  06:08:41  1 90 21st pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  06:09:01  0 0 clouds 
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  06:09:31  0 0 clouds 
  06:09:41  1 60 22nd thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  06:10:41  1 80 23rd pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  06:11:01  1 70 24th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  06:11:21  1 100 25th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  06:11:51  1 100 26th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  06:12:11  2 110 27th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m; 28th pulse N-NW, grey, 

diluited width 60m 
  06:13:11  1 110 29th thin plume N, dark grey, >ash, width 20m 
  06:14:01  1 90 30th pulse (plume) N, dark grey, >ash, width 30m 
  06:15:11  1 240 31st pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  06:16:31  1 200 32nd pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  06:17:01  1 200 33rd pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 60m 
  06:17:11  1 220 34th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  06:17:21  1 220 35th pulse N, dark grey, >ash, width 50m 
  06:18:21  0 0 pause 
  06:22:41  0 0 pause 
  06:22:51  1 70 36th pulse (plume) N, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  06:23:11 1 1 170 explosion jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  06:23:41  1 270 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

140m 
  06:24:21  1 300 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 

260m 
  06:25:01  1 80 4th pulse jet N, black dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  06:25:11 1(?) 1 90 5th pulse jet sustained N, black dense, ash-rich, width 100m;  

6th pulse jet sustained N-NW, black dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
  06:25:41  1 320 7th pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, black dense, ash rich, width 

260m 
  06:26:41  1 420 8th pulse support to ash cloud N, N_NW, black dense, ash rich, width 

250m 
  06:28:41  0 0 clouds 
  06:58:31  0 0 clouds 
  06:58:41 1 1 660 previous explosion affected all areas N. N-NW, NW, grey dense, ash-rich, 

width 330m (ash cloud total height 660m) 
  07:00:21  1 700 2nd pulse support to ash cloud N, N-NW, NW, grey dense, ash-rich, width 

330m 
  07:00:51  1 330 3rd pulse support to ash cloud N-NW, grey dense, ash-rich, width 70m 

prolonged until 07:02:41 
  07:03:01  1 220 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
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  07:03:21  1 110 5th pulse support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 60m 
prolonged until 07:04:21 

  07:04:31  0 0 clouds 
  07:05:11  0 0 clouds 
  07:05:21 1 1 190 explosion vertical jet sustained N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  07:05:51  1 300 2nd pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  07:06:21  0 0 clouds 
  07:09:51  0 0 clouds 
  07:10:01  1 70 3rd pulse jet N-NW, grey, less ash, width 50m 
  07:10:21  1 180 4th pulse support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  07:11:01  1 90 5th pulse jet N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:11:21  1 80 6th pulse jet N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:11:31  1 80 7th pulse jet NW, grey,  ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:11:51  1 100 8th pulse (plume) N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:12:21  1 110 9th pulse (plume) N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 30m 
  07:12:31  1 50 10th pulse N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:12:51  1 40 11th pulse N-NW, grey dense, ash-rich, width 10m 
  07:13:31  1 100 12th pulse support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 70m 
  07:14:11  1 90 13th pulse (plume) support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 

50m 
  07:14:51  1 70 14th pulse jet support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 50m 
  07:15:21  1 100 15th pulse support to ash cloud N, grey dense, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:16:51  0 0 clouds 
  14:44:31  0 0 clouds 
  14:44:41  0 0 dark images thanks to clouds cover and night 
  20:50:31  0 0 dark images thanks to clouds cover and night 
  20:50:32  0 0 no images gap 
  23:59:59  0 0 no images gap 
      

CmBory 07-apr-07 00:00:06 1(?) 2 >100 2nd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m;  
3rd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 100m  
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:00:26  1 >100 4th jet pulse W , black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:01:06  1 100 5th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >40m  + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

     no image gap 
  00:01:56  1 150 6th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >40m  + continuous lava outpouring 
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N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:02:26  2 120 7th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >40m; 8th jet pulse NE-E, black, ash-

rich, width >40m   
 + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:02:56  1 100 9th jet pulse NE-E, black, ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:03:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:03:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:03:56  1 >100 10th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:04:26  1 150 11th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:04:56  1 150 12th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:05:56  1 >100 13th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:06:16  1 >100 14th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:06:36  1 >100 15th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m   
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:06:46  1 >100 16th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m   
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) and new lava 
outpouring site NE-E 

  00:07:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:08:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:08:16  1 100 17th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:08:36  1 60 18th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:08:46  1 60 19th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:09:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:09:26  1 60 19th jet thin plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:09:56  1 >100 20th jet pulse W , black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:10:36  1 >100 21st jet pulse W , black, ash-rich, width >20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
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  00:11:06  2 >100 22nd jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m;  
23rd jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:11:26  1 >100 24th jet pulse N-W , black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 

     no image gap 
  00:12:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet pulse W , black, dense ash-rich, width >40m   

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:13:26  1 >100 2nd jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m   

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:14:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:14:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:14:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:15:26  1 >100 4th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, NE-E, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:16:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:16:36  1 >100 5th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:16:56  1 >100 6th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:17:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:18:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:18:36  1 60 7th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:19:06  1 >100 8th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:19:36  1 >100 9th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:20:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:20:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:20:56  1 80 10th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:21:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  01:21:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
     no image gap 
  00:22:26  1 100 11th jet thin plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:22:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
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  00:25:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:25:46  1 100 12th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 20m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:26:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:31:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 

increase SE 
  00:31:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) with 

increase SE 
  00:31:36 1 1 >100 Explosion jet pulse W , black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  + continuous 

lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:32:46  1 >100 2nd jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m   

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:33:16  1 >100 3rd jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m   

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 

  00:34:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, below Bory (W?) 
  00:41:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:41:56  1 120 4th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
  00:42:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:43:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:43:16  1 80 5th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
  00:43:46  1 60 6th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
  00:43:56  1 80 7th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
  00:44:16  1 100 8th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
  00:45:16 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse E-SE, black, dense ash-rich, width 100m + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:45:26  1 150 2nd jet pulse E-SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m  + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:45:36  1 100 3rd jet pulse E-SE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:45:46  1 100 4th jet plume E-SE, black, ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:46:06  1 60 5th jet thin plume E-SE, black, ash-rich, width 20m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:46:26  1 60 6th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, SE 
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  00:46:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:05:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:50:26  1 100 7th jet pulse E-SE, black, light ash, width 40m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:50:46  1 100 8th jet pulse E-SE, black, light ash, width 40m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:51:26  1 60 9th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m  + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE 
  00:51:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE with strong increase in SE 

and new spills E 
  00:51:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE with strong increase in SE 

and E 
  00:52:06 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:52:26  1 >100 2nd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 

+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:52:46  1 >100 3rd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 

until 00:52:56  
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

     no image gap 
  00:53:36  2 >100 4th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m;  

5th pulse SE, black, light ash, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring N-
NE, E, SE 

  00:53:46  2 >100 6th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m;  
7th jet pulse SE, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:54:06 1(?) 1 >100 8th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m + 
continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:54:16  1 >100 9th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m + 
continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:54:36  1 >100 10th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  00:54:56  1 >100 11th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:55:16  1 130 12th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  00:55:36  1 130 13th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  00:55:46  1 130 14th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  00:55:56  2 150 15th, 16th jet pulses E, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
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outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:56:16  2 150 17th, 18th jet pulses E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous 

lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:56:36  1 >100 19th jet pulse E-SE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:57:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:57:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:57:56  1 120 20th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m related with new lava 

spill area E  
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:58:16  1 120 21st jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  00:58:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:58:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:58:56  1 150 22nd jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:59:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:59:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  00:59:56  1 120 23rd jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE 
  01:00:16  1 >100 24th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m persistent until 01:00:26 + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:00:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:01:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:02:06  2 120 25th pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width 20m;  

26th pulse E, black, ash, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, 
SE 

  01:02:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:02:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:02:56  2 >100 27th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  

28th jet pulse E, black, ash, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-
NE, E, SE 

  01:03:46  1 80 29th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:03:56  2 100 30th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  
31st jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  01:04:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:07:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
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  01:08:06  2 100 32nd jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  
33rd jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:08:26  1 120 34th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:09:06  1 130 35th thin plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 
N-NE, E, SE 

  01:09:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:10:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:10:26  1 >100 36th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:10:46  1 >100 37th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:11:06  1 100 38th thin plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE 
  01:11:16  2 >100 39th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  

40th jet pulse E, black, ash, width 60m + continuous lava outpouring N-
NE, E, SE 

     no image gap 
  01:12:06  1 >100 41th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:12:16  1 >100 42th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:12:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:13:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:13:26  1 120 43th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
     no image gap 
  01:14:16  1 60 44th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:14:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:16:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:16:16  1 100 45th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:16:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:17:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
     no image gap 
  01:18:16  1 150 46th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:18:36  1 120 47th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
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outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:18:56  1 100 48th plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, E, SE 
  01:19:26  1 60 49th plume E, black, ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, E, SE 
  01:19:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:21:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:21:26  1 60 50th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:21:46  1 150 51th jet pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:22:36  1 150 52th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:23:06  3 120 53th, 54th, 55th jet plumes NE-E, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:23:36  2 >100 56th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m;  

57th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:23:56 1(?) 1 >100 58th jet pulse NE-E, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:24:26  1 >100 59th jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:24:46  1 >100 60th jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:25:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:28:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:28:36  1 60 61th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE 
  01:28:56  2 80 62th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 40m;  

63th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:29:06  1 80 64th jet plume E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:29:16  1 80 65th jet pulse NE-E, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:29:36  1 80 66th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 30m + continuous lava 
outpouring N-NE, E, SE 

  01:29:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  01:31:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:31:16  1 60 67th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 
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N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:31:36  1 60 68th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:31:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
     no image gap 
  01:32:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:32:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:32:56  1 60 69th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:33:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:33:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:33:36  1 60 70th jet plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:33:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:35:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:35:46  1 100 71th pulse SE, black, ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:36:06  1 50 72th thin plume E, black, ash-rich, width 10m + continuous lava outpouring 

N-NE, E, SE with increase in N-NE 
  01:36:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:38:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
     no image gap 
  01:38:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:38:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:39:06  1 50 73th plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:39:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:41:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:41:16  1 50 74th plume E, black, ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:41:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:43:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:43:26  1 >100 75th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring N-NE, SE, wit increase in N-NE 
  01:44:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:52:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE, with increase in N-NE 
  01:52:26  1 100 76th pulse E, black, light ash, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE, SE 
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     no image gap 
  01:53:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
  01:54:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE, SE 
     no image gap 
  01:55:16  1 120 77th pulse E, black, light ash, width 60m + continuous lava outpouring N-

NE 
  01:55:26  1 70 78th pulse E, black, ash, width 40m + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  01:55:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:02:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:02:56    partial image 
  02:03:26  1 >100 79th pulse SW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:04:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:05:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:06:06  1 >100 80th pulse SW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:06:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:07:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:07:56  1 >100 80th pulse SW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:08:16  1 >100 81th plume NW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:09:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:09:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:09:46  1 >100 82th pulse SW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:10:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:10:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:10:46  1 >100 83th pulse SW, grey, ash-rich (dust), width >10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:11:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:11:26  1 >100 84th thin plume N, grey, ash-rich (dust), width 10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:11:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:13:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:13:16  1 >100 85th pulse S, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width 40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:14:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
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  02:14:56  1 >100 86th thin plume S-SE, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width 20m (from sliding) 
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE 

  02:15:56  1 >100 87th thin plume S-SE, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width 20m (from sliding) 
until 02:17:06  
+ continuous lava outpouring N-NE 

  02:17:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:18:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:18:46  1 >100 88th plume SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:20:16  1 >100 89th pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:21:26  1 >100 90th pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:21:46  1 >100 91th pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:22:16  1 >100 92th pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:22:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:24:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:24:36  1 >100 93th plume SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >10m (from sliding? 

Outgassing?) + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:24:56  1 >100 94th plume SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >10m (from sliding? 

Outgassing?) + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:25:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:28:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:29:06  1 100 95th thin plume S-SE, grey, light ash (dust), width 20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:29:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:30:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:30:26  1 >100 96th pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:31:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:33:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:33:26  1 100 97th plume SE, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width 30m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
     no image gap 
  02:34:16  1 80 98th pulse SE, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width 40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:34:56    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
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  02:39:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
     no image gap 
  02:40:26  1 50 99th thin plume SE, grey, light ash (dust), width 10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:40:56  1 60 100th thin plume SE, grey, light ash (dust), width 10m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:41:06    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:41:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:41:46  1 >100 101th pulse W, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:42:46  1 >100 102th pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:43:26  1 >100 103th pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich (dust), width >40m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:44:16    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:47:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:47:36  1 >100 104th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:47:56  1 >100 105th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding) + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:48:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:49:36    pause + continuous lava outpouring N-NE 
  02:49:46  1 >100 106th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:50:46    pause  
  02:51:36    pause  
  02:51:46  1 >100 107th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:52:46    pause  
  02:52:56    pause  
  02:53:06  1 >100 108th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:53:46  1 >100 109th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:54:36    pause  
  02:55:36    pause  
  02:55:46  1 >100 110th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:56:16  1 >100 111th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding) 

until 02:56:46 
  02:57:16  1 >100 112th pulse SW, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:58:16  1 >100 113th pulse W, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:59:06  1 >100 114th pulse W, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
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  02:59:26  1 >100 115th pulse W, black-grey, light ash (dust), width >20m (from sliding)  
  02:59:56  1 >100 116th jet pulse SW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  03:00:36 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse W, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  03:00:56  1 >100 2nd jet pulse NW sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m 
  03:01:26  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NW sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m 
  03:01:56  1 >100 4th pulse W , black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  03:02:36    pause 
  03:03:06    pause 
  03:03:16  1 >100 5th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  03:03:46    pause 
  03:04:16    pause 
  03:04:26  1 >100 6th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >20m 
     no image gap 
  03:05:06  1 >100 7th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  03:05:26    pause 
  03:07:06    pause 
  03:07:16  1 >100 8th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  03:07:46    pause 
  03:08:16    pause 
  03:08:26  1 >100 9th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  03:08:46  1 >100 10th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >30m 
  03:09:36    pause 
  03:09:56    pause 
  03:10:06  1 >100 11th pulse W , black-grey, light ash, width >30m 
  03:10:36    pause 
  03:12:46    pause 
  03:12:56 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse NE and E, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m, 

related to collapse E sector (decompression) 
  03:13:16  1 >100 2nd jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:13:26  1 >100 3rd jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:13:36  1 >100 4th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:13:46  1 >100 5th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:13:56  1 >100 6th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:14:06  1 >100 7th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:14:16  1 >100 8th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  03:14:36  1 >100 9th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m 
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  03:15:16  1 >100 10th jet pulse E, sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 100m 
  03:15:56  3 100 11th, 12th, 13th plumes E-SE, black-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 

20m 
  03:16:26  1 80 14th pulse SE, black-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m 
     no image gap 
  03:17:26  2 100 15th, 16th plumes SE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  03:17:56  1 80 17th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m 
  03:18:26  1 120 18th jet pulse SE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 50m (decompression 

hydrothermal system??) 
  03:18:36 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse W, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m 
     no image gap 
  03:19:26  1 >100 2nd jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
  03:19:46  1 >100 3rd jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
  03:19:56  1 >100 4th jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
  03:20:16  1 >100 5th jet pulse W sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m  
  03:20:56  1 >100 6th jet pulse NW,  black, dense ash-rich, width >60m (partial image)  
     no image gap 
  03:21:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse E, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m + 

continuous lava outpouring N-NE, E, SE 
  03:21:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m  
  03:21:46  1 >100 3rd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m  
  03:21:56  1 >100 4th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >100m  
  03:22:06  1 >100 5th jet pulse E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 60m 
  03:22:16  1 >100 6th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 60m 
  03:22:56  1 60 7th pulse E, grey-brown, ash, width 40m 
     no image gap 
  03:23:36  1 >100 8th pulse W , grey-brown, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  03:23:56  1 >100 9th pulse W-SW , grey-brown, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m 
  03:24:16  1 >100 10th pulse W, grey-brown, ash-rich, width >40m 
  03:24:56  1 >100 11th pulse W, grey-brown, light ash, width >40m 
  03:25:06    no image gap 
  03:25:36  1 >100 12th jet plume NW, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  
  03:26:06  1 >100 13th jet plume NW, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  
  03:26:36  1 >100 14th jet pulse NW, black, ash-rich, width >20m  
  03:26:56    pause 
  03:27:36    pause 
  03:27:46  1 >100 15th jet plume NW, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  
  03:28:06  1 >100 16th jet plume NW, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  
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  03:28:26    pause 
  03:29:16    pause 
  03:29:26  1 >100 17th pulse W, grey-brown, light ash, width >40m 
  03:29:56    pause 
  03:30:36    pause 
  03:30:46  1 >100 18th jet plume N, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m  
  03:31:06    pause 
  03:32:36    pause 
  03:32:46  1 >100 19th pulse W, brown-pink, light ash, width >20m 
  03:32:56  1 >100 20th pulse W, brown-pink, light ash, width >40m 
  03:33:36  1 >100 21st pulse W, brown-pink, light ash, width >20m 
  03:33:56    pause 
  03:37:16    pause 
  03:37:26  1 >100 22nd plume W, grey-brown, light ash, width 20m  
  03:37:36  1 >100 23rd jet pulse NW, grey-brown, light ash, width >20m  
  03:38:16  1 60 24th thin plume SE, grey-brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  03:38:46    pause 
  03:40:16    pause 
  03:40:26  1 >100 25th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  03:40:46  1 >100 26th jet pulse NW sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m  
  03:41:16    pause 
  03:41:26    pause 
  03:41:36  1 80 27th thin plume E, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width 15m 
  03:41:56    pause 
  03:42:46    pause 
  03:42:56  1 >100 28th jet pulse NW, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  03:43:06  1 >100 29th jet pulse NW sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>40m  
  03:43:36  1 40 30th pulse E, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 15m 
  03:43:56    pause 
  03:44:46    pause 
  03:44:56  1 >100 31st pulse W, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  03:45:26    pause 
  03:45:36    pause 
     no image gap 
  03:46:26  1 >100 32nd pulse W, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
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  03:46:46  1 60 33rd pulse E, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width 30m 
  03:47:26  1 60 34th pulse E, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width 30m 
  03:47:46    pause 
  03:49:26    pause 
  03:49:36  1 >100 35th pulse SW, brown, light ash (dust from sliding), width >40m 
  03:50:36    pause 
  03:52:26    pause 
  03:52:36  1 120 36th jet pulse SE, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  03:53:16    pause 
  03:57:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  03:58:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  03:58:16  1 >100 37th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  03:58:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:04:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:04:16  1 >100 38th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:04:56  1 >100 39th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash, width >40m  
  04:05:16    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:06:16    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  04:06:56  1 >100 40th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:07:16  1 >100 41th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash, width >40m  
  04:07:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:09:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:09:56  1 >100 42th jet pulse W, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:10:06  1 >100 43th jet pulse W, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:11:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:19:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:19:46    cloudy 
  04:20:16    cloudy 
  04:20:26    no image gap 
  04:20:36    cloudy 
  04:26:16    cloudy 
  04:26:26    pause (partially cloudy) 
  04:26:36  1 >100 44th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
     no image gap 
  04:27:36  1 >100 45th jet pulse NW, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m  
  04:27:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
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  04:28:56    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  04:31:36  1 >100 46th pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:31:46  1 >100 47th pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  04:32:16    pause 
  04:36:06    pause 
  04:36:16  1 >100 48th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  04:36:36  1 >100 49th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  04:36:56    pause 
  04:37:16    pause 
     no image gap 
  04:37:56  1 >100 50th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  04:38:16  1 >100 51th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m  
  04:38:26  1 >100 52th pulse W, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m  
  04:38:46    pause 
  04:39:56    pause 
  04:40:06  1 100 53th plume E, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m  
  04:40:46  1 100 54th plume E, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m  
  04:41:16    pause 
  04:42:26    pause 
  04:42:36  1 40 55th pulse SE, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  04:43:06  1 100 56th plume SE, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m  
     no image gap 
  04:44:06    pause 
  04:46:16    pause 
  04:46:26  2 >100 57th thin plume SE, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 15m; 58th pulse 

NW, grey, ash, width 20m  
  04:47:06    pause 
  04:47:16    pause 
  04:47:26  1 80 59th jet plume SE, grey, ash, width 30m  
  04:48:06    pause 
  04:48:26    pause 
  04:48:36  1 60 60th jet plume SE, grey, ash, width 30m  
  04:48:56    pause 
  04:49:36    pause 
     no image gap 
  04:50:16  1 >100 61th pulse W, brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
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  04:50:56  1 >100 62th pulse W, brown-grey, ash, width >40m  
  04:51:16  2 >100 63th pulse W, brown-grey, ash, width >40m;  

64th thin plume E, pink, ash-rich (dust from sliding lava outpouring), width 
10m  

  04:51:36  1 >100 65th thin plume E, pink, ash-rich (dust from sliding lava outpouring), width 
10m  

     no image gap 
  04:52:16  1 >100 66th thin plume E, pink, ash-rich (dust from sliding lava outpouring), width 

10m  
  04:52:36  1 40 67th pulse SE, grey, ash, width 15m 
  04:52:46  1 >100 68th thin plume E, pink, ash-rich (dust from sliding lava outpouring), width 

10m  
  04:53:16    pause (SE lava outpouring) 
  04:53:26  1 >100 69th jet pulse N, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 

outpouring SE 
  04:54:06  1 >100 70th jet pulse W, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous 

lava outpouring SE 
  04:54:26  1 >100 71th jet pulse W, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous 

lava outpouring SE 
  04:54:46  1 40 72th jet thin plume SE, black, ash-rich, width 10m+ continuous lava 

outpouring SE 
  04:54:56 1 1 100 Explosion jet driven plume SE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + 

continuous lava outpouring SE 
  04:55:16  1 100 2nd jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 

continuous lava outpouring SE 
  04:55:26  1 >100 3rd jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 

continuous lava outpouring SE 
  04:55:36  1 >100 4th jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + 

continuous lava outpouring SE 
     no image gap 
  04:56:26    pause + continuous lava outpouring SE 
  04:57:46    pause + continuous lava outpouring SE 
     no image gap 
  04:58:26 1 1 >100 Strong explosion jet driven pulse E, involving part of NE and SE sectors 

especially inner caldera, black, dense ash-rich,  
width >100m  

  04:58:56  1 >100 2nd strong jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  04:59:16  1 >100 3rd strong jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 
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  04:59:46  1 >100 4th strong jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  05:00:06  1 >100 5th strong jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  05:00:26  1 >100 6th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 80m 
  05:00:36  1 >100 7th strong jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m 
  05:01:16  2 >100 8th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m; 

9th jet pulse E, black, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:01:36  1 >100 10th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m 
     no image gap 
  05:02:36  2 >100 11th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m;  

12th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 20m + continuous lava 
outpouring increase SE, E(?) 

  05:02:46  1 >100 13th jet plume NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m + continuous lava 
outpouring increase SE, E(?) 

  05:02:56  2 >100 14th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m;  
15th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
outpouring increase SE 

  05:03:16  2 >100 16th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m;  
17th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 60m + continuous lava 
outpouring increase SE 

  05:03:36  1 >100 18th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + 
continuous lava outpouring increase SE 

  05:04:06  1 >100 19th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m + continuous lava 
outpouring increase SE 

  05:04:26  1 >100 20th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:04:46  1 >100 21st jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:05:06  1 >100 22nd jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:05:26  2 >100 23rd jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >40m ; 24th 

jet pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
  05:05:46  1 >100 25th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:05:56  2 >100 26th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >40m ; 27th 

jet plume E, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  05:06:46  1 >100 28th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:06:56  2 >100 29th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m ; 30th pulse W, grey, ash-

rich, width 40m 
  05:07:16  1 >100 31st jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:07:36  1 >100 32nd jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 20m  
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  05:07:56  1 >100 33th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
     no image gap 
  05:08:46  1 >100 34th pulse N, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:08:56  1 >100 35th jet pulse N, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:09:16  1 >100 36th jet plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m  
  05:09:36  3 >100 37th jet plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m;  

38th pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >20m ; 39th thin plume E, brown-grey, 
ash (dust from sliding), width 10m 

  05:09:46  2 >100 40th pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >20m  
  05:09:56  1 >100 41th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:10:06  1 >100 42th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:10:26  1 >100 43th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:10:56  1 >100 44th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m  
  05:11:06 1(?) 1 >100 45th strong jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:11:16  1 >100 46th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:11:26  2 >100 47th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m ;  

48th thin plume E, brown, ash (dust from sliding), width 15m 
  05:12:06  1 >100 49th pulse W, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
     no image gap 
  05:12:56  1 >100 50th pulse W, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:13:06  1 >100 51th pulse W, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:13:16  1 >100 52th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 15m 
  05:13:36    pause 
  05:13:56    pause 
  05:14:06  1 >100 53th pulse W, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:14:36  1 >100 54th pulse W, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:15:16 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE (inner Dolomieu caldera), black, dense 

ash-rich, width >60m  
  05:15:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
  05:15:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
     no image gap 
  05:17:06  2 >100 4th jet pulse N, grey, ash-rich, width 20m; 5th thin plume E, brown, ash 

(dust from sliding), width 15m 
  05:17:26  1 >100 6th jet pulse N, grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:17:46 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE (inner Dolomieu caldera), black, dense 

ash-rich, width >60m  
  05:18:16  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m  
  05:19:06  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >60m  
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  05:19:46  1 >100 4th jet pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:20:16  1 >100 5th jet plume N, grey, ash-rich, width >20m  
  05:20:36  1 >100 6th plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m  
  05:20:56  1 >100 7th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:21:06  1 >100 8th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:21:46    pause 
  05:21:56  1 80 9th thin plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:22:26  1 80 10th thin plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:23:26  1 >100 11th pulse W, brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:23:46  1 >100 12th pulse W, brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width >40m  
  05:24:26  1 80 13th thin plume E, brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:25:06  1 100 14th thin plume E, brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:25:46    pause 
  05:27:46    pause 
  05:27:56  1 >100 15th pulse NW, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 40m  
  05:28:16    pause 
  05:28:36  1 >100 16th pulse long lasting (until 05:29:46) NW, grey, ash (dust from sliding), 

width >40m  
  05:29:56  1 >100 17th pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:30:36  1 >100 18th pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:31:06  1 >100 19th pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:31:26  1 >100 20th pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:31:56  1 >100 21st pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:32:26  1 100 22nd pulse N-NW, grey, light ash, width >20m  
  05:32:56    pause 
  05:34:16    pause 
  05:34:26  2 60 23rd pulse N-NW, grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width >20m; 24th 

plume SE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  05:34:56    pause 
  05:35:06    partial image 
  05:35:36    pause 
  05:35:46  1 70 25th plume E, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  05:36:36    pause 
  05:37:56    pause 
  05:38:06  1 >100 26th plume NE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:38:16  1 >100 27th pulse NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
  05:38:36  1 >100 28th pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >40m until 05:39:06 
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     no image gap 
  05:39:46  1 >100 29th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:40:06  1 >100 30th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:40:26  1 >100 31st jet plume N-NE, black-grey, ash, width 20m  
  05:40:36  1 60 32nd thin plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m  
  05:40:46  1 60 33rd thin plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m  
  05:41:06  2 100 34th, 35th thin plumes N-NE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  05:41:36  1 >100 36th jet plume NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m  
  05:41:46  1 >100 37th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:42:06  1 >100 38th jet pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:42:26  1 >100 39th pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:42:46  1 100 40th plume NE, grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  05:43:06  1 100 41th thin plume NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
     no image gap 
  05:43:56  1 >100 42th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:44:46  1 >100 43th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:44:56  1 >100 44th plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:45:16  1 >100 45th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:45:46  1 >100 46th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:46:06  1 >100 47th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:46:26  1 >100 48th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:46:46  1 >100 49th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:47:16  1 60 50th plume NE, grey, ash, width 30m  
     no image gap 
  05:48:06  1 >100 51th pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  05:48:36  1 >100 52th pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  05:48:56  1 >100 53th pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  05:49:26  1 >100 54th pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
     no image gap 
  05:50:06  1 60 55th pulse NE, grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:50:26  1 60 56th pulse E, brown-pink, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  05:50:56    pause 
  05:51:56    pause 
  05:52:06  1 60 57th jet plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:52:26    pause 
  05:52:46    pause 
  05:52:56  2 60 58th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m;  

59th pulse E, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 15m  
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  05:53:36  1 60 60th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m 
  05:54:16  1 60 61th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 30m 
  05:54:26  1 >100 62th jet plume NW, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  05:54:36  1 >100 63th pulse W, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 50m 
  05:55:06  1 >100 64th jet pulse NW, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:55:16  1 >100 65th pulse W, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  05:55:36  1 >100 66th pulse NW, brown-grey, ash, width 30m 
     no image gap 
  05:56:16  1 >100 67th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  05:56:26  1 >100 68th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  05:56:46  1 >100 69th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud , black-grey, ash-rich, width 

>40m 
  05:56:56 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >40m 
  05:57:16  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m  
  05:57:36  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >40m  
  05:57:56  1 >100 4th jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:58:16  1 >100 5th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:58:26  1 >100 6th jet pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:58:46  1 >100 7th jet plume NE, black, ash-rich, width 30m  
  05:59:16  1 >100 8th jet pulse NE, black, dense ash-rich, width 40m  
  05:59:26  1 >100 9th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width 50m  
  05:59:46  1 >100 10th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width >40m  
  06:00:06  1 >100 11th jet plume N-NE, black, ash-rich, width 30m  
  06:00:16  1 >100 12th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width 50m  
  06:00:46  1 >100 13th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:01:06  1 >100 14th jet pulse NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 60m  
  06:01:26  1 >100 15th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:01:36  1 >100 16th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:02:26  1 >100 17th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:02:36  1 >100 18th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:02:46  1 >100 19th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:02:56  1 >100 20th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:03:06  1 >100 21st jet pulse NE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
  06:03:26  1 >100 22nd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m  
     no image gap 
  06:04:26  1 >100 23rd jet plume NE, grey, ash, width 30m  
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  06:04:46  1 80 24th jet pulse NE, grey, ash, width 20m  
  06:05:06  1 60 25th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 20m  
  06:05:16  1 80 26th jet plume NE, grey, ash, width 30m  
  06:05:36  1 100 27th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 40m  
     no image gap 
  06:06:36  1 60 28th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 40m  
  06:06:56  1 60 29th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 40m  
  06:07:16  1 80 30th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 40m  
  06:07:36  1 80 31st pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 40m  
  06:08:06    pause 
  06:09:56    pause 
  06:10:06  1 >100 32nd pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:10:36  1 >100 33rd pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:10:56  1 >100 34th pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:11:26    pause 
  06:15:46    pause 
  06:15:56  1 >100 35th pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:16:26    pause 
  06:20:16    pause 
     no image gap 
  06:20:56  1 >100 36th jet pulse N, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  06:21:56  1 >100 37th pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:22:26    pause 
  06:22:36  1 >100 38th jet pulse N, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  06:22:46  2 >100 39th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m; 40th pulse W, grey, ash, 

width >40m 
  06:23:06  2 >100 41th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width >40m; 42th 

pulse W, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:23:26 1 2 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >40m; 

2nd jet pulse W, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:23:46  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:24:06  1 >100 4th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:24:46  1 >100 5th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:25:06 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse E, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >80m 
  06:25:16  1 >100 2nd jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>80m 
  06:25:36  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>80m 
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  06:25:56  1 >100 4th jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
>80m 

  06:26:16  1 >100 5th jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>80m 

     no image gap 
  06:27:06  1 >100 6th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:27:26  1 >100 7th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:27:36  1 >100 8th pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:28:06  1 >100 9th pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width >40m 
  06:28:26 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse NE to E inner Dolomieu sector (collapse), black-

grey, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  06:28:46  1 >100 2nd jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>80m 
  06:29:06  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m  
  06:29:26  1 >100 4th pulse NE-E, black-grey, light ash, width >40m 
  06:29:46  1 >100 5th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m  
  06:30:06  1 60 6th thin plume SE, brown-grey, ash-rich (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  06:30:16  1 >100 7th jet pulse NE, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:30:46  1 >100 8th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m 
  06:31:26  1 >100 9th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  06:31:36  1 >100 10th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:32:16  1 >100 11th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:33:16  1 >100 12th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:33:36  1 >100 13th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:34:06  1 >100 14th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:34:26  1 >100 15th jet pulse NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:35:16  1 60 16th thin plume E, black-grey, ash-rich (dust from sliding), width 10m 
  06:36:06    pause 
  06:36:16    pause 
  06:36:26  1 40 17th pulse SE, brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
     no image gap 
  06:37:26    pause 
  06:37:46    pause 
  06:37:56  1 80 18th pulse N-NE, black-grey, light ash, width >20m  
  06:38:16  1 100 19th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m  
  06:38:36  2 100 20th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m; 21st pulse SE, 

brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
     no image gap 
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  06:39:26  2 >100 22nd jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m; 23rd pulse SE, 
brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  

  06:39:36 1 2 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse SE (related to sliding and subsequent 
decompression), black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 40m;  
2nd jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m. 

  06:39:56  2 >100 3rd jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
60m;  
4th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m. 

  06:40:16  2 >100 5th jet pulse SE sustaning ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
80m;  
6th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m. 

  06:40:36  1 >100 7th jet pulse SE sustaning ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
80m 

  06:41:26  1 >100 8th jet pulse SE sustaning ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  06:41:46  1 >100 9th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  06:42:06  1 >100 10th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width >20m 
  06:42:26  1 >100 11th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, 

width >40m 
  06:42:46  1 >100 12th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  06:43:16  2 80 13th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width >20m; 14th pulse SE, brown-grey, 

ash-rich (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  06:43:36  1 >100 15th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  06:44:16  1 80 16th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash, width >10m 
  06:44:46  1 60 17th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width >10m 
  06:45:06    pause 
  06:45:26    pause 
  06:45:36  1 60 18th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width >10m 
  06:45:46  1 60 19th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width >10m 
  06:46:06    pause 
  06:46:36    pause 
  06:46:46  1 >100 20th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
  06:47:06  2 >100 21st jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m; 22nd pulse SE, 

brown-pink, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  06:47:26  1 100 23rd pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
  06:47:46  1 >100 24th pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
  06:48:26  1 >100 25th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >10m 
     no image gap 
  06:49:36  1 >100 26th jet pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >20m 
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  06:49:56  1 >100 27th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>20m 

  06:50:16  2 >100 28th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>20m;  
29th plume E, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 

  06:50:36  1 >100 30th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>20m 

  06:51:36  1 >100 31st jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>20m 

  06:52:06  1 >100 32nd pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash, width 20m 
  06:52:16 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >60m  
  06:52:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m  
  06:52:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 

>60m  
  06:53:26  1 >100 4th pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >20m  
  06:53:36  1 80 5th pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >20m  
  06:53:56  1 80 6th pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >10m  
  06:54:16  1 80 7th pulse N-NE, black, ash, width >10m  
  06:54:36  1 80 8th pulse N-NE, black, ash, width >10m  
  06:54:56  1 100 9th jet pulse N-NE, black, ash, width >20m  
     no image gap 
  06:55:46    pause 
  06:56:06    pause 
  06:56:16 1 1 >100 Strong explosion jet driven pulse NE, involving part of N and E sectors 

especially inner caldera, black, dense ash-rich,  
width >100m  

  06:56:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  06:56:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  06:57:16  1 >100 4th jet pulse NE-E sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width 
>100m 

  06:57:56  1 >100 5th pulse NE, black, ash-rich, width >60m 
  06:58:36    pause 
  07:00:26    pause 
  07:00:36  1 >100 6th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >10m 
  07:00:56  1 >100 7th jet pulse N sustaining ash-cloud, black, ash-rich, width >10m 
  07:01:06    pause 
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  07:02:16    pause 
  07:02:26  1 60 8th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:02:46  1 60 9th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:02:56  1 80 10th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:03:16  1 >100 11th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >20m 
  07:03:26  1 >100 12th jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >20m (partial image) 
     no image gap 
  07:03:56  1 >100 13th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:04:16  1 >100 14th jet pulse N, black-grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:04:46  1 60 15th pulse N, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:05:16    pause 
     no image gap 
  07:06:06    pause 
  07:07:16    pause 
  07:07:26  1 60 16th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
     no image gap 
  07:08:16    pause 
  07:08:36    pause 
  07:08:46  1 60 17th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:09:06  1 80 18th pulse N, grey, ash, width >10m 
  07:09:26  1 80 19th pulse N, grey, light ash , width >10m 
  07:09:46    pause 
  07:10:36    pause 
  07:10:46  1 80 20th jet pulse N, black, dense ash-rich, width >10m 
  07:11:06  1 80 21st jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >10m 
  07:11:36  1 >100 22nd jet pulse N, black, ash-rich, width >20m 
  07:12:06  1 >100 23rd jet pulse N, black, ash, width >20m 
  07:12:36  1 >100 24th jet pulse N, black, ash, width >20m 
  07:12:56  1 >100 25th jet pulse N, black, ash, width >40m 
  07:13:16  1 >100 26th jet pulse N, black, ash, width >20m 
  07:14:16  1 80 27th pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:14:36  1 >100 28th pulse W, grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  07:15:56  1 >100 29th pulse W, grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  07:16:36    pause 
  07:16:56    pause 
  07:17:06  1 60 30th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 20m  
  07:17:26    pause 
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  07:17:36  1 60 31st pulse S, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m continue until 
07:18:46 

  07:18:56    pause 
  07:19:06  1 80 32nd jet pulse N-NE (related to small collapse portion of NE Dolomieu), 

black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 40m  
  07:19:26  1 150 33rd jet pulse N-NE (related to small collapse portion of NE Dolomieu), 

black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 40m  
  07:19:46  2 >100 34th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m; 35th jet pulse SE, 

black-grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  07:20:26  1 60 36th pulse SE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:20:46  1 80 37th pulse SE, grey, ash-rich, width 40m continues until 07:21:26 
  07:21:06  1 60 38th pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width 20m 
  07:21:26  1 60 39th pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  07:21:46    pause 
  07:25:36    pause 
  07:25:46  1 >100 40th pulse NW, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:26:06  1 >100 41th pulse NW, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  07:26:26  1 >100 42th pulse NW, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  07:26:36  1 >100 43th pulse NW, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:26:46  1 >100 44th pulse NW, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:27:06  1 >100 45th pulse NW, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:27:26  1 80 46th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width >20m 
  07:28:06  1 >100 47th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width >20m 
  07:28:26  1 >100 48th pulse NE, grey, ash, width >20m 
  07:28:46  1 >100 49th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width >20m 
  07:28:56  1 40 50th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 10m 
  07:29:16  1 80 51th pulse NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:29:36    pause 
  07:29:46    pause 
  07:29:56  1 >100 52th jet pulse N-NE, black-gray, ash rich, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  07:30:46  1 60 53th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:31:26    pause 
  07:33:46    pause 
  07:33:56  1 >100 54th plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  07:34:46  1 >100 55th plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
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  07:35:16 1 1 150 Explosion jet driven pulse N-NE (inner Dolomieu caldera associated with 
portion collapse), black-grey, dense ash-rich,  
width >40m 

  07:35:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m 

  07:35:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m 

  07:36:46  1 >100 4th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m 

  07:36:56  1 >100 5th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, dense ash-rich, width 
>40m 

  07:37:16  1 >100 6th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  07:37:36  1 >100 7th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  07:37:56  1 >100 8th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  07:38:06  1 >100 9th pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:38:26  1 >100 10th pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:38:36  1 >100 11th plume NE, grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  07:39:06  1 >100 12th plume NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  07:39:36  1 40 13th pulse NE, grey, ash, width 10m 
  07:39:56  1 >100 14th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 40m 
  07:40:16  1 >100 15th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
     no image gap 
  07:40:56  1 >100 16th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 40m 
  07:41:06  1 >100 17th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  07:41:56  1 >100 18th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
  07:42:26  1 >100 19th plume N-NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
     no image gap 
  07:43:06  1 >100 20th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
  07:43:16  1 >100 21st jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
  07:43:46  2 >100 22nd pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width >20m; 23rd pulse SW, brown-grey, 

ash, width >20m 
  07:44:06  1 80 24th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:44:26  1 80 25th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  07:45:06  1 >100 26th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width >40m 
  07:45:36  1 80 27th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:45:46  1 80 28th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:46:06  1 80 29th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 20m 
  07:46:36    no image gap 
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  07:47:06    pause 
  07:47:26    pause 
  07:47:36  1 80 30th pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:47:56  1 80 31st pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:48:16  1 80 32nd pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:48:26  1 80 33rd pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:48:56    pause 
  07:49:06 1(?) 1 >100 34th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:49:26  1 >100 35th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:49:46  1 >100 36th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:50:06  1 >100 37th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:50:36  1 >100 38th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
     no image gap 
  07:51:16  1 >100 39th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:51:36  1 >100 40th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:51:46  1 >100 41th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  07:52:16  1 >100 42th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:52:46  1 >100 43th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:53:06  1 >100 44th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:53:26  1 >100 45th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:53:36  1 >100 46th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:53:46  1 >100 47th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:53:56  1 >100 48th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:54:16  1 >100 49th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:54:26  1 >100 50th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:54:36  1 >100 51th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:54:46    partially cloudy 
  07:55:06    partially cloudy 
  07:55:16  1 >100 52th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:55:26  1 >100 53th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:55:46  1 >100 54th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:56:06  1 >100 55th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:56:16  1 >100 56th jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud , grey, ash, width 40m 
  07:56:26  2 >100 57th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 40m; 58th plume NE, grey, ash, 

width 20m 
  07:56:36  1 >100 59th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
     no image gap 
  07:57:26  1 >100 60th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
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  07:57:46  1 >100 61th jet pulse N-NE , grey, light ash, width 30m 
  07:58:06  1 >100 62th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:58:26  1 >100 63th jet plume N-NE , grey, ash, width 20m 
  07:58:36  1 >100 64th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  07:58:46  1 >100 65th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash-rich, width 30m 
  07:58:56  1 >100 66th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:59:16  1 >100 67th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
  07:59:26  1 >100 68th jet plume N-NE , grey, ash, width 20m 
  08:00:06  1 >100 69th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 30m 
  08:00:16  1 >100 70th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash-rich, width >20m 
  08:00:46  1 80 71th jet plume N-NE , grey, ash, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  08:01:36  1 60 72th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 20m 
  08:02:06  1 80 73th jet pulse N-NE , grey, light ash, width 20m 
  08:02:26  1 100 74th plume N-NE , grey, light ash, width 20m until 08:02:46 
  08:03:26  1 80 75th jet pulse N-NE , grey, light ash, width 20m 
  08:04:06  1 60 76th jet pulse N-NE , grey, light ash, width 20m 
  08:04:26    pause 
  08:05:06    pause 
     no image gap 
  08:05:46  1 >100 77th jet pulse N-NE , grey, ash, width 40m continues until 08:07:16 
  08:07:26    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:10:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:10:56  1 >100 78th pulse NW, grey, light ash, width >20m 
     no image gap 
  08:11:56    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:12:26    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:12:36  1 >100 79th pulse NW, grey, light ash, width >20m 
  08:12:56  1 >100 80th pulse NW, grey, light ash, width >20m 
  08:13:26  1 100 81th pulse N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, ash, 

width 30m  
     no image gap 
  08:14:06  1 >100 82th plume N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, ash, 

width 30m (partially cloudy) 
  08:14:16  1 >100 83th plume N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, light 

ash, width 20m (partially cloudy) 
  08:14:36  1 60 84th pulse N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, ash-

rich, width 40m  
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  08:15:16  1 100 85th pulse N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, ash-
rich, width 40m  

     no image gap 
  08:16:06  1 60 83th thin plume N-NE (subsequent to landsliding portion NE), brown-grey, 

light ash, width 10m (partially cloudy) 
  08:16:26    partially cloudy 
  08:16:56    partially cloudy 
  08:17:06    pause 
  08:17:26    pause 
  08:17:36  1 >100 84th jet pulse E (inner caldera, subsequent to small collapse inner E 

portion), brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:18:06  1 >100 85th jet pulse E (inner caldera, subsequent to small collapse inner E 

portion), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:18:36  1 >100 86th pulse E (inner caldera, subsequent to small collapse inner E portion), 

brown-pink, light ash, width >40m 
  08:18:46  1 >100 87th pulse E (inner caldera, subsequent to small collapse inner E portion), 

brown-pink, light ash, width >40m 
  08:19:16 1 1 >100 Explosion jet pulse E (after collapse of E portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, 

dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  08:19:36  1 >100 2nd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, dense ash-rich, width 

>100m 
  08:19:56  1 >100 3rd jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, brown-grey, ash-rich, width >100m 
  08:20:06  1 >100 4th jet plume E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:21:06  1 >100 5th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:21:26  1 >100 6th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:21:46  1 >100 7th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:22:16  1 >100 8th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:22:36  1 >100 9th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:22:56    clouds 
  08:26:36    clouds 
  08:26:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:27:56    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:28:06    no image gap 
  08:28:36    clouds 
  08:30:06    clouds 
     no image gap 
  08:30:46  1 >100 10th plume E, brown-pink, ash-rich, width 20m 
  08:31:06  1 80 11th pulse SE, brown-grey, ash-rich (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  08:31:16  1 >100 12th jet pulse E, brown-pink, ash-rich, width 50m 
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  08:31:46  2 >100 13th jet pulse SE, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m; 14th pulse N-NE, grey, 
ash, width 30m 

  08:31:56  1 >100 15th jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud, brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m;  
16th pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width 30m  

     no image gap 
  08:32:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:33:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  08:33:16  1 >100 17th jet pulse N-NE, grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:33:36  1 >100 18th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:33:56  1 >100 19th thin plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 10m 
  08:34:26  1 >100 20th jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:34:46  1 >100 21st jet pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  08:35:26  1 >100 22nd pulse N-NE, grey, ash, width 20m 
  08:35:56    pause 
  08:40:26    pause 
  08:40:36    no image gap 
  08:41:06    pause 
  08:41:46    pause 
  08:41:56  1 >100 23rd plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 20m  
  08:42:16  1 >100 24th thin plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 10m  
  08:42:26  1 >100 25th thin plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 10m  
  08:42:36  1 >100 26th thin plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 10m  
  08:42:46  1 >100 27th thin plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 10m  
  08:42:56  1 >100 28th thin plume N-NE, brown-grey, light ash (dust from sliding), width 10m  
  08:43:06  1 >100 29th jet plume N-NE, brown-grey, ash, width 20m  
  08:43:26  1 >100 30th jet plume N-NE, brown-grey, ash, width 20m  
  08:43:36  1 >100 31st jet plume N-NE, brown-grey, ash, width 20m  
  08:43:56  1 >100 32nd jet plume N-NE, black-grey, ash, width >20m  
  08:44:16  1 >100 33rd jet pulse N-NE, black-grey, ash, width >10m 
     no image gap 
  08:45:16  1 100 34th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 10m 
  08:45:26  1 100 35th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 10m 
  08:45:36  1 100 36th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 10m 
  08:46:06  1 100 37th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 10m 
  08:46:26  2 40 38th pulse N-NE, grey, light ash, width 10m; 39th pulse E, brown-pink, 

ash, width 10m 
  08:46:46    pause 
     no image gap 
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  08:47:36  1 40 40th pulse N, brown-pink, ash, width 10m  
  08:47:46  1 100 41th plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 10m 
  08:48:06  1 100 42th plume N-NE, grey, ash, width 10m 
  08:48:26    pause 
  08:48:46    pause 
     no image gap 
  08:49:26  1 >100 43th pulse W, brown-grey, ash, width >20m 
  08:50:36  1 >100 44th pulse W, grey, light ash, width >10m 
  08:51:06  1 >100 45th pulse W, brown-grey, ash, width >20m 
  08:51:46    pause 
  08:51:56    pause 
  08:52:06 1(?) 1 >100 46th pulse N-NE, black, dense ash-rich, width >30m 
  08:52:26  1 >100 47th pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >30m 
  08:52:46  1 >100 48th pulse N-NE sustaining ash-cloud, black, dense ash-rich, width >30m 
     no image gap 
  08:53:36  1 >100 49th pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >30m 
  08:54:16  1 80 50th pulse N-NE, black, ash, width 20m 
  08:54:36  1 100 51th pulse N-NE, black, ash-rich, width >30m 
  08:55:06    partially cloudy 
  09:00:56    partially cloudy 
  09:01:06    clouds 
  09:03:16    clouds 
  09:03:26    no image gap 
  09:03:56    clouds 
  09:07:16    clouds 
  09:07:26    partially cloudy 
  09:08:26    partially cloudy 
  09:08:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:10:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:10:16    partially cloudy 
  09:10:46    partially cloudy 
  09:10:56    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:12:46    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:12:56  1 40 52th pulse NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 10m 
  09:13:16  2 80 53th, 54th thin plumes NE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 10m 
  09:13:36  1 100 55th thin plume NE, grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
  09:13:56  1 >100 56th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width 20m 
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  09:14:46  1 >100 57th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  09:15:16  1 >100 58th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
  09:15:36  1 40 59th plume NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m 
     no image gap 
  09:16:36  1 60 60th pulse NE, brown-grey, ash (dust from sliding), width >20m continues 

until 09:17:26 
  09:17:36    pause 
  09:18:16    pause 
  09:18:26  1 60 61th jet pulse SE (subsequent to small collapse SE), brown-grey, ash-rich, 

width 40m 
  09:18:56  1 80 62th jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud (subsequent to small collapse SE), 

brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  09:19:16  1 100 63th jet pulse SE sustaining ash-cloud (subsequent to small collapse SE), 

brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  09:19:36    pause 
  09:19:56    pause 
     no image gap 
  09:20:36  2 >100 64th jet pulse NW, grey, ash, width >40m; 65th jet pulse SE, brown-grey, 

ash-rich, width 20m 
  09:21:16    pause 
  09:22:56    pause 
  09:23:06  1 40 65th jet pulse SE (subsequent to small collapse SE), brown-grey, ash-rich, 

width 20m 
  09:23:26  1 40 66th jet pulse SE (subsequent to small collapse SE), brown-grey, ash-rich, 

width 20m 
  09:23:46    pause 
  09:25:26    pause 
  09:25:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:26:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  09:26:46    pause 
  09:31:16    pause 
  09:31:26    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:32:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:32:16    partially cloudy 
  09:34:56    partially cloudy 
  09:35:06    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:36:16    pause (partially cloudy) 
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  09:36:26    partially cloudy 
  09:36:36    no image gap 
  09:37:06    partially cloudy 
  09:38:36    partially cloudy 
     no image gap 
  09:39:16    clouds 
  09:51:06    clouds 
  09:51:16    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:52:36    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:52:46    clouds 
  09:58:08    clouds 
  09:58:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:59:28    pause (partially cloudy) 
  09:59:38    clouds 
  10:07:28    clouds 
     no image gap 
  10:10:38    pause 
  10:28:08    pause 
  10:28:18  1 >100 67th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash, width >40m 
  10:28:38  1 >100 68th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash, width >40m 
  10:29:08  1 >100 69th pulse SW (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >40m 
  10:29:28  1 >100 70th pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >40m 
  10:29:58  1 >100 71th jet pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, dense ash-rich, 

width >40m 
  10:30:08  1 >100 72th jet pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, dense ash-rich, 

width >40m 
     no image gap 
  10:31:08  1 >100 73th pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, light ash, width >40m 
  10:31:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:32:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  10:32:58    clouds 
  10:33:18    clouds 
  10:33:28    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:34:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:34:18  1 >100 74th plume SE, brown-pink, ash-rich (dust from sliding), width 20m 
     no image gap 
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  10:35:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:35:28    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:35:38    clouds 
  10:35:48    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:36:48    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:36:58    pause 
  10:38:08    pause 
  10:38:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:39:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:39:48    clouds 
  10:40:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:40:28    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:40:38    clouds 
  10:41:28    clouds 
  10:41:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:44:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:44:18    pause 
  10:51:08    pause 
     no image gap 
  10:51:48    pause 
  10:52:28    pause 
  10:52:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  10:53:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  10:53:48    pause 
  10:54:48    pause 
  10:54:58  1 >100 75th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  10:55:08  1 >100 76th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 
  10:55:28  1 >100 77th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash, width >40m 
  10:56:08  1 >100 78th pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  10:56:28    pause 
  10:58:28    pause 
  10:58:38  1 >100 79th pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, light ash, width >20m 
  10:58:58    pause 
  11:01:28    pause 
     no image gap 
  11:02:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
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  11:04:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  11:04:18 1 1 >100 Explosion jet driven from NE to SE (related to NE, E, SE collapse 

Dolomieu), brown-pink, dense ash-rich, width >100m 
  11:04:38  1 >100 2nd jet pulse from NE to SE sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, dense ash-

rich, width >100m 
  11:04:58  1 >100 3rd jet pulse from NE to SE sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, dense ash-

rich, width >100m 
  11:05:38  1 >100 4th pulse from E sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, ash-rich, width >40m 
     no image gap 
  11:06:18  1 >100 5th jet pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu) sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, 

dense ash-rich, width >40m 
  11:16:38  1 >100 6th jet pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu) sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, 

dense ash-rich, width >40m 
  11:06:48  1 >100 7th jet pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >20m 
  11:07:28  1 >100 8th pulse E, brown, ash, width >20m 
  11:07:48  1 >100 9th pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >20m 
  11:07:58  2 >100 10th pulse W (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash-rich, width >20m;  

11th plume E (subsequent to sliding), brown-pink, ash-rich, width 20m 
  11:08:18  1 >100 12th pulse E (subsequent to sliding), brown-pink, ash-rich, width 40m 
  11:08:38  1 >100 13th pulse E (subsequent to sliding), brown-pink, ash-rich, width 40m 
  11:08:58  1 >100 14th pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, brown-pink, ash-rich, width 40m 
  11:09:18  2 >100 15th plume E (inner portion Dolomieu, subsequent to sliding), brown-pink, 

ash-rich, width >20m;  
16th pulse N-NE (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash-rich, width 
>20m 

  11:09:48    pause (partially cloudy) 
  11:10:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  11:10:48    clouds 
  11:11:18    clouds 
  11:11:28  1 >100 17th jet pulse E, brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m (partially cloudy) 
  11:11:48  1 >100 18th jet pulse E sustaining ash-cloud, brown-grey, ash-rich, width >40m 

(partially cloudy) 
  11:12:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  11:22:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
     no image gap 
  11:22:58    clouds 
  11:30:38    clouds 
  11:30:48    no image gap 
  11:31:18    clouds 
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  11:43:08    clouds 
     no image gap 
  11:43:48    pause (partially cloudy) 
  11:48:58    pause 
  11:59:08    pause 
  11:59:18  1 >100 19th pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu, subsequent to sliding), brown-grey, 

ash-rich, width 20m 
  11:59:48  1 >100 20th plume E (inner portion Dolomieu, subsequent to sliding), brown-grey, 

ash-rich, width 20m 
     no image gap 
  12:00:28  1 >100 21st pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu, subsequent to sliding), brown-grey, 

ash-rich, width >20m 
  12:00:48    pause 
  12:01:28    pause 
  12:01:38  1 >100 22nd pulse S (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-pink, ash, width >20m 
     no image gap 
  12:02:28  1 >100 23rd pulse SE (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash, width 20m 
  12:02:48    pause 
  12:03:38    pause 
  12:03:48  1 >100 24th plume W (inner portion Dolomieu), grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  12:04:08    pause 
  12:13:28    pause 
  12:13:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:21:58    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:22:08    clouds 
  12:29:58    clouds 
  12:30:08    partially cloudy 
  12:32:28    partially cloudy 
  12:32:38    clouds 
  12:36:08    clouds 
  12:36:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:42:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:42:48  1 >100 25th pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  12:42:58  1 >100 26th pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, ash-rich, width 40m 
  12:43:28  1 80 27th pulse E (inner portion Dolomieu), brown-grey, light ash, width 20m 
  12:43:48    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:46:08    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:46:18    clouds 
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  12:47:28    clouds 
     no image gap 
  12:48:08    clouds 
  12:57:58    clouds 
     no image gap 
  12:58:38    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:59:28    pause (partially cloudy) 
  12:59:48    pause 
  13:02:48    pause 
  13:02:58    clouds 
  13:03:08    clouds 
  13:03:18    pause (partially cloudy) 
  13:06:58    pause (partially cloudy) 
  13:07:08    pause 
  13:08:08    pause 
     no image gap 
      

 

Camera Date Hour GMT n. events n. pulses Height plume (m)
Wind 
direction   Notes 

CmBory 10-apr-07 11:03:59   0   NW   pause 
    11:15:58   1 20 NW   landsliding dust pulse SW, brown light ash 
    11:20:58  0  NW-W  pause 
    11:25:58   1 >20 NW-W   landsliding dust SW, brown light ash 
    11:35:58  0    pause 
    11:55:58  0    pause 
    12:00:58   1 >20 NW-W   lansliding dust S, brown very light ash 
    12:05:58  0    pause 
    12:20:58  0    pause 
    12:25:58   1 40 NW-W   landsliding dust S-SE, brown light ash 
    12:30:58  0    pause 
    13:40:58  0    pause 
    13:45:58      clouds + partial image 
    14:35:58      clouds + partial image 
    14:45:59      night 
    23:55:59   0       night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  11-apr-07 00:00:59           night 
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    01:40:59      night 
    01:45:59  0  N-NW  pause 
    03:45:59  0  N-NW  pause 

    03:50:59  1(?)  N-NW  
possible ash pulse occurred, E-SE, grey ash  
--> but could be clouds passing by the summit 

    03:55:59  0  N-NW  pause 
    04:10:59  0  N-NW  pause 
    04:15:59      clouds   
    04:25:59      clouds 
    04:30:59  0  NW  pause 
    04:35:59  0  NW  pause 
    04:40:49      clouds 
    04:50:59      clouds 
    04:55:59  0  NW  pause 
    05:00:59      clouds 
    05:20:59      clouds 
    05:25:59  0    pause 
    05:30:59  0    pause 
    05:35:59      clouds 
    06:20:59      clouds 
    06:25:59  0    pause 
    06:40:59  0    pause 
    06:45:59      clouds 
    07:20:59      clouds 
    07:25:59  0    pause 
    08:00:59  0    pause 
    08:05:59      clouds 
    08:20:59      clouds 
    08:25:59  0    pause 
    08:30:59  0    pause 
    08:35:59      clouds 
    08:40:59  0    pause 
    08:45:59      clouds 
    08:50:59  0    pause 
    09:15:59  0    pause 
    09:20:59      clouds 
    14:35:59      clouds 
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    14:40:59      night 
    23:55:59           night+partial or no image data 
  12-apr-07 00:00:59           night 
    00:20:59      night 
    00:25:59      no image 
    00:35:59      no image 
    00:40:59      night 
    01:35:59      night+pause (few glow show pause) 
    01:40:59      no image 
    03:15:59      no image 
    03:20:59  0    pause 
    03:39:07  0    pause 
    03:44:07   1 >100     landsliding dust S, brown light ash 
    03:49:07  0    pause 
    03:54:07  0    pause 
    03:59:07      no image 
    04:14:07      no image 
    04:19:07   1 >100     landsliding dust W, brown light ash (occurred) 
    04:24:07  0    pause 
    04:29:07  0    pause 
    04:34:07      no image 
    04:39:07      no image 
    04:44:07  0    pause 
    04:49:07      no image 
    04:54:07  0    pause 
          no image gap 
    05:04:07  0    pause 
          no image gap 
    05:14:07  0    pause 
    06:39:07  0    pause 
    06:44:07      clouds 
    06:49:07  0    pause 
    07:24:07  0    pause 
    07:29:07      clouds 
    07:34:07  0    pause 
    07:44:07      clouds 
    07:49:07  0    pause 
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    11:04:08  0    pause 

    11:07:59 1 1 >100 W-SW   
Explosion pulse (collapse related) E-NE, brown grey ash  
until 11:12:04 

    11:12:09   1 >100 W-SW   2nd pulse (collapse related), brown-grey ash until 11:14:34
    11:14:44  0    pause 
    11:15:04  0    pause 
    11:15:09   1 >40 SW   landsliding dust E, brown light ash  
    11:15:19  1 >100 W-SW  landsliding dust N,NE, brown grey light ash until 11:16:09 
    11:16:14   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse W, brown grey ash until 11:19:44 
    11:19:49  1 >100 W-SW  landsliding dust plume SW, brown grey ash until 11:19:54 
    11:19:59   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust plume S, brown grey ash until 11:23:54 
    11:24:04   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E-SE, brown grey ash until 11:26:14 
    11:26:19  0    pause 
    11:33:39  0    pause 
    11:34:09   1 >100 W-NW   landsliding dust pulse E-SE, brown ash until 11:37:38 
    11:38:09  0    pause 
    11:47:08  0    pause 
    11:47:39   1 60 W-NW   landsliding dust pulse E-SE, brown light ash until 11:48:38 
    11:49:09  0    pause 
    11:50:38  0    pause 
    11:51:09   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust N brown grey light ash until 11:53:09 
    11:53:39  0    pause 
    11:57:39  0    pause 
    11:58:08   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust W brown grey light ash 
    11:59:09  0    pause 
    12:00:09  0    pause 
    12:00:38   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding plume E, brown ash until  12:03:09 
    12:03:38  0    pause 
    12:05:39  0    pause 
    12:06:08   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding pulse W, grey ash until 12:08:39 
    12:09:08   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding pulse W, grey ash until 12:11:09 
    12:11:38  0    pause 
    12:18:39  0    pause 
    12:19:08   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding pulse S, brown-grey ash until 12:21:09 
    12:21:38  0    pause 
    12:22:38  0    pause 
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    12:23:09   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E-SE, brown-grey ash until 12:24:38 
    12:25:09  0    pause 
    12:32:09  0    pause 
    12:32:38   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding pulse SW, brown-grey ash until 12:33:38 
    12:34:09  0    pause 
    12:34:38   1 60 W-SW   landsliding pulse SW, brown-grey light ash  
    12:35:38  0    pause 
    12:47:09  0    pause 
    12:47:38   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E-SE, brown-grey ash until 12:49:38 
    12:50:08  0    pause 
    12:50:39  0    pause 
    12:51:08   1 80 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey ash until 12:52:08 
    12:52:39  0    pause 
    12:53:08  0    pause 
    12:53:39   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey ash until 12:54:38 
    12:55:09   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey ash until 12:56:09 
    12:56:38  0    pause 
    13:31:38  0    pause 
    13:32:09   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding pulse S, brown-grey ash until 12:34:08 
    13:34:39   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey ash until 13:35:08 
    13:35:39  0    pause 
    13:46:39  0    pause 
    13:47:08   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse W, brown-grey ash until 13:49:09 
    13:49:38  0    pause 
    14:02:38  0    pause 
    14:03:09   1 >100 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey ash until 14:08:08 
    14:08:39  0    pause 
    14:16:39  0    pause 
    14:17:08   1 60 W-SW   landsliding dust pulse E, brown-grey light ash  
    14:18:08  0    pause 
    14:44:09  0    pause 
    14:44:38      night 
    15:29:38           night 
  13-apr-07 00:00:08       N   night+clouds cover+ rain 
    08:58:09    N  night+clouds cover+ rain 
    08:58:39  0  N  pause 
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    09:08:38  0  N  pause 
    09:09:09    N  clouds 
    09:13:28    N  clouds 
    09:14:07  0  N  pause 
    10:29:38  0  N  pause 
    10:30:07   1 30N   landsliding dust pulse N,NW, brown light ash 
    10:31:07       N     
    10:31:38  0  N  pause 
    11:00:07  0  N  pause 
    11:00:38  0  N  pause+clouds 
    12:05:08  0  N  pause+clouds 
    14:41:07  0  N  pause+clouds 
    14:41:38  0    pause+night 
    23:10:38           night 
  14-apr-07 00:00:08           night 
    01:57:08           night 
  15-apr-07 00:00:08           night 
    01:17:37   0       night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  16-apr-07 00:00:09   0       night+pause (few glow show pause) 
    00:48:08   0       night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  17-apr-07 09:18:39   0   NW   pause 
    09:52:09  0  NW  pause 
    09:52:38      no image 
    09:53:21  0  NW  pause (fixing webcam focus area lower and eastern) 
    10:00:22  0  NW  pause (fixing webcam focus area lower and eastern) 
    10:00:52  0  NW  pause 
    10:02:52   0   NW   pause 
  18-apr-07 00:00:24           night 
    01:25:54           night 
  19-apr-07 03:25:51   0       pause 
    05:24:51  0    pause 

    05:25:51   1 30N?   
landsliding dust pulse N,NW, brown light ash  
until 05:27:51 

    05:28:51  0    pause 
    07:03:51   0       pause 
  20-apr-07 00:13:52           night 
    01:59:52      night 
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    02:00:52      clouds 
    03:32:52           clouds 
  21-apr-07 00:00:52           night 
    01:57:52      night 
    01:58:52      clouds+rain 
    02:27:52           clouds+rain 
  22-apr-07 00:00:52           night 
    01:53:52      night+pause (few glow show pause) 
    01:54:52  0    pause 
    02:05:52   0       pause 
  23-apr-07 00:00:52      night+pause (few glow show pause) 
    01:45:52      night+pause (few glow show pause) 
    01:46:52  0    pause 
    01:55:52   0       pause 
Cm Basalte 8-apr-07 04:29:31           clouds 
    05:27:31           clouds 
  10-apr-07 11:03:58   0       pause 
          no image gap 
    16:38:38      night 
    23:58:38           night 
  11-apr-07 00:03:38      night 
    01:03:38      night 
    01:38:38  0    pause 
    04:13:39  0    pause 
    04:18:39      clouds 
    14:38:39      clouds 
    14:43:39      night 
    16:53:39      night 
    16:58:39      no image 
    19:08:39      no image 
    19:13:39      night 
    23:58:39      night 
  12-apr-07 00:03:39           night 
    01:33:39      night 
    01:38:39      no image 
    03:13:39      no image 
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    03:18:39      clouds 
    03:28:39      clouds 
    03:33:39  0    pause 
    03:39:05  0    pause 
    03:44:05      clouds 
    03:54:05      clouds 
    03:59:05      no image 
    04:14:05      no image 
    04:19:05  0    pause 
    04:44:05  0    pause 
    04:49:05      no image 
    04:54:05  0    pause 
          no image gap 
    05:04:05  0    pause 
    05:09:05  0    pause 
          no image gap 
    05:19:05  0  S  pause 
    05:34:05  0  S  pause 
    05:39:05      clouds 
    05:44:05  0  S  pause 
    05:49:05      clouds 
    07:04:05      clouds 
    07:09:05  0  S  pause 
    07:14:05  0  S  pause 
    07:19:05      clouds 
    08:29:05      clouds 
    08:34:05  0    pause 
    08:59:05  0    pause 
    09:04:05      clouds 
    09:09:05  0  SW  pause 
    11:04:05  0  SW  pause 

    11:09:05 1 1 600 SW   
Explosion jet driven (collapse related) NW-W, brown-grey  
dense ash, width 300m   

    11:10:27  1 400 W-SW  
2nd pulse (collapse related) NE-N, brown-grey ash,  
width 400m 
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    11:11:27   1 400 W-SW   
3rd pulse (collapse related) NE-N, brown-grey ash,  
width 400m until 11:14:12  

    11:14:27  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:16:27  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:16:42   1 100 W-SW   4th landsliding pulse N, brown-grey light ash,  
    11:17:27   1 100 W-SW   5th landsliding pulse N, brown-grey light ash until 11:19:11 
    11:19:16  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:20:21  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:20:26   1 100 W-SW   6th landsliding pulse NW-W, brown-grey light ash 
    11:20:56  1 100 W-SW  7th landsliding pulse NW-W, brown-grey light ash 
    11:21:26   1 100 W-SW   8th landsliding pulse NW-W, brown-grey light ash 
    11:22:06  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:26:21  0  W-SW  pause 

    11:26:26   2 100 W-SW   
9th landsliding pulse NE and 10th landsliding pulse NW,  
brown-grey light ash 

    11:27:36  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:33:33  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:34:14   1 100 W-SW   11th landsliding pulse NE, brown-grey light ash 

    11:35:43  1 350 W-SW  
12th pulse (collapse related) NW-W, brown-grey ash,  
width 100m 

    11:37:43   1 100 W-SW   13th landsliding pulse NE, brown-grey light ash 
    11:40:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:46:43  0  W-SW  pause 

    11:47:13   2 100 W-SW   
14th landsliding pulse NE and 15th landsliding pulse NW,  
brown-grey light ash 

    11:49:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:51:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:51:43   1 200 W-SW   16th landsliding pulse NE, brown-grey light ash 
    11:53:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:57:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:58:13   1 200 W-SW   17th landsliding pulse N-NW, brown-grey light ash 
    11:59:43   1 100 W-SW   18th landsliding pulse NE, brown-grey light ash 
    12:00:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:01:13  0  W-SW  pause 
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    12:01:44   1 300W-SW   
19th pulse (collapse related) NW, brown-grey ash,  
width 100m 

    12:03:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:04:13   1 200W-SW   20th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey light ash 
    12:06:13  1 100W-SW  21st landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey light ash 

    12:07:14   2 350W-SW   
22nd landsliding pulse NE and 23rd landsliding pulse NW,  
brown-grey ash 

    12:09:43   1 300W-SW   24th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey ash 
    12:12:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:19:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:20:13   1 200W-SW   25th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey light ash 
    12:21:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:23:44  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:24:13   1 200W-SW   26th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey light ash 
    12:25:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:34:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:34:44   1 100W-SW   27th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey very light ash 
    12:35:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:37:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:37:43   1 200W-SW   28th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey very light ash 
    12:38:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:48:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:49:13   1 100W-SW   29th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey very light ash 
    12:50:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:51:14  0  W-SW  pause 
    12:51:43   1 100W-SW   30th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey light ash 
    12:52:13  1 100W-SW  31st landsliding pulse N-NW, brown-grey very light ash 
    12:54:13   1 150W-SW   32nd landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey ash 
    12:56:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    13:33:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    13:34:13   1 200W-SW   33rd landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey ash 
    13:34:43   1 200W-SW   34th landsliding plume N-NW, brown-grey ash 
    13:36:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    13:49:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    13:49:43   1 100W-SW   35th landsliding pulse NW, brown-grey very light ash 
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    13:50:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:05:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:05:43   1 200W-SW   36th landsliding pulse N-NW, brown-grey light ash 
    14:07:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:40:13  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:40:43   1 100W-SW   37th landsliding pulse N-NW, brown-grey light ash 
    14:41:14  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:47:43  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:48:13      night 
    23:59:43           night 
  13-apr-07 00:00:13      night 
    02:01:13      night 
    02:01:43      clouds 
    05:41:44      clouds 
    05:43:15      no image 
    05:50:44      no image 
          no image gap 
    06:29:14      clouds 
    10:19:14      clouds 
    10:20:14  0  N  pause 
    12:11:14  0  N  pause 
    12:11:44      clouds 
    12:18:14      clouds 
    12:18:44  0  N  pause 
    12:22:14  0  N  pause 
    12:22:44      clouds 
    12:28:14      clouds 
    12:28:44  0  N  pause 
    12:54:14  0  N  pause 
    12:54:44      clouds 
    12:58:14      clouds 
    12:58:44  0  N  pause 
    13:37:14  0  N  pause 
    13:37:44      clouds 
    14:39:14      clouds 
    14:39:44  0  N  pause 
    14:44:44  0  N  pause 
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    14:45:14      clouds 
    14:46:44      clouds 
    14:47:14      night 
    23:59:44      night 
  14-apr-07 00:00:14           night 
    02:03:44      night 
    02:04:15    NW  clouds 
    14:35:14    NW  clouds 
    14:35:44      night 
    23:59:44           night 
  15-apr-07 00:00:14      night 
    01:46:14      night 
    01:46:44      clouds 
    01:52:14      clouds 
    01:52:44  0  W  pause 
    02:05:15  0  W  pause 
    02:05:44      clouds 
    02:08:44      clouds 
    02:09:14  0  W  pause 
    02:13:14  0  W  pause 
    02:13:44      clouds 
    14:39:14      clouds 
    14:39:44      night 
    23:59:14      night 
  16-apr-07 00:00:14           night 
    02:00:45      night 
    02:01:14      clouds 
    10:28:44      clouds 
    10:29:14  0  W-SW  pause 
    10:49:14  0  W-SW  pause 
    10:49:44      clouds 
    11:25:14      clouds 
    11:25:44  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:59:14  0  W-SW  pause 
    11:59:44      clouds 
    12:03:44      clouds 
    12:04:14  0  W-SW  pause 
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    14:45:15  0  W-SW  pause 
    14:45:44      night 
    19:27:44      night 
    19:28:14  0    pause (from glow) 
    19:46:14  0    pause (from glow) 
    19:46:44      night 
    23:04:44           night 
  17-apr-07 09:18:45  0  W  pause 
    10:41:45  0  W  pause 
    10:42:15      clouds 
    11:48:45      clouds 
    11:49:15  0  W  pause 
    11:53:45  0  W  pause 
    11:54:15      clouds 
    11:59:15      clouds 
    11:59:45  0  W  pause 
    12:03:15  0  W  pause 
    12:03:45      clouds 
    13:36:45      clouds 
    13:37:15  0  NW  pause 
    13:48:45  0  NW  pause 
    13:49:15      clouds 
    14:08:45      clouds 
    14:09:15  0  NW  pause 
    14:09:45  0  NW  pause 
    14:10:15      clouds 
    14:34:15      clouds 
    14:34:45      night 
    23:59:45      night 
  18-apr-07 00:00:15           night 
    01:56:45      night 
    01:57:15      clouds 
    02:30:15      clouds 
    02:30:45  0  SW  pause 
    05:10:45  0  SW  pause 
    05:11:15      clouds 
    14:31:45      clouds 
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    14:32:15      night 
    23:59:45           night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  19-apr-07 00:00:15      night 
    01:31:45      night 
    01:32:15  0    pause 
    09:19:15  0    pause 
    09:19:45   1 100 W   landsliding pulse NE-E, brown-grey ash until 09:21:45 
    09:22:15  0  W  pause 
    14:44:45  0  W  pause 
    14:45:15      night 
    23:05:45      night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  20-apr-07 00:13:45           night 
    02:01:15      night 
    02:01:45      clouds 
    10:14:45      clouds 
    10:15:15  0  W  pause 
    10:25:45  0  W  pause 
    10:26:15      clouds 
    10:37:45      clouds 
    10:38:15  0  W  pause 
    10:42:15  0  W  pause 
    10:42:45      clouds 
    14:36:45      clouds 
    14:37:15      night 
    23:59:45           night 
  21-apr-07 00:00:15      night 
    01:36:45      night 
    01:37:15  0  W  pause 
    01:43:45  0  W  pause 
    01:44:15    W  clouds 
    14:35:15    W  clouds 
    14:35:45      night 
    20:47:15      night 
    20:47:45  0    pause (from glow) 
    23:42:45  0    pause (from glow) 
    23:43:15      night 
    23:59:45      night 
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  22-apr-07 00:00:15           night 
    00:12:15      night 
    00:12:45  0    pause (from glow) 
    00:37:15  0    pause (from glow) 
    00:37:45      night 
    00:39:15      night 
    00:39:45  0    pause (from glow) 
    03:53:45  0  SW  pause 
    03:54:15      clouds 
    03:58:45      clouds 
    03:59:15  0  SW  pause 
    06:41:15  0  SW  pause 
    06:41:45      clouds 
    07:15:15      clouds 
    07:15:45  0  SW  pause 
    07:17:15  0  SW  pause 
    07:17:45      clouds 
    07:25:15      clouds 
    07:25:45  0  SW  pause 
    07:31:45  0  SW  pause 
    07:32:15      clouds 
    08:08:15      clouds 
    08:08:45  0  SW  pause 
    08:11:45  0  SW  pause 
    08:12:15      clouds 
    08:20:15      clouds 
    08:20:45  0  SW  pause 
    08:52:45  0  SW  pause 
    08:53:15      clouds 
    10:07:15      clouds 
    10:07:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:08:15  0  SW  pause 
    10:08:45      clouds 
    10:10:15      clouds 
    10:10:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:15:15  0  SW  pause 
    10:15:45      clouds 
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    10:20:45      clouds 
    10:21:15  0  SW  pause 
    10:40:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:41:15      clouds 
    12:05:15      clouds 
    12:05:45  0  SW  pause 
    12:09:15  0  SW  pause 
    12:09:45      clouds 
    12:20:45      clouds 
    12:21:15  0  SW  pause 
    12:24:45  0  SW  pause 
    12:25:15      clouds 
    12:26:15      clouds 
    12:26:45  0  S  pause 
    12:44:45  0  S  pause 
    12:45:15      clouds 
    14:08:45      clouds 
    14:09:15  0  S  pause 
    14:42:45  0  S  pause 
    14:43:15      night 
    23:59:45           night+pause (few glow show pause) 
  23-apr-07 00:00:15      night 
    01:38:15      night 
    01:38:45  0  SW  pause 
    08:47:15  0  SW  pause 
    08:47:45      clouds 
    09:06:15      clouds 
    09:06:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:35:15  0  SW  pause 
    10:35:45      clouds 
    10:42:15      clouds 
    10:42:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:44:45  0  SW  pause 
    10:45:15      clouds 
    11:07:15      clouds 
    11:07:45  0  SW  pause 
    13:41:15  0  SW  pause 
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    13:41:45      clouds 
    14:12:15      clouds 
    14:12:45  0  SW  pause 
    14:39:45  0  SW  pause 
    14:40:15      night 
    23:59:45           night 
CmPartage 9-apr-07 04:04:22      clouds 
    06:35:00      clouds 
    06:36:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:46:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:47:00      clouds 
    06:48:00      clouds 
    06:49:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:52:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:53:00      clouds 
    06:54:00      clouds 
    06:55:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:56:00   1 150 NW   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash  
    06:58:00      clouds 
    06:59:00      clouds 
    07:00:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:22:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:23:00      clouds 
    07:35:00      clouds 
    07:36:00   1 150 NE   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey light ash  
    07:37:00  1 80 NE  landsliding pulse N, brown-grey light ash until 07:39:00 
    07:40:00   1 100 NW   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash until 07:42:00 
    07:43:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:56:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:57:00   1 150 NW   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey light ash until 07:59:00 
    08:00:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:10:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:11:00   1 400 NW   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash until 08:15:00 
    08:15:00   1 80 NW   landsliding pulse N, brown-grey light ash  
    08:18:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:23:00  0  NW  pause 
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    08:24:00   1 100 N   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey light ash until 08:26:00 
    08:27:00  0  N  pause 
    08:31:00  0  N  pause 
    08:32:00   1 180 NE   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash 
    08:34:00   1 300 NE   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash 
    08:37:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:44:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:45:00   1 180 NE   landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash 
    08:48:00  1 400 NE  landsliding pulse E, brown-grey ash until 08:51:00 
  11-apr-07 07:33:00           clouds 
    09:01:00      clouds 
    09:06:00  0  NW  pause 
    09:11:00      clouds 
    14:27:00      clouds 
    14:32:00      night 
    23:53:00           night 
  12-apr-07 00:03:00      night 
    02:04:00      night 
    02:09:00      clouds 
    02:24:00      clouds 
    03:24:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    03:59:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
          no image gap 

    11:05:00 1 1 450 W   
Explosion jet driven already occurred (collapse related)  
E-NE (?), grey dense ash, width 300m   

  13-apr-07 10:03:00           clouds 
    10:08:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    10:13:00      clouds 
    10:54:00      clouds 
    10:59:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    11:24:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    11:29:00      clouds 
    11:34:00      clouds 
    11:39:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    11:49:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    11:54:00      clouds 
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    12:09:00      clouds 
    12:14:00  0  W-NW  pause 
    14:29:00  0  NW  pause 
    14:34:00      night 
    23:52:00           night 
  14-apr-07 00:02:00      night 
    02:07:00      night 
    02:12:00      clouds 
    14:16:00      clouds (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:29:00      night 
    18:14:00      night 
  16-apr-07 08:27:00           clouds 
    10:09:00      clouds 
    10:14:00  0  NW  pause 
    10:34:00  0  W  pause 
    10:39:00      clouds 
    11:03:00      clouds 
    11:08:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    11:23:00  0  W  pause 
    11:28:00      clouds 
    11:33:00  0  W  pause 
    12:00:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    12:05:00      clouds 
    12:10:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:26:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:31:00      night 
    22:58:00           night 
  17-apr-07 09:17:00  0  W  pause 
    10:19:00  0  W  pause 
    10:24:00      clouds 
    10:29:00  0  W  pause 
    10:34:00  0  W  pause 
    10:39:00      clouds 
    11:29:00      clouds 
    11:38:00  0  W  pause 
    11:50:00  0  W  pause 
    11:55:00      clouds 
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    13:08:00      clouds 
    13:19:00  0  W  pause 
    13:24:00      clouds 
    13:29:00  0  W  pause 
    13:39:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    13:44:00      clouds 
    13:54:00      clouds 
    13:59:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:04:00  0  W  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:09:00      clouds 
    14:24:00      clouds 
    14:29:00      night 
    23:53:00      night 
  18-apr-07 00:03:00           night 
    02:04:00      night 
    02:09:00      clouds 
    02:29:00      clouds 
    02:34:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    02:39:00      clouds 
    02:44:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    05:06:00  0  N-NW  pause 
    05:18:00      clouds 
    14:17:00      clouds 
    14:22:00      night 
    23:53:00           night 
  19-apr-07 00:03:00      night 
    01:48:00      night 
    01:53:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    14:26:00  0    pause 
    14:31:00      night 
    23:03:00      night 
  20-apr-07 00:08:00           night 
    02:09:00      night 
    02:14:00      clouds 
    10:31:00      clouds 
    10:36:00  0  W  pause 
    10:41:00      clouds 
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    14:22:00      clouds 
    14:27:00      night 
    23:49:00           night 
  21-apr-07 00:04:00      night 
    02:05:00      night 
    02:10:00      clouds 
    10:37:00      clouds 
    10:42:00  0  W  pause 
    11:22:00  0  W  pause 
    11:27:00      clouds 
    12:32:00      clouds 
    12:37:00  0  W  pause 
    12:42:00  0  W  pause 
    12:47:00      clouds 
    14:02:00      clouds 
    14:07:00  0  W  pause 
    14:12:00      clouds 
    14:17:00      clouds 
    14:22:00      night 
    23:50:00      night 
  22-apr-07 00:00:00           night 
    02:00:00      night 
    02:05:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    03:31:00  0    pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    03:36:00      clouds 
    03:51:00      clouds 
    03:56:00  0  NW  pause (wet camera = rain?) 
    06:11:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:16:00      clouds 
    06:21:00      clouds 
    06:26:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:42:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:47:00      clouds 
    06:52:00  0  NW  pause 
    06:57:00      clouds 
    07:07:00      clouds 
    07:12:00  0  NW  pause 
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    07:27:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:32:00      clouds 
    07:37:00      clouds 
    07:42:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:52:00  0  NW  pause 
    07:57:00      clouds 
    08:02:00      clouds 
    08:07:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:32:00  0  NW  pause 
    08:37:00      clouds 
    08:42:00      clouds 
    08:47:00  0  NW  pause 
    09:52:00  0  NW  pause 
    09:57:00      clouds 
    10:02:00  0  NW  pause 
    10:32:00  0  NW  pause 
    10:37:00      clouds 
    10:48:00      clouds 
    10:53:00  0  NW  pause 
    11:18:00  0  NW  pause 
    11:23:00      clouds 
    11:38:00      clouds 
    11:43:00  0  NW  pause 
    11:48:00      clouds 
    11:53:00  0  NW  pause 
    14:28:00  0  NW  pause 
    14:33:00      night 
    23:51:00           night 
  23-apr-07 00:01:00      night 
    01:51:00      night 
    01:56:00  0  W  pause 
    12:49:00  0  W  pause 
    12:54:00      clouds 
    12:59:00  0  W  pause 
    13:34:00  0  W  pause 
    13:39:00      clouds 
    13:59:00      clouds 
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    14:04:00  0  W  pause 
    14:24:00  0  W  pause 
    14:29:00      night 
    23:52:00           night 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX III 

 

Grain size distribution diagrams of Outcrop 1 deposits: 
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